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Dear Customers and Friends,
The year 2020 has been and still is an unusual year for all of us. 

We©re very happy to be able to continue standing by your 
side as your partner and reliably serving the toy market 

together!

small foot: A successful German brand for 
wooden toys!
Over the course of one year, we©ve brought small 
foot©s brand awareness to a whole new level - and 
you©ll profit with us from that! One important 

factor is the intense cooperation with influential and 
well-known bloggers and market ambassadors. With 

their reach, the brand awareness among parents and 
grandparents has increased enormously. Small foot products 

have been and continue to be awarded for high playtime value and 
product quality. The "spiel gut" seal, the nomination for the ToyAward, and recommenda-
tions from the German website top10spielzeuge.de all show that small foot has become a 
large German toy brand and vouches for your sales success!

More than just innovations: Category Champions!
In our catalogue, you©ll find lots of new product innovations with lots of trending 
potential. There have never been small foot product groups that are so perfectly tuned 
to the market like the ones we have today! I©m excited to introduce you to our high-
light Category Champions: exclusive in-house developments which represent the top 
products of their respective categories. The demand is rising: our small foot product 
development team is cutting-edge and close to the end customers, which will in turn 
support your success directly as a retailer!

We've become even more environmentally sustainable! 
The Legler Sustainability Campaign we started last year was followed through: packa-
ging waste is being avoided, recyclable materials are being separated and completely 
recycled. In the product development department, we©re turning towards plastic-free 
solutions and using FSC®-certified wood and non-toxic paints. We©re donating part of 
the proceeds from the sales of our WHALE Baby Walker to the NABU project "Oceans 
Without Plastic". It©s a good cause, and yet another strong sales argument for you! 
With the smallest possible packaging, we©re also saving on transport space costs and 
consequently also on energy while avoiding foils and plastics whenever possible. 
That©s not only good for the environment, but also for your bottom line! 

We©re looking forward optimistically to a new season with many excellent chances for 
good business with you! 

Warmest regards, 

André Eichinger

Strengthening the small foot Brand – 
More presence in the market!

Warmest regards, 

André Eichinger

We remain at your disposal for any enquiries

order@legler-online.com / service@legler-online.com

 Online-Shop

www.legler-online.com  E-Mail

Customer service: +49 (0) 4221-97302-69 Phone
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The Tip seal stands for popular, 
especially high-rated products�

Category Champions are our 
exclusive in-house innovations 
with lots of trend potential, and 
they fulfil the market demands 
100% as the top toys of their 
toy categories�

All the novelties of the 
last 12 months are marked 
by this icon!
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small foot Highlights!
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2020 / 2021 TREND PRODUCTS

Pastel colours as eye-catchers:
Baby toys in soft colours are totally  
trendy right now.
 

Rainbows - A trending theme:
A brightly coloured introduction  
to the world of motor skills!

Baby walkers:
Learn to walk  
step-by-step!

Motor activity cubes:
Motor skills training with  
extra-high playtime value!

From p. 46! From p. 50!

From p. 9! From p. 62!

These will be super-popular in nurseries in the coming toy season!
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Children's Miniwob workshops:
The Miniwobs are loose in  
the children© s workshop!

Mud Kitchen, Wooden Horse & Garden Trolley:
New outdoor hype!

Balance bikes & trikes:
Top balance bikes & trikes that  
impress customers 100%.

Safari in the nursery:
Classic wooden toys in  
modern design! 

Premium Parking Garage:
This car park Champion belongs  
in every nursery!

Little Button doll furniture:
First-class doll  
furniture!

From p. 42!

From p. 350!

From p. 272!

From p. 252!

From p. 361!

From p. 324!
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small foot: A successful  
German brand for wooden toys!

Timeless game Ideas – 
modernly re-imagined
small foot uses classic game ideas and 
focuses on innovative development in 
terms of design & product. 

Made for Children,  
thoroughly thought-out 
to the smallest detail
small foot Toys are geared to the 
learning and playing needs of children 
up to 6 years of age.

Wooden Toys  
at fair prices
small foot Toys should remain 
affordable - with a good price-
performance ratio. 

Responsibility for  
Qualitiy and saftey
small foot-toys rely on high-quality raw 
materials, good, stable processing and 
safe playing.

Sustainable 
and Exciting 
small foot is committed to using the 
renewable resource of wood and 
avoiding plastic when possible.

Baby Toys
Baby Walkers · Grip Toys, Rattles, and Soother Chains 
Wooden books · Fabric toys · Toy Arches and Play Mats

Our values are our motivation!  
small foot stands for the idea of bringing smiles to children's faces!

Unique Design –  
made in Germany
small foot Toys combine educational know-
how with contemporary design - developed 
at our premises in Delmenhorst.
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Baby Toys
Baby Walkers · Grip Toys, Rattles, and Soother Chains 
Wooden books · Fabric toys · Toy Arches and Play Mats

11608
Baby Walker Whale - p. 9



 

29,2 k 
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sabrinasmamikram "My son Malio loves the 
walker Wal and since he moved in with us, 
the two of them have been constantly on the 
road together. No wonder, because with the 
different ways of playing there is no chan-
ce of getting bored. Malio is particularly fa-
scinated by the plug game and the movable 
ships. We are thrilled!"

#bloggersrecommendation
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PROTECTS SEA AND COAST

A PORTION OF THE PROCEEDS FROM 
SALES OF THE WHALE BABY WALKER 

WILL BE DONATED TO THE NABU 
PROJECT "OCEANS WITHOUT PLASTIC".

SMALL FOOT

 ▪ Openable lid with anti-clamping 
protection

 ▪ Integrated braking system for controlled 
pushing

 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels for quiet, safe rolling
 ▪ Difficult to tip over with an integrated axle 
for stability

 ▪ A turnable compass trains comprehension of 
cardinal directions and seasons

 ▪ A chalkboard you can draw on
 ▪ Moving play elements for shape-fitting, 
pressing, and flipping for training (fine) 
motor skills

 ▪ Lots of storage space for toys

At a glance

11608 
Baby Walker Whale

Let´s go exploring with the whale! This wooden whale baby walker which was nominated for a 
2020 ToyAward offers novice walkers play and learning fun on five playable sides. The sea and 
its residents are a central design element - and with it, in addition to training motor skills, it also 
allows the whale´s living space to be explored during shape-fitting, pressing and flipping! Fish 
can help with counting, and a compass imparts knowledge about cardinal directions and seasons. 
The young ones are safe and quiet while moving around on the rubber-finished wheels. There´s 
space for shape-fitting elements and toys under the openable top cover with anti-clamping 
protection! The braking system allows the walker to be pushed across the floor in a controlled 
manner. With integrated axle.
Approx. 42 x 39 x 42 cm; Grip height 41 cm

Cf

NEW



 

11,8 k 
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vollzeitmami_ "The Elephant Baby Walker 
is brightly-coloured and invites kids to play. 
Leo totally loves it and likes to play with the 
moving rainbows in particular! Very highly re-
commended."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Openable lid with anti-clamping 
protection

 ▪ Integrated braking system for controlled 
pushing

 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels for quiet, safe 
rolling

 ▪ Difficult to tip over with an integrated axle 
for stability

 ▪ Folding triangles for learning colours
 ▪ A chalkboard you can draw on
 ▪ Moving play elements for shape-fitting, 
pressing, and flipping for training fine 
motor skills

 ▪ Lots of storage space for toys

At a glance

11607 
Baby Walker Elephant

An elephant as a real all-rounder! This abstract elephant baby walker made of wood 
offers multifunctional play and learning fun on five sides. The rainbow and its colours 
are a central design element. When inserting shapes, pushing it and turning over 
elements, novice walkers will train their motor skills and learn colours, shapes and 
numbers. The rubber-finished wheels allow children to be safely and quietly on the 
move. Under the openable lid with clamping protection, a child´s favourite toys can 
find space next to the shape-fitting pieces. The integrated axle makes the baby walker 
robust and smooth-running. The braking system ensures that no accidents happen 
while finding one’s feet.
Approx. 42 x 39 x 42 cm; Grip height approx. 41 cm

Cf

NEW
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10947 
Walker "Move it!" 
This baby walker made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is a 
real allrounder with its functions and its minimalist design. 
Here, you can spin, fit pieces, and draw. The top board can 
be raised up and offers lots of storage space inside for 
other toys. Thanks to the brake system, nothing can go 
wrong while learning to walk.
approx. 39 x 40 x 42 cm, handle height 41 cm

Cf

7393 
Bear Walker
On the go with the little bear! This bear in the form of a versatile 
baby walker is ready to accompany children when they are 
learning to walk and discover the world. This multifunctional 
walking trainer also teaches time and brings lots of fun in the form 
of inserting, pushing, and spinning various wooden elements.
approx. 38 x 37 x 42 cm, handle height 40 cm

Cf
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10495 
Baby Walker with the Elephant "Die Maus"
Be mobile with the Mouse! This play-oriented baby walker is a 
brilliant all-purpose toy for curious discoverers: spinning and 
pushing toys, sorting sections and many colourful depictions of 
the Mouse and her friends provide fun in every location.
approx. 40 x 39 x 44 cm, handle height 41 cm

Cf

10969 
SESAME STREET Baby Walker
A baby walker, with games and colorful characters, that 
encourages fun. This walker, made of stable, FSC® 100%-certified 
wood, features the beloved characters of SESAME STREET and 
playfully promotes the development of motor skills and sensory 
perception. The rubber-finished wheels allow the walker to roll 
quietly across the floor and the brake system ensures safety.
approx. 37 x 36 x 41 cm, handle height: 40 cm

Cf



 

0,4 k 
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lauriii180681 "The baby walker impressed me 
with the rubberised wheels that glide gent-
ly across the floor and with its appearan-
ce, particularly the colours. I also think it´s 
good that it has even more play functions 
on the front side that train children´s motor 
skills. And the webbed feet on the 
wheels are just brilliant!"

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Particularly stable and non-tilting with its 
robust construction and triangular shape

 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels for quiet, safe rolling
 ▪ Additional play possibilities with wooden 
building blocks, a shape-fitting game, a horn, 
butterfly valves, a labyrinth and gears

 ▪ The "plopping feet" make funny sounds when 
rolling

 ▪ Beak and bottom shelf are practical storage 
spaces

 ▪ Storage basket (beak) is made of easy-care, 
easy-to-clean kite fabric 

 ▪ Highly visible wood material

At a glance

11737 
Toucan Baby Walker
What a beautiful bird! This extraordinary baby 
walker in a toucan look offers a full serving 
of playing and learning fun on three playable 
sides while they make their first steps with 
their exotic walking friend. With a horn, a 
shape-fitting game, a sliding maze, gears, and 
butterfly valves, it also trains fine motor skills. 
The beak as well as the bottom shelf offers 
plenty of space for wooden building blocks 
that look like plumage, insertable elements, or 
other toys. And here´s the absolute highlight: 
the waddling feet on the front wheels make 
a funny sound when the walker is pushed! 
Thanks to the rubber-finished wheels, children 
are particularly safe and quiet when on-the-go.

Cf;

NEW
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10745 
Vivid Colours Baby Walker 
Playfully learn to walk! That´s child´s play with this 
wooden baby walker with loads of brightly coloured details! 
This stable multitalented toy on quiet wheels has so much 
to discover on board!
approx. 33 x 29 x 47 cm, handle height 45 cm

Cf

10606 
Flowery Meadow Baby Walker 
Active on all levels! This stable baby walker provides 
everything that young explorers need for discovering their 
world with all senses.
approx. 34 x 32 x 48 cm, handle height 46 cm

Cf
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10232 
My Town Baby Walker

This wooden walker playfully improves children´s motor skills. There is no 
time to get bored with the cogs, plug-in shapes and a motor skills trainer 
loop. The rubber wheels slide quietly over the floor. It can also be used for 
storage.
Approx. 30 x 33 x 51 cm, handle height 44 cm

Cf

10609 
Kitchen Baby Walker 
A kitchen on four wheels! This baby walker with quiet rubber wheels 
can do much more than offer security during a child´s first step - 
it´s also a small kitchen with all kinds of accessories.
approx. 33 x 33 x 44 cm, handle height 42 cm

Cf:

SPECIAL
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prinzessinnessa "We love our croc walker! 
Whether as a baby or a toddler - for playing, 
storing and running practice simply perfect. 
So many cute details and the beautifully de-
signed wooden blocks are simply convincing."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Particularly stable and non-tilting
 ▪ Integrated braking system for controlled pushing
 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels for quiet, safe rolling
 ▪ Additional play possibilities with wooden building 
blocks, a shape-fitting game, a horn, butterfly 
valves, a labyrinth and gears

 ▪ The crocodile´s feet make "walking movements" 
when it´s pushed

 ▪ Rounded edges for more safety
 ▪ Highly visible wood material

At a glance

11738 
Crocodile Baby Walker
Who can walk faster? With this baby walker in an exotic 
crocodile look, young, aspiring crocodile trainers are both fast 
and safe when on-the-go. In his luggage, this cute alligator 
has 24 different green building blocks that look like crocodile 
scales with which this push-along walker offers a full serving of 
playing and learning fun in addition to a haptic experience. More 
motor skills will be trained when the building blocks towers are 
built with imagination. Thanks to the rubber-finished wheels, 
children are particularly safe and quiet when on-the-go, and 
the integrated braking system offers them an extra measure of 
safety. It allows the baby walker to be pushed across the ground 
in a controlled way. And here´s a highlight: the crocodile´s feet 
also move when it´s being pushed along!

Cf

NEW
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11292 
Lawn Mower Baby Walker
This is the 2019-ToyAward-nominated lawn mower made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood. The handle has two positions: for the first attempts at walking, the 
setting for beginner walkers offers a secure hold. The motor block can be used 
as a shape-fitting game that promotes the motor skills. 
Lawn mower approx. 55 x 38 x 52 cm; Whole motor block: height approx. 14 cm, 
Ø approx. 18 cm; handle height: 50cm

Cf

 ▪ Support and stabilise novice walkers

 ▪ Safe and motivating for one©s own first mobility

 ▪ Expands motion and action radius

 ▪ Multifunctional baby walkers combine playing and walking

 ▪ Accompany children for a long time with various functions

Step by step towards learning success … With baby walkers!
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2695 
Training Walker Building Blocks

Two in one: With this cute trolley young adventurers are always well-
supported. It helps them learn to walk and at the same time it can be used 
to transport the 32 coloured bricks.
approx. 37 x 28 x 39 cm, handle height 39 cm

Cf

4236 
Training Walker Building Bricks
The practical walker for baby´s first steps with its robust bricks is also great 
fun! The smoothly 51 sanded wooden building bricks have geometric shapes 
and train both motor skills as well as colour and form recognition. The 
brake system at the rear tyres prevents unwanted rolling away and can be 
loosened at will, so that the little ones can gradually floor it.
approx. 40 x 30 x 48 cm, handle height 48 cm

C

11435 
Building Blocks Baby Walker "Move it!"
Learn to walk with the hedgehog, the squirrel, the bees and their friends! This 
baby walker in a modern and minimalist design from the "Move it!" product 
group supports children with their first steps while developing their motor 
skills, because they have always their 27 favourite building blocks with them. 
In different colours and shapes the building blocks train the understanding 
of colour and shape. The rubber-finished wheels allow it to roll quietly and 
safely across the ground.
Baby walker approx. 35 x 25 x 42 cm, handle height 38 cm

Cf

10065 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Walker
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle is always a hit in all forms. Young 
children gain confidence on their feet with this walker. The 22 colourful 
wooden bricks ensure creative fun.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 33 x 23 x 45 cm, handle height 45 cm

Cf

TIP



 

More information on  
small-foot.de
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11712 
Pastel Baby Rattle

Where´s that lovely rattling coming from? This 
easy-to-touch wooden baby rattle in pastel 
colours in a set of 3 playfully attracts young 
explorer´s attention. An opening on the top 
and bottom sides invites babies to look inside. 
These non-slip rattles are easy to grip for small 
hands, and they playfully train babies´ sense 
of hearing in addition to their motor skills.
Length approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

0f
3 parts

11766 
Pastel Baby Walker

Learning to walk with the rabbit, the panda, and their friends! This baby 
walker in popular pastel colours supports children with their first attempts 
at walking. The 34 building blocks which are partially naturally treated and 
partially painted in soft pastel tones and decorated with happy animals 
promise double the fun and promote the development of young master 
builders´ comprehension of shapes, motor skills, and creativity. The rubber-
finished wheels protect floors and offer quiet rolling fun. With an integrated 
axle!
Approx. 34 x 27 x 36 cm; Grip height approx. 36 cm

Cf

NEW

NEW
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11769 
Pastel Tumbler Toys Display

Set of 6. Stand up, Bear! When these cute wooden tumbler toys are pushed, 
they rock back and forth while the colourful little beads in the wrap-around 
plastic ring makes exciting noises. The plastic ring is turnable and offers 
fascinating play possibilities, just like the head attached to an elastic band. 
The bear, the rabbit, and the elephant also make a great impression as a 
rattle and grasping toy!
Height approx. 9 cm, Ø approx. 7.5 cm

8i
for a display 

11711 
Pastel Squeaky Balls Display

Set of 6. Gripping, feeling, hearing! These grip balls made of finely sanded 
wood offer babies a surprising experience of the senses. A fun squeaky 
sound is emitted when the two buttons on the sides are pressed which 
captures the attention of the young ones over and over again. Promotes the 
development of gripping skills while stimulating their senses of hearing and 
touch as well as their motor skills.
Length approx. 7 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

0i;
for a display 

11714 
Pastel Stacking Tower Display

Set of 12. Lots of animal fun for small hands! The stacking hare 
and his friend the bear with their easy-to-touch wood material 
inspire the young kids to sort the differently coloured rings by 
size and stack them on top of each other in the correct order. This 
trains motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and comprehension of 
shapes and sizes. 
Hare height approx. 14 cm., Ø approx. 5 cm; Bear height 
approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Ci
for a display 

11772 
Display Motor Activity Caterpillar Pastel

Set of 14. Silly contortions! Twisting and bending this cute bendy wooden 
caterpillar trains fine motor skills. This little toy animal with its flexible 
parts is particularly loved as a great toy to hold, a grip toy, or a calming 
activity companion. 
Approx. 17 x 3 x 3 cm

Ci
for a display 

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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Grasping Ring Lotta, Lex and Ludwig with Beads
What fun! This cute grip ring with beads fits well in children´s hands 
and quickly attracts the attention of babies with its colourful, securely 
attached beads that make exciting sounds when shaken. The lovable 
friends Lotta, Lex, and Ludwig train motor skills and won´t be put 
down anytime soon. The grip right is made of high-quality wood and is 
painted with saliva-proof lacquer.

0h

10513 Lotta the Lamb Grip Ring with Beads
Lotta the daydreaming little sheep is sure to be the next best 
friend on the play mat! 
approx. 10 x 7 x 1.5 cm

10655 Lex the Fox Grip Ring with Beads
Lex the little fox is a loyal playtime companion! 
approx. 10 x 7 x 1.5 cm

10650 Ludwig the Billy Goat Grip Ring with 
Beads
Ludwig the billy goat makes a good impression on this cute 
baby toy! 
approx. 10 x 7 x 1.5 cm

Grasping Toy Lotta, Lex and Ludwig
Your new best friend! Lotta the little sheep, Ludwig the billy goat, 
and Lex the little fox are here on this cute grip toy. The three 
friends with beads in their tummies make exciting noises when 
they´re shaken. Carefully manufactured from wood, these grip 
toys also impress with their colour-fastness. This is how babies can 
explore this toy to their heart´s content and put it in their mouths 
without concern. A great toy for practicing motor skills - with 
cuteness factor!

0h

10519 Lotta the Lamb Grip Toy 
Lotta the little daydreaming sheep is looking forward to 
lots of great adventures on the play mat!  
approx. 11 x 8 x 2 cm

10658 Lex the Fox Grip Toy 
With his bright colours, Lex definitely draws attention!  
approx. 11 x 7 x 2 cm

10653 Ludwig the Billy Goat Grip Toy 
With his big ears and horns, Ludwig offers an extra portion 
of enjoyment while discovering the sense of touch!  
approx. 11 x 7.5 x 2 cm

Do you have any 
questions? Your 

specialist retailer is 
able to help.
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Grasping Toy Lex and Ludwig on Rollers
Lex, and Ludwig are now mobile! These cute grip toys 
made of expertly manufactured wood can not only be 
wonderfully gripped, but can also be rolled around on 
their stable wheels. There´s lots of diverse fun to be 
had that will also train motor skills and guarantees lots 
of action on the play mat! The grip toys are lacquered 
with saliva-proof paints and can be explored with the 
mouth without concern. A great baby toy for young 
explorers!

0h

Grasping Toy Lotta, Lex and Ludwig
This cute grip toy is a great first toy! Curious babies can 
easily grip this half-circle made of sanded, smoothed 
wood, and they can experience the moving beads with 
all senses. This grip toy naturally comes with a saliva-
proof coating and can be easily cleaned with a wet 
towel. The cute motifs of the three friends, Lotta, Lex, 
and Ludwig, complete this baby toy perfectly.

0h

10514 Lotta the Lamb Grip Toy 
Lotta the little sheep is particularly cute, isn´t she?  
approx. 11 x 6.5 x 2.5 cm

10656 Lex the Fox Grip Toy 
Here it´s Lex, who makes a particularly good impres-
sion as a grip toy! 
approx. 11 x 6.5 x 2.5 cm

10651 Ludwig the Billy Goat Grip Toy 
Here comes Ludwig, who makes a particularly good 
impression as a grip toy! 
approx. 11 x 6.5 x 2.5 cm

10659 Lex the Fox Grip Toy on Rollers
Lex is at home no matter where in the world he might 
find himself - accompany him on his journeys!  
approx. 12 x 7 x 9 cm

10654 Ludwig the Billy Goat Grip Toy 
on Rollers 
Ludwig is waiting for his first big tour through the 
children´s room! 
approx. 10 x 7 x 8.5 cm
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Baby Book Lotta, Lex and 
Ludwig
Explore the world together with Lotta, Lex 
and Ludwig! Recognize shapes, comprehend 
patterns, and discover contrasts - with 
the new baby book series featuring the 
three friends, these topics can be playfully 
researched. Based on characteristics that 
primarily babies can demonstrably observe, 
these wooden books support young children 
during their first sensory perceptions. 
Manufactured from robust wood and saliva-
proof, these books are easy to clean and 
care for. 

8f

10861 Lotta the Lamb Baby Book 
(shapes)
Babies can discover their first shapes together with Lotta 
the little sheep.
approx. 9 x 9 x 2.5 cm

10863 Lex the Fox Baby Book (patterns)
On an adventure journey with Lex the little fox, he will 
bring babies closer to their first patterns.
approx. 9 x 9 x 2.5 cm

10862 Ludwig the Billy Goat Baby Book 
(contrasts)
The first black-white contrasts can be explored together 
with Ludwig the humorous billy goat.
approx. 9 x 9 x 2.5 cm

To promote visual 
perception at an early 
stage, each book deals 
with one subject: shapes, 
patterns or contrasts!
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10652 
Ludwig the Billy Goat 
Baby Rattle 
Rattling enchantment! Small hands 
can grip this baby rattle particularly 
well. When shaken, babies hear and 
see the wooden beads clacking all 
along the poles inside. With beautiful 
colours and the cute motifs of Ludwig, 
young children can discover the 
worlds of sounds, colours, and shapes 
while training their motor skills. 
Thanks to the saliva-proof paints, this 
wooden baby toy can be used without 
concern. A great learning toy for all 
senses!
Height approx. 8.5 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

0h

Soother Chain Lotta, Lex and Ludwig
They´re daily companion for many babies - child-
friendly design and high-quality materials are only 
two properties that are important to parents when 
selecting the right dummy cord. Visibly soft wood and 
trendy pastel colors define our dummy cord with the 
little sheep Lotta on it. The cord is saliva-proof, and the 
different shapes on it can be explored with hands and 
eyes, which trains motor skills and inspires curiosity!

h

10858 Lotta the Lamb Soother Chain
Lotta the daydreaming sheep accompanies babies 
throughout the day and the night.
With clip: approx. 25 x 4 x 2 cm

10860 Lex the Fox Soother Chain
Lex the daredevil fox is already looking forward to 
the next discovery tour.
With clip: approx. 25 x 4 x 2 cm

10859 Ludwig the Billy Goat 
Soother Chain
Ludwig the billy goat is a constant companion in the 
pram.
With clip: approx. 25 x 4 x 2 cm

Also available in display together 
with other Lotta, Lex and Ludwig 
articles. More details on page 475.
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3127 
Rattle Little Bell

This wooden rattle has soft colours and a bell. High-
quality wooden rods are easy to grasp and therefore 
train baby´s motor skills. This rattle is colour-fast and 
saliva-resistant.
Height: approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

0h

More rattles in 
the online shop!

10646 
Starry Sky Rattle
Can you hear the gentle sound of the bell? A child´s sensual awareness and 
motor skills will be fostered by this toy with a starry design. The more it is 
rolled around, the more you can hear the little bell!
Height approx. 10 cm, Ø approx. 8.5 cm

0f

10647 
Forest Animals Motor Skills Toy 
Oh, a Hare-Bear! The various motifs on this 
wooden tower can be combined differently 
over and over again to create funny bear-hare 
versions. Dexterity is playfully developed with 
this toy.
approx. 4 x 4 x 16 cm

Cf

3129 
Grasping Toy Lamb

This gripping toy is distinguished by its high-quality wood and the colour-
fastness. Babies perceive the world through their mouth and it is therefore 
good to know that the toy is also saliva-resistant and harmless. This little 
lamb will love a "shower"! It also trains motor skills.
approx. 10 x 7,5 x 1,5 cm 

0h

3135 
Grasping Toy Sheep

This small sheep not only looks sweet but is a high-quality gripping toy. All 
babies need a classic gripping toy which trains motor skills and their tactile 
sense. This baby toy is saliva-resistant, colour-fast as well as non-rusting 
and nickel-free and trains the child´s motor skills. The gripping toy can be 
cleaned very easily by wiping it with a damp cloth.
approx. 10 x 1,5 x 7 cm 

0h

TIP

SPECIALSPECIAL
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3124 
Wooden Toy Camera
Say Cheese! With this great wooden toy camera, young 
children can go on their own photo trips! A squeaking 
shutter and the integrated kaleidoscope make this toy 
camera an absolute must-have. 
approx. 11 x 6.5 x 7.5 cm

Cf;

3137 
Baby Soother Chain Sheep  
This soother chain made of high-quality, smooth 
wood is a great accessory. Babies can use it to train 
their motor skills and will admire the attractive sheep 
motifs. Babies often chew on things and it is therefore 
good to know that the toy is also saliva-resistant and 
harmless when baby puts it into its mouth. This little 
sheep will love a "shower"!
with clip approx. 24 x 3,5 x 2 cm

h

3136 
Baby Soother Chain Farm
High-quality pacifier chain with practical clip 
so the well-loved pacifier never gets lost. 
Wooden farm motifs have rounded edges and 
are wonderful to play with. The chain is also 
saliva-resistant as well as non-rusting and 
nickel-free and is best cleaned by wiping off 
with a wet cloth.
with clip approx. 24 x 3,5 x 2 cm

h

4775 
Motor Skills Toy Colourful
Three wooden rods are connected with rubber bands. They 
are highly flexible and can be turned and pulled as desired. 
It´s a true sporting challenge for little hands. The colourful 
sliding elements clatter when shaken and put a smile on 
every baby´s face.
approx. 13 x 13 x 13 cm

Cf
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11049 
Push-along Frog
Look at this one! A frog on wheels? Exactly - this 
brightly coloured frog made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood moves up and down via the two rear wheels 
when it´s pushed. This not only looks silly, but 
also motivates children to push it around and thus 
promotes the development of children´s motor skills 
when they´re toddling around.
approx. 10 x 6 x 7 cm

Cf

11047 
Push-along Hare
Who´s hopping around there? This brightly coloured 
hare made of supple, FSC® 100%-certified wood is a 
real eye-catcher. Large rear wheels are arranged in 
such a way that the hare´s rear moves up and down 
when it´s pushed. This is how the hare can "hop" 
merrily through the children´s room.
approx. 11 x 5.5 x 8 cm

Cf

11048 
Push-along Duck
Quack, quack! There´s going to be lots of movement 
in the children´s room with this silly duck made of 
beautifully shaped, FSC® 100%-certified wood. The 
large rear wheels make the duck´s little tail swing up 
and down. It´s great playtime fun that simultaneously 
trains motor skills and movement abilities.
approx. 10 x 6 x 9.5 cm

Cf
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10631 
Colourful Push-along Animals Display 
Set of 8. These colourful push-along animals in a nice 
display are real eye-catchers! Elephant, mouse, duck, and 
fox are made of robust wood and are beautifully painted.
fox approx. 11 x 4.5 x 11 cm, elephant approx. 12 x 5 x 10 cm

6i
for a display 

10708 
Bear on Wheels Grip Toy 
What´s rattling around in that bear´s belly? This exciting rattle shelters 
three wooden rings that can be shaken. The ergonomic shape allows the 
rattle to fit well in the hand and can be rolled over the floor.
approx. 10 x 9 x 5 cm

6f

10709 
Dog on Wheels Grip Toy 
Woof, woof! This dog is happy, because he gets to play with the kids! Three 
rings in his tummy rattle around and make exciting noises. This wooden grip 
toy trains children to grip and grab things, as well as to recognise shapes.
approx. 10 x 9 x 5 cm

6f

11097 
Display Safari Natural Push-along Animals
Set of 8. Lots of natural wood to love! Crocodile, elephant, giraffe, 
and a lion as push-along animals train young children´s motor 
skills and movement abilities. Simply hold on tightly to the animal, 
and they´re off rolling on four stable wheels through the children´s 
room. The attractively-shaped wood fits well in your hands, and 
the simple design impresses customers all down the line.
approx. 11 x 5 x 10 cm

Ci
for a display 
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11568 
Display Push-Along Dinosaurs

Set of 6. Colourful play companions in the form of push-along animals will be moving into the nursery. 
Whether it´s the T-Rex, the triceratops or the brachiosaurus, there´s a favourite dinosaur for every 
dino-fan. The push-along animals come with double the playtime value: notches for easier gripping or 
bead rollercoasters for promoting the development of fine motor skills!
Largest dinosaur approx. 15 x 9 x 12 cm; Smallest dinosaur approx. 13 x 5 x 8 cm

Ci
for a display 

11570 
Display Stand-Up Insects with Sound 

Set of 12. Playtime fun with the squeaking stand-up insects! Made out of solid, 
colourful balls, a bee, a caterpillar and a ladybeetle look around with silly faces and 
make fun squeaking sounds when their heads are pressed down. When squished down, 
they stand up again immediately and are lots of fun for infants.
Height approx. 5.5 cm; Ø approx. 5.5 cm

8i;
for a display 

11574 
Display Dinosaur Eggs with Sound

Set of 12. I say, who´s hatching out of that egg? This display 
contains three friendly dinosaurs who peek cutely out of colourful 
dinosaur eggs. The highlight here is that a funny squeaking sound 
is emitted when their heads are pressed down that will make both 
younger and older children laugh. 
Height approx. 9.5 cm; Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Ci;
for a display 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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11662 
 Display Rattle Sea Animals 

18 pieces. Feel, touch, listen: These wooden rattles, disguised as whales, 
octopus and starfish, will awaken the play instinct of the youngest! The cute 
sea creatures are real hand flatterers and arouse babies´ curiosity with their 
design and the gentle rattle sounds. In addition to acoustic perception, they 
also promote hand-eye coordination. Their shape and size make it easy for 
small hands to grasp the rattles. 
Whale approx. 8 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm; Octopus 8 x 7 x 1.5 cm

0i
for a display 

11045 
Display Stand-up Toy Animals
Set of 12. Big-time wobbly fun made of FSC® 100%-certified wood! Whether an 
owl, a ladybug, a penguin or a rooster - all of them find fans! The attractively-
shaped wood allows the animals to be held securely while feeling a nice 
haptic touch. The attractive material mix with hair made of rubber bands and 
wings made of felt are real eye-catchers in the children´s room. 
figure height approx. 5.5 cm; 
Ø approx. 4 cm

8i
for a display 

10582 
Clown Rattle Display 
Set of 12. Rattling fun for the youngest kids! This rattle made of lovingly 
painted wood is decorated by a cute clown face with a red nose. With the 
enclosed colourful beads, children can make noise to their heart´s content!
Height approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm 

0i
for a display 

12044 
Display Toy Cars with sound
Set of 8. These colourful, squeaking cars made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
are guaranteed to bring driving fun into the children´s room. These robust 
and solid toy cars come in vivid colours red, yellow, blue and green, and can 
be gripped easily by children´s hands. 
Approx. 9 x 7.5 x 9 cm

Ci;
for a display 

NEW
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11234 
Picture Book Forest, interactive
The forest is calling! With this interactive 
picture book made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood, children can dive happily into the world 
of the forest. The adventurous fox and the 
curious deer take the young explorers on a 
beautiful hike through the thick forests of 
the book. 
Wooden Book: approx. 18 x 15 x 2 cm, Fox: 
approx. 6 x 7 x 1.5 cm

Cf

11217 
Picture Book The World of the 
Skies, interactive
Rise up into the skies! In this picture book 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, a bee and 
a bird explore the landscape from the skies 
above. This interactive book leads the two 
curious animals over forests and fields, while 
young children listen to new stories by their 
parents as they discover them together and 
learn to tell stories themselves. 
approx. 18 x 15 x 2 cm; Bee: 
approx. 7 x 1 x 8.3 cm

Cf

The animals can be attached to the back of the book with Velcro pieces.

11290 
Picture Book Underwater World, 
interactive
So much going on under the water! With 
this interactive picture book made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, children can playfully 
discover the underwater seaworld. Crab and fish 
dive through the openings of the colourfully 
illustrated pages and can keep rediscovering new 
details over and over. This ignites imagination.
Wooden Book: approx 18 x 15 x 2 cm, fish: 
approx. 8,5 x 7 x 1,5 cm

Cf

Books made 
of 100% wood!
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12040 
Picture Book Fire 
Brigade, interactive 
Help, fire is all arage - let´s start 
the mission! With this interactive 
picture book made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, children will 
learn what to do when firefighters 
come to put out a fire. Colourful, 
child-friendly illustrations spark 
imagination and tease the brain. 
It´s off to the blaze with the fire 
brigade car and the ladder truck. 
Wooden book 
approx. 18 x 15 x 2 cm; fire truck 
approx. 12 x 7 x 1 cm

Cf

12041 
Picture Book Police, 
interactive 
Action is guaranteed here! With 
this lovingly designed, interactive, 
FSC® 100%-certified wooden 
book, children become part of a 
police pursuit and learn about the 
police and their responsibilities 
and functions. With the enclosed 
policecar children definitely cath 
the villain.
Wooden book 
approx. 18 x 15 x 2 cm; Police car 
approx. 11 x 6 x 1 cm

Cf

The vehicles are fastened to Velcro fasteners on the back of the book.

12039 
Picture Book 
Construction Site, 
interactive 
So much to discover on the 
construction site! With this 
interactive picture book made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood, children 
will get to know the operations 
on a construction site. They´ll go 
on a tour of exploration with the 
big wheel loader and the yellow 
road roller. This is how young 
children can playfully discover the 
construction site while learning to 
tell their own stories. 
Wooden book 
approx. 18 x 15 x 2 cm; excavator 
approx. 12 x 7 x 1 cm

Cf
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11419 
Shapes Mouse Plush Toy
A mouse invites you to a round of discovery! 
With this colourful plush mouse, young children 
will train their motor skills and train their 
spatial thinking. The various plush shapes not 
only have to be put in the correct cutouts - 
they also fascinate the young ones with their 
squeaking, rattling and crackling functions. 
When babies flip the mouse they look at 
themselves in the mirror. 
Mouse approx. 19 x 23 x 22 cm

0g;

11424 
Cat Baby Ball

A ball or a rattle? This crazy plush cat is both! 
It´s a motor activity toy that animates young 
children to feel and touch the different fabrics 
with its different gripping possibilities. The 
reflecting surface with a mirror is a wonderful 
early-childhood experience!
Approx. 23 x 16 x 16 cm

0g

11423 
Cloth Crocodile Baby 
Toy
A lovable croc! This brightly 
coloured motor activity toy 
in the shape of a crocodile 
has lots to offer. Whether as 
a rattle with the crackling 
tail or as a touching and 
gripping toy, young children 
can train their motor skills 
and perception in all kinds of 
ways. When the mechanism 
on the crocodile is pulled, it 
makes a fun clattering noise 
and jumps back up.
Approx. 30 x 3.5 x 33 cm

0g

11426 
Stand-Up Lion

An adorable stand-up lion fit to be loved! This cute lion made of baby´s 
plush just can´t be kept down. When you try to push him down, he always 
stands up again and makes babies and crawling infants happy with a ringing 
bell sound. This animates them to crawl around with it and invites them to 
grip it. What fun!
Approx. 11 x 14 x 19 cm

0g

11422 
Stand-Up Mouse
This mouse just can´t rest! This stand-up toy made of soft plush wiggles 
up and down after it is pushed down and makes its own ringing sound. This 
silly mouse in its fluffy plush costume animates babies as well as crawling 
infants to grip the toy and playfully trains motor skills. 
Approx. 11 x 14 x 18 cm

0g

TIP

TIP
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10022 
Lotta the Lamb Plush Toy

I love to cuddle with you! "Lotta" the cute sheep as a plush toy with hidden 
seams is wonderfully soft in the hand and is an ideal sleeping aid for 
craddles and prams.
approx. 24 x 10 x 17 cm

0g

10088 
Lotta the Lamb 
Mobile
A mobile made of wood 
with the popular Lotta 
lamb. The wooden lambs 
spark the curiosity of 
babies and encourage 
them to reach for and 
try to grasp the shapes. 
Motor skills are trained 
at the same time. The 
starry sky made of wood 
can be easily assembled 
and a string is provided 
for hanging it up.
Length approx. 25 cm, 
Ø approx. 14 cm

f

Decorative items for 
the nursery!

10019 
Lotta the Lamb Musical Toy 
This musical cuddly toy plays the tune "So Good Night Now Once More", 
composed by Johannes Brahms. This super comforter is decorated with a 
sleeping lamb´s head. When the leaf is pulled the music plays and the lamb 
slowly "eats" the leaf backup. A blue ribbon is provided to hang the musical 
toy in baby´s bed or pram.
approx. 24 x 16 x 7,5 cm

0f;

10021 
Lotta the Lamb Baby Rattle
Who´s peeking through the clouds there? It´s "Lotta" the sleepy lamb! This 
small plush rattle is wonderfully soft thanks to the special sewing seams. 
The rattle can be gripped well and promotes babies´ motor skills.
approx. 17 x 9 x 20 cm

0h

SPECIAL
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5515 
Baby‘s Cube

Softly padded cube made of material fitted with a variety of fastenings to 
encourage exercising of the fingers. This product encourages children to train 
their motor skills. Different types of fastenings are located on the sides of the 
cube – lacing, buttons, a zip, press-studs, velcro fastening and nylon straps 
e.g. as those found on satchels or backpacks.
approx. 16 x 16 x 16 cm

0f

5541 
Pile-up Monkey
Gripping toy made of coloured textile. 
The head and the rings contain a rattle, 
squeaking and clattering foil. The sound 
effects will wake the interest and piling-
up the rings trains the motor skills and 
sensory ability.
approx. 15 x 15 x 26 cm

0g;

5524 
Garden Friends
This fabric watering can does not hold water, but it is a home to 4 small 
garden residents made of soft material. When pressed they make different 
noises – they buzz, jingle, laugh and the butterfly’s wings crackle! The lid 
is safely closed with velcro 
connection.
approx. 19 x 13 x 19 cm

0g;

5540 
Magic Ball
High-quality stiched-up, colourful ball made of soft cloth. By folding-down 
the 3 "leafs" filled with crackling foil, the ball changes its pattern! Rattle 
inside! Wonderful toy to train the motor skills and sensory ability!
Ø approx. 13 cm

0g;

5521 
Toolbox
This "box" has it all – made of soft material it offers space for soft material 
tools behind its zip fastener. Every tool makes a different sound and 
encourages play! Promotes motor skills and association abilities among the 
very little ones!
approx. 19 x 12 x 18 cm

0g;

5516 
Elephant "Lili"

Soft stuffed elephant with rustling ears, squeaking feet and a little flower 
in the bum bag. Also comes with a little foil mirror (which cannot break!). 
Different, colourful materials provide additional stimuli for the senses!
approx. 23 x 19 x 30 cm

0g;
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5523 
Millipede
This little garden resident is friendly and cuddly – it is also educational as he has 6 different 
types of fasteners to train the fine motor skills! Little fingers can play with the ribbon, zip 
fastener and the velcro fastener!
approx. 54 x 21 x 14 cm

0g

11421 
Cloth Grip Toy for Rolling
Playtime fun all down the line! 
The cylindrical construction of this 
motor activity toy made of soft 
baby´s plush makes it possible 
even for infants with its various 
gripping and touching experiences. 
When put on its side, it rolls across 
the floor - a real joy for crawling 
kiddies. When its ball is pushed, it 
makes a great squeaking sound.
Height approx. 19 cm, 
Ø approx. 13 cm

0g;

11425 
Baby Ball with Rattle
Feeling, touching and gripping! With 
this brightly coloured plush ball, the 
first motor skills will be developed. 
It´s a versatile motor activity toy that 
unites a ball with a rattle. Various fabric 
patterns are real eye-catchers and train 
the sense of touch with their different 
textures. 
Approx. 14 x 19 x 23 cm

0g

5547 
Plugging Giraffe
This combination of foam and textile is a great shape game for very 
small children! A ring is filled with crackling film, the limbs are fitted 
with rubber bands, bells and squeezy noises are integrated into the 
hooves!
approx. 24 x 11 x 28 cm

0g;
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4759 
Toy Board Motor Activity

This game is an adventure land for small children. The child learns to 
recognize itself in a mirror and with various wooden objects, it acquires the 
motor skills in a playful way. Additionally a small rattle provides joy and 
more variety. The game board is entirely made of wood and because of this, 
it is very stable.
approx. 28 x 4,5 x 22 cm

Cf

4757 
Play Arch

Under this wooden play arch, babies "train" their senses and muscles. Haptic 
hand flatterers with bell, mirror and colourful wooden balls provide first 
experiences in hand-eye coordination. 
approx. 75 x 45 x 59 cm

5275 
Baby-Toy Grasp Spiral
4 soft, funny coloured motifs are fixed on a textile spiral. They stimulate the 
grip reflexes and with different noises and the mirror foil they sharpen the 
auditive perception of the little children!
approx. 75 x 10 x 5 cm

0;

Simple to attach it to the 
buggy, play yard or baby cot!

5519 
Play Arch "Flying Animals"
The flexible plastic/metal hanger, covered with fabric is attached to clips 
on the pushchair, bed or buggy. When it moves, the colourful animals start 
to "fly" and make the bells inside chime! Different materials appeal to the 
sense of touch of the little ones and encourage them to move!
approx. 35 x 7,5 x 30 cm

0;

5557 
Baby Blanket Jungle
A coloured blanket with cute motifs for the first exciting discovery trips into 
the world of senses! The flexible arches with a soft sheathing are arranged 
like the "sky" with removable cuddly pets having a rattle or a squeaky 
pillow inside of them. It can be assembled quickly and easily because of the 
press studs at the ends of the arches.
approx. 67 x 86 x 53 cm

0;

5553 
Baby Blanket Pulpino
Train your baby´s senses in a playful way - this soft crawling blanket with 
sewn-on motifs, mirror film and three-layer adventure field incl. squeaker 
and two crackling bags awakens the urge to curiously discover! Five 
sewn-on grab toys on the foldable border ensure fun during playing. Softly 
wrapped arcs carry three removable cuddly toys with rattle 
or squeaker.
approx. 80 x 60 x 70 cm

0;
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motor skills and learning
Motor Skills Toys · Shape Fitting Games · Humming Tops 
Hammering Games · Building Blocks · Threading Games 

Pull- and Push-Along Toys · Rocking Horses 
Puzzles · Learning toys

11732
Motor Activity Cube Rabbite - p. 63

"We can describe this cube as just magical because it offers 
children so many opportunities and inspires their imaginations. They©r e also 
able to playfully train their motor skills. The cube is made entirely of natural 
materials, which is great for both our health and the environment.
I©m  impressed by this product and I highly recommend it."

#bloggersrecommendation
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11706 
Tiger Stacking Tower "Safari"

A stacking tower or a wobbly pyramid? Both! This friendly tiger takes form 
as soon as the children stack the coloured wooden rings of his body on top 
of one another in the correct order. Putting this 7-piece wild animal together 
trains hand-eye coordination and an understanding of shapes and sizes. As 
a wobbly tower, it´s also an educational game of skill for the youngest ones!
Approx. 9 x 9 x 13.5 cm

Cf

11705 
Pull-Along Lion with Bead Maze "Safari"

Roooaarr, growls the lion! As a pull-along and push-along animal, this king 
of the animals fascinates even the youngest children, and thanks to the 
integrated bead maze, he´s also the perfect partner for motor skills training. 
But this cute wooden lion can do more! He inspires children to learn to walk 
by obediently following his owner behind them when pulled on his cord. That 
promotes mobility!
Approx. 14 x 4,5 x 16 cm

Cf

11704 
Stacking Animals "Safari"

A tower made of safari animals? That´s not unusual at all with this wooden 
stacking and balancing game! The seven animal figurines can be stacked 
on top of one another however you wish with the goal of stacking as many 
animals on top of each other as possible without the tower collapsing or 
a figurine falling down. That requires not just patience and concentration, 
but also a steady hand and finesse. They´re also great for young master 
builders as individual action figures!
Elephant approx. 9 x 1 x 6.5 c; Lion approox. 6.5 x 1 x 5.5 cm

Cf
7 parts

11700 
Toy Car Shape-Fitting Game "Safari"

A shape-fitting game and a wooden toy car together as one! With this 
wooden shape-fitting game in a popular safari look, the giraffe, hippo, lion, 
and their friends are taking a trip into the wilderness while the friendly 
zebra drives the wooden vehicle. The safari bus has in total five insert holes 
in animal shapes on all sides through which the matching figurines can be 
inserted. It´s a lovingly designed vehicle which playfully trains recognition 
of shapes and motor skills. 
Truck approx. 23 x 13 x 14 cm; Giraffe approx. 5 x 1.5 x 8 cm

Cf
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11707 
Marble Run "Safari"

Cruising through the wilderness with momentum! Three 
differently coloured wooden wheels decorated with 
patterns race down the three ramps of this wooden 
marble run in a popular safari look. The descent is 
decorated with richly detailed safari animals and trendy 
leaf motifs.
Marble run approx. 30 x 10 x 25 cm, wheel height 
approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

If
1 Marble Run, 3 wooden balls

11699 
Wooden Building Blocks "Safari"

A classic with a modern presentation! This 50-piece building 
blocks set will enchant young adventurers with a large 
selection of differently shaped and designed wooden building 
blocks. In addition to coloured and naturally finished building 
blocks, this comprehensive set also includes five animal figurines 
and blocks with safari motifs printed on them. There´s no limit to 
kids´ creativity when building and playing. 
Cubes approx. 3 x 3 x 3 cm; cuboids 6 x 3 x 1.5 cm

Cf
50 parts

11698 
Wooden Train "Safari"

Put it together and depart the station! This wooden train in trendy colours is only 
going on a big trip through the nursery once the elephant, giraffe, zebra, and their 
friends have boarded! The richly detailed train which is also a shape-fitting and 
stacking game offers children the possibility to build according to their own ideas. The 
insertable blocks can also be used separately as building blocks. Next stop: Safari!
Trains approx. 12 x 7 x 11 cm; cuboids approx. 4 x 3.5 x 4 cm

Cf
16 parts

NEW

NEW
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11696 
Memory Game "Safari"

On a safari in the nursery! You´ll need concentration and a good memory in 
order to find the 14 matching picture pairs in this Memory Game. The small 
wooden tiles with the child-friendly designs depict cute safari motifs in trendy 
colours so that children can dive deeper and deeper into the adventurous world 
of wild animals. The young ones will not only playfully train their memories 
while playing, but also get to know the residents of the savannah, too. 
Game pieces approx. 12 x 12 x 5 cm; Box approx. 5 x 5 x 0.5 cm

NgÈ
28 parts

11697 
Ludo "Safari"

A safari feeling on the game board! With this wooden 
game of Ludo, the goal is to be the first person to get 
your savannah animals into the "little house". The 
extra-large die indicates how many spaces your game 
piece can move forward. The zebra, giraffe, crocodile, 
and elephant figurines are true to the originals and 
have child-friendly designs. 
approx. 26 x 26 x 1 cm; figure 3.5 x 1 x 2.5 cm

OfÈ

11765 
Ludo "Safari" for 6 players

Great Ludo fun for up to 6 players! In this classic game 
made of wood, the first thing you have to do is to bring your 
steppe animals into the "house". The figures zebra, giraffe, 
crocodile, elephant, leopard and lion are designed 
true to detail and suitable for children - ears 
and manes made of felt are real eye-catchers. 
Practical: The foldable play board serves as a 
storage box. 
Approx. 26 x 24 x 1.5 cm; stone H 
3.5 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

OfG
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11701 
Puzzle "Safari"

Welcome to the safari! With this wooden puzzle, the 
goal is to put the seven savannah animals in the 
proper spots. This not only trains children´s motor 
skills and shapes comprehension, but also demands 
concentration and patience from them. This puzzle 
impresses both parents and children equally with its 
jolly safari motifs in trendy colours. 
Puzzle board approx. 30 x 21.5 x 1 cm

Jgì

11703 
ABCs Puzzle "Safari"

Learn the ABCs super-easily! With this wooden puzzle 
in trendy colours, children will playfully learn the 
alphabet and train their fine motor skills. The 26 raised 
wooden letters can be easily gripped and put into the 
correct slots by small hands. But they can also stand 
up on their own without frames! This is how the cute 
safari motifs like the zebra, giraffe, elephant, and tiger 
will double the desire to learn letters. 
Approx. 29 x 22 x 1 cm

Jgé

11702 
Numbers Puzzle "Safari"

Learning numbers made easy! Children can playfully learn 
the numbers 0 - 9 while simultaneously training their fine 
motor skills with this wooden learning puzzle and its cute 
zebra, giraffe, elephant, and lion safari motifs. The ten 
raised wooden numbers can be easily gripped by small 
hands and set in the matching holes. A learning plus: the 
English term for the numbers is present in the puzzle piece 
holes, allowing children to learn their first English words.
Approx. 29 x 22 x 1 cm

Cga
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11724 
Pastel Motor Activity Cube

Stack, push, flap, turn! Playable from five sides, this wooden motoric cube 
promises even the smallest children varied and fun playing. A bead maze, 
sorting game, shape-fitting and pushing game, and gears promote colour 
and shape recognition and fine motor skills. Trendy pastel colours, cute 
animal motifs and playful details make this motor activity cube an absolute 
eye-catcher in the nursery.
approx. 30 x 15 x 15 cm, play height 18 cm

Cf

11721 
Pastel Stacking Tower

Stacking fun in trendy colours! All five pastel-coloured stacking cubes and 
the matching wooden animal figures are just waiting to be stacked and 
assigned. Four cubes have door and window openings to hide the figurines. 
Playful illustrations provide a guide to the correct sequence of the stacking 
cubes and dots on the top of the cubes motivate you to learn to count. 
largest cube approx. 13 x 13 x 13 cm, fox approx. 6 x 1.5 x 6 cm

Cf

11722 
Pastel Wooden Building Blocks

A classic in totally trendy colours! This 50-piece set of wooden building 
blocks impresses young, aspiring master builders with a large selection 
of differently shaped and designed wooden building blocks in soft pastel 
colours. Children can let their creativity run wild and train their motor skills 
when building and stacking the building blocks.
Cubes approx. 3 x 3 x 3 cm; Rectangle approx. 9 x 3 x 1.5 cm

Cf
50 parts

NEW

NEWNEW
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11763 
Pastel Fox Bead Maze
What are you doing there, Mr. Fox? This easy-
to-use bead maze in popular pastel colours 
support the development of young children´s 
fine motor skills when they push the eight 
coloured balls along the two metal tracks. With 
a child-friendly design and decorated with a 
cute fox, this bead maze promises hours of 
entertainment!
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Cf

11762 
Pastel Rabbit Bead Maze
What are you doing there, Mr. Rabbit? This 
easy-to-use bead maze in popular pastel 
colours support the development of young 
children´s fine motor skills when they push 
the eight coloured balls along the two metal 
tracks. With a child-friendly design and 
decorated with a cute rabbit, this bead maze 
promises hours of entertainment!
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Cf

11764 
Pastel Raccoon Bead Maze
Wild? Furry? Raccoon! This easy-to-use bead 
maze in popular pastel colours support the 
development of young children´s fine motor 
skills with eight coloured balls and two metal 
tracks. With a child-friendly design and 
decorated with a cute raccoon, this bead maze 
promises hours of entertainment!
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Cf

11723 
Pastel Hammering Bench

Hammering can be so stylish! Now children can 
measure their strength by hammering down the 
wooden sticks, which are held in delicate pastel 
colours, with the wooden hammer. Rubber coatings 
in the hammering holes hold the poles in place. 
A classic game that trains hand-eye coordination 
and motor skills. The colours and the cute, child-
friendly animal motifs make the hammering bench a 
chic decorative element in the nursery.
hammering bench approx. 22 x 9 x 12 cm, hammer 
approx. 17 x 5.5 x 3.5 cm

If

11766 
Pastel Baby Walker

Learning to walk with the rabbit, the panda, and their friends! This baby walker 
in popular pastel colours supports children with their first attempts at walking. 
The 34 building blocks which are partially naturally treated and partially 
painted in soft pastel tones and decorated with happy animals promise double 
the fun and promote the development of young master builders´ comprehension 
of shapes, motor skills, and creativity. The rubber-finished wheels protect floors 
and offer quiet rolling fun. With an integrated axle!
Approx. 34 x 27 x 36 cm; Grip height approx. 36 cm

Cf
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11473 
Pastel Marble Run

Is it time for a speedy ride through the forest? On this robust marble run 
in trendy pastel colours, three coloured wooden wheels decorated with 
modern patterns race down a course decorated with residents of the forest. 
Long-lasting playtime fun is pre-programmed here! A real eye-catcher and 
an attraction point for every nursery!
Marble run approx. 35 x 9.5 x 31 cm; wheel approx. 3 x 4 cm

If
1 marble run, 3 wooden wheels 

11475 
Pastel Threading Game
A fun threading game with animals and numbers! The goal of this wooden 
threading game is to thread the numbers 0-9 together in the right order. 
This will certainly demand concentration and skill from the young threading 
artists! In addition, various animals and shapes in a modern pastel look can 
also be threaded onto the creation however you wish.
Shape approx. 4 x 4 x 2 cm,
Thread length: approx. 100 cm, Ø approx. 0.5 cm

Jf
22 parts

11472 
Pastel Insertion Puzzle

Every animal has its place! With this shape-fitting game in simple pastel 
colours, skill and fine motor skills are required. Not only do the geometric 
shapes need to be correctly sorted and inserted, but the right puzzle 
pieces need to be found as well, because there´s a flower petal in matching 
colours for every animal!
Completed puzzle approx. 19 x 18 x 9.5 cm; 
Puzzle piece approx. 9 x 7.5 x 1 cm

Jf
12 parts

11474 
Pastel Plug-in Game

Who´s jumping around there? This cute wooden shape-fitting game comes in 
trendy pastel colours. The adorable forest animals made of robust wood are 
to be inserted into the openings. Since the holes are equipped with springs, 
the little animals "jump" quickly back out. An exciting wooden toy that 
trains motor skills and brings playtime fun into the nursery.
Board approx. 19 x 5.5 x 16 cm; Animal 3.5 x 1.5 x 10 cm

Cf
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11470 
Pastel Wooden Train

Toot toot, here comes the train! This pastel-coloured train has all kinds 
of playtime fun on board! The two train cars can be attached together 
via the easy insert connection. The little locomotive can be pulled with 
the two building blocks that can be inserted. The train cars offer space 
for the four lovingly painted animal passengers.
Assembled train approx. 36 x 7 x 9 cm; Hare approx. 3.5 x 1 x 8 cm

Cf
9 parts

11462 
Pastel Ludo

Which animal can make it into their house first? In this handy 
ludo game in trendy pastel colours, wooden figurines in the 
shape of a hare, a panda, a bear and a fox race around the 
board. The number on the dice tell players how many steps each 
animal figurine is allowed to take. Figurines with felt ears.
approx. 20 x 20 x 1 cm,
Game piece height: 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

OfÈ

11782 
Pastel Tic Tac Toe

All kinds of exciting tic-tac-toe duels with the hare 
and the fox! With this handy wooden strategy 
game, the hare and the fox compete against each 
other to be the first to get three in a row on the 
game board. The pastel-coloured animal figures are 
optically appealing with their cute felt ears and 
are absolute eye-catchers on the game board. 
Game board approx. 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm; Figurine 
height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

PfÄ
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11775 Available as of 10/2020 
Rainbow Stacking Tower

A rainbow for stacking and inserting! This stacking tower shines with bright 
rainbow colours and the wood material that´s easy to hold encourages even 
the youngest children to sort the differently coloured rings according to 
their size and colour. This trains motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and 
understanding of shapes and sizes. The rounded base that lets the stacking 
tower sway back and forth provides extra joy. 
Height approx. 15 cm, Ø approx. 10 cm

Cf

11794 Available as of 10/2020 
Rainbow Stacking Tower, large

Stacking and tinkering! This large wooden stacking tower in rainbow colours 
makes an impression with an additional task: the differently sized wooden 
discs must not only be pushed onto the pole in the correct order, but also 
turned to the right position so that the gaps in the discs match up with the 
position of the small pins on the pole. It´s a tricky task that trains fine motor 
skills and problem-solving skills! The rounded base allows the completed 
stacking tower to wobble around as a fun reward.
Height approx. 24 cm, Ø approx. 12 cm

Cf

11720 
Rainbow Shape-Fitting Game

As colourful as the rainbow! With this shape-fitting and stacking game, the 
goal is to stack identical shapes on top of each other by size so that the 
colours of the rainbow are formed in the correct order. Stacking, inserting, 
and sorting playfully teach children about shapes, colours, and sizes while 
training fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. The movable pins add 
to the safety!
Board approx. 19 x 10 x 11 cm; Stars stacked approx. 8 x 8 x 9 cm

Cf

Swings!
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11412 
Wooden Building Blocks Rainbow XL

Brightly coloured playtime fun guaranteed! This rainbow includes two 
wooden balls made of stable wood and is painted in bright colours. 
Stacked together, it´s a real eye-catcher on the shelf, but the real 
playtime fun occurs with its numerous playing possibilities. 
Largest arch approx. 36 x 5 x 18 cm; Ball Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Cf
14 parts

10585 
Wooden Building Blocks Rainbow 

Can you put them together in the correct order? This brightly 
coloured half-circle made of stable wood is an easy introduction 
into the world of motor skills. 
approx. 16 x 9 x 3 cm

Cf
5 parts

6969 
Wooden Building Blocks Large Rainbow
Which colour is the prettiest? This robust wooden rainbow comes with a white 
wooden ball and is the perfect companion for infants. The wooden arch in rainbow 
colours are versatile and can be sorted, built up, and stacked. 
approx. 26 x 5 x 13 cm

Cf
8 parts

 ▪ Extremely convertible for creative play

 ▪ Practical as towers, bridges, houses, obstacles and much more

 ▪ Versatile for connecting, stacking and sorting

 ▪ The shape, colour and feel awake all the senses

 ▪ Robust and stable for long-lasting playtime fun

Wooden rainbows as brightly coloured all-rounders!

TIP

TIP
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11777 
Shape-Fitting Cube 
Rainbow
This modern shape-fitting cube 
made of robust wood combines 
simple white, luminous rainbow 
colours, and highly visible solid 
wood elements. The 13 differently 
shaped, differently coloured, and 
partially natural shape-fitting 
elements train children recognition 
of colours and shapes as well as 
their motor skills. In addition to the 
classic geometric shapes, there´s 
also clouds, stars, and houses to be 
inserted! The minimalist printing on 
the natural wood surfaces offers a 
harmonious enhancement and the 
removable wooden lid can be set 
back on top and interlocks.
Approx. 15 x 15 x 15 cm

Cf

11567 
Rainmaker Rainbow
Now that´s what rain sounds like! The 
sound of gentle rain can be imitated 
with this rainmaker. Since it can be used 
in many ways as a rattle, a rhythm, a 
noise toy or a calming game for the 
senses, children won´t be the only ones 
being carried away by its sounds. The 
rainmaker´s transparent tube provides 
clear viewing of the little balls with a 
glass look which trickle down through 
the perforated plates in the shapes of 
flowers. This toy trains both acoustic 
and visual perception.
length approx. 19 cm, Ø approx. 5,5 cm

6f

11692 
Wobbly Tower Rainbow
The popular rainbow colours make 
this wobbly tower toy something 
special! Concentration and 
dexterity are needed when the 
coloured blocks are pulled from the 
tower and laid back on top without 
the tower falling down. 
Assembled tower 
approx. 7 x 7 x 28 cm; blocks 
approx. 2 x 2 x 2 cm

OfE
55 parts
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11607 
Baby Walker Elephant

An elephant as a real all-rounder! This abstract elephant baby walker made of 
wood offers multifunctional play and learning fun on five sides. The rainbow 
and its colours are a central design element. When inserting shapes, pushing it 
and turning over elements, novice walkers will train their motor skills and learn 
colours, shapes and numbers. The rubber-finished wheels allow children to be 
safely and quietly on the move. Under the openable lid with clamping protection, 
a child´s favourite toys can find space next to the shape-fitting pieces. The 
integrated axle makes the baby walker robust and smooth-running. The braking 
system ensures that no accidents happen while finding one’s feet.
Approx. 42 x 39 x 42 cm; Grip height approx. 41 cm

Cf

10241 
Pull-along Caterpillar
A little caterpillar on a big trip! This pull-along animal with the silly eyes is a very special crawling 
critter: the brightly coloured wooden body moves happily up and down when he is pulled by his rope.
approx. 29 x 6.5 x 7 cm

Cf

11022 
Display Animals Stacking Tower
Set of 9. Attention all animal lovers! These cute frogs, bears, and cats 
decorate this fantastic stacking tower made of FSC® 100%-certified wood in 
a travel format. Children can prove their motor skills with this toy. 
Height: approx. 13 cm, Ø ca. 5 cm

Ci
for a display 

10588 
Colourful Stacking Rocket 
For young rocket scientists! This 
stacking rocket made of robust wood 
reaches for the skies. Brightly coloured 
rings can be assembled by even the 
youngest kids, who will playfully 
practice their fine motor skills and 
coordination.
approx. 9 x 9 x 18 cm

Cf

Even more articles in 
bright rainbow colours!

NEW
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11450 
Stacking Rocket 
"Space"
3, 2, 1 - Liftoff! This wooden 
stacking/insertion game 
comes in the shape of a 
space rocket. When stacking 
together the five-piece 
spaceship, children´s hand-
eye coordination and their 
comprehension of shapes and 
different sizes will be trained. 
A classic toy with a new look 
for young space pilots.
Height: Approx. 15 cm, 
Ø approx. 8 cm

Cf

11451 
Mobile "Space"
A solar system feeling over the crib! This wooden mobile lets the little 
ones dream of rockets, astronauts and other space figures in their crib. The 
printed wooden pieces circle around the young astronauts just like orbits in 
space and draw babies´ attention.
approx. 29 x 23 x 49 cm

f

11506 
Hammering Bench "Space"
Ready for liftoff? With this hammering bench made of solid wood, children 
can prove their strength while training their motor skills. It´s particularly fun 
to make the rocket, the astronauts and the aliens lift up by striking with the 
hammer. 
Hammering bench approx. 18 x 7.5 x 15 cm; Hammer approx. 17 x 5 x 2.5 cm

Cf

11453 
Hammering Game "Space"
Who can manage to bring the planets into orbit? This fun hammering game 
in a cool space design demands skill and concentration from the young 
astronauts. With a hefty hammer swing, players have to try to hit the 
wooden lever to move the individual planets to the other side. 
approx. 20 x 6 x 25 cm, hammer: approx. 17 x 5 x 2 cm

Cf
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11449 
Music Box "Space"

Free-flying and swirling through orbit! This wooden music box in a popular 
space design plays the wonderful melody "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" while 
the rocket and the alien on the dance floor circle around to the music. Young 
astronauts are guaranteed to sink effortlessly into dreamland with this!
Music box: Approx. 10 x 10 x 7 cm; Figurines: Approx. 3 x 3 x 5 cm

Nf;:

11446 
Cascading Tower "Space"
At the speed of light through the 
orbit! This wooden cascading tower 
in a universe look provides young 
astronauts with full-speed playtime 
fun when the two space shuttles 
rattle their way down the path and 
do somersaults along the way.
Tower approx. 12 x 9.5 x 25 cm,
small car 3 x 3 x 1 cm

If
1 cascade tower, 2 cars

11452 
Ludo "Space"

The universe on a game board! With this game of ludo made of high-quality wood, this 
dream of young astronauts will come true. Here, space pilots, flying rockets and wandering 
aliens move all around, and have to try to reach their star areas with the help of dice with 
either numbers or colours on them. It´s a classic game of ludo in a trendy design, suitable 
also for younger children due to its colourful die!
approx. 24 x 24 x 1.5 cm; meeple approx. height 3.5 cm, Ø 1.5 cm

OfÈ

11447 
Mini-Labyrinth Display "Space"
Set of 12. The space mission is ready for liftoff! With this miniature variation 
of the popular wooden game of skill in the cool "Space" design, astronauts 
both young and old can prove their skill and concentration in the labyrinth. 
With the fun space figurines, it´s twice as much fun to maneuver the marbles 
into the proper notches.
height: 1,5 cm, Ø approx. 7,5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11448 
Yo-Yos Display "Space"
Set of 12. Up and away into the solar system! With these fun space yo-yos 
made of solid wood, young astronauts will definitely get their money´s 
worth because these silly universe figures spin crazily all around. Simply slip 
a finger through the loop and the playtime fun can begin.
Height: approx. 3.5 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Qi
for a display 
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11088 
Push-along Animal with Bead 

Rollercoaster "Jungle"
Awooooo! This motley elephant made of FSC® 100%-certified wood invites 
kids to do some motor-skills-focused playing. The colourful wooden beads 
on the bead rollercoaster can be balanced while the stable wooden wheels 
roll over the floor at a leisurely pace. 
Elephant approx. 14 x 8 x 12 cm

Cf

11454 
"Jungle" Mobile
Welcome to the Jungle! With this mobile, wild animals are moving into the 
nursery. A zebra, a tiger and their friends dance all around under a large 
palm leaf. The lovingly painted animals can be easily gripped by babies´ 
hands and immediately draw their attention. 
Approx. 34 x 15 x 39

f

11094 
Dancing Animals Display "Jungle" 
Set of 12. Let the wild animals dance! The llama, the elephant and all 
their friends are standing on their pedestal and are waiting to be moved. 
Simply press the button on their pedestal and they make silly poses, 
new movements and wild dances over and over again. Made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood. Also for decoration and collection. 
approx. 7 x 5 x 11 cm

Ni
for a display 

11092 
Shape-Fitting Game with Numbers "Jungle"
A fun Jungle shape-fitting game. These cute animals watch over the 
number cubes made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. But they´ll gladly come 
down from their thrones so that the young math whizzes can prove their 
understanding of numbers. This is how the correct stacking of numbers and 
shapes is taught.
approx. 22 x 6 x 13 cm

Cf
16 parts

The product group "Jungle" brings the wilderness directly into the children´s room! Give 
way for motor skills articles in modern design with elephant, zebra and their friends!

TIP
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11091 
Animal Sorting Game "Jungle" 

Jungle animals dressed up as Indians - does that work? Of 
course! This tree and the 6 silly companions made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood train young motor skills artists 
while they correctly sort the double-sided animal 
motifs. 
Tree approx. 16 x 7.5 x 17 cm; Animal 
approx. 4 x 1 x 5 cm

Cf

11093 
Music Box "Jungle" 
Who here will get dizzy first? The sleeping wild animals have made 
themselves comfortable on this cute music box made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood. But when it´s wound up, the music box plays a lovely melody, and 
the zebra dances around with the llama. Whoever listens to this delightful 
melody will surely sink softly into dreamland.
Box approx. 10 x 10 x 5 cm; Animal figure height: approx. 4.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Nf;:

11095 
Puzzle "Jungle"
The Indians are in sight! These cute animals have dressed themselves up as 
Indians and are real eye-catchers. Children will learn to put the pieces in the 
correct places with this puzzle made of FSC® 100%-certified wood while also 
learning to recite the names of the animals. 
Wooden board approx 17 x 14 x 1 cm; Animal approx. 4 x 5 x 1 cm

Cgh

11089 
Spinning Cubes Puzzle 
"Jungle"
When will the cubes stop at 
the right positions? The goal 
of this spinning cubes puzzle 
made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood is to sort the modern 
animal motifs correctly 
with the colours matching. 
The wooden cubes are held 
together with a wooden pole.
Cube approx. 3.5 x 3.5 x 15 cm

Cf

11090 
Cube Puzzle Tower "Jungle"
Children´s dexterity will be trained when stacking these 
fun cubes made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, and their 
spatial awareness will be trained during the correct sorting 
of the cute wild animals. Putting the solid wooden blocks 
together creates a tower which completes the pictures of 
the animals. 
Tower approx. 7.5 x 7.5 x 12 cm

Cf
6 parts

TIP
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11051 
XL Motor Skills Cube "Move it!"
Playtime fun in an exclusive small foot design! 
This high-quality motor skills cube made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood from the "Move it!" series 
impresses customers with its high playtime value 
because there is so much for young explorers to 
discover: foldable wooden elements in the style 
of a memory game train children´s understanding 
of numbers, a searching game with a hedgehog, a 
ladybug and a bird provide fun and a seasons clock 
provides useful knowledge about spring, summer, 
autumn and winter. A game with small wheels and a 
large activity loop are additional highlights on top of 
the motor activity fun. And another great thing: this 
motor skills cube also looks great as a small table 
or a stool!
Approx. 46 x 40 x 48 cm, working height: 25 cm

Cf

11032 
Display Bead Rollercoaster "Move it!"
Set of 6. This display with two different colourful bead 
rollercoasters made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is a 
real eyecatcher in the cash register area. Animals of 
the forest and fields and colourful wooden balls make 
their way over the metal tracks. The wooden base can 
be easily gripped and played with without hesitation.
Height: approx. 13 cm, Ø ca. 9 cm

Ci
for a display 
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11435 
Building Blocks Baby Walker "Move it!"
Learn to walk with the hedgehog, the squirrel, the bees and their friends! 
This baby walker in a modern and minimalist design from the "Move it!" 
product group supports children with their first steps while developing their 
motor skills, because they have always their 27 favourite building blocks 
with them. In different colours and shapes the building blocks train the 
understanding of colour and shape. The rubber-finished wheels allow it to 
roll quietly and safely across the ground.
Baby walker approx. 35 x 25 x 42 cm, handle height 38 cm

Cf

10947 
Walker "Move it!" 
This baby walker made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is a 
real allrounder with its functions and its minimalist design. 
Here, you can spin, fit pieces, and draw. The top board can 
be raised up and offers lots of storage space inside for 
other toys. Thanks to the brake system, nothing can go 
wrong while learning to walk.
approx. 39 x 40 x 42 cm, handle height 41 cm

Cf

10459 
Motor Skills Cube "Move it!"
Squirrel, Hedgehog & Co. decorate this great allrounder 
made of stable wood. Different play surfaces offer a unique 
playtime experience. This versatile motor skills toy trains 
fine and gross motor skills. The lid is removable and reduces 
the height of the toy by half by simply turning it over. This 
makes it easy to store.
approx. 29 x 29 x 31 cm, height of the board 16 cm

Cf
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Height 51 cm!

10945 
Balance Seesaw "Move it!"
Who can build the highest tower? It´s quite a challenge, 
since all the pieces, made up of FSC® 100%-certified wood, 
must be stacked on the wobbling seesaw. The die shows 
which piece must be laid first. Let´s do it!
Balance Seesaw: approx. 14 x 2 x 8,5 cm, piece approx. 3cm, 
Ø ca. 2 cm

NfC
17 parts

10944 
Shape-Fitting Cube "Move it!"
Shapes and colours will be learned in a playful way with 
this shape-fitting cube made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood. The lid is easy to open and close. The curious 
animals of the forests and fields love to watch the 
playtime fun!
approx. 13 x 13 x 6.5 cm, Height of fitting pieces: 
approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Cf

10457 
Motor Activity Tree "Move it!"

This motor activity tree is a real all-rounder! There´s lots for children to 
discover here. Training motor skills and dexterity are the top priorities here. 
And here´s the special thing: toddlers can play with the tree while standing!
Height: approx. 51 cm, Ø approx. 40 cm

Cf

10946 
Stacking Tower "Move it!" 
It´s tricky, wobbly business to stack all the pieces made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood in the correct places. With this 
toy, children can train their fine motor skills in a totally 
playful way. 
Height of stacking tower: approx. 12 cm, Ø approx. 8.5 cm

Cf

SPECIAL
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12090 
Compact Lock House

This house provides a nice experience for kids! With its various 
locking bolts, a U-lock and a hinge lock, this lock house made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood promotes the development of 
children´s concentration and fine motor skills. Many day-to-
day situations can be playfully practiced and tried out with 
this house.
Approx. 13 x 13 x 17.5 cm

Nf

4432 
House of Locks

Manufactured to the highest standards, this wooden house trains 
everyday motor skills with its padlock, multiple latches, levers, 
hinges, and a door chain. Additionally, it´s easy to transport and 
provides a great lock experience!
approx. 15 x 15 x 28 cm

Nf

3113 
Motor Activity Toy Lock Box
A box with many colourful windows and doors. All 
of them have a different lock. Who will manage 
to open them all? Attention and endurance are 
demanded here. The fine motor skills will also be 
trained thanks to the intricate locks. A really tricky 
challenge.
approx. 20 x 12 x 14 cm

Nf

TIPTIP
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 ▪ Multifunctional with large, removable 
bead maze, a shape-fitting game, a sliding 
labyrinth, and a colours sorting game

 ▪ Five playable sides
 ▪ With a knocking marble run which leads 
the marbles down as "eggs in the chicken 
nest"

 ▪ Trains recognition of colours and shapes
 ▪ Creates acoustic stimulation with a 
squeaking horn

 ▪ Encourages interaction and storytelling 
and imparts basic knowledge about 
animals on the farm

 ▪ Can be used as a sturdy, stable children´s 
stool

 ▪ With a lid with latch

At a glance11733 Available as of 11/2020 
Country Life Motor Activity Cube
There´s a lot going on in the country! With a large bead maze in the shape of 
a chicken, a shape-fitting game, a sliding labyrinth, a colour sorting game, a 
hammer marble run, and a horn, this motor activity cube is a multi-talent on 
five actively playable sides. The lovingly designed scene with farm animals 
inspires interaction and storytelling. When the lid that´s secured with a latch is 
turned around and stored inside the cube, the cube becomes a children´s stool!
approx. 42 x 37 x 62 cm, playing height 35 cm

Cf;

NEW
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 ▪ Five playable sides
 ▪ Motor skills training with the shape-fitting 
game, sliding labyrinth, and gears game

 ▪ The removable rotating carrot also serves as 
a shape-fitting game and construction game 
in one

 ▪ Creates acoustic stimulation and first 
experiences with sorting with the xylophone

 ▪ Can be used as a sturdy, stable children´s stool
 ▪ With a lid with latch
 ▪ space-saving storage possible - simply remove 
the lid with motor activity loop and put it back 
on upside down

At a glance

11732 
Motor Activity Cube Rabbit
With a bead maze in the shape of a rabbit, five playable 
sides, a shape-fitting game, a sliding labyrinth, a gears 
game, and a xylophone, this motor activity cube is a true 
multi-talent when it comes to playing and discovering. 
A highlight: the carrot, which is a shape-fitting and 
construction game in one, can be screwed onto the side. 
When the lid that´s secured with a latch is taken off and 
stored upside-down in the cube, it turns this toy into a 
sturdy kid´s stool!
approx. 23 x 23 x 34 cm, table height 20 cm

Cf

NEW
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4244 
Safari Motor Activity Cube

This motor skills training cube made of wood has lots of 
fun options on its seven play surfaces. The sliding counter, 
sliding game and bead chaser all train motor skills and help 
children learn to understand and recognise quantities. Their 
curiosity and spirit of discovery are satisfied and also the cube 
promotes hand-eye coordination as well as their creativity.
Approx. 29 x 25 x 30 cm, height up to the upper surface 17 cm

Cf

10074 
Insect Motor Skills Training Cube

If there isn´t much space in the playroom and not much space to play, this 
functional motor skills training cube is ideal. With a motor skills training 
loop that can be taken off, cog wheels, a clock and and a puzzle game, it 
playfully trains the child´s fine motor skills and concentration.
approx. 15 x 15 x 29 cm, height of the board 16 cm

Cf

10334 
Garden Motor Skills Trainer
This strong wooden motor skills training cube with its different play sides 
is great fun. The individual sides offer a wide range of functions for early 
musical education, shape recognition and training motor skills.
Approx. 21 x 21 x 29 cm, height of the board 19 cm

Cf

TIP

TIP
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10605 
Motor Skills World with Marble Run 
The game world of the little ones is very big! Many wonderful 
playtime ideas are brought together in this stable wooden cube - in 
addition to shapes for inserting and a string threading game, there 
is a marble run, a coordination game to learn numbers, and a wall 
of gears integrated into the cube.
approx. 25 x 25 x 45 cm, height of the board 24 cm

Cf

8189 
Motor Activity Cube Sun
Xylophone, 2 plug games, learning 
clock and dexterity bows with 
colourful, wooden balls. 5 sides of 
play and fun with an educational 
effect.
approx. 17 x 14 x 24 cm, height of 
the board 14 cm

Cf

5886 
Spring Motor Skills Training Cube
This motor skills training cube made of wood has 
lots of fun options for young children to enjoy. 
With a bead chaser that can be placed on the cube 
to train motor skills, the sliding counter and the 
number board that all serve to train recognition 
and understanding of quantities, a sliding game 
for recognising logical processes and links and a 
board for first attempts at writing, this cube has 
everything young children need for early learning.
approx. 20 x 20 x 36 cm, height of the board 21 cm

C
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6094 
Motor Activity Cube Expedition

Off we go on an expedition! This colourful wooden motor 
activity cube offers all kinds of play possibilities on seven sides. 
In addition to the bead rollercoaster, puzzle, labyrinth, and 
push-button games, young children can simultaneously learn 
the alphabet and deepen their understanding of numbers. This 
finely-detailed play cube offers toddlers variety and guarantees 
hours of playtime. Boredom doesn´t have a chance!
approx. 55 x 55 x 47 cm, height of the board 31 cm

Ce

10321 
2 in 1 Motor Skills Trainer and Music Table
This wooden toy is ideal for early music education and training motor skills. 
With the different motor skills training elements or musical instruments, 
boredom is a thing of the past!
Height: approx. 47cm, Ø approx. 39 cm, height of the board: 32 cm

Cf

4690 
Motor Training Coil
The large version for lots of hands. Trains children‘s motor skills.
approx. 52 x 49 x 91 cm
Height of the board: 48 cm

Ce

TIP
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11434 
3-in-1 Theme Park Play Table

An extra helping of playtime and motor activity fun! In front of the backdrop of 
a theme park, a brightly coloured world of adventure opens up on the wooden 
board of this motor activity table that´s playable from four sides that includes a 
whitewater ride course, an archway, an ice cream stand, a Ferris wheel, carousel 
and a train. The bead rollercoaster and various spinning, folding, rolling, and 
screwing elements playfully train children´s fine motor skills. The softly clicking 
elements provide acoustic stimulation while joyful figurines in the forms of a giraffe, 
a tiger, a meerkat and their friends inspire kids to invent creatively and tell their 
own stories. Thanks to the removable table top, it can be used multifunctionally 
as a floor play board, a motor activity table, or a table for playing, drawing, and 
crafting!

C:

NEW
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10630 
Marble Tones Motor Skills Toy 
The hands play - the ears hear and recognize - the eyes stare in amazement. 
The colourful wooden beads race along the three intertwined bead 
rollercoasters. When shaken, the strung-together wooden elements move to 
the rhythm and make sounds!
Height approx. 19 cm, Ø approx. 10 cm

Cf

10640 
Motor Skills Triangle 
Push, screw - learn maths! In 
addition to having classic pushing 
and turning games, this colourfully 
painted wooden triangle also offers 
a child´s first slide rule.
approx. 20 x 16 x 14 cm

Cf

1824 
Activity Loop Natural, set of 3

Ideal for on-the-go! These three small activity loops made of high-quality 
wood with three colourfully lacquered beads train young hobbyists´ motor 
skills. The loops stand securely on wooden bases and can be easily held in 
one´s hands. The small wooden beads and cubes can be guided over various 
curved metal tracks, either all together or individually!
approx. 14 x 10 x 12 cm

Cf
for a set of 3 

3382 
Activity Loop "Mushroom"

Playtime and learning fun in a cute design! This brightly coloured motor 
skills mushroom made of high-quality wood invites children for some finger-
exercising playing. And this is particularly tricky: the colourfully lacquered 
metal loops go through the head of the mushroom.
height: approx. 14 cm, 
Ø approx. 17 cm

Cf

10219 
Meadow Motor Skills 
Training Loop
Spring is finally here! This motor 
skills training loop brings spring 
nearer to every child. Children 
are drawn to the cute wooden 
accessories and can have fun 
training their motor skills.
Height: approx. 23cm, 
Ø approx. 18 cm

Cf

TIP

TIP
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10632 
Pull-along Animals Bead Maze Display 

Set of 8. These colourful pull-along animals are made of solid timber and can become 
children´s good friends, especially while learning to walk.
Lion approx. 12 x 6.5 x 12 cm, 
giraffe approx. 10 x 7.5 x 16 cm

Ci
for a display 

10036 
Bead Maze Rocker Display
Set of 6. This display with colourful animals such as cows, horses and dogs is a real eye-
catcher at the cash desk. All wooden animals have a motor skills training loop with colourful 
wooden beads that can be threaded through an opening in the wooden figure. This requires 
motor skills and concentration. The special feature - all animals stand on rockers!
Approx. 13 x 8 x 12 cm

Ci
for a display 

10037 
Bead Maze Spring Display
Set of 4. A real eye-catcher in the cash area is this display 
which contains four different coloured motor activity loops. 
Funny animal motives and colorful wooden balls make their 
way over the metal loops. By the colorful stand the motor 
activity loop has a good hold.
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Ci
for a display 

SPECIAL
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1573 
Rabbit Ride-on with Shape Sorter
The cute little ride-on made of sturdy wood makes the children 
very happy and enthusiastic! This ride-on offers fast rides but 
also great plug games with the six colorful wooden elements! 
Sturdy metal axles hold the wheels with rubber rings for a 
quiet sliding. The soft rabbit ears contain bending wire.
approx. 43 x 23 x 28 cm, seat height: 19 cm, max. load capacity 
approx. 25 kg

Cf

1567 
Activity Cube Elephant
Activity cube on 4 wheels. A great challenge for the fingers. 
This elephant is made of coloured plywood. On 5 sides an 
activity loop, a shape sorter, a double-side puzzle of 6 rotating 
wooden cubes, a labyrinth and colourful gears nurture the fine 
motor skills.
approx. 36 x 30 x 30 cm, table height 19 cm

C

1595 
Motor Activity Cart Workbench

This colourful vehicle with its geometric shapes for plugging in and 
the tool mix of hammer, saw and screwdriver guarantees versatile 
motoric fun! There is plenty of storage space under the seat 
with holes for mounting the screws, nuts and connection plates. 
Smooth-running, rubberized wheels on metal axles and the vice 
with rotating spindle complete the play pleasure.
Approx. 48 x 36 x 34 cm; work height: 21 cm; max. weight 25 kg

C

TIP
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5838 
Activity Cube
Open the doors, move or turn the colourful spheres and find the 
corresponding openings for the geometric blocks. This sturdy activity cube 
is made of massive timber and lacquered in bright colours. Little infants can 
train the world of colours, the different shapes and functions.
approx. 18 x 14 x 16 cm

Cf

11252 
School Bus Motor Skills Toy
There´s something to discover on all sides of this school bus. Whether it´s 
the movable windscreen wipers with clicking sounds, learning numbers and 
shapes or simply honking the horn, toddlers can train their fine motor skills 
and playfully promote the development of their fantasies and creativity. 
Bus approx. 24 x 20 x 18 cm; Insert 
pieces height: approx. 3 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 cm

Cf

10319 
Telephone Pull-along and Motor Skills 
Trainer
This literally mobile phone made of solid wood accompanies 
children on their first exploration tours. During breaks the 
different bricks can be put in the corresponding shapes. The 
numbers can even be pressed down.
Approx. 19 x 18 x 19 cm

Cf

1144 
Toy Chest
Stable box with a seat cushion as a lid. In the box are 7 wooden toys 
which train motor skills! This is how children can learn to keep things 
tidy, whilst having fun playing at the same time.
approx. 36 x 19 x 22 cm, seat height 22 cm

Ng
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10085 
Caterpillar Motor Skills Board
With a squeaky hooter, three cogs, sliding elements and a small motor skills 
training loop in bright colours, every child learns how to improve its motor 
skills. With the slot the motor skills board is easy to transport.
Approx. 27 x 26 x 13 cm

Cf;

10589 
Farm Maze Puzzle 
Where does the duck live? In this farm-themed row puzzle, the youngest 
children playfully learn where the duck, chicken, cow, and horse live. 
approx. 25 x 25 x 2.5 cm

Cf

6360 
Motor Activity 
Multimax
Fine motor skills are a "piece 
of cake"! Sliding wooden 
beads on the abacus, 
eliciting soft tones from the 
xylophone, moving beads 
on the metal spiral, fitting 
shapes on the rotating disc 
or making gear wheels, 
rattle and clack wheel 
rotate - the youngest will be 
thrilled! Pivoting supports 
give a secure stand and 
two velcro straps allow the 
chairs to be fixed.
approx. 47 x 20 x 48 cm

N

10590 
City Maze Puzzle 
Ooh la la! This city-themed row puzzle shows us the most important 
buildings and their residents: the police car, the ambulance, the fire truck, 
and the mail car all have their homes that want to be discovered.
approx. 25 x 25 x 2.5 cm

Cf

10660 
Puzzle Park House 
Let´s learn how to park! This puzzle made of glazed wood makes parking a 
child´s play! The nine pieces of puzzle with colourful vehicles can be easily 
moved and placed thanks to the small grips.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1.5 cm

Jf

10729 
Magnetic Labyrinth Savannah 
An exciting challenge! This lovingly designed magnet labyrinth made of 
colourfully painted laminated wood has many small balls under a Plexiglas® 
window which need to be guided through the labyrinth with the magnetic 
wand.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1.5 cm

Nf:
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4718 
Motor Activity Game Bamboo Eight
Made of bamboo incl. 3 big marbles. Toy to train the motor skills of eyes and 
hands, for the visual thinking as well as the right-left integration. This item 
provides a lot of fun.
approx. 47 x 20 x 3 cm

Nf

1572 
Balancing Board

Motion trains your balance and body feeling. The 3 
colourful wooden balls should be rolled through the 
labyrinth using feet and legs. Balance and patience 
will be trained perfectly.
approx. 45 x 30 x 6 cm

Pf

11430 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Balance Board
Train your balance with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! With 
this balance board made of stable laminated wood, exercise 
will be combined with fun, and body tension as well as 
balance will be playfully trained. The balance board can 
also be used to train back and leg muscles as well as 
arm and shoulder muscles. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Standing surface approx. 28 x 37 cm; Height: 
approx. 5 cm, max. weight 50 kg

Pf

TIP
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10961 
Flexible Motor Skills Training 
Caterpillar Display
14 pieces. This super display is a real 
eye-catcher at the cash desk! The cheerful, 
colourful caterpillars made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood can be bent in any 
direction. A strong rubber band keeps all the 
elements together and the caterpillars are 
therefore a great toy for the very young. 
approx. 17 x 3 x 3 cm

Ci
for a display 

10577 
Colourful Screw Animals Display 
Set of 8. Cute screw-on fun! These charming, 
colourful animals are waiting excitedly to be put 
together. Cat, Pig, Crocodile, and Elephant with 
their felt ears will playfully train children´s fine 
motor skills. 
elephant approx. 13 x 5 x 5 cm,  
pig: approx. 11 x 5 x 5 cm

Ci
for a display 

3924 
Construction Worm Display 
12 pieces. A wooden worm with colourful wooden 
rings in different colours. The small tail is 
screwed to the end so that the rings won´t get 
lost. Every ring can be inserted arbitrarily so 
that everybody can build an individual worm. A 
skill toy for small designers.
approx. 15 x 3,5 x 4 cm

Ci
for a display 

10644 
Coloured Bending Caterpillar 
Wow, this caterpillar is a real bending champion! Children won´t want to put 
down this brightly coloured motor skills toy. The colourful caterpillar can be 
rotated, stretched, and bent. It contorts itself into the funniest positions and 
is a great way to pass the time when you´re on-the-go.
approx. 24 x 4 x 4 cm

Cf

10643 
Colourful Rainbow Worm Display 
Set of 12. This little friend can really spread a 
good mood! This cute worm made of colourfully 
painted wood can make all kinds of shapes with 
his bendable parts.
approx. 13 x 2 x 3 cm

Ci
for a display 

10685 
Flexible Animals Display 
Set of 18. Wild and crazy fun is guaranteed! These 
flexible animals are held together with a rubber 
band, which allows them to be rotated and contorted 
so that the giraffe, the elephant, and the crocodile 
can make all sorts of silly poses!
approx. 19 x 2 x 3 cm

Ci
for a display 

Do you have any questions? Your 
specialist retailer is able to help.
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10956 
Pin-Frog
These four colourfully painted shape pieces and 
the clear-lacquered head of this fly-catcher are 
manufactured from FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
The individual pieces are stacked on top of one 
another with pegs and train the motor skills of 
children´s hands. 
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø 7.5 cm

Cf

5872 
Pegging Game Forest Animals

The hedgehog, fox and squirrel can be wonderfully arranged with the 
raccoon and owl on this peg stand. The colourful trees make the scene even 
more interesting and along with the other wooden pegs can be positioned at 
will. With the yellow ribbon they can also all be threaded in a row. A great 
game when you are out and about as it is very compact
approx. 19 x 5 x 14 cm 

Cf

7555 
Plug-in Game Sandcastle
We´re building a sandcastle - in the children´s room! These sandcastle 
blocks are comprised of 21 partially colourfully-printed wooden building 
blocks in different shapes that can be stacked on three poles on a 
baseboard. This is how the kids can build different kinds of castles with up to 
three tall towers!
approx. 25 x 5 x 21 cm

Cf

11015 
Plug-in game Cat and Owl

Who´s winking over there? The colourful kitty is sitting on this great motor 
skills toy made of FSC® 100%-certified wood with her pal, the owl. Turning 
the gears put all the wooden building pieces in motion. These handy wooden 
pieces can be easily removed and replaced in a different order. 
approx. 18 x 11 x 15 cm

Cf

10502 
Zoo Animals Shape Fitting Cube 
Oh, a "zebraphant"! This multifunctional wooden shape-fitting cube has 
variable, insertable pieces that can be repeatedly inserted in several 
different places. Organising the colourful shapes inside the cube trains a 
child´s recognition of colours.
Approx. 16 x 16 x 16 cm

Cf

10315 
Motor Skills Trainer Shed
At second glance this wooden house turns out to be a motor skills trainer. 
Each key fits into one door. They stay open with the rubber bands. The 
bricks have different shapes that have to be put in the right opening. A cord 
serves for transport.
House: approx. 20 x 16 x 15 cm; 
keys: approx. 7.5 x 4.5 x 1.5 cm

Cf
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11107 
Wooden Rolling Shape-sorting Cube
Whether as a shape-fitting game or a clattering motor skills cylinder, this 
solid motor skills toy is really something special. The differently-formed 
pieces made of wood are equipped with a colourful design and must be 
inserted into the correct shapes. This trains motor skills and simultaneously 
teaches young children about shapes. If the toy is laid on its side, it makes a 
clattering noise when rolled around. 
Shape-fitting cube, height approx. 15cm, Ø ca. 15 cm, Formed piece 
approx. 3 x 3 x 3 cm

Cf
13 parts

10628 
Colours and Shapes Motor 
Skills Toy 
Can you find the right shape? With this 
brightly coloured motor skills toy, the 
geometric shapes must be inserted into 
their proper openings. Coloured poles 
catch the shapes.
approx. 14 x 14 x 14 cm

Cf
7 parts

11106 
Motor Skills Toy Set
A motor skills potpourri for 
explorers! This diverse play set 
is an enriching addition for the 
children´s room. The stacking tower 
with a wobbling function demands 
dexterity and concentration, training 
also motor skills. The pull-along 
animal with the integrated bead 
rollercoaster is fun for everyone.
Zebra approx. 14 x 6 x 17 cm, cube 
approx. 10 x Ø 12 cm

Cf
12 parts

1080 
Shape Fitting Cube
A coloured geometric puzzle to 
train the fine motor skills and 
the shape recognition
approx. 14 x 14 x 13 cm

Cf
17 parts
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3397 
Shape-Fitting Puzzle Gears
approx. 27 x 9,5 x 7,5 cm

Cf

11190 
Shapes and Colours Motor Skills Game
A brightly coloured motor skills game! Young motor 
skills artists can try to sort the wooden geometric 
shapes into the proper paint daub on the painter´s 
palette. It´s not as easy as it sounds, because the 
shapes need to be moved in such a way as to avoid 
the obstacles on the movable wooden poles.
Board with towers: approx. 20 x 16 x 11 cm

Cf

8145 
Shape-Fitting Puzzle Caterpillar
This little plywood caterpillar has 4 geometric shapes. Plug 
the brightly coloured wooden pieces into the corresponding 
shapes. Pin toys train spatial thinking, motor skills and 
patience.
approx. 31 x 10 x 4.5 cm

Cf

6575 
Shape-Fitting Puzzle Circle
The colourful elements must be put in the right place on this wooden board 
with geometric figures. This wooden challenge trains motor skills and spatial 
awareness!
height: approx. 2,5 cm, Ø approx. 25 cm

Cf

2678 
Shape-Fitting Puzzle House
The aim is to combine the 8 wooden elements with 
1 – 4 holes with the correct motif shown on the 
wooden board! This is a great option to train the 
shape- and colour recognition.
approx. 17 x 17 x 4 cm

Cg

3118 
Puzzle Game
Assembled approx. 30 x 7 x 5.5 cm

Cf
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7948 
Shape-Fitting Wooden Train Animals 
The zoo comes into the child´s room. The small pull-along train provides fun and 
trains motor skills!
approx. 78 x 11 x 12 cm 

If

7223 
Shape-Fitting Game Zoo Cart with Animals
Who´s coming to the zoo with us? This zoo car with red headlights and 
wheels has space for ten lovingly painted wooden animals. The giraffe, 
elephant and friends can get in the cart through their proper openings and 
can then be pulled through the children´s room with the rope.
approx. 27 x 12 x 14 cm

If

5285 
Shape-Fitting Game Bus Animals
On a great journey! 26 colourful animal figures with letters and a special 
shape are waiting to be "boarded" here! Develop your motor skills and learn 
the letters with ease, what more could you want!
approx. 34 x 13 x 19 cm

Nf

10324 
Shape-Fitting Game Ice-Cream Van
The ice-cream van is here! Different bricks in the shape of ice-creams must 
be put into the correct opening. The roof can be opened for easy emptying. 
A great motor skills trainer for ice-cream lovers.
Approx. 25 x 14 x 15 cm

If

4766 
Shape-Fitting Game Safari Bus
Attention all safari fans! This green stripy bus is ideal for an African safari. All 
animals can board through the hinged flap at the back or pushed through the 
shapes on the roof and the sides. This toy trains children´s shape recognition 
and fine motor skills.
approx. 26 x 11 x 15 cm

I

26 animals included
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11071 
Construction Vehicle Fire Engine
Are all the firemen ready to roll out? This fire engine 
made of stable, FSC® 100%-certified wood must be 
assembled in the correct order so the fire engine can 
drive to the next mission location.
Complete vehicle approx. 10 x 7.5 x 8 cm; part 
approx. 5 x 4 x 2.5 cm

If
5 parts

11073 
Construction Vehicle Tractor
Toot toot! The farm will be a real eye-catcher 
in his corn field with this awesome tractor 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. Simply 
assemble the wooden blocks, and the drive 
over the fields can begin. The nice warm 
colours make this tractor a must-have toy.
Complete vehicle approx. 10 x 7.5 x 8 cm; part 
approx. 5 x 4 x 2.5 cm

If
4 parts

11074 
Construction Vehicle Ambulance
Wee-ooo, wee-ooo! This ambulance made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood is ready for the next mission. Simply 
put the colored wooden building blocks in the correct 
order and the ambulance is ready to go.
Complete vehicle approx. 10 x 7.5 x 8 cm; part 
approx. 5 x 4 x 2.5 cm

If
5 parts

11072 
Construction Vehicle Police Car
Switch on the lights and off you go to the next mission! This 
construction toy made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is just 
the thing for police officers both young and old. The compact 
wooden building blocks must be stacked in the correct order 
so that the lead police car can find its way. 
Complete vehicle approx. 10 x 7.5 x 8 cm, part 
approx. 5 x 4 x 2.5 cm

If
5 parts

3428 
Construction vehicles set
Correctly connected to the poles wooden blocks form this great 
vehicle with easy turning wooden wheels! Funny vehicles can 
also be formed by mixing the differently shaped and colourfully 
painted beech elements.
approx. 9 x 5,5 x 7,5 cm

If
for a set of 4 
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10044 
Stacking Cubes Pets
Here dominates a hustle and bustle, 
because all pets have to be assigned to 
their right sleeping-place! The different 
cubes can be placed on top of each other 
so that on the side the master of the 
cute animals appears.
Large cube: approx. 12 x 12 x 12 cm 
Dog: approx 5,5 x 4,5 x 1,5 cm

Cf

11205 
Stacking Cubes Wild Animals 
Things get stacked up high here! These happy wild 
animals invite young master builders to prove their 
stacking chops. The 10 stacking cubes made of 
stable, lightweight cardboard are printed with funny 
animals and numbers which playfully teach children 
about numbers. When stacking, children also train 
their fine motor skills and concentration so that the 
tower doesn´t immediately collapse. All cubes can 
be easily stacked inside each other and stored to 
save space.
Largest cube approx. 15 x 15 x 15 cm,
smallest cube approx. 6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm

Cf

4337 
Stacking Cubes Animals
Eight lightweight stacking cubes for baby 
with something different to discover on 
every side! Drawings of farm animals, a 
large giraffe, a fantasy tree and a series of 
numbers spark the imagination of young 
children. Due to the lightweight and sturdy 
cardboard even very young children can build 
towers.
largest cube approx. 13 x 13 x 13 cm, 
smallest cube approx. 6 x 6 x 6 cm

Cf

11083 
Stacking Cubes Vehicles 
Let the stacking begin! Four different large 
stacking cubes made of stable cardboard 
serve as garages for the included coloured 
wooden cars. These cars dash over the rug in 
the children´s room with ease thanks to their 
spinning wheels. The numbered cars must be 
sorted into the matching numbered stacking 
cube. This is how the young stackers learn 
not only how to stack, but also how to handle 
numbers.
tower approx. 13 x 13 x 46 cm, car 
approx. 8 x 3 x 4,5 cm

Cf

TIP
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10627 
ABC Stacking Cubes 
Attention all high-stackers! You´ll 
be stacking to the skies with 
these shape fitting cubes. The 
geometric shapes must be inserted 
through the correct openings. The 
printed letters on the cubes must 
be stacked in the correct order, 
offering an optimal learning tool.
approx. 12 x 12 x 36 cm

Cf

10982 
SESAME STREET Stacking 
Tower with Figurines
With this game, the Cookie Monster, the 
Count, Ernie, Bert and Elmo are depicted on 
individual cubes which have to be stacked 
in the correct order. The notches in each 
cubes offer enough space for the figurines 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. And 
all the while, a child´s understanding of 
colours and numbers, and motor skills will 
be trained!
The biggest cube approx. 12 x 12 x 12 cm; 
Ernie approx. 6 x 5 x 1.5 cm

Cf

10299 
Humming Top Animal Fun
We all remember humming tops. A super metal toy with animal pictures that 
starts to turn when the stick is pushed up and down and then also hums. It 
stays firmly in place on the rubber foot. A great children´s toy!
Height: approx. 23cm, Ø approx. 22 cm

Cf

10298 
Humming Top Colourful

Who doesn´t know it, the humming top? A great colourful tin toy, which 
starts to turn by pressing the handle and makes a buzzing sound. The 
rubber base keeps it in place. A great toy for children!
Height: approx. 23cm, Ø approx. 22 cm

Cf

TIP
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5807 
Smack the Bird

Peep, peep! Six cheeky little birds nod their colourful 
heads when hit by young hammer experts. When one 
bird lowers its head, another one raises it. This unique 
hammering bench is made of robust solid and laminated 
wood and teases the senses over and over again.
approx. 19 x 12 x 12 cm

Cf

2693 
Hit the Worm

A game for training fine motor skills in a solid wooden box with a colourful 
lacquering. Small children‘s hands should hit the worms into the base using 
the wooden hammer – but for each "engulfed" worm a new one appears 
immediately!
approx. 23 x 11 x 13 cm

Cf

11084 
Hammering House
Who´s hammering up there? This delightfully springlike wooden house is 
really something special. Four different coloured wooden balls should be 
pushed through the openings in the roof with the help of a hammer. This 
toy helps train colour recognition and the development of dexterity. The 
wooden balls roll back out through the incorporated doorway and can be 
easily retrieved.
house approx. 13 x 17 x 15 cm, ball Ø 5 cm

Cf

11206 
Hammer Bench Balls
Here you have to hammer for all you´re worth! Three 
coloured wooden balls have to be hammered through a 
rubber ring, after which they fall to the lower level of this 
hammering game. They then roll merrily down the ramp 
into the open. It´s lots of loud playtime fun that also aims 
to train hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills. Made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 23 x 9 x 10 cm

Cf

11221 
Turtle Hammering Game
Attention all turtles! Young children can prove their accuracy with this 
game. The wooden hammer is equipped with felt for quiet strikes. When one 
wooden peg is struck, another one automatically pops up. And here´s the 
great thing: the legs, head and tail of the turtle stretch out from each peg.
Height approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 18 cm

Cf

TIP

SPECIAL
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8153 
Hammer Bench
Young children can test their strength on this colourful wooden hammer 
bench and train their motor skills. To make the game more interesting, the 
openings are fitted with rubber rings that hold the wooden rods in place.
approx. 29 x 8 x 12 cm

Cf

5844 
Hammer Bench Owl
This hammer bench is a must-have, not only for owl enthusiasts. Every 
tool´s content can be knocked and hammered. The small hammer and the 
wooden cylinder will withstand every strike.
approx. 19 x 12 x 15 cm

Cf

2645 
Hammer Bench Lion
Hammering on this bench is pure fun. 6 rubber-cushioned rods could be hit 
through the bench by little handymen using the wooden hammer.
approx. 19 x 9,5 x 14 cm

C

6569 
Hammer Tower Beads, large

This well-shaped wooden tower is a funny game! After hitting the 3 coloured 
wooden balls they will run down the steps with cheerful clattering! This 
motor skill trainer is an adventure for children and encourages to play again 
and again.
Approx.: height 26 cm, Ø 18 cm, wooden balls Ø 4,5 cm

Cf

4237 
Hammer Bench Cat & Mouse
The mouse in the cheese will go mad! The cat on a wooden hammer, tries to 
knock out the little wooden mice in the cheese. The holes are equipped with 
silicone rings so that the mice do not slip through straight away and several 
knocks with the hammer are needed. The game stands firmly on its wooden 
legs.
Approx. 20 x 11 x 12 cm

C

TIP
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7073 
Wooden Blocks in a Bag
Simple forms fascinate! With the 
natural wooden building blocks 
of this set of 100, children can let 
their imagination run wild. Whether 
simple objects or large buildings, 
these blocks promise hours of 
activity for children of all ages. 
With practical linen bag.
Largest approx. 9 x 3 x 1.5 cm, 
smallest 4 x 2 x 2 cm

Cg
100 parts

11397 
Natural Wooden Building 
Blocks, bulk pack
Brick by brick! This comprehensive set 
of 200 natural wooden building blocks 
will fulfil all the wishes of young 
master builders. With these building 
blocks, young aspiring architects can 
let their creativity run free.
Largest approx. 9 x 3 x 1.5 cm; 
Smallest approx. 3 x 3 x 1 cm

Cg
200 parts

11396 
Natural Wooden Building 
Blocks
Attention all young master builders! 
This set comes with 50 wooden 
building blocks made of wood and 
offers children a large selection of 
differently shaped building blocks for 
building architectural masterpieces. 
The natural wooden blocks are robust 
and come in a classic design. And to 
prevent any blocks from getting lost, 
they can be securely stored in the 
included cloth bag.
Largest approx. 6 x 3 x 3 cm; Smallest 
approx. 3 x 3 x 1 cm

Cg
50 parts

More building blocks 
in the online shop!

TIP

TIP

TIP
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11054 
Wooden Blocks Zoo

These solid blocks made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood are printed with cute zoo animals and enchant 
with a great zoo landscape. The blocks can be held 
easily and promote fine motor skills. 
Largest building block approx. 6 x 3 x 3 cm,
smallest block approx. 3 x 3 x 1,5 cm

Cf
50 parts

8180 
Wooden Blocks in a Pull-cart
14 bricks in a beautiful and stable wooden cart. 
For mobile construction engineers.
approx. 17 x 15 x 8,5 cm

Cf
14 parts

4333 
Wooden Blocks Underwaterworld
Building boats with the wooden blocks is great fun! Using the different 
colourful building blocks you can easily build underwater boats as well as 
underwater cities. So the fine motor skills can be trained with these wooden 
blocks!
Square block approx. 3 x 3 x 3 cm; 
rectangular block approx. 6 x 3 x 6 cm 

Cf
100 parts

2862 
Building Blocks "Luca"
The 40 coloured and natural bricks in one box can be easily stacked to 
towers or castles.
Largest building block approx. 9 x 3 x 3 cm,
smallest block approx. 3 x 3 x 3 cm

Cf
40 parts

3465 
Building Blocks "Philip"

50 natural and brightly painted wooden blocks made of solid wood will offer 
many hours of exciting experiences and tons of fun in the construction of 
the tallest towers! In the practical cardboard drum there is space for lots of 
blocks and a carrier bag which is also included!
Largest building block approx. 9 x 3 x 1.5 cm,
smallest block approx. 4 x 3 x 3 cm

Cf
50 parts

TIP

TIP
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11223 
Wood and Knobs Building Blocks Farm
A classic for the children´s room. These colourful, rounded knob building 
blocks can be assembled however you want and easily disassembled 
without requiring a lot of strength. Creative and interesting constructions 
can be made with the printed farm motifs and natural wooden building 
blocks. A great construction game for young master builders.
Block approx. 5 x 5 x 3 cm

Cf
80 parts

11222 
Wood and Knobs Building Blocks Safari
A creative building game and a real classic for the children´s room! With 
these colourful rounded building blocks with little knobs, great works 
of construction can be built to your heart´s content and disassembled 
again with little effort. Together with the naturally finished wooden 
building blocks and the blocks with the safari motifs printed on, creative 
constructions can be built over and over again. A great building game for 
young master builders. 
Block approx. 5 x 5 x 3 cm

Cf
150 parts

10648 
Wooden Building Blocks House 
Where are the blueprints? Various coloured wooden pieces have to be put 
together in the right order with this toy. The simple design and the warm 
colours make this motor skills toy a real eyecatcher!
approx. 12 x 3 x 9.5 cm

Cf
4 parts

3219 
Wooden Construction Bricks
With these colourful bricks imagination 
knows no bounds. They can be used to 
make a funny ship, your own house or a 
tall tower - anything your heart desires. 
They naturally train concentration, 
patience and dexterity! Even if 
everything falls down again ...
Brick 9.5 x 2.5 x 0.8 cm 

Cf
75 parts
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11053 
Cheese and Mouse Threading Game
Who´s been eating their way through the 
cheese? The little mouse, of course! This pretty 
threading game made of clear-lacquered, FSC® 
100%-certified beechwood will train motor skills 
and patience. 
approx. 12 x 5 x 5.5 cm

Nf

2646 
Threading Apple
The small caterpillar can 
be threaded through the 
apple. Super dexterity and 
patience game. Trains fine 
motor skills.
height: 9 cm, Ø: 8,5 cm

Nf

7570 
Cheese and Mouse Threading Game, yellow
Which mouse is munching his way happily through the cheese? With this 
wooden threading game in the shape of cheese, children can train their 
motor skills, dexterity and patience. With some careful handling, the goal is 
to help the little mouse eat his way through the piece of cheese.
approx. 14 x 5 x 9 cm

Nf

6475 
Colourful Threading Shoes
Threading shoes help to learn tying shoelaces. 
Trains patience and dexterity.
approx. 15 x 6 x 9 cm

Nf
4 parts

TIP

TIP
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10152 
Wooden Lacing Shoes
With these flat wooden shoes in bright colours, children can playfully learn 
to tie laces together or tie knots. One left and one right shoe offer sufficient 
practice areas. It´s also a great companion for passing the time while 
on-the-go!
Approx. 20 x 10 x 1.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

8158 
Tying Shoes Threading Game
Trains fine motor skills.
approx. 40 x 21 x 2 cm

Nf
17 parts

6752 
Threading Game City
12 colourfully painted elements made of well shaped massive 
timber have to be threaded on a cord with a wooden stick. A 
great opportunity to nurture the fine motor skills.
approx. 6 x 3,5 x 3 cm

Nf
12 parts

4610 
Threading Board

To nurture the fine motor skills - a great training of tying shoes.
approx. 17 x 13 x 1,5 cm

Nf
7 parts

8150 
Threading Game Building

Improves the motor activity. Thread-made buildings created by 
little architects. 
approx. 20 x 10 x 0,5 cm

Nf
36 parts

More threading 
games in our 
online shop!

TIP SPECIAL
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6862 
Pin and Thread Puzzle
This combination of pin and thread toy provides fun and nurtures creativity! 
Kids can design creative patterns or images and give free rein to their 
indiviual imagination.
approx. 28 x 24 x 4 cm

N
360 parts

10185 
Threading Dress-up Doll Girl
All girls love new clothes! With this creative set the 
doll can change her clothes whenever she wants! 
Different felt shapes can be threaded onto the 
dressing doll with laces. This attractive figure can 
be placed into a wooden stand to be admired.
Girl: approx. 14 x 0.5 x 27 cm

Ng
30 parts

4434 
Threading Spider
Nobody has to be scared of this spider made of large wooden balls – on the 
contrary: it helps to practice kids‘ motor skills! 8 colourful wooden balls are 
thread onto 8 "legs".
height: 5 cm, Ø: 38 cm

N
65 parts

10184 
Threading Dress-up Doll Clown
This clown likes to wear something new! With 
this creative set he can change his clothes 
whenever he wants! Different felt shapes can be 
threaded onto the clown with laces. This cheerful 
figure can be placed into a wooden stand to be 
admired.
Clown: approx. 18 x 0.5 x 26 cm

Ng
21 parts

5891 
Animal Threading Game
Set of 2. Who has threaded those? All the farm and safari animals are 
attached to the board with colourful laces. Even a farm is included. The 
robust wooden blocks are easy to hold and playfully train children´s motor 
skills.
approx. 23 x 22 x 0.5 cm

N
for a set of 2 

7891 
Bears Threading Game
24 pieces. Dress the bears by threading the clothing pieces onto the shape. 
Nurtures the fine motor skills and patience.
approx. 14 x 0,5 x 18 cm

Nf
24 parts
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jennginz "My young daughter simply loves 
the colourful snail. She can keep herself ent-
ertained with it in so many ways, such as 
when she pulls the snail behind her wherever 
she goes or turning the screws in and out. 
I particularly like the fact that it´s made of 
wood and is a real eye-catcher."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ A learning toy and motor activity in one
 ▪ The removable snail shell can also be used as an 
individual shape-fitting game

 ▪ Training of multiple motor skills during inserting 
and operating screw threads

 ▪ Trains recognition of colours and shapes in 
different ways

 ▪ Provides acoustic stimulation with clacking 
insertable play pieces on the inside

 ▪ screwed on pieces ensure a silent pull along
 ▪ The side door with elastic band latch and a knob 
allows the insertable pieces to be removed easily

 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels

At a glance

11734 Available as of 10/2020 
Pull-Along Shape-Fitting Snail

Hurry up, little snail! This wooden pull-along snail with elastic feelers, friendly eyes, and 
rubber-finished wheels inspire children to learn to walk while also being a clever motor 
activity toy for inserting shapes and using screws. When pulled, the removable snail 
shell turns and causes the insertable pieces inside to make noise. These pieces can also 
be screwed onto the second side of the snail shell with their threads, and thanks to the 
colour-coded markings, this also trains recognition of colours and shapes. The mix of natural, 
untreated wood and modern colours makes this pull-along animal a real eye-catcher!
Pull-Along Snail approx. 25 x 11 x 18 cm; shape 4 x 3.5 x 4 cm

Cf

NEW
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2604 
Pull-along Animal Crocodile

While pulling it by the string this funny crocodile made of coloured 
varnished beechwood is wiggling behind you! A great toy to help children
learn to walk.
approx. 26 x 8 x 8 cm

Cf

2101 
Pull-Along Dog Nature
A travelling dog! This cute pull-along dog can be pulled behind children 
as they walk around thanks to the attached rope. While moving, the four-
legged pup´s whole body wiggles. With its mix of colourfully varnished wood 
and untreated beechwood, it´s also optically attractive.
approx. 20,5 x 9 x 10 cm

Cf

10043 
Pull-along Animal Dog

Woof, woof! Small children can pull this little dog 
behind them. His wheels have rubber rings to lower 
noise. He wags his ears and tail and cuts a good 
figure in every curve. A bone on a string serves as 
a reward.
Approx. 21 x 6 x 11 cm

Cf

10641 
Pull-along Animal Dalmatian 
Who wants to go for a walk? This friendly dalmatian with his mobile tail and 
ears loves to be led around. He can be pulled along easily on his wheels. A 
great companion for a child´s first steps.
approx. 27 x 11 x 21 cm

Cf

10707 
Pull-along Animal Cat 
Who´s wiggling around over there? This cute kitty made of solid wood has 
a very special skill. In addition to rolling around, she also wiggles her front 
and back happily when she moves. 
approx. 20 x 6 x 11 cm

Cf

More pull-along 
animals in the 
online shop!

TIP

TIP
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11056 
Pull-along Animal Duck "Li, Lu & La"
These cute ducks made of massive FSC® 100%-certified wood in 
bright colours are plodding along with the children. Colourful 
details underline the sweet design.
approx. 12 x 5 x 11 cm

Cf
for a set of 3 

11013 
Pull-along Animal Duck 
My new best friend! This cute 
pull-along duck made of FSC® 100% 
certified wood will immediately be a 
child´s new companion on all trips. 
When pulled by the long string, the 
duck will zip along on the smooth-
rolling wheels behind them. 
approx. 12 x 5 x 14 cm

Cf

10612 
Pull-along Animal Cow 
Mooooo - here comes the cow! This cute pull-along cow made of lovingly 
painted wood is a great companion for the next trip on floors or garden 
paths. The cow comes with you on wheels, happily eating grass while being 
led on the long string. 
approx. 15 x 5 x 13 cm

Cf

10610 
Pull-along Animal Zebra 
Cute and striped! This pull-along 
zebra is a joyful companion on all 
trips - and is vividly painted on solid 
wood. Whether on a safari through the 
children´s room or in the wild savannas 
of the front yard, this wild but good-
natured animal friend rolls on stable, 
free-moving wheels wherever their 
human pal wants to go. 
approx. 16 x 5 x 16 cm

Cf

10611 
Pull-along Animal Hippo 
My friend is a hippopotamus! The lovingly designed pull-along hippo made 
of stable wood is a constant companion that puts kids in motion. The large 
wooden wheels can do it all, and can roll along the garden path just as well 
as in the children´s room. 
approx. 15 x 5 x 11 cm

Cf
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3353 
Pull-Along Toy Duck Family "Quack"

This cute family of ducks made of natural and coloured beechwood wiggles 
in a fun way when pulled along and makes the young novice walkers happy 
during their first attempts at walking.
approx. 27 x 8.5 x 9.5 cm

Cf

10635 
Pull-along Animal Cat and Mouse 
Will the cat notice that I´m sitting on her back? This little mouse is making 
herself comfortable on top of the cat and wiggles back and forth when the 
cat is pulled. Kids will love it while they´re walking around!
approx. 13 x 8 x 10 cm

Cf

2492 
Pull-along Toy Penguin Family

The funny penguin family made of solid wood is on its way with trailers. The 
little penguins turn cheerfully on the wheels on every journey.
approx. 40 x 6 x 12 cm

Cf

10705 
Pull-along Animal Turtle 
Slow? As if! This very colourful wooden turtle is just as fast as the child 
pulling him. He can match any speed! And his turtle shell spins happily when 
he moves!
approx. 13 x 7.5 x 7 cm

Cf

8187 
Pull-along Animal Dragon
Dragon tamer, watch out! This cheeky grinning, approx. 30 cm long dragon 
is a nice companion on every walk and the perfect friend for the children´s 
room. If you pull him behind you, he winds his body amusingly, while the 
wooden balls on his feet clatter funny.
approx. 27 x 9 x 9 cm

Cf

10686 
Pull-along Animal Snail 
Snails are slow - as if! Children can show off their speed with this particular 
snail. The snail´s shell spins around and his extremities move up and down 
when the snail is pulled.
approx. 24 x 10 x 8 cm

Cf
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3498 
Wooden Train Shapes & Colours
A train with many great colours and patterns! It can change its appearance 
with the colourful wooden blocks and they can be simply repositioned 
depending on your preference. The locomotive and two waggons can be 
coupled to each other and afterwards pulled with a cord.
approx. 35 x 7 x 9 cm

Cf
16 parts

11128 
Wooden train sorting game 
with sound and light
Toot, toot! This brightly coloured 
wooden train has many properties 
which invite children to play creatively. 
Their motor skills will be trained as 
they sort and insert the multicoloured 
building blocks. The moving wheels 
allow the train to be mobile in the 
children´s room and can be moved 
around or pulled around with the cord. 
And here´s the great thing: when you 
push on the train´s smokestack, the 
train emits realistic train 
sounds and light signals! 
Batteries not included.
Complete train 
approx. 42 x 7 x 11 cm

Cf!.;
23 parts

1128 
Wooden Train "Emil"

With a touch of nostalgia!
approx. 76 x 9 x 12 cm, total length: approx. 95 cm

N
14 parts

SPECIAL
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kamila_xkx "Playfully emulating Mum - 
With the new toy vacuum from small foot, 
our boys jump right in with the household 
chores and have a blast doing it. The woo-
den toy vacuum is ideal for small hands, 
easy to hold, and simple to use. The idea of 
the hook-and-loop parts of the brush and 
the "fabric pads" is an optimal way to im-
prove the kids´ dexterity. The look of the 
vacuum is also fantastic."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ A push-along toy and a role-playing toy in one
 ▪ Multifunctional walking aid for baby´s first steps
 ▪ Flexibly usable by multiple age groups for extra-
long playtime fun

 ▪ Rubber-finished wheels for quiet, safe pushing
 ▪ "Dirt" in the form of Velcro pieces and nozzle with 
fleece stripes for a realistic playtime experience

 ▪ The vacuum bag with zipper is also usable as a 
storage bag

 ▪ Can be stored to safe space when standing 
upright

 ▪ Vacuum pole is removable thanks to the threads

At a glance

11735 Available as of 10/2020 
Push-Along Toy Vacuum
For young and busy aspiring housewifes and househusbands! This 
multifunctional wooden toy vacuum for children is a push-along toy 
and a role-playing toy in one. Appealing to all different ages, it inspires 
childhood fantasy during active role-play and motivates kids to take their 
first steps as a walking aid. For a realistic playtime experience, there´s 
the fleece stripes which can "suck up" the dirt in the form of Velcro 
pieces. These coloured Velcro pieces are then stored safely in the vacuum 
bag with a velcro fastening. The rubber-finished wheels offer quiet rolling 
and prevent slippage. 
Vacuum approx. 15 x 10 x 57 cm; Dirt piece Ø approx. 3 cm

If

NEW
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3357 
Push-along Animal Waddling Duck "Tine"

This cute duck is a reliable companion on walks.
approx. 61 x 6,5 x 17 cm

Ih

10867 
Push-along Animal Hare with Carrot
A hare on wheels, in purple? With this very special push-along animal 
made of robust wood, learning to walk is lots of fun! This little hare 
just nibbles on a carrot while the walking 
beginners go on their tours of discovery. 
The rubber-finished wheels guarantee 
quiet rolling. 
approx. 58 x 8 x 17 cm

Ih

3374 
Push-along Animal Waddling Duck "Matteo"

This cute duck made of varnished wood flaps merrily with his feet when 
pushed!
approx. 61 x 6,5 x 17 cm

Ih

2092 
Push-along Animal 
Waddling Duck
This cute duck shows little 
walkers how sure-footed a 
little duck can be!
approx. 65 x 13 x 20 cm

Ih

10574 
Push-along Animal Bunny 
Who´s got the carrots? This push-along animal will make young explorers 
want to walk. With the rotating carrots and the lovingly painted details, this 
hare is guaranteed to bring the fun.
approx. 57 x 7 x 17 cm, 
hare: approx. 17 x 7 x 8 cm

Ih

10868 
Push-along Animal Penguin
Hailing from the southern hemisphere, this little penguin 
wants to see the rest of the world! Manufactured completely 
from robust wood, he paves the way for walking beginners 
and motivates them to learn to walk. The little wings of this 
push-along animal move up and down with each "step", and the 
rubber-finished wheels guarantee quiet rolling. 
approx. 58 x 8 x 17 cm

Ih

TIP

TIP
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10638 
Push-along Animal Duck 
Quack, quack! Make way for the silly duck! When pushed and 
pulled, she wiggles her felt feet and happily flaps her wings. A 
wonderful companion for a child´s first steps. 
approx. 8 x 55 x 14 cm

Ih

10475 
Push-along Animal Parrot "Lori"

Every toddler loves to go for a walk with this colourful parrot! 
When he is pushed, the silly parrot waddles his feet around with 
each rotation of the wheels. This entertaining companion can be 
easily pushed around with the wooden ball on the grip.
approx. 47 x 6 x 18 cm

Ih

Equipped wooden push-
along animals display for 
the point of sale! For 
details see p. 476.

More Push- and 
Pull-Along Animals 
in the Online Shop!

10639 
Push-along Animal Hen 
Learning to walk is fun with this push-along pet! The push-
along rooster made of stable wood is looking for a loyal 
companion for her adventures. She joyfully flaps her wings 
when pushed, and rolls quietly across the floor. 
approx. 8 x 61 x 13 cm

Ih

10575 
Push-along Animal 
Butterfly 
Fly, Butterfly, Fly! The 
children´s room can be 
explored wonderfully with 
this push-along butterfly. 
When the wheels turn, the 
butterfly flaps his wings.
approx. 61 x 14 x 15 cm

Ih

10295 
Push-along Toy Melody
Each child can hold its own push-along 
toy by the stick. A tune is played in the 
drum for even more fun and children are 
encouraged to walk.
Approx. 56 x 15 x 13 cm

Ch;

11289 
Push-Along Animals 
Display, with Products
69 x 30 x 30 cm

I

TIP
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9402 
Rocking Horse

Multiplex birch, coloured varnish. The backrest offers a 
secure seat.
approx. 83 x 28 x 29 cm, seat height approx. 28 cm, max. load 
capacity 25 kg

J

10746 
Rocking Horse with 
Protective Ring 
Giddy-up! This rocking horse really 
gets children´s hearts racing! The 
removable safety strap ensures that 
the little ones sit safely in their 
saddle.
approx. 77 x 28 x 57 cm, 
seat height: approx. 33 cm
max. load capacity 25 kg

C

11523 
Rocking Horse Skandi
This rocking horse in a modern, Scandinavian style captivates customers 
with its subtle grey-and-white design. The little horse with a friendly face 
invites children to great rides, and is also an attractive decoration for the 
nursery. While the young ones are rocking, a backrest and practical hand 
grips provide a steady hold in the saddle.
Approx. 70 x 29 x 50 cm
seat height approx. 28 cm
max. load capacity 50 kg

Jf

4136 
Rocking Horse with Saddle
This steed is made of hardwood and is designed to give 
younger riders more safety. It comes with 2 different 
coloured seats (pink and baby blue). In one of the little 
pockets you will find a plush musical box. Batteries 
included.
approx. 77 x 30 x 56 cm, 
seat height approx. 28 cm
max. load capacity 25 kg

C;! With 2 covers for 
changing!
Incl. 2 music boxes!

TIP
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10283 
Rocking Animal Donkey
This rocking animal has a strong wooden construction. It is well padded and 
has large wooden handles for a firm hold. The soft fur is invitingly cuddly 
and is sure to appeal to all children. Batteries are included.
Approx. 61 x 34 x 53 cm, seat height 22 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

C;!

5558 
Rocking Horse Sheriff

How cute! This rocking sheriff made of cuddly-soft textiles and a stable 
wooden frame lets the young ones experience a great ride through the 
children´s room. This rocking horse crackles when his ear is pressed, and he 
has two convenient pockets on the saddle for provisions.
approx. 63 x 27 x 53 cm, seat height approx. 35 cm, max. load capacity 25 kg

J

11181 
Rocking Unicorn with Sound
The journey into Adventure-Land can begin! This rocking unicorn has an 
ergonomic seat equipped with cuddly-soft fur. To get this special kind of 
rocking animal moving, the young rider has to simply hold on to the wooden 
handles and start rocking energetically back and forth. This especially trains 
children´s motor skills and their sense of balance. And when you press on 
the unicorn´s ear, a realistic horse whinny is emitted, which is lots of fun for 
the young ones. Batteries not included.
Approx. 87 x 31 x 50 cm; Seat height approx. 30 cm; max. load capacity 25 kg

C!;

10616 
Rocking Horse with Seat 
Over sticks and stones! Young children can experience their first rocking 
action! Brown eyes and soft fur make this rocking pony a loyal companion. 
The little cowboys will sit securely in this saddle! Its acoustic facility 
(neighing and sound of poundering hooves) provides an extended play fun! 
Batteries not included.
approx. 68 x 36 x 54 cm, seat height approx. 30 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

C!;

TIP
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4131 
Rocking Horse Pinky
This cute and cuddly rocking pony moves its mouth and makes neighing 
noises when you press the button in the ear. The mane can be tamed with 
the hair clips included. And the very special extra feature: on its neck is a 
heart that lights up to show the children how much the pony loves them! 
Batteries not included.
approx. 74 x 30 x 70 cm, 
seat height approx. 46 cm
max. load capacity 30 kg

N!.;

10309 
Rocking Horse Deluxe
A classic for the children´s room! This rocking horse is manufactured from 
beautiful solid wood. The riding seat in a leather look is decorated with 
metal rivets, and the metal stirrups let the rider sit securely in the saddle.
Approx. 94 x 30 x 70 cm, 
seat height: approx. 46 cm
max. load capacity 50 kg

N

4148 
Rocking Sheep
The cute sheep with her curly soft fur is for rocking and rolling. By 
pressing one ear a nursery rhyme sounds. Twice the fun thanks to the 
fold-down wheels which turn this rocking product into a mobile toy! 
Batteries not included.
approx. 62 x 28 x 43 cm, seat height approx. 31-35 cm, max. load 
capacity 25 kg

J!;

4129 
Rocking Animal Elephant
A little elephant to rock and roll! Double the playing fun, as the 
wheels can be folded down so the rocker becomes a roller! Batteries 
not included.
approx. 66 x 34 x 50 cm, seat height approx. 31-35 cm, max. load 
capacity 25 kg

J!;
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3211 
Rocking Horse Pinto
Wonderful pony with soft fleece and a saddle invites to fantastic rides! 
Press the ears and you will hear clatter of hooves and neighing! The metal 
stirrups and the glossy fabric of tail and mane will make children‘s hearts 
beat faster. Batteries not included.
approx. 75 x 32 x 70 cm, 
seat height approx. 46 cm
max. load capacity 30 kg

N!;

4101 
Rocking Horse Shaggy

Come on, we´re going for a ride! "Shaggy" the cute rocking horse with a 
friendly face is wonderfully soft to the touch. When his ear is pressed, he 
emits whinny and galloping noises. The wooden frame and skids allow this 
horse to remain steady, even during the wildest rides, while the stirrups and 
saddle provide a secure seat. Batteries not included.
approx. 74 x 30 x 70 cm, seat height 
approx. 47 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

N!;

11385 
Indian Rocking Horse
We´re riding off to the prairie! This brown rocking horse in an Indian look 
allows young children with the proper headdress to dive into the world of 
the Native Americans. By pressing the sound chips on its ears, the horse 
emits whinnying and galloping sounds. Fantasy knows no bounds with this 
role-playing! Batteries not included.
Approx. 74 x 31 x 66 cm; Seat height 
approx. 50 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

N;!

11717 
Toffee Rocking Horse

Go on a wild ride in the nursery! This cuddly-soft rocking horse made of 
brown plush will get young horse fans´ hearts racing. Equipped with wooden 
skids and a saddle with stirrups, a head collar, reins, a mane, and a tail, this 
rocking horse will fulfil all wishes. For an extra realistic playtime experience, 
there are whinnying and galloping sounds that are played when a button in 
the ear is pressed. Batteries not included.
Approx. 74 x 30 x 70 cm; seat height 
approx. 46 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

N!;
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11541 
Layer Puzzle Pregnancy

With this layer puzzle comprised of four layers, children can learn the 
course of a pregnancy in a playful way. From the beginning of pregnancy 
to the baby´s birth, the individual pieces of the puzzle are assigned to the 
appropriate layers. In addition to general learning, puzzling promotes the 
development of concentration and fine motor skills. Ideal for preparing 
children for the arrival of a sibling!
approx. 29 x 14 x 1.5 cm

Of4ì

5814 
Layer Puzzle Anatomy Girl

Children can train more than just the motor skills or the shape and colour 
recognition. In 4 layers the body is shown from the skeleton to the dressed 
child. 5 small images will help to do the jigsaw of the 4 layers with 7 pieces 
each.
approx. 29 x 17 x 2 cm

Of4ì

5842 
Layer Puzzle Anatomy Boy

Already little toddlers are highly interested in their body and its functions. 
Skeleton, muscles and bloodstream, inner organs - on four layers the human 
body can be puzzled.
approx. 29 x 17 x 2 cm

Of4ì

More wooden puzzles 
in the online shop!

NEW

TIPTIP
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11029 
Layer Puzzle Grandpa´s Life
28 pieces. With this super wooden puzzle, consisting of 
four layers, children can see how a human being passes 
through different stages in life and changes the outer 
appearance. The individual puzzle pieces can be matched 
from baby through to grandpa. Faces of different ages are 
shown on the left and can be used for reference. Puzzle 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm

Of4q

11028 
Layer Puzzle Grandma´s Life
28 pieces. With this super wooden puzzle, consisting of 
four layers, children can see how a human being passes 
through different stages in life and changes the outer 
appearance. The individual puzzle pieces can be matched 
from baby through to grandma. Faces of different ages are 
shown on the left and can be used for reference. Puzzle 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm

Of4q

11539 
Layer Puzzle Frog King

With this layered puzzle, children will playfully learn the development 
stages of a frog. Starting with the simple four pieces of the first layer, 
young puzzle fans can further train their skills with each additional layer 
and the 6 or 9 puzzle pieces. Both knowledge and motor skills will be 
advanced while puzzling. 
approx. 15 x 15 x 1.5 cm

Of4ú

11540 
Layer Puzzle Pair of Ducks

With this layered puzzle, children will playfully learn where little ducklings 
come from. Starting with the simple four pieces of the first layer, young 
puzzle fans can further train and prove their puzzle skills with each 
additional layer and the 6 or 9 puzzle pieces. Both knowledge and motor 
skills will be advanced while puzzling. 
approx. 15 x 15 x 1.5 cm

Of4ú

NEWNEW
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11503 
City Vehicles Puzzle

Who´s driving and flying over there? This robust wooden puzzle contains 
lovingly illustrated puzzle pieces with wooden knobs from the theme world 
of city vehicles.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1.5 cm

Cfl

11501 
Family and Friends Puzzle 
This is my family! This robust puzzle in wood contains lovingly hand-drawn 
puzzle pieces with wooden knobs from the themed world of family and 
friends. 
approx. 30 x 22 x 1,5 cm

Cfl

11499 
Forest Animals Puzzle

A quick trip to the forest! This robust wooden puzzle contains lovingly 
illustrated puzzle pieces with wooden knobs from the forest animals theme 
world.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1.5 cm

Cfl

11502 
Everyday Objects Puzzle
Who knows these everyday companions? This robust puzzle in wood 
contains lovingly hand-painted puzzle pieces with wooden knobs from the 
themed world of everyday objects.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1,5 cm

Cfa

11500 
Farm and Country Life Puzzle

A visit to the farm! This robust puzzle in wood contains lovingly hand-drawn 
puzzle pieces with wooden knobs from the themed world of farm & country 
life. 
approx. 30 x 22 x 1,5 cm

Cfl

11504 
small foot Counter Display incl. Puzzles I
10 wooden setting puzzles in a practical sales counter display with the 
themes of forest animals, the farm & country life, family & friends, city 
vehicles and everyday objects.
approx. 30 x 22 x 1,5 cm

Ci
for a display 
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11341 
small foot Counter Display incl. Puzzles II
10 wooden setting puzzles in a practical sales counter display with the 
themes of farm, construction site, vehicles, toys and zoo.
approx. 30 x 22 x 2 cm

Ci
for a display 

4763 
Puzzle "Zoo Mates"

A short trip to the zoo! The wooden puzzle pieces have a wooden knob to be 
able to grip and insert them easily. Here the fine motor skills of the toddler 
are encouraged and patience is taught.
approx. 30 x 22 x 2 cm

Cfl

10445 
Puzzle "Construction Site"
A quick trip to the construction site! The wooden puzzle pieces have a 
wooden knob to make it easier to grip and set the pieces. This toy trains fine 
motor skills and patience in young children.
approx. 30 x 22 x 0,8 cm

Cfj

10444 
Puzzle "Farm"
A quick trip to the farm! The wooden puzzle pieces have a wooden knob to 
make it easier to grip and set the pieces. This toy trains fine motor skills and 
patience in young children.
approx. 30 x 22 x 0,8 cm

Cfa

10447 
Puzzle "Toys"
A quick trip to the playroom! The wooden puzzle pieces have a wooden knob 
to make it easier to grip and set the pieces. This toy trains fine motor skills 
and patience in young children.
approx. 30 x 22 x 0,8 cm

Cfj

10446 
Puzzle "Vehicles"

A quick trip with land and air vehicles! The wooden puzzle pieces have a 
wooden knob to make it easier to grip and set the pieces. This toy trains fine 
motor skills and patience in young children.
approx. 30 x 22 x 0,8 cm

Cfl

TIP

TIP
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10547 
Animals on the Farm Puzzle Box
Who´s crawling around there? Five friends from the 
farm are waiting to be assembled. This puzzle made 
of robust varnished wood is a great fine motor skills 
exercise. The puzzles are made up of 2-6 pieces.
approx. 16 x 9.5 x 7.5 cm

Jf*ö

10550 
My Favorite Toy Puzzle Box 
Colourful playtime fun for even the youngest 
children! This puzzle box contains five cute motifs 
with all the fun things: a rocking horse, a teddy 
bear, a handcart, a slide, and a drum are waiting 
to be assembled. The puzzles are made up of 2-6 
pieces.
approx. 16 x 9.5 x 7.5 cm

Jf*ö

10548 
Construction World Puzzle Box 
Caution - Construction Zone! Five great wooden puzzle 
motifs in a practical wooden box will help all the young 
master builders to be introduced to and understand 
the world of construction. With the big crane, the 
excavator, two trucks, and a wheelbarrow, the puzzle 
fun can begin. The puzzles are made up of 2-6 pieces.
approx. 16 x 9.5 x 7.5 cm

Jf*ö

10549 
Transport Puzzle Box 
So much traffic! This wooden puzzle box 
contains five great puzzles in the themes 
of water, land, and air vehicles. Up to six 
colourfully painted pieces can be used to create 
an airplane, a fire truck, and others.
approx. 16 x 9.5 x 7.5 cm

Jf*ö

1591 
Vehicles Puzzle Box
This puzzle box offers different shapes, trains 
the fine motor skills and provides a lot of 
fun. The 6 different motifs are printed on firm 
plywood and consist of 2 to 7 individual pieces 
per motif. 
approx. 19 x 14 x 7 cm

Jf#ò
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11057 
Dress-up Bear
Dressing-up puzzle made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 25 x 14 x 4 cm

Jf/f

2482 
Dress-up Bear "Nico"

Cheerful dressing puzzle in a wooden box. The bear comes with a total of 6 
different outfits and gestures. The large number of pieces let his appearance 
assume a plethora of new forms!
approx. 15 x 14 x 4 cm

Jf#f

5832 
Puzzle "Children of this World"
Whether in saree or in jeans – every child loves puzzles. In this wooden 
puzzle you can assemble four international boys and girls from three 
painted individual parts each. The more colourful the better!
approx. 28 x 28 x 1,5 cm

Jge

1428 
Magnetic Game Dress-up Doll Magda
The cute magnet doll 
"Magda" has 34 clothes 
pieces in her luggage and 
is waiting to be dressed up. 
Positioned on a wooden 
base, Magda is ready 
for her first outfit. The 
magnetic clothes pieces 
only have to be pinned 
on the correct spots. The 
magnets offer the perfect 
outfit for every occasion.
approx. 30 x 18 x 3,5 cm 

Nf:
36 parts

10529 
Dream Job - Boys Dress-Up Puzzle 
Fireman or construction worker - which is your dream job? This fun dress-up 
puzzle made of colourfully painted wood shows four sets of outfits for 
different careers.
approx. 18 x 11 x 4 cm

Jf?f

10528 
Dream Job - Girls Dress-Up Puzzle 
Nurse or tennis ace - which is your dream job? This fun dress-up puzzle 
made of colourfully painted wood shows four sets of outfits for different 
careers.
approx. 18 x 11 x 4 cm

Jf?f
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11122 
Animals Puzzle Book
On five pages of the handy wooden book you have to try to put together 
the right puzzle pieces. Each puzzle piece is provided with a velcro fastener 
and thus adheres to the book page. 
Book approx. 12 x 12 x 3 cm, Puzzle pieces approx. 5 x 3 x 0.5 cm each

Jf*g

10715 
Vehicles Puzzle Set 
Puzzling fun for little car lovers! With this small puzzle set made of four 
stable, colourful wooden pieces, four great vehicles can be assembled.
approx. 8 x 10 x 1.5 cm

Jf?g

7339 
Farm Puzzle Box 
4 amusing puzzle motifs with child-friendly designs, consisting of 4 – 5 
pieces in a wooden frame. The wooden box with its transparent lid keeps 
everything tidy and is also a perfect way of transporting these puzzles 
when the family goes on trips.
approx. 19 x 22 x 1 cm

J?r

10727 
Noah´s Ark Puzzle 
Who´s getting on the ark? Six cute, well-detailed animals want to be put 
in their proper places in this puzzle made of painted laminated wood. The 
pieces have large wooden knobs that allow them to be gripped easily. 
approx. 29 x 22 x 2.5 cm

Cfi

10661 
Favourite Foods Puzzle 
"What does the pig eat?" - This cute puzzle made of varnished and 
laminated wood is pretty tricky! Two trailers hang on the beautifully painted 
tractor and contain spots for seven animals.
approx. 44 x 15 x 1 cm

Jfì

1767 
Puzzle Farming

With wooden knobs for little fingers.
approx. 30 x 22 x 2 cm

Cfl

10626 
Farm Story Puzzle 

A day on the farm! This puzzle made of lovingly painted wood is a great 
game for little farmers and storytellers. The five large, grippable pieces can 
be quickly put together - and then the real fun can begin: each segment is 
its own unique puzzle onto which the farm animals should be set up.
Puzzle piece: approx. 14 x 12 x 0.5 cm,
figurine: approx. 8 x 4 x 1 cm

Jfa

10626 and 10794 
can be combined!

10794 
City Story Puzzle 

Come on, we´re heading into town! This puzzle consists of four large wooden 
pieces that can be quickly assembled - but that´s not all! Every piece is also 
its own puzzle into which additional wooden pieces can be laid. 
puzzle piece: approx. 14 x 12 x 0.5 cm,
figure: approx. 8 x 4 x 1 cm

Jfa
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10823 
Puzzle Construction Site
We´re building big things here, want to join? For young builders, this 9-piece 
puzzle shows great-looking motifs of the typical construction site. A cement 
mixer, excavator, and dump truck - all are waiting to be put together in the 
puzzle.
approx. 29 x 21 x 1 cm

Cfl

10730 
Puzzle Vehicles with Sound
For vehicle maniacs! This wooden setting puzzle painted with great care is a 
highlight! Each piece creates a characteristic sound when inserted. Two AAA 
batteries required (not included).
approx. 29 x 22 x 3 cm

Cf!;i

1965 
Wooden Puzzle 
Germany
This finely cut setting 
puzzle not only provides 
puzzle fun, it also 
teaches little puzzle 
makers about the 
geography of Germany, 
the federal states and 
capitals in a playful way. 
Only in German.
approx. 40 x 30 x 1 cm

Ofá

7265 
Wooden Puzzle 
Europe
With this Europe puzzle 
children can train the 
motor skills and learn the 
countries of Europe in a 
playful way. 
Only with German text!
approx. 40 x 30 x 1 cm

Ofä

6525 
Geppetto´s Workshop Puzzle

A detailed painted jigsaw puzzle made of plywood consisting of 20 pieces 
for a fantastic puzzle adventure! The child-oriented cute motif trains the 
recognition of colours and shapes playfully.
approx. 25 x 21 x 1 cm

Ngc

4240 
Frame Puzzle World Map
This childlike designed world map in puzzle form teaches children first 
geographical knowledge and even teaches English. Typical features are also 
depicted on each continent.
approx. 40 x 22 x 1 cm

Oge
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3425 
ABC Puzzle Crocodile

Great puzzle fun with learning effect for the little ones. This funny crocodile consists 
of 26 colorful pieces, each with a letter of the alphabet. The game consists of putting 
the animal in its right form and the alphabet in the right order. Ideal for (pre)school 
children.
approx. 54 x 21 x 1,5 cm

Nfé

10717 
Number Puzzle Caterpillar
Colourful counting fun! Children can learn to count 
from one to ten all by themselves with this cute 
caterpillar made of vividly painted wood.
approx. 27 x 16 x 1.5 cm

Nfa

6235 
ABC Puzzle Snake
This snake teaches the ABCs! On the field made of cardboard, on the floor or 
on the table, this snake can be put together like a puzzle. The letters A to 
Z on the puzzle pieces made of colourfully designed laminated wood helps 
with this! Thanks to the 2-cm-thick pieces, the snake can also stand up and 
trains recognition of letters, the alphabet and fine motor skills.
approx. 27 x 18 x 2 cm

Nfè

1992 
ABC Puzzle Snail
The colourful components on the snail‘s shell show the alphabet when they 
are assembled correctly. A great educational toy which encourages spelling.
approx. 25 x 18 x 2 cm

Nfé

2841 
Animal Letters and Numbers

A challenge for all jigsaw lovers. Numbers from 1 – 26 on one side and the 
alphabet shown on the other side will help.
approx. 58 x 10 x 1,5 cm

Jfé
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10677 
Emotions Learning Puzzle 
Sleepy, sad, angry, scared… Showing 
and understanding emotions can be 
sometimes difficult for children. This 
wooden learning puzzle will playfully 
teach them a selected group of these 
situations. The puzzle is usable as a 
memory game, too.
Single puzzle: approx. 12 x 6 x 0.5 cm

Nf,b

10678 
Telling Time Learning Puzzle 
What time is it? With the help of cute pictures depicting 
daily routines, children will playfully learn how to tell 
time with this wooden learning puzzle. Sets of two 
pieces must be matched together. The puzzle can be 
played as a memory game, too.
Single puzzle: approx. 12 x 6 x 0.5 cm

Pf:b

10679 
Counting Learning Puzzle 
Come on, we´re learning to count! This 
great wooden learning puzzle helps the 
young math whizzes discover the world 
of numbers and practice counting. Sets 
of three pieces must be put together. The 
puzzle is usable as a memory game, too.
Single puzzle: approx. 18 x 6 x 0.5 cm

Nf.f

10680 
Opposites Learning Puzzle 
What´s the opposite of ´fast´? With this cute wooden 
learning puzzle, children will playfully learn about 
opposites. A total of 18 topics are wonderfully 
illustrated and are waiting to be paired up. The 
puzzle can played as a memory game, too.
Single puzzle: approx. 12 x 6 x 0.5 cm

Nf;b
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11625 
Learning Board "Educate"
A calendar or a clock? Both! This learning board made of 
FSC®-certified wood supports children with learning to tell 
time in 12-hour and 24-hour time systems while simultaneously 
imparting knowledge about the weather, the days of the week, 
the months and the seasons in a playful way with the help of 
simple illustrations. Moving the hands of the clock and the small 
wheels trains motor skills. Comes with a suspension system and 
stickers for use in 15 European languages. 
approx. 31 x 4 x 31 cm

Pf

In 15 languages!

 ▪ Shows the time in the 12-hour and 
24-hour systems

 ▪ Learn the days of the week and dates
 ▪ Learn the weather and seasons as well as their 
relationship

 ▪ Promotes fine motor skills when moving the 
hands, wheels, and sliding elements

 ▪ Usable in 15 European languages with the 
stickers: DE, EN, FR, IT, ES, PL, CZ, NO, NL, DK, PT, 
RU, FI, SE, GR

 ▪ Usable in foreign language lessons
 ▪ Highly visible wood material

At a glance
NEW TIP
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11299 
Sliding Board "Educate"

This makes learning fun! This sliding puzzle made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood convinces with colourful, 
filigree pictures and its bilingual usability. The goal 
of this game is to get the sliding elements to their 
correct places. On one side of the board are different 
numbers, and on the other side are letters, and they 
need to be matched up with different pictures. The 
correct solution for one side serves the purpose of 
self-monitoring the other side. 
Approx. 30 x 30 x 5 cm

Of

11460 
Weekly Planner, magnetic 
"Educate"
What´s the plan for today? This children´s 
calendar made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
with magnets offers a variety of possibilities 
to give young children an understanding of 
days, weeks, months and seasons. Simple, 
colourful symbols and large numbers can be 
easily recognised, even in passing. Thanks to 
the included stickers, this planner can also 
be used in the languages of German, English, 
French, Spanish, and Italian.
Calender approx. 42 x 43 x 1.5 cm 

Qf
92 parts

Thanks to the enclosed stickers, it can be 
used for the following languages: German, 
English, French, Spanish and Italian.

11291 
Wall Clock "Educate"
Tick, tock - time is always flying, but with this wall 
learning clock made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, you 
can stop it once in awhile. The clock playfully gives 
children good instruction in telling time. Whether five 
minutes or two hours have gone by, the clock hands can 
be moved accordingly. With a convenient suspension 
device on the back. 
Height: approx. 2,5cm, Ø approx. 18 cm

Pf

It works in English 
and German!

TIP
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11325 
Picture Sorting Box "Educate"
One flower joins another! The playful recognition of colours and 
shapes is the focus of this simply designed sorting box made of FSC® 
100% certified wood. The colourful, double-sided motif strips are 
decorated with fruits and animals. The small tiles are sorted into the 
box at the right place.
box: approx. 40 x 10 x 4.5 cm, tile: approx. 3 x 3 x 0.5 cm

Nf
23 parts

You can choose between  
four different topics.

11461 
Learning Box 
"Educate"
Let´s study together! The 
practical learning box made 
of FSC® 100% certified 
wood gives you a feeling 
for numbers and quantities. 
It contains large numbers, 
arithmetic symbols and 
colourful plates. Magnetic 
slide-in cards, which also 
act as a lid, contain the 
tasks. They can also be 
written on and wiped clean 
and, together with the 
matching pen, offer space 
for your own tasks.
Approx. 26 x 23 x 6.5 cm

Qf:
140 parts

11368 
Maths Dice Display "Educate"
Set of 12. This bag comes filled with maths problems! Included 
are six maths dice made of FSC® 100%-certified wood with which 
countless combinations of maths problems can be rolled - from 
simple addition and subtraction to more complicated maths problems 
(e.g. multiplication). All maths problems appear randomly so that the 
arithmetic stays exciting! By adding or leaving out dice, each player 
can choose how difficult their maths problem should be. 
Approx. 25 x 16 x 11 cm

Qi
for a display 
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11326 
Slide Rule "Educate"
A perennial classic that has taught people 
the foundations 
of arithmetic for 
generations. This 
classic slide rule 
made of robust FSC® 
100%-certified wood 
lets young math 
whizzes practice their 
maths and teaches 
them about numerical 
proportions. 
approx. 20 x 6 x 28 cm

Of

11168 
Slide Rule To Go "Educate"
The old classic in a convenient travel size! Slide rules have been teaching 
the basics of arithmetic for ages. This one is made of robust FSC® 
100%-certified wood and lets the young math whizzes practice maths, even 
on-the-go. 
approx. 13 x 5 x 15 cm

Of

11369 
Maths Tiles "Educate"
This is for those first steps into arithmetic! 
With the two-tone spinning tiles made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, mathematical operations can 
be playfully practiced and one´s understanding 
of numbers can be trained. Turning the tiles and 
the changing colours visualises number amounts 
in a particularly visual way. The active gripping 
and turning of the tiles also promotes the memory 
development in the context of maths. 
Number field 30 x 8 cm; Tiles Ø ca. 2.5 cm

Qf
29 parts

11165 
Small Abacus "Educate"
A maths game for on-the-go! This abacus is 
made of robust FSC® 100%-certified wood, is 
compact and handy and fits in every school 
bag. The colourful wooden beads train 
children´s understanding of numbers up to 10 
and playfully challenge young math whizzes. 
approx. 9 x 8 x 14 cm

Of

11324 
Abacus "Educate"
Maths are fun! This abacus made of FSC® 100%-certified wood with 
its colourful wooden beads serves as a visual maths aide for the first 
encounters with arithmetic. Children are playfully animated to practice 
adding and subtracting, which trains their understanding of numbers.
approx. 30 x 8 x 14 cm

Of
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11167 
Counting Sticks "Educate"
Learning can be fun! These 19 counting 
sticks and the practical frame are made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood and are 
ideal maths companions for school-age 
children. They quickly and clearly deliver 
understanding of numbers. Is ten a larger 
number than three? The length of the 
sticks are there to help with orientation. 
approx. 17 x 17 x 2 cm

Qf
19 parts

11164 
Colourful Sudoku "Educate"
Attention all math whizzes! The brightly 
coloured number cubes in this Sudoku, 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, 
are lined up closely together - so the 
challenge to maintain an overview is 
even bigger! This logic puzzle trains 
understanding of numbers and really gives 
the grey matter of both kids and adults a 
good workout!
approx. 17 x 17 x 2 cm

Qf
81 parts

11166 
Fractions "Educate"
Cheerful counting fun! This fun game made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood encourages 
children to practice fractions. It motivates 
children to discover the world of numbers. 
¼ =?
approx. 17 x 17 x 2 cm

Qf
39 parts

11163 
Colourful Multiplication 
Table "Educate"
Cheerful counting fun! This fun game 
encourages children to practice 
multiplying. Made of robust FSC® 
100%-certified wood, this colourful 
tables game is particularly durable and 
motivates children to discover the world 
of numbers. 3 x 3 =?
approx. 17 x 17 x 2 cm

Qf
81 parts
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11103 
Logic Labyrinth "Educate"
You´re going to need concentration with this 
educational game made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood! Who can match up the colours shown on 
the wooden board to the ones on the correct 
shape-fitting wall? It´s a tricky problem that 
requires thinking skills, concentration and 
understanding of colour combinations, all of 
which will be playfully challenged by this 
product.
Game board approx. 26 x 18 x 4 cm; Game piece 
approx. 10 x 5 x 0.5 cm

Nf
19 parts

11100 
Geometry Shape-fitting Puzzle 
"Educate" 
A puzzle with a learning effect! This puzzle 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood offers an 
easy introduction to experiences with geometric 
shapes. It also helps train recognition of colours. 
The colour coding helps the children to recognize 
the height of the building blocks and place them in 
the corresponding line.
Game board approx. 20 x 20 x 1 cm,
Game piece height: approx. 4.5 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf
16 parts

11102 
Fraction Circles Shape-fitting 
Puzzle "Educate"
This learning game made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood is really something special! With it, young 
math whizzes can learn about geometric figures 
in a playful way. The large cylinder is divided into 
smaller and smaller pieces which then must be 
sorted into the correct shape and colour.
Game board approx. 29 x 8.5 x 1 cm; Game piece 
height: approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Nf
10 parts

11101 
Shape-fitting Puzzle "Educate" 
This colourful game of combinations made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood supports young 
children with their first recognition of shapes. 
The well-shaped wooden blocks have to be 
fitted into the correct form, which playfully 
trains a child´s motor skills, thinking abilities and 
concentration.
Game board approx. 22 x 22 x 1 cm; piece 
approx. 3 x 3 x 1.5

Nf
15 parts
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1136 
Educational Game Calculate Sticks

Since time immemorial, we know this: learning is better when it´s fun - and these 
brightly colored wooden multiplication sticks have a long tradition. Generations of 
people have gained understanding of numbers in this way, and these little sticks 
inspire people to practice and internalize the times table over and over again.
approx. 32 x 18 x 3.5 cm

Of
308 parts

10952 
Creating Words "Educate"

With these letter-dice made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, children can 
create their first words. With the inlay board they remain where they belong 
and do not get out of place. Everything can be stowed away in a wooden 
box and can be easily transported. This game encourages the spelling and 
vocabulary development. 
approx. 19 x 18 x 3 cm

Qf
145 parts

10869 
Wooden ABC Puzzle 
"Educate"
26 pieces. A, B, C, D,...that´s how 
our alphabet goes. Every colourful 
wooden animal represents a letter 
of the english alphabet. But first 
the puzzle has to be put together 
correctly!
approx. 53 x 11 x 1,5 cm, 
Panda: approx. 7,5 x 7 x 1,5 cm

Jfé

TIP

TIP
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2489 
Sudoku 

Colourful brainteaser fun for both 
young and old. With this Sudoku game, 
nine spaces are drawn on a high-quality 
wooden board - and the colourfully 
lacquered wooden poles with the 
numbers 1 - 9 printed on them have to 
be placed so that no number is placed 
in a row or square twice!
approx. 25 x 25 x 3 cm

Qf
81 parts

10953 
Multiplication Board

A frame made of FSC® 100%-certified wood with 81 solid 
cubes. Multiplication equations are on each cube with 
the solution on the opposite sides. Four sides are blank 
and can be filled with your own equations! Children can 
playfully learn maths with this product.
Approx. 17 x 17 x 2 cm

Qf
81 parts

3459 
Multiplication Table 1x1

The multiplication table always in sight: Tommy will playfully learn how 
to multiplicate from 1 to 9 with this wooden frame. The revolving wooden 
cylinder shows the solution and the task – it also works the other way 
round: what´s the correct answer?
approx. 28 x 28 x 3 cm

Qf

11059 
Multiplication Tables
The quick way of learning your tables! Set tasks with 
the roller in the frame, turn the roller and check your 
result. Made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
approx. 21 x 21 x 2 cm

Qf

TIP

TIPTIP
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11740 
Learning Game Primary School Mathematics

Calculating made easy! This learning box supports children in their first 
math operations in the number range up to 10 and in the exceedance of ten 
boundary. The colourful calculating sticks and the wooden plates can be 
used for plus, minus and comparison tasks. Even swapping and reversal tasks 
and number decomposition can be trained playfully with this calculating aid. 
Box approx. 18 x 14 x 4 cm, number tile approx. 3.5 x 3.5 x 0.5 cm

Qg
71 parts

11730 
Learning Game Wooden puzzle Mathematics

Who can do maths the fastest? With this mathematics game made of wood, the 
goal is to solve ten maths problems in multiples of ten with fast addition and 
subtraction while the hourglass runs out. To do this, the equation cards have to 
be placed by the correct solution tiles. It´s pedagogically valuable maths training 
with a fun and action factor! With 110 different maths problems and a self-check 
function, it´s ideal for preschoolers and children in primary school. 
Box approx. 18 x 14 x 5 cm, solutions tiles approx. 8 x 4 x 1 cm

Qg
121 parts

11741 
Learning Game Letters and Numbers Insertion Puzzle

Inserting, puzzling, learning! With this learning and shapes game made of wood, the goal is 
to stick the multicoloured, differently shaped and perforated wooden struts in the pinboard 
in such as way as to form letters or numbers. Children can use the included templates to get 
oriented or be creative by themselves. It´s an innovative learning and shape-fitting game that 
trains imagination, fine motor skills, and comprehsion of colours and shapes. 
Box approx. 18 x 14 x 5 cm, Pinboard approx. 11 x 11 x 3 cm

Og
20 parts

NEW

NEWNEW
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11728 
Tetris Wooden Puzzle Learning Game

A special kind of Tetris! With this wooden learning and shapes puzzle, the 
goal is to sort 12 pieces on the game card so that the template is complete. 
The game pieces have notches in the shapes of circles and rectangles which 
fit in spots on the game card. This modern puzzle trains logical and spatial 
thinking as well as recognition of colours and shapes. With 30 different tasks 
on 15 cards for long-lasting playtime fun!
Box approx. 23 x 18 x 4 cm; Game piece approx. 7,5 x 5 x 1 cm

Og
27 parts

11729 
Hexagon Wooden Puzzle Learning Game

A hexagon puzzle as a thinking sport! With this special shaped puzzle 
made of wood, the goal is to place the honeycomb-shaped game 
pieces in the correct places on the game cards. This puzzle trains 
spatial thinking as well as recognition of colours and shapes. With ten 
puzzle tasks on five cards, this traditional mathematics puzzle game 
guarantees endless, challenging playtime fun!
Box approx. 18 x 14 x 5 cm; Honeycomb pieces approx. 9 x 6 x 1 cm

Ng
19 parts

11731 
Feeding Animals Wooden Puzzle Learning Game

Who eats what? With this wooden learning puzzle, the goal is to match 
all the animals with their food. With the unique puzzle pieces, only the 
right combinations of puzzle piece and food fit properly together. 3-in-1: 
In addition to use as a puzzle and a sorting game, this learning game can 
also be used for a game of Memory with 20 pieces that make 10 pairs. This 
requires a cool head and guarantees diverse playtime fun!
Box approx. 13 x 12 x 4 cm, single piece approx. 10 x 5 x 0.5 cm

Ng.b

3386 
Educational Game Logisteck
It´s like a puzzle but just more interesting. Logisteck inspires immediately 
and trains the fine motor skills! The goal is to put all the plates with the 
coloured holes on them to the suitable coloured pillars. However, that´s 
easier said than done...!
height: approx. 9,5 cm, Ø approx. 12 cm

Nf
9 parts

NEW

NEWNEW
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10525 
Wild Colours Puzzle Game 
"Help me do it by myself!" is exactly what the Montessori pedagogy 
recommends! This brightly coloured puzzle game encourages kids to 
compare, organise, count, measure, and structure.
approx. 15 x 16 x 3.5 cm

Of
24 parts

10716 
Calculating Tiles Number Fun
Maths isn´t so tough! Especially when you can practice on this wooden 
calculation board. The calculated equations must be matched with the 
proper solution on the wooden board so that they can be checked by a 
math pro. 
Board: approx. 27 x 21 x 0,5 cm, tiles approx. 2,5 x 4,5 x 0,5 cm

Qf
111 parts

3405 
Calculation Table Wooden Rings
A new idea for a playful approach to the first calculating tasks. The correct 
quantity of wooden rings has to be stacked onto the wooden rods of 
different heights. The correct number is also shown on the results table on 
the wooden base.
approx. 40 x 10 x 10 cm

Of
55 parts

2138 
Abacus

On 10 arches coloured wooden beads can be moved 
as a visual help for calculating. 55 addition
tasks on one side and 55 subtraction tasks on the 
other side of the wooden base are shown and can 
quickly be solved with the help of the wooden 
beads! A challenge for all small maths whizzes!
approx. 30 x 8 x 14 cm

Of

TIP
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4436 
Fraction Expert
This superb puzzle helps 
children to understand 
fractions. 1/1 and 1/4 are 
explained with rectangles 
and circles!
approx. 30 x 22 x 0,5 cm

Qfc

1600 
Plug-in Puzzle Shape Pairs
Geometry for the youngest ones! This colourful geometric wooden puzzle 
not only sharpens the senses of toddlers, but also offers lots of playtime 
fun! The various shapes and colours guarantee learning fun that kids won´t 
want to end!
approx. 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm

Cfu

10731 
Colourful Magnetic Numbers 
For number wizards! This set contains 40 pieces with the numbers 0 through 
9 on colourfully painted, magnetic, laminated wood. 
approx. 17 x 15 x 5 cm

Nf:
40 parts

10732 
Colourful Magnetic Letters 
Come on, we´re going to learn our ABCs! These brightly coloured, beautifully 
painted wooden letters invite children to write their first words. Each letter 
shows motifs with the related and matching initial letter.
approx. 17 x 15 x 5 cm

Nf:
37 parts

1400 
Magnetic Letters
We´re learning the alphabet today! These 52 magnetic letters are made of 
colourfully lacquered laminated wood. There are magnetic foils on the rear 
sides so that the letters can be attached to all metallic surfaces.
approx. 5 x 5 x 0.5 cm

Nf:
52 parts

7115 
Puzzle ABC
Learning the ABC in a playful way and training the fine motor skills at the 
same time. A perfect excercise is offered with this puzzle.
approx. 22 x 32 x 0,5 cm

Nfé
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6989 
Sense Box
Discover the world with all your senses! 2 openings 
with a textile covering give access to the secret 
contents. 2 prism windows allow some imaginations in 
advance and a small sinkhole in the lid makes children 
prick up their ears. What kind of thing is hidden in the 
box? Leaves, stones or feathers? This box is ideal to 
nurture the sense of touch.
approx. 40 x 25 x 31 cm

Of

11343 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Touch Wall
Gripping, feeling, touching and recognising! This 
laboriously constructed touch wall made of wood in the 
design of "The Very Hungry Caterpillar" will playfully 
train the spatial perception and sense of touch in young 
world explorers. The various kinds of wooden fruit can be 
easily put into the bag with a zipper. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Wall approx. 40 x 18 x 20 cm; Apple approx. 6 cm, Ø 5 cm 

Of

6570 
Sense-Game Touch Wall

Discovering the senses! You have to place different 
things into a textile bag behind a wall of solid plywood. 
Now the child’s hands have to grap into the bag and try 
to find out what it is!
approx. 40 x 19 x 20 cm

Of

TIP
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11433 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Listening Memo

Listen very closely! With this listening memory game in a Very Hungry 
Caterpillar design, the goal is to recognise different sounds and name 
them. By shaking the wooden containers and listening carefully, players 
can determine which two containers belong together. The weight of the 
containers can help, too! With the viewing window on the bottom of the 
containers, the contents can be easily verified. Perk up those ears!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

OfB
16 parts

6766 
Hear Memo
12 high-quality wooden cans with screw cap and adorned with coloured 
rings which require a special type of memory! Every 2 cans share the same 
content, and they must be tracked by comparing their sound! The wooden 
ring makes a different sound than the wooden balls, just like metal balls 
sound differently than small bells and small pebbles are also different than 
fine glass beads – can you hear the difference?
height: 5 cm, Ø: 4 cm

OfB
12 parts

10636 
Little Explorers Wooden Building Blocks Senses
Attention all explorers! These brightly coloured wooden building blocks 
have very special properties that train children´s sensory awareness. Little 
explorers can go on tours of discovery with these blocks. 
approx. 4 x 4 x 4 cm

Cf
6 parts

2064 
Touch Memory Game
Recognise colours and touch various surfaces - even infants can be kept 
busy with this game of senses while simultaneously fine-tuning their sense 
of touch. The challenge of this touch memory game is to match up similar 
objects by feeling the materials on their surfaces. 
approx. 26 x 10 x 3.5 cm

OfB
11 parts

6494 
Picture Sorting Box
This nice box with 5 battens to plug in and 
50 symbol pads is a wooden game and 
recognition of garments and colours can be 
trained! You will find geometrical figures 
on the battens as well as cute motifs or 
numbers. After matching the numbers on the 
pads they should be plugged in the slots. All 
the pads can be put together in a stacker 
having pluggable sashes and the lid is locked 
safely by 2 latches.
approx. 40 x 10 x 9,5 cm

Nf
55 parts

TIP
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4768 
Educational Board Date, Time & Season ENG
Learning about the weather and seasons in a playful way and at the same 
time also learning about days, weeks and months and how to tell the time. 
Which day is it today? This is all possible with this wonderful board and 
the great thing is that everything can be seen at a glance. As all terms are 
shown in English, learning a new language is easy and fun.
approx. 30 x 30 x 2 cm

Pf Learning English 
made easy!

4765 
Educational Board Date, Time and Season GER

Learning about the weather and seasons in a playful way and at the same 
time also learning about days, weeks and months and how to tell the time in 
a playful way. Which day is it today? This is all possible with this wonderful 
board and the great thing is that everything can be seen at a glance.
Attention: German language
approx. 30 x 30 x 2 cm

Pf

10414 
Four Seasons Learning Board GER
With this sturdy learning board, children can see at a glance what season, 
what date, what month it is. Is it stormy or rainy? They playfully learn to set 
all the appropriate characteristics. Attention: German language
Board: Approx. 30 x 30 x 1.5 cm

Pf

1828 
Multi-Coloured Learning Clock
Half past eight? Ten to ten? Playfully learning how to tell time on a clock 
and still having lots of fun: with this colourful timepiece, that´s easy! The 
wooden tiles with numbers on them can be removed and then put in order to 
give the correct times and quantities.
approx. 31 x 30.5 x 3 cm

Pf
24 parts

4764 
Educational Clock Shapes
Who´s been winding up the clock? Children can easily learn to tell the 
time with this wooden learning clock. The numbers are printed on different 
wooden shapes in bright colours. Children are then encouraged to use the 
shapes and numbers to set the right time. The hands show the minutes and 
hours. You can be sure that time will fly with this learning clock!
height: 2 cm, Ø: 22 cm

Jf
12 parts

TIP
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Games
Parlor Games · Dexterity and Balance Games 

Dancing/Wind-Up Animals and Figurines · Marble Runs 
Billiards, Football & Co.

11462
Ludo in pastel colours - p. 132

"We© re great friends of games and fans of lovely wooden toys, 
particularly when they come in such beautiful, soft colours like the new Pastel 
product line from small foot. The classic board game "Ludo" with cute animal 
designs is especially popular with both kids and adults. And we also learn  
a valuable lesson in saying "Sorry" when someone© s thrown out..."

#bloggersrecommendation
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11786 
Barricade XL

Excitement, luck, and tactics! With this classic wooden board game in an XL 
format, the goal is to set up barricades, toss out your opponents, and tactically 
find the best way to the end goal. But be careful: Players can block your path 
with the white balls! The extra-large game field and the round notches make it 
easy for players with small or unsteady hands to place the game pieces. Comes 
with cloth bag.
Approx. 45 x 45 x 1 cm; Game ball Ø approx. 2.5 cm

QfÈ

11783 
Ludo XL

Ludo fun in a large format! With this classic wooden game, the goal is to be 
the first one to get your game pieces into the "little house". The highlight: 
the extra-large game field and the large game pieces make it easy for 
players with small or unsteady hands to place them. The round notches 
ensure that the game pieces stand up sturdily. Comes with cloth bag.
Approx. 45 x 45 x 1 cm; Game piece height approx. 5 cm, Ø approx. 2.5 cm

OfÈ

Chess and Checkers 
XL (Item 11784) can 
be found on p. 144!
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11785 
Snakes and Ladders Game XL

The ladders game in a large format! With this classic wooden game, the 
goal is to be the first player to "climb" up the ladders to reach the 100 spot. 
But be careful! If you land on a snake spot, you´ll slide back down! The 
extra-large game field and the extra-large game pieces are well-suited for 
players with small or unsteady hands, as are the round notches. Comes with 
cloth bag.
Approx. 45 x 45 x 1 cm; piece 5 cm, Ø approx. 2.5 cm

OfG

1800 
Ludo for 6 Players

Ludo game for 6 persons with large board. 6 people 
have to keep their calm here. Extra large figures and 
board for small or unsteady fingers.
approx. 48 x 42 x 5 cm

OfG
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11725 
Ludo Pirates

Buccaneers beware! This wooden ludo 
brings the buccaneer fun to the game 
board. The goal is to get all of the pirates 
to their pirate ships. The dice indicates how 
many steps a piece may move forward. 
Counting is trained in a playful way. The 
play figures are designed to be suitable 
for children and have been worked out in 
detail. Which pirate team will bring down 
the others?
Board approx. 20 x 20 x 1 cm; Figurine 
height approx. 3.5 cm; Ø approx. 1 cm

OfÈ

11462 
Pastel Ludo

Which animal can make it into their house first? In this 
handy ludo game in trendy pastel colours, wooden figurines 
in the shape of a hare, a panda, a bear and a fox race 
around the board. The number on the dice tell players 
how many steps each animal figurine is allowed to take. 
Figurines with felt ears.
approx. 20 x 20 x 1 cm,
Game piece height: 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

OfÈ

11697 
Ludo "Safari"

A safari feeling on the game board! With this wooden game of Ludo, the goal 
is to be the first person to get your savannah animals into the "little house". 
The extra-large die indicates how many spaces your game piece can move 
forward. The zebra, giraffe, crocodile, and elephant figurines are true to the 
originals and have child-friendly designs. 
approx. 26 x 26 x 1 cm; figure 3.5 x 1 x 2.5 cm

OfÈ

11765 
Ludo "Safari" for 6 players

Great Ludo fun for up to 6 players! In this classic game made of wood, the 
first thing you have to do is to bring your steppe animals into the "house". 
The figures zebra, giraffe, crocodile, elephant, leopard and lion are 
designed true to detail and suitable for children - ears and manes made 
of felt are real eye-catchers. Practical: The foldable play board serves as 
a storage box. 
Approx. 26 x 24 x 1.5 cm; stone H 3.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 1.5 cm

OfG

11452 
Ludo "Space"

The universe on a game board! With this game of ludo made of high-quality 
wood, this dream of young astronauts will come true. Here, space pilots, 
flying rockets and wandering aliens move all around, and have to try to 
reach their star areas with the help of dice with either numbers or colours 
on them. It´s a classic game of ludo in a trendy design, suitable also for 
younger children due to its colourful die!
approx. 24 x 24 x 1.5 cm; meeple approx. height 3.5 cm, Ø 1.5 cm

OfÈ
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11105 
Ludo "Princesses"

Which noble princess will be the first to find her way to the 
crown? Four differently-coloured 3D princesses made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood are only waiting to make their own way. 
The die shows how many steps forward they´re allowed to take. 
Closed box approx. 24 x 12 x 3 cm; Figure height: 
approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

OfÈ

10951 
Ludo "Pirate Island"

Another creative design for one of the most amazing parlour games in 
an implementable wooden box. Funny painted pirates compete against 
the opposing teams! With the die (1 - 6) the little buccaneers can easily 
recognise their step sequence. Manufactured from FSC® 100%-certified 
wood. 
approx. 24 x 24 x 1.5 cm

OfÈ

6257 
Ludo "Farm Animals"

Moo and baa! Four different wooden farm 
animals run race around in this game. They´re 
all trying to be the first to reach their house 
with the help of the dice. By playing the game, 
children can playfully learn their numbers while 
simultaneously training their motor skills. 
Playtime fun is pre-programmed here!
Approx. 29 x 29 x 1.5 cm
Figurine height: approx. 4 cm, 
Ø approx. 2 cm

OfÈ

7358 
Ludo "Animals"

Classic game in a funny design – here the players play with animal figurines! Another 
special feature: the die has numbers on them rather than dots! The pieces and die are 
safely stored in the hinged wooden box.
approx. 27 x 27 x 1.5 cm,
figure height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

OfÈ

More ludo games 
in the online shop!
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2490 
Balancing Ark

Ooups, children need a calm hand for this game because it is all about piling 
every pair of animals safely on the ark. It is obvious that the balance needs 
to be hold so the passengers won´t fall down. To make it a little bit more 
difficult, the animals will be diced and are able find their place on the ark 
afterwards.
approx. 18 x 16 x 2 cm

NfC
14 parts

11058 
Balancing Frog
The balancing game made of FSC® 100%-certified wood in a funny frog 
design lets children practice their skill and patience with their hands. The 
focus here is on fun, but also on the sense of achievement.
approx. 16 x 2 x 8 cm

NfC
20 parts

More balancing games 
in the online shop!

7783 
Balancing Cat

For this game, you need to prove how strong your nerves are! These clews 
of yarn are made of robust solid wood, coloured with saliva-proof paints 
and waiting for the game with the little grey cat. The goal of the game is to 
lay the wooden sticks on the cat so that they stay balanced. The included 
coloured die tells the players which colour should be laid on the balancing 
platform next. 
approx. 19 x 3 x 9 cm

NfC
24 parts

3360 
Balance Seesaw
A funny game to nurture the fine motor skills. The aim of the game is to 
position the pieces shown when the dice are rolled, so that the pieces do not 
fall off and the see-saw remains balanced.
Approx. 18 x 10 x 15 cm

NfC
26 parts

TIP

TIP
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8004 
Wobbling Tower
Natural wood. The blocks have to 
be removed from the tower and be 
placed onto the top and the tower 
may not collapse. Trains patience 
and fine motor skills.
tower built up 
approx. 8 x 7,5 x 30cm, block 
approx. 8 x 2,5 x 1,5 cm

OE
60 parts

11692 
Wobbly Tower Rainbow
The popular rainbow colours make this wobbly tower 
toy something special! Concentration and dexterity are 
needed when the coloured blocks are pulled from the 
tower and laid back on top without the tower falling 
down. 
Assembled tower approx. 7 x 7 x 28 cm; blocks 
approx. 2 x 2 x 2 cm

OfE
55 parts

5260 
Figure Tower
A calm hand is needed with this wooden figure 
tower. The individual blocks must be pulled from 
the tower - but carefully, because you don´t want 
the tower to collapse! Experienced players can do 
it with a die, which tells the player which block 
should be pulled. An exciting game of dexterity for 
young and old.
tower built up approx. 7,5 x 7,5 x 23 cm, block 
approx. 7,5 x 2,5 x 1,5 cm

OfE
58 parts

4746 
Wobbling Wall
Oh boy, that´s pretty wobbly! Careful hands are needed for this dexterity 
game made of robust wood. How many blocks can be removed from the 
Wobbling Wall before it collapses? The goal for one or two players is to keep 
the rooster on top of the Wall as long as possible. 
approx. 24 x 7.5 x 16 cm

OfB
41 parts

10464 
Beehive Wobbly Tower
This dexterity toy is a real blast! The bee is going crazy in the beehive. New 
honeycombs appear all the time and want to be stacked. But be careful! 
They lay loosely on one another and can topple over at any time!
Beehive approx. 21 x 7 x 20 cm, Bee approx. 4 x 2 x 4.5 cm

OfB
40 parts

NEW
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8196 
Fishing Game Ocean

Who fishes more fish? With this wooden fishing game in 3D 
format you can easily catch colourful fish and seahorses. 
With the wooden fishing rod with magnets, you can practice 
your dexterity and develop patience.  
approx. 24 x 24 x 10 cm

Nf:D
20 parts

8185 
Fishing game Puzzle
A wonderful combination of a puzzle 
and a fishing game!
approx. 29 x 21 x 1 cm

Nf:B
16 parts

4339 
Fishing Game in a Gift Box
Set of 2. Who fishes the most animals? These wooden pieces with different 
animal motives can now be fished with magnetic rods and magnetic plates. 
These boxes are available in two versions: Animals on land and animals 
under water.
approx. 14 x 9,5 x 7,5 cm

Ng:B
for a set of 2 

11366 
Catching Fish Travel Game
Who can catch the most fish? This fishing game made out of FSC® 
100%-certified wood promises to bring lots of fun. In this game, 
you have to skillfully catch crabs, turtles, fish and lots of their 
friends with the two magnetic wooden fishing rods. The coloured 
die tells you which of the friendly, colourfully designed sea 
creatures you need to catch next. With the convenient carrying 
bag, it´s an ideal game for when you´re on-the-go!
Approx. 14 x 2.5 x 27 cm

Oh:B
11 parts

TIP
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11286 
Domino Birds of the world
Parrots, flamingos, peacocks and friends decorate this 
appealing dominoes game made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
The game pieces in this 28-piece set have rounded edges and 
have colourful birds from around the world printed on them.
Game piece approx. 7 x 4 x 0.5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

4220 
Domino-Game Zoo Animals
The real eye-catchers of this Domino game are the funny vehicle motifs printed 
on sturdy, pressed wood. Who manages to match every domino of his stack, wins. 
Box: approx. 14 x 8 x 5 cm
Domino approx. 6 x 3 x 0,5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

7094 
Domino Farm

Who manages to get rid of all motives? Funny animal motifs want to go to their pictorial 
partners. The wooden dominos are easy to grip and train fine motor skills in a playful way.
approx. 17 x 9,5 x 5 cm 
Game piece: approx. 3,5 x 7 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

4221 
Domino Vehicles
Funny vehicle motifs on strong pressed wood are an eye-catcher on this 
Domino game. Who manages to match every domino of his stack, is the winner. 
Box: approx. 14 x 8 x 5 cm
Domino approx. 6 x 3 x 0,5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

11285 
Memo Birds of the world
Who has the best memory? This memo game made of 
FSC® 100% certified wood guarantees exciting game 
rounds. The 24 round wooden tiles with colourful animal 
and plant motifs are easy to grip with small children´s 
hands. 
Game piece height approx. 0.5 cm; Ø approx. 5 cm

NfÈ
24 parts

10963 
Domino Safari
Let the game begin! This domino game made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood with its large tiles and cheerful safari 
animals is great fun. 
Approx. 6 x 3 x 0.5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

TIP
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7959 
Jumping Mice
Which mouse will land in the hole? 
This fun game for 1-4 players trains 
children´s motor skills and patience, 
and launches the mice through the 
air. The goal is to get the figurines 
through the colour-marked holes 
with the help of the four flippers. By 
hitting the flipper harder or softer, 
players can control how far the 
mice fly.
approx. 23 x 23 x 2.5 cm

OfD

8166 
Skittles Frog

Small game space, great game fun! This small wooden
skittles game provides a lot of fun as the pins are shaped in a frog design. 
Dexterity and concentration can be easily trained.
skittle approx.: height 11 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm, ball Ø approx. 4 cm

Nf
10 parts

3982 
Skittles Pirates
A slow sport? No way - the aim is to get a resounding strike! The mini 
wooden pins are knocked over when the wooden ball is thrown. Six pirates 
are ready and waiting for the ball. All pins are made of wood and are great 
fun to play either on the table or floor.
pirat height: approx. 8 cm, Ø 3,5 cm, ball approx. Ø 4 cm

N
7 parts

7730 
Throwing Stand Africa
This will bring a real festival feeling into the children´s room! This compact throwing 
game with cute appliqués of African animals provides action-packed and goal-oriented 
throwing fun. The small bags of sand have to be thrown into holes of different sizes 
worth different points. This playfully trains hand-eye coordination and motor skills.
approx. 42 x 17 x 36 cm

NfB
8 parts

10747 
2 in 1 Game Caterpillars 
Let´s play a game! This cute Ludo and Ladders game promises twice the fun: 
two different games on each side of the laminated wood board are waiting 
to be played with the little caterpillar game pieces.
board approx. 40 x 30 x 1 cm, piece approx. 2.5 x 1.5 x 2 cm

OfÈ

TIP
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1876 
Solitaire Frog
A traditional game designed for young and elderly children. Carefully hand 
painted. Awakens interest and trains the imagination.
approx. 22 x 20 x 1.5 cm,
figure height approx. 3.5 cm, Ø approx. 1 cm

PfA

7354 
Draughts Cat & Mouse
A classic game with a child-oriented design! The bright cat and mouse heads 
are much more interesting for little ones than just simple playing pieces! A 
great game which promotes logical and tactical thinking! Grandpa will have 
to watch out that he will not be beaten.
approx. 26 x 26 x 0.5 cm,
figure approx. 2.5 x 2 x 1 cm

QfÄ

10164 
Solitaire Mice in Cheese
A slice of wooden cheese and 33 wooden mice promise lots of fun. Solitaire 
with a new and funny look and a great game of combinations for children 
and adults! Children can develop their concentration skills, while playing.       
Approx. 20 x 20 x 1.5 cm, 
Pawn height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

PfA

10163 
Solitaire Toucan
The traditional "solitaire" game with a completely new look. 33 bright 
toucans sit on a round wooden disc, waiting to be played with. A great game 
for children to train their concentration.
Height approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 20 cm,
Pawn height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

PA

2940 
Parlour Game Halma
Star Chinese chequers is an entertaining and educational game where your 
own figures have to jump over as many of the opposing figures as possible 
and to interfere them doing their jumps. Board and figures are made of solid 
wood. For 2 - 6 players.
Height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 22 cm

QfG
71 parts

2933 
Solitaire Wooden Marble

Solitaire is a board game for one player. Players must remove the balls one 
after the other in ascending or descending order. At the end, there must 
only be one ball in the middle remaining. This strategy game is never played 
the same way twice. Have you tried it?
height approx. 2,5 cm, Ø approx. 21 cm

PfA

TIP
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2435 
Tic Tac Toe Pirates
Pirate fun for big and small! The little magnetic wooden pirates stay the 
course on the practical metal box even in rough seas!
metal box approx. 10 x 10 x 2.5 cm, figure height: approx. 4 cm, 
Ø approx. 1.5 cm

Pf:Ä

Ideal to take with 
you on your travels!

3460 
4 in a Row On Travels

A wooden version of the funny classic. The goal of the game is to build a row 
of four own game pieces. It doesn´t matter whether vertically, horizontally 
or diagonally. The problem is that the opponent can always botch up these 
plans. With this game a high level of enjoyment is garanteed for young and 
elderly.
approx. 24 x 15 x 16 cm

PfÄ

2404 
Tic Tac Toe Cat and Mouse 

A tic tac toe game in a cat-and-mouse design! The magnetic wooden game 
pieces are easily picked up out of the slick metallic box.
metal box approx. 10 x 10 x 2.5 cm, token approx. 3 x 2.5 x 1 cm

Pf:Ä

11356 
Viking Game Kubb On Travels

The outdoor classic in a small format! This exciting team-based game in an 
extra-compact format promises fun game rounds also indoors. Ideally suited 
when on-the-go, it can be easily stored in the storage bag. 
Bag approx. 17 x 16 cm; King approx. 2.5 x 2.5 x 10 cm

PfÉ
17 parts

11118 
Tic Tac Toe Knight and Princess
Who will win - the knight or the princess? This practical tic tac toe game is 
the perfect game when traveling. The magnetic game box not only serves as 
a game board - it´s also a convenient transport box. 
approx. 10 x 10 x 2 cm, token height: approx. 0.5 cm, Ø approx. 2.5 cm

Pf:Ä
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11209 
Chess Game To Go
Want to play a quick round of chess? Not a problem at all 
with this chess board made of FSC® 100%-certified wood in 
a small format! All the chess pieces have a secure storage 
space inside the expandable game board. 
approx. 15 x 15 x 2 cm; Chess piece height: approx. 2 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm

QfÄ

12021 
Chess Travel Game
Strategy in the bag! There is nothing wrong with a game of 
chess while travelling. The bag is printed with the matching 
playing surface and serves as storage for the game pieces 
made of FSC® 100% certified wood. 
Bag approx. 26 x 24 cm, piece 
approx. 1 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

QhÄ

11211 
Snakes and Ladders Game To Go
A fun game for on-the-go! Four players, a die and a game board 
with ladders and snakes. Who can get from 1 to 100 the fastest? 
This compact board game is made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 15 x 15 x 2 cm; Game piece height: Approx. 2.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm

OfÈ

12020 
Nine Men´s Morris Travel Game

Practical for travelling! This nine men´s morris game is the 
perfect companion for long car or train journeys. The game 
pieces in two different colours are made of FSC® 100% 
certified wood and can be transported in a bag, which also 
serves as a playing field. 
Bag approx. 19 x 15 cm,  
game piece height: approx. 1 cm,  
Ø approx. 1,5 cm

QhÄ

12022 
Ludo Travel Game
Who will get their game piece into the little house first? 
With this practical Ludo game made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood, the holiday fun can already start in the car ride. 
Simply lay the bag on a smooth, flat surface and distribute 
the game pieces. 
Approx. 26 x 24 cm; Game pieces approx. 1.5 x 1.5 cm

OhÈ

11210 
Ludo To Go
A ludo game for on-the-go! This practical Ludo game made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood offers guaranteed big fun on 
the smallest play surface. All the game pieces can be stored 
in the wooden box under the extendable game board. 
approx. 15 x 15 x 2 cm; Game piece height: approx. 1.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm

OfÈ

12019 
Tic Tac Toe Travel Game
Fast-paced fun for fast-paced trips! This tic tac toe game 
is small but versatile, and offers top playtime fun on a 
compact play surface. The game pieces made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood are printed with cute motifs. 
Bag approx. 19 x 15 cm, Game piece height:  
approx. 1 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

PhÄ

TIP
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11716 
Rummy Numbers Puzzle
A hit for the whole family! Rummy 
is the classic numbers puzzle 
game and is popular with both 
kids and adults. This wooden 
variation is a real eye-catcher 
with fresh colours and a modern 
design. The highlight: This game is 
also suitable for people who are 
colourblind because the shapes 
on the game pieces correlate with 
a colour and can be felt. It´s also 
easy for kids to learn and ideal 
when on-the-go!
Game board approx. 27 x 4 x 9 cm; 
piece approx. 4 x 2,5 x 0.2 cm

RfÈ

3457 
Battleship
Hit - sunken! This game made entirely of wood, 
has not only pluggable types of ships but also 
corresponding "bombs", small cones which have to 
be stuck to the appropriate places in the board. An 
absolute classic one that will ensure hours of fun!
approx. 36 x 17 x 18 cm

QfÄ
226 parts

16 ships

11364 
Secret Code Logic Game
A classic among the logic games! 
Skill and logical thinking are 
equally challenged here. In this 
game for two players, players 
must decode the other player´s 
four-digit colour code. The goal is 
to discover the given code in as 
few moves as possible. The guesses 
are documented with coloured and 
black-and-white game pieces on 
the game board. 
Game field approx. 30 x 16 x 2 cm

QfÄ
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1981 
4 in a Row

A large version of the well-known game for 2 persons. 
Strategic game for little and elderly children – train the 
logic in a really playful way!
approx. 36 x 18 x 30 cm

PfÄ

4462 
Four n a row 3D
Strategy game for 2 people. The aim of this game is to prevent the opponent 
from placing 4 pieces in a row within a level or – and this is somewhat more 
difficult- from playing on all levels. Here the opponent should be stopped 
from placing 4 pieces next to or on top of one another!
approx. 13 x 13 x 10 cm

PÄ

2844 
Strategy Game Kalaha
Beautiful and practical for on the go use! This high-quality box made of 
bamboo wood with inner bowls contains the ancient but timelessly exciting 
strategy and logic game "Kalaha". Two players fight to win the game by 
redistributing the 48 natural stones. You won´t get bored!
approx. 14 x 44 x 2 cm

QfÄ

1563 
Farmer´s Roulette
The idea of this innovative game is to score as many points as possible by 
sinking the wooden pearls with a spinning top. Good instincts and skills are 
demanded.
approx. 21 x 21 x 3 cm

PG

More parlour games in the 
online shop!

9954 
Barricade

Great fun for young and old! The exciting dice game made of sturdy wood and 
with beautiful coloured balls is suitable for two to four players. When not in 
use, it can be easily folded up. 
approx. 25 x 25 x 2 cm

QfÈ

TIP
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11784 
Chess and Draughts XL

Who will make the best move? These two extra-large board game classics 
promise double the fun for both young and old. Tactics, skill, and well-
thought-out moves are needed for games of chess or draughts on the large 
wooden game board. The extra-large game pieces make it easy for players 
with small or unsteady hands to place them. Comes with cloth bag.
Approx. 45 x 45 x 1 cm; Pawn height approx. 4.5 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

QfÄ

11395 
Chess and Draughts Board Game
Who wants to play a round of chess or draughts? With this compact 2-in-1 
board game on white-coloured wood, that´s no problem at all! Here, exciting 
game moves can be executed on a small play surface. The grooves at the 
edges can be used to store game pieces so that they won´t tumble off the 
playing field.
approx. 20 x 20 x 1.5 cm; pawn height: Approx. 2 cm, Ø approx. 1 cm

QfÄ

6084 
Chess Knights
The wooden chess set, also perfect on travels, consists of 32 funny lacquered 
chess pieces and a carrying case, the surface serves as a chessboard. A 
classic travel chess set!
approx. 33 x 33 x 2 cm
pawn height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm 

QfÄ

11208 
Chess, Draughts & Nine Men´s Morris Game Set
Gaming fun is pre-programmed here with these classic games in one set. 
Players will have to demonstrate who has nerves of steel when playing 
draughts, Nine Men´s Morris and chess. Each game move will be done with 
the highest concentration. The game pieces can be safely stored in drawers 
under the game boards.
approx. 28 x 28 x 4 cm, pawn height approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

QfÄ

2044 
Chess Game
A classic game for when you´re on-the-go! This wooden game of chess is 
a hot seller amongst the parlour games and is guaranteed to provide both 
children and adults lots of exciting matches. The game board also serves as a 
folding container in which the wooden chess pieces can be stored.
approx. 26 x 26 x 2 cm, pawn approx. 3,5 cm, Ø 1,5 cm

QfÄ

NEW
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11753 
Games Collection 20 Classics

The ultimate games collection! Whether it´s dice games, Ludo, Malefiz 
(Barricade), backgammon, chess, draughts, nine men´s morris, Halma, or 
others - this comprehensive collection of wooden games contains 20 game 
classics for exciting hours and gaming afternoons. With up to 80 more 
variations for these board, card, dice, and puzzle games, there´s sure to 
be no boredom. Nothing can get lost in the solid wooden box with the felt 
bottom. Incl. instructions for 20 games.
Box approx. 36 x 36 x 7 cm

QfÈ

3453 
Classic Games 3 in 1 in a 
Wooden Case
This great collection of games made 
of wood contains games such as 
chess, checkers or backgammon. A 
perfect solution for a rainy afternoon 
with a lot of variation.
approx. 29 x 29 x 2 cm

QfÄ

2853 
Chess and Backgammon
Wooden suitcase of high quality with inlays 
in the lid and with a carrying handle. The 
wooden pieces (3,8 x 0,7 cm) and the big 
figures (3,5 to 7,5 cm) make all forget the time 
when playing chess and backgammon.
approx. 52 x 45 x 3 cm

QÄ

3491 
Classic Games 4 in 1
Traveling with these games is really priceless. It can be stored quickly 
and does not take up much space. There´s a suitable game for everyone. 
Whether dominoes, chess, mikados or checkers: the classic board games 
bring fun, concentration and passion!
approx. 17 x 17 x 3 cm

QfÈ

11277 
9-in-1 Game Collection
Now the children´s room will be a real gaming arena! Classic games such as 
chess, ludo, dominoes, Nine Men´s Morris, backgammon, draughts, cribbage 
and popular dice games belong in every household. With these parlour 
games, long gaming afternoons fly by in no time - boredom excluded! 
Everyone can learn about winning and losing here, and all game boards are 
made of robust wood and are therefore long-lasting.
Approx. 35 x 35 x 6 cm

QfÈ

NEW
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1831 
Bingo-Game
Bingo! A realistic game of bingo to play 
at the table. The rules are the same 
as for the professionals - the winning 
numbers are drawn from the metal 
drum. The others have to guess. Fun is 
guaranteed with 24 cards, 75 wooden 
balls, 150 wooden cover cards and a 
high-quality wooden board.
approx. 32 x 24 x 24cm

PfF
251 parts

2854 
Bingo Game with Accessories

Bingo fun all down the line! Young and old can try their luck 
here. The many numerous accessories can meet every bingo 
wish. Each player can pick their own tile colour. The bingo 
tiles can be placed diagonal, vertically, or horizontally. The 
handle sets the bingo bowl in motion, and when the rotation 
direction is changed, the first number ball falls into the slot. 
approx. 19 x 18 x 20 cm

PfF
246 parts

Incl. 18 cards

11406 
Bingo Game Set with Drum

Bingo fun for the whole family! This game of bingo in maritime 
colours will enrich any game afternoon. Who is going to spin the 
drum and arrange the drawn letter and number balls on the game 
board? Children especially can playfully learn the alphabet and 
how to handle numbers.
Bingo Drum approx. 24 x 20 x 15 cm: Chip height: approx. 0.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 1.5 cm

PfF
244 parts

TIP

TIP
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2116 
Shut The Box
This dice game will bring lots of life into the den. In 
this game made of high-quality solid wood, players 
must try to flip the number tiles over by means of 
the die roll. The sum of the die rolls can also be 
divided. The player who has turned over the most 
number tiles wins the round. Younger players will 
also learn numbers and counting while training their 
mental arithmetic. 
approx. 25 x 18 x 3 cm

QfÈ

11365 
Super Six Dice Game

An exciting dice game that requires strategy as well as luck! This classic 
wooden game is suitable for two to six players, and can be played in two 
variations. The goal is to get rid of all of your sticks by placing them in the 
correct slots based on which number is rolled on the die. 
Height approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

OfG

6558 
Dice Game in a box "6 out"

An exciting game that requires luck with the dice! With this exciting 
dice-based game, players must be the first to get rid of their wooden sticks 
by making them disappear into the box. The special thing about this game 
is that it can be played with two different variations based on either the 
colour-based or regular die. This allows younger children to also play. 
approx. 9.5 x 9.5 x 9 cm

OfG

10530 
Wooden Dice Set 
Let the dice games begin! This dice set offers 
many different game opportunities. They can 
be used to complete a set when more dice are 
needed or as replacements when other dice are 
missing.
approx. 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm

OhÈ
8 parts

10681 
Giant Wooden Dice Set 
This is one game you´ll want to spill on the floor! 
These large, stable wooden dice offer all kinds 
of fun! Their large size makes them fit well in the 
hand, and the large eyes on the dice are easy to 
read. Rolling dice has never been such fun!
approx. 4 x 4 x 4 cm

OfÈ
5 parts

Extra large

8697 
Giant Dice Game
A maxi-sized fun game for young and old. Fun 
dice game for several people with five large 
wooden dice, a bag and a block for noting the 
results. Popular classic game in the tradition of 
Yahtzee for the whole family. Made in Europe.
Die: approx. 4 x 4 x 4 cm

QhÈ
6 parts

Extra large

TIPTIP
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6251 
Wheel of Fortune
This wheel of fortune is a fantastic accessory for lottery, word games or 
invented games by figures from 1 to 30, letters from A to Z as well as 4 
jokers! The wheel can be twisted safely on its solid wooden stand and the 
single fields are equipped with wooden sticks which make a funny sound 
when touching the "stopper".
approx. 35 x 35 x 40 cm

Pf

2851 
Mikado XXL
A classic return – wooden sticks of 75 cm 
with different colour signals are good for 
training the motor activity senses! Super 
game for the garden, the beach or to be 
used in the house.
Length approx. 75 cm, Ø approx. 1,5 cm

OfÈ
24 parts

2941 
Mikado
41 wooden sticks train the dexterity of 
each player for indoors and outdoors. 
But it is not easier to play with the 
big wooden sticks than with the little 
ones - only dexterous and patient 
hands will succeed!
Length: approx. 50 cm, Ø approx. 1 cm

OfÈ
41 parts

2881 
Nostalgic Mikado
A steady eye and a steady hand 
will help to win! 81 wooden bars 
and coloured marks have trained 
the fine motor skills and patience of 
generations! The bars are kept safely 
in a solid cardboard cylinder during 
the breaks.
Box: approx. 21 cm; Ø approx. 5 cm 
Bar approx. 18cm; Ø approx. 0,3 cm

OÈ
81 parts

7656 
Ghost Tower
A dexterity game for 
fingers and eyes. Who 
can withdraw one or 
several rods from the 
tower without the 
ghosts falling down? 
Furthers concentration 
and fine motor skills!
approx. 20 x 20 x 30 cm

OÈ
58 parts

Extra large
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4734 
Playing Card Shuffler
Electric playing card shuffler made of plastic, 
with two compartments to lay the cards in and 
one where the cards are released. Batteries and 
cards not included.
approx. 21 x 10 x 10 cm 

!

Shuffle like 
Professionals!

11367 
XL Playing Cards
Huge cards for extra-large 
playtime fun! This card 
game in an XL format offers 
entertainment for the whole 
family. With a card set comprised 
of 52 cards and 2 jokers, many 
different card games can be 
played, such as classics like 
poker, skat, and mau mau. The 
robust and sturdy playing cards 
come in a classic design. They´re 
particularly practical for young 
children as well as for older 
adults. 
approx. 21 x 14 cm

QfG
54 parts

11363 
Cards and Dice Game Box
This high-quality wooden box is really something! The game set contains two 
card games and five dice for exciting rounds of cards and dice games. With 
the two 54-card decks, classic games such as skat, mau mau and doppelkopf 
can be played. The lid of the box is lined with green fabric, and is therefore 
ideal as a dice-rolling surface. 
Wooden box approx. 19 x 12 x 4 cm

QfÈ

2931 
Nostalgic Dominoes
Set of 2. All 41 dominoes are made in a classical design and the wooden box 
has a beautiful picture on it.
approx. 17 x 6 x 4 cm

NgÈ
for a set of 2 

3494 
Domino 6 Colours

This domino game comes in a beautiful metal box. The pieces are white and 
have different coloured dots. It is really fun to find the matching pair in this 
game. The dominoes are slightly larger than usual for an easier grab.
Domino piece: approx. 5 x 2.5 x 1 cm
Box: approx. 19 x 11 x 3.5 cm

NgÈ
28 parts

TIP
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6865 
Domino Rallye XXL

Today is domino day! This well-equipped 
wooden game of dominoes with 560 Domino-
pieces and 9 platforms is really something 
special! Brightly colored game pieces can be 
set up in rows with stairs and obstacles. That´s 
how you can really set up a chain reaction. 
These dominoes can easily be stored and 
transported to the next play location with the 
included bag.
Domino pieces: approx. 4.5 x 2 x 0.5 cm

Nf
569 parts

For Mega 
Domino fun!

11402 
Domino Rallye Race

A dominoes classic for both young and old! 
This dominoes game offers playtime fun on all 
fronts. With 480 differently-coloured wooden 
domino pieces, you can build an entire fun-filled 
dominoes obstacle course. The additional 
wooden shapes and stairs increase the difficulty 
level. At the end, a tower with a little bell 
awaits the final domino piece.
Bell tower approx. 9 x 3 x 9.5 cm, domino piece 
approx. 4.5 x 2 x 0.5 cm

Nf
490 parts

4249 
Domino Rallye Frog
A fun-to-play domino game with frogs. Lots of colourful 
wooden tiles and cute frogs can be combined to create an 
exciting game. The small accessories make the track a real 
eye-catcher. The last wooden tile touches the bell and the 
game is over.
Frog: approx. 5 x 3,5 x 0,5 cm; 
mill: approx. 3,5 x 7 x 10 cm 

Nf
100 parts

TIP

TIP
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11691 
XL Tangrams Mosaic Set
Colourful shape-laying fun in a 
big style! With this comprehensive 
wooden mosaic set, you can make 
all kinds of shapes and figures. With 
the 250 differently coloured wooden 
pieces in six geometric shapes, diverse 
and unique patterns can be created. 
This puzzle promotes creativity, trains 
logical as well as spatial thinking, and 
guarantees hours of playtime fun!
Yellow piece approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm; 
Green piece approx. 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm

Nf
250 parts

2412 
Mosaic Box
On 4 cards motifs are shown which have to be copied with the multi-coloured 
plates. But also self designed forms can be created. The wooden toy box 
with sliding lid stores the little elements safely.
approx. 28 x 26 x 4 cm

Nf
94 parts

11357 
Tangram Puzzle Game
Creative playtime fun in a convenient storage box! This brightly coloured 
puzzle game promises hours of fun while simultaneously training logical 
thinking and spatial-visual perception. With the 52 coloured wooden puzzle 
pieces, all kinds of different figures and shapes can be created. Fantasy 
knows no bounds!
Box approx. 15 x 15 x 5 cm

Nf
53 parts

1038 
Mosaic           
This mosaic with its many colours and shapes is a very interesting wooden 
toy. The colourful pieces can be laid one after the other in the wooden 
frame so that a wonderful mosaic emerges afterwards.
approx. 26 x 26 x 2 cm

Nf
80 parts

8019 
Games of Skill
Set of 4. Let the games begin! With these different games of skill, playtime 
fun is pre-programmed - and skill is required! These games are real hits on 
trips and help pass the time.
Approx. 12 x 9 x 1 cm

Pf
for a set of 4 

NEW
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11403 
Tetris Wooden Puzzle
This 114-piece wooden play set offers endless playing 
possibilities. Inspired by the world-reknowned classic computer 
game, the goal is to put together the different geometric 
shapes. Colourful and individual mosaics in countless 
combinations can be made with the various puzzle pieces.
Largest piece, approx. 11 x 2 x 0.5 cm; Smallest piece, 
approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm

Of
114 parts

2934 
Woody Games of Skill

A tricky situation! These wooden games of skill challenges both old 
and young hands and really get the heads brooding. The various 
shapes made of natural wood must be put back together in their 
original form after being deconstructed. Concentration and dexterity 
are required here!
approx. 6,5 x 6,5 x 6,5 cm

Pf

11283 
Wooden Dexterity Games Display
Set of 12. No boredom allowed here! These are loads of fun for 
hobbyists both big and small, because with these six different 
wooden dexterity games, there´s plenty of brain-jogging to 
go around. After disassembling and setting up the games, 
concentration and fine motor skills are needed to bring 
everything back into the correct position and solve the tricky 
tasks. 
Approx. 6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

TIP
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11346 
3D Tetris Cube Puzzle
Spatial imagination will be challenged here! This magical wooden cube 
is comprised of seven pieces shaped like Tetris pieces that have to be 
assembled back into a cube shape. With this thinking puzzle, keen puzzle 
fans will have to demonstrate their concentration and spatial thinking.
Approx. 6 x 6 x 6 cm

Pf
7parts

11142 
Construction Cube Blue-Green
Approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 cm

Ph

10687 
Construction Cube Display 
Set of 12. For tinkerers big and small! 
This partially glaze-painted wooden 
cube is really something special: the 
rubber-band-bound building blocks 
allow you to build the craziest things. 
But who will be the first to put it back 
in its original form?
approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

11143 
Construction Cube Red-Yellow
Approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 cm

Ph

11284 
Colourful Dexterity Games Display
12 pieces. Six different skill games made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood are included in this display. The 
colourful puzzle games have to be brought back to 
their original form after disassembly. They are also a 
great pastime during which concentration and patience 
are trained. 
Approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

 ▪ The simple game principle excites both young and old

 ▪ Long-lasting, captivating gameplay

 ▪ Promotes playful, combinatoric thinking

 ▪ Trains perception, brain performance and a sense of order

 ▪ Suitable as a supplement to a maths lesson

A guarantor of success and  
a cult classic game: Tetris!
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10620 
Owl Family Matryoshka 
What a cute owl family! Four lovingly painted Matryoshka figurines depict 
this family. The owls disappear inside the next largest owl according to size.
approx. 10 x 5 x 5 cm, smallest approx. 4 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

10322 
Wooden Stacking Owls
Do arithmetic with a smooth hand! These finely painted stacking owls made 
of lovingly detailed wood want to go up, up and away. They can be used 
to build pyramids, towers or impossible works of balancing art in various 
formations or according to the numbers. 
Owl: Approx. 7 x 5.5 x 2 cm, rod length: approx. 14cm, Ø approx. 0.8 cm

Of
14 parts

10619 
Penguin Family Matryoshka 
One penguin? Nope, four penguins! These charming Matryoshka figurines are 
always great for a nice surprise. The lovingly painted wooden Papa Penguin 
houses the whole family.
approx. 10 x 5 x 5 cm, least approx. 4 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

5890 
Number Stacking Figures
Who can build the highest tower with 
these colourful wooden figures? The 
wooden figures can be placed on 
their heads or feet.
Box: approx. 38 x 6.5 x 2.5 cm, 
Figure: approx. 5 x 2 x 4.5 cm 

O
10 parts

More stacking games 
in the online-shop!

10621 
Bear Family Matryoshka 
The bears are loose! These four cute Matryoshka figurines can be easily 
stacked inside one another. The wooden dolls are painted in great detail and 
offer great hand-eye coordination practice.
approx. 10 x 5 x 5 cm, 
the smallest approx. 4 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

3422 
Stack-Egg
The funny painted eggs made of polished 
hardwood have to be piled up by means 
of the hats. But it is not that simple! 
Players must train their fine motor skills 
to build the highest tower.
eggs: approx. 4 x 4 x 6 cm; 
hats: approx. 3,5 x 3,5 x 2 cm

Of
12 parts
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10125 
Owl Catching Game Display
Set of 24. This catching game requires concentration 
and patience. Who can manoeuvre this little 
owl into the hollow? Everyone can choose their 
favourite from the four colours. This display is a real 
eyecatcher at the cash desk!
approx. 14 x 4.5 x 3.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

6179 
Kendama
This is one of the oldest games of 
dexterity for the motor activity 
of the hands. The ball, fixed with 
a lace, should be caught into 2 
different sized bowls – but it is not 
very easy. The one who is good in 
mastering this practice could start 
with the "masterpiece": the ball has 
to be "speared"! 
approx. 6 x 4 x 17 cm

Pf

3454 
Kendama Ball-Catching Game
Kendama is the Japanese version of the well 
known game "catch the ball". The two plates 
and the tip can be used to catch the ball – 
there are also official Kendama competitions 
in Japan! Made of natural wood, this Kendama 
trains hand-eye coordination and improves 
reaction speed.
approx. 17 x 6.5 x 5 cm

Pf

3914 
Floating Ball Train Display
12 pieces. A floating ball train is approaching! 
The large chimney keeps the light Styrofoam 
ball floating. The small wooden pipe conveys 
the air through the chimney to the ball which 
floats in the air as if by magic. 
approx. 10 x 3,5 x 7 cm

Pi
for a display 

6409 
Puff Ball
Who is able to put the ball into 
the goal of the opponent and 
could "blow down" an attack? 
Using the drinking straws 
correctly by puffing carefully you 
can win little championships. This 
solid box could be taken along 
very good, in the car, in the house 
or outdoors - everyone would like 
to play with it!
approx. 36 x 24 x 7,5 cm

PfÄ

TIP
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5171 
Climbing Wall XXL
A large version of the popular motor skills game! The foldable climbing wall 
with screw-on legs is ideal for children‘s birthday parties for example. The 
balls are caught in the hinged cloth underneath.
approx. 58 x 103 x 110 cm

N

3355 
Game of Skill Magnetic Maze
Ready, steady, go! Who will be the first to cross the labyrinth? This game 
trains motor skills and concentration. The challenge is to be the first to 
cross the labyrinth, whereby the different lengths of the wooden sticks 
determine the degree of difficulty. Professional players can also play the 
wooden course from the bottom. They then have to play "blindfolded"!
approx. 40 x 17 x 28 cm

Pf:

4603 
Climbing Path
Which ball will make it to the goal? With this wooden game of skill, 
concentration and dexterity are needed! Children must have a strong hold 
on the bands in order to manoeuvre the little wooden ship with the marble 
safely through the colored paths and past the holes. 
Approx. 24 x 20 x 34 cm

Nf

7989 
Climbing Path Africa
Entertaining and exciting game of patience with delightful motifs for training 
the dexterity.
approx. 25 x 13 x 33 cm

Nf
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1512 
Labyrinth
The board is tipped by the control knob and the marble begins to roll. 
Attention: the way is arduous. A traditional game for young and old people 
with patience.
approx. 30 x 25 x 7 cm

Pf

3461 
Marble Labyrinth 
The wooden maze: the challenge for strong nerves and steady hands. 
Compact version with a finish hole in the centre.
approx. 22 x 21 x 5.5 cm

Pf

Further games of skill in the 
online shop and here in the 
catalogue on page 152!

6137 
Magnetic Labyrinth Abstract
This labyrinth under a plexiglas is a great challenge for the fine motor skills. 
A pencil with a strong magnet pulls the small balls in one of the 4 labyrinths 
and has to pass a rotating "distributor", which navigates the balls. The one 
who has a steady hand may navigate up to 3 metal balls to the finish.
approx. 29 x 29 x 2,5 cm

Nf:

11229 
Labyrinth Race Track
It´s not so easy to safely manoeuvre these marbles along the race track! 
Dexterity is required for this game in order to get the metal marbles safely 
to their end destination. The rotating knobs tilt and turn the floor, but be 
careful: the small metal balls can´t fall into the holes! 
Approx. 35 x 30 x 8 cm

Pf

2879 
Ball Game Planets

Try and manoeuvre the metal balls past all the planets and score 5000 
points by reaching Pluto. A brilliant way to train motor skills and hand-to-
eye coordination.
approx. 52 x 19 x 8 cm

Pf

2877 
Table Bowling

Bowling fun for the whole family. If you want to bring this great game 
pleasure home, you have made the perfect choice with this noble 
beechwood board. The metal cones are placed on the lacquered game board, 
the ball is placed in the slot lane and released.
approx. 30 x 10 x 4 cm

Pf
12 parts

TIPTIP
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10584 
Magnetic Labyrinth Animals Display 
Set of 12. Perfect for on-the-go! These cute little animals made of varnished 
and laminated wood are hiding magnetic beads that are meant to be led 
through the labyrinth. And here´s what´s really practical: the magnetic 
wand is always at hand thanks to the short cord attached to it. 
approx. 14 x 12 x 1.5 cm

Ni:
for a display 

3925 
Magnetic Labyrinth Display 
Set of 12. These super mini labyrinth games are ideal for long trips in the 
car or on the train. The small magnetic balls are moved through the wooden 
labyrinth with a small magnet attached to a string. The surface is available 
in three colourful versions and is painted with colourful animal motifs. The 
display is made of natural-coloured cardboard and is a great eye-catcher on 
the cash desk.
approx. 12 x 12 x 1 cm 

Ni:
for a display 

10692 
Small Wooden Labyrinth Display 
Set of 12. A real evergreen! This wooden labyrinth with the small balls is 
continuously a hit. The small balls must be skilfuly navigated into the holes. 
approx. 12 x 12 x 2.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

11021 
Patience Ball Game Display
Set of 24. Four different motifs and six metal balls 
guarantee fun while training patience. The game made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood also trains motor skills and 
dexterity. A real eyecatcher at the cash desk!
Height approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Pi
for a display 
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11744 
Patience Ball Game Animals

Dexterity in a small format! With this ball game made of wood in a set of 
6, you´ll need concentration and patience to get the little balls in their 
slots using skillful back-and-forth movements. The child-friendly, brightly 
coloured animal motifs like the lion, zebra, giraffe, and others make this 
playtime fun complete. 

N
for a set of 6 

11745 
Wind-Up Hopping Animals

Silly wind-up fun with the owl, the dog, the cat, and their 
friends! Winding up the small wheels on the sides is as 
easy as child´s play, and then the animals with wooden 
heads start jumping around in motion. They´re brightly 
coloured and child-friendly little animals in a set of five 
for huge fun for young animal fans!
approx. 4 x 4 x 5 cm

N
for a set of 5 

11768 
Castanets Sea Creatures

Clickity-clack from the sea! You can make great clapping sounds with these 
castanets in a cute sea creatures look. The jellyfish, fish, and sea turtles 
impart a sense of rhythm and beat as child-friendly musical instruments and 
provide loads of fun in the nursery. 
Castanet approx. 7 x 5 x 4.5 cm

N
for a set of 6 

11746 
Mini Kaleidoscope

Discover the world! With these colourful wooden kaleidoscopes in a set 
of 5, children can observe their surroundings in an extraordinary way. 
When looking through them, different patterns appear in dazzling colours. 
Whether on-the-go or at home, these prisms provide constant playtime fun 
for both young and old.
length approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

N
for a set of 5 

11747 
Animals Mini-Compass

With these compasses in a set of 6, young explorers can learn the cardinal 
directions and how to orient themselves in nature. Each compass in the form 
of a cute animal figurine can be attached to a key chain or backpack thanks 
to the cord so that children can always have the duck, the ladybird, or the 
frog with them. This will make every stroll an exciting tour of discovery!
Compass approx. 4 x 4 x 2 cm

N:
for a set of 6 

Ideal guest gifts for children´s parties!

Optimal for re-dispatch at low freight charges: measurement outer carton max. 35 x 25 x 5 cm, weight under 500 g.

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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11347 
Wooden Animal Yo-Yos Display
Set of 24. Let those yo-yos spin! With the cute animal 
motifs, the playtime fun is pre-programmed here. Just 
slip your finger through the loop, and the fun starts! 
With these yo-yos, children can playfully train their 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Height approx. 3.5 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Qi
for a display 

1252 
Wooden Yo-yos Display
12 pieces. "Roll it" - this is it! These funny 
wooden yo-yo´s with great motifs roll really 
well while encouraging the fine motor skills. 
Here concentration is required in order to 
practice the best yo-yo tricks.
Height approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

Qi
for a display 

2935 
Yo-yos "Yellow & Red"
These fascinating toys for the movement are made of coloured varnished 
wood! Trains motor skills.
Height approx. 3,5 cm; Ø approx. 5,5 cm 

Qg
for a set of 8 

6129 
Wooden Chest "Gimmickry"
Little treasures can be stored securely and "pilferers" loose their patience 
- only the one who knows the trick can open the chest and take out the 
content! Incl. a little die, a "pearl" and a little bag made of "gold".
approx. 7 x 10 x 5 cm

Rg

7068 
Magic Flapper
The wooden tiles flap and clatter all around here. When the topmost tile 
is held, the next one clatters down. It´s a great game for training logical 
thinking. 
Approx. 40 x 5 x 1.5 cm

Ng
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10035 
Colourful Wooden Spinning Top Display
Set of 36. Six different spinning tops made of wood can be spun around for lots of fun. Make the 
pretty ladybird, flower, fish, frog, lion and bee spin and twirl. The spinning tops are easy to hold 
by the wooden peg and spin on the wooden tip.
Frog spinning top approx. 4.5 x 4 x 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

1730 
Wooden Spinning Top Striped

One of the most popular classic wooden toy! These colourful spinning tops 
provide a lot of fun in the children´s room, training at the same time the fine 
motor skills! After getting the spinning tops started, they turn smoothly and 
fascinate people of all ages with their play of colours.
height: approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Nf
for a set of 6 

1985 
Wooden Spinning Tops
Delightful motifs for training the fine motor skills of the fingers!
height: approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

N
for a set of 6 

7597 
Spinning Wooden Tops UFO
6 highly colourful spinning tops containing little wooden beadlets take your 
eyes on a roller-coaster ride.
Height approx. 4.5 cm; Ø approx. 5 cm 

Ng
for a set of 6 

6138 
Spinning Top Clown

These wooden spinning tops with clown faces are lacquered in both coloured 
and clear lacquer and are a real challenge for motor skills of the fingers! 
When these tops are spinning, children´s eyes are beaming!
Height approx. 5 cm; Ø approx. 3.5 cm

N
for a set of 6 

TIP

TIP
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7924 
Dancing Animals Africa

Now it´s getting wiggly! Pushing the base of this toy 
causes these happy African animals to come to life. 
They can make lots of crazy movements, and no two 
movements are alike depending on how and where 
the base is pressed. It´s huge wobbly fun for playing, 
collecting and gift-giving!
Height approx. 11 cm; 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ng
for a set of 6 

Press figures in Christmas 
look: Art. 11463, p. 454 and 
for Easter Art. 11649, p. 165.

11135 
Dancing Lion
Height approx. 11 cm, 
Ø 4.5 cm

Nh

11134 
Dancing Giraffe
height approx. 11 cm, 
Ø 4.5 cm

Nh

11137 
Dancing Hippo
height approx. 11 cm,
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Nh

11136 
Dancing Elephant
height approx. 11 cm, 
Ø 4.5 cm

Nh

11119 
Dancing Wild Animals Display
6 pieces. Let´s move! Racoon, fox and elk are just waiting on their wooden pedestal 
that elephant, zebra and monkey start the dance! It´s easy, you just need to press 
under the pedestal and they will start moving so crazily and in a really funny way! 
These press animals are beloved and really sought-after products, also thanks to 
their colourful design. They fits therefore also as decoration or as collector´s items.
Press animal, height: ca. 12cm, Ø ca. 4,5 cm

Ni
for a display 

TIP
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11157 
Dancing Dog
Height approx. 9 cm, 
Ø ca. 4,5 cm

Nh

11156 
Dancing Pig
Height approx. 9 cm, 
Ø ca. 4,5 cm

Nh

10690 
Dancing Farm Animals Display 
Set of 12. Fun at the push of a button! These cute 
farm animals made of smoothed and polished wood 
are standing around on the pedestal for a good 
reason: there´s a button hidden underneath that 
unleashes tons of wiggling fun when it´s pressed.
horse approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 11 cm, dog 
approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 9 cm

Ni
for a display 

11154 
Dancing Cow
Height approx. 9 cm, 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Nh

11199 
Dancing Donkey
Height approx. 11 cm, 
Ø 4.5 cm

Nh

11155 
Dancing Horse
Height approx. 11 cm, 
Ø 4.5 cm

Nh
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11770 
Dancing Sea Animals 
Display
Set of 12. A wiggly underwater 
world! The crab, lobster, turtle, and 
jellyfish - all made of wood - are 
waiting to wobble. As soon as 
the button under their pedestal 
is pressed, they come to life 
and amuse both young and old! 
Perfect for young, aspiring ocean 
researchers!
lobster approx. 10 x 7.5 x 7 cm; 
Turtle approx. 8 x 4.5 x 7.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10703 
Dancing Crawling Animals 
Display 
Set of 12. We´ve got some fidgety creatures 
here! These funny crawling animals made of 
painted wood dance about crazily when the 
button under their pedestal is pushed. Their 
unpredictable dance moves provide lots of 
exhilaration and fun!
scorpion approx. 10 x 4 x 9 cm, crab 
approx. 6 x 4.5 x 8 cm

Ni
for a display 

11145 
Dancing Crab
Approx. 6 x 4.5 x 8 cm

Nh

11144 
Dancing Scorpion

Nh

10467 
Dancing Pirates Display
Set of 12. These colourful pirates dance like 
madmen when the underside of their pedestal is 
pressed. When you let go, they all return to their 
starting positions. Everyone can pick 
their favorite figure!
Height: approx. 13cm, 
Ø approx. 10.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

NEW
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7228 
Dancing Animals Set
What a bunch of wiggling fun! When the button on the base is 
pressed, these dancing animals come to life. Pressing the button 
with various amounts of pressure makes the animals do different 
crazy movements. A hit with both young and old!
height: approx. 18 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

N
for a set of 8 

7226 
Dancing Animals Meadow
Lots of crazy movements with these dancing 
animals! The set consists of 3 dancing animals. 
Wooden beetles, bees and ants promise a 
lot of fun in the children´s room! By pressing 
under the pedestal, these meadow dwellers 
start funny dancing moves! 
approx. 8 x 4.5 x 11 cm

Ng
for a set of 3 

2648 
Dancing Giraffes "Alfis"
They will always make funny movements 
by being pushed in different strengths!
height: approx. 18 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

Ng
for a set of 3 

10576 
Dancing Caterpillar Display 
Set of 12. Who´s hopping around there? These cute caterpillars wiggle 
around when the button on the base is pressed. The lovingly painted 
wooden animals with the colourful rings are real eye-catchers. 
Height approx. 10 cm, Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11649 
Display Easter Dancing Figurines 

Set of 12. Fun at the press of a button! Cute chicks and hares are hiding in 
this display and waiting their button to be pressed. When the button under 
their pedestal is pressed, the fun begins, and the animals start to wiggle 
around. 
Hare approx. 5 x 8 x 10 cm, chick approx. 5 x 7 x 10 cm

Ni
for a display 

NEW
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3915 
Pull-back Animals Display
Set of 6. These colourful animals zoom 
around the playroom on four rubber-
coated wheels with a pull-back 
motor. The natural-coloured 
sales display looks great on all 
counters and the small pull-back 
action animals are a great gift.
approx. 11 x 4,5 x 5 cm

Ci,
for a display 

11148 
Elephant Pull-Back Vehicle
Approx. 11 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ch,

11149 
Giraffe Pull-Back Vehicle
Approx. 11 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ch,

11151 
Pig Pull-Back Vehicle
Approx. 11 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ch,

11152 
Sheep Pull-Back Vehicle
Approx. 11 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ch,

10835 
Happy Pull-back Animals Display
8 pieces. 3 - 2 - 1 - Go! The turtle, the 
hedgehog, the frog, and the crocodile have 
gone to the races. These naturally finished 
pull-back animals are stable racers made of 
wood and felt. With rubber-finished wheels, a 
solid grip on a smooth surface and a fast start 
are ensured.
approx. 7 x 5 x 5 cm

Ci,
for a display 
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3212 
Wooden Jumping Animals Display
Set of 16. Funny jumping animals for out and about! These colourful and 
finely sanded wooden animals have soft fabric ears and plastic feet. If 
the knob on the side of the animals is wound up, they jump around. Four 
different versions are contained in a sales-promoting display.
approx. 4 x 4 x 6 cm

Ni
for a display 

Winding figures in 
Christmas design: 
Art. 11468, p. 454.

11745 
Wind-Up Hopping Animals

Silly wind-up fun with the owl, the dog, the cat, and their friends! Winding 
up the small wheels on the sides is as easy as child´s play, and then the 
animals with wooden heads start jumping around in motion. They´re brightly 
coloured and child-friendly little animals in a set of five for huge fun for 
young animal fans!
approx. 4 x 4 x 5 cm

N
for a set of 5 

10702 
Hopping Monsters Display 
Set of 12. The crazy monsters are loose! These silly wooden creatures are 
lovingly painted and speed away as soon as their little knobs are wound up. 
approx. 4 x 3 x 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11046 
Wind-Up Robots Display 
Set of 12. Attention, the robots are loose! These fun, 
colorful fellows made of FSC® 100%-certified wood go their 
own way after they´re wound up. The arms can move and 
are attached to the wooden body with rubber bands. Each 
of the three wooden figurines is printed with their own 
individual pattern. No two are alike. 
figure height approx. 9.5cm; Ø approx. 4 cm

Ni
for a display 

10689 
Flexible Wild Animals Wooden 
Figures Display 
Set of 12. These animals made of smooth, 
polished, and painted wood can bend their 
appendages in all sorts of silly ways.
elephant approx. 13 x 4 x 6 cm, giraffe 
approx. 5 x 2.5 x 14 cm

Ni
for a display 

10128 
Flexible Wooden Animal figures Display
Set of 12. Here lions, frogs and bears can move their bodies in all directions. 
They can therefore stand up, sit and lie down. A great birthday gift and a 
real eyecatcher at the cash desk.
approx. 11 x 9.5 x 3.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

NEW
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7558 
Colourful Racetrack 

The "Formula 1" of cascading towers - this racetrack made of colorful wood! 
The four small, colorful cars race down the stable wooden racetrack and 
perform funny somersaults along the way. 
approx. 25 x 10 x 29 cm

If
5 cars, 1 racetrack.

1793 
Crocodile Race Track       
Let´s get going! On this cool designed wooden course in the style of a 
marble run it goes fast. The colourfully painted track with the biting 
crocodile heads invites you to lay the wooden cars down and let them zoom 
away again and again. The included four cars turn over at each end of the 
rail so that they continue upside down on the rail underneath.
approx. 26 x 8 x 34 cm

If
4 cars, 1 racetrack.

2484 
Marble Run Giant

Made out of finely manufactured solid wood, this large marble run brings 
movement to the fun! Brightly coloured balls, a car, a spinning disc, and 
a barrel with a bell inside roll down the tracks with lots of ringing and 
clattering! 
approx. 74 x 34 x 70 cm

N
3 marbles, 1 car, 1 roterdisc, 1 
roller, 1 marble run.

Made of robust 
beechwood!

2685 
Marble Run Click Clack
This cascade tower made of 
2 pluggable elements, with 6 
levels each, is a pleasure for 
hands, eyes and ears of our 
little ones. 2 trains with 5 limbs 
dash down the track which can 
also be extended upwards.
approx. 36 x 10 x 72 cm

N
3 car trains, 1 racetrack.

Extendable with 
further elements of 
the same article!

TIP

TIP
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10601 
Hammering Marble Run Rallye

The Formula 1 of hammering benches! With the steep ramps and the racing 
stripes on the side, every descent will be a race to the finish. The marbles 
are sent on their way with the robust hammer. 
approx. 30 x 10 x 29 cm

If
2 marbles, 1 
car, 1 hammer, 1 
marble run.

7871 
Cascading Tower 
"Zip-Zap"
A race for eyes and 
ears! The little cars 
dash down the track 
with a funny click-clack 
sound!
approx. 12 x 9,5 x 37 cm

If
2 cars, 1 cascade tower.

11361 
Race Track with Parking Level and Garages

The four wooden cars are waiting to race down the differently coloured 
racetrack. From the parking deck two racing cars can start parallel. At the 
petrol station, it´s time for a pit stop and in the three garages the cars can 
be parked after the race.
Approx. 36 x 12 x 36 cm; Cars approx. 4 x 3 x 1.5 cm

If
4 cars, 1 racetrack, 2 
parking decks.

11195 
Compact Marble Run
It´s really going around here! This wooden marble run is a real fun factor in 
a small size. The four robust wooden balls speed their way down the colored 
plastic runs and are then set up at the starting position again.
approx. 36 x 10 x 35 cm; ball Ø approx. 4.5 cm

If
4 balls, 1 marble run

10602 
Racetrack with Parking Level 

Now the race is really heating up! These wooden race cars streak down 
the ramps and perform breathtaking somersaults from level to level. This 
wooden racetrack has a stable base and 
is well-equipped for the children´s room. 
Ready, set, go! 
approx. 22 x 10 x 26 cm

If
4 cars, 1 racetrack, 
1 parking deck

TIP

TIP

TIP
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1187 
Marble Run Sounds
This marble run is a true 
sound experience! Once the 
glass marble is plugged 
into the red wooden ball, 
the melody will take its 
course. It will fall on the 
colourful fan-shaped wings 
made of wood, which 
have different sizes and 
different sounds. From 
top to bottom, the tone 
will get darker. A toy that 
delights children!
Height approx. 37 cm, 
Ø approx. 16 cm 

Nf
4 marbles, 1 marble run.

6871 
Marble Run Melody
A sound dream is this marble 
track system! Let the glass 
marbles roll individually or 
in a column on the leaves, so 
that every leaf will make a 
different sound. The leaves 
are made of stained plywood, 
accurately fitted into the trunk 
of solid wood. The marbles 
will be collected in the stable 
framework.
approx. 25 x 25 x 72 cm

N
4 marbles, 1 marble run.

4533 
Marbles
In demand from all sides! Glass marbles in different 
sizes and colours. Popular classics for playing, 
trading, and admiring. Two bags with 40 pieces 
each. Who´s got the loveliest marble? 
Ø approx. 16 – 25 mm

N
81 marbles.

1530 
Marble Run Building 
Blocks
High quality crafted building 
blocks, brightly painted 
and natural, offer little 
architects plenty of creative 
scope for their ideas! When 
the blocks are stacked, the 
marbles can roll down the 
track - motor skills, spatial 
thinking and logic are 
trained in a playful way.
approx. 55 x 31 x 40 cm

Nf
54 parts
48 assembly parts, 6 marbles.

More marble runs in 
the online-shop!

1503 
Marble Run
On your marbles, get 
set, go! Assembling this 
brightly coloured marble 
run trains the youngest 
kids´ motor skills. There´s 
no limit to their creativity 
here. Whether it´s a flat 
or a steeply elevated 
construction - young, 
aspiring architects can let 
their imaginations run wild. 
They can also have contests 
with the scoreboard! Who 
can get the most points?
approx. 42 x 42 x 52 cm

Nf
80 parts
60 assembly parts, 20 marbles.

TIPTIP
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9544 
Marble Run "Level 1"
Here, little and grown up engineers can 
assemble a super marble track. There are 
metal rods and flexible plastic tubes leading 
to a fast descent. The balls are transported 
back up through the battery-operated 
elevator and they´re ready for another round 
full of looping, serpentine and spiral tunnels: 
a huge fun factor! Batteries not included.
approx. 50 x 18 x 24 cm

Z!
146 parts
142 assembly parts, 4 marbles.

6732 
Marble Run 
"Extreme"
This toy is great fun for both 
young and old. A massive 
marble run with loops, fast 
curves, spiraling ramps and 
super-fast run descents awaits. 
Thanks to an electronically-
operated lift for the balls and 
a set-up time of 17 hours, it is 
great fun for every tinkerer. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 79 x 33 x 50 cm

Zf!
1.590 parts
1.578 assembly parts, 12 marbles.

9810 
Marble Run "Venus"
Space-rail marble run with neon effect. The completely free customizable 
railway glows in the dark and allows amazing manoeuvering with the 
enclosed iron spheres. 
Setting-up time: approx. 4 hours. Batteries not included.
approx. 60 x 18 x 36 cm

Zf!
193 parts
191 assembly parts, 2 marbles.

6653 
Marble Run "Labyrinth"
This track with 4 loopings, long serpentines, a long tunnel and fantastic 
curves will be the next challenge! Time to assemble: approx. 4 hours. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 30 x 72 x 36 cm

Z!
503 parts
499 assembly parts, 4 marbles.

Length of the track: 26 m
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11773 
Table Football Champion 
There´s the starting whistle! The 
living room will turn into a ball sport 
arena with this football table. Once 
the ball is quickly tossed onto the 
field, the exciting game can begin. 
The manual goal counters keep track 
of the score. With table football, 
concentration, skill, and hand-eye 
coordination are needed. With four 
rods per side, two players per team 
can easily play. Incl. two balls. 
Approx. 92 x 84 x 19 cm

P

6707 
Table Soccer 
This little table football is 
an amusing activity and a 
playful training for the fine 
motor skills and the hand-eye 
coordination! Each team has 
6 kickers. Fantastic games 
on the table will arouse the 
enthusiasm of everyone! Also 
suitable for travelling, the little 
break in the office, quick games 
for in between or every party 
tournament! Including 2 balls.
approx. 51 x 50 x 10 cm

Pf

Incl. 2 balls!

6702 
Table-Football Nature 
Playing table-football anywhere! The sturdy table-football can be placed 
on each table and let large and small table-football fans get one´s money´s 
worth. The nine players per team carry two enclosed balls with pressure 
into the opposite goal. The fast-paced game trains hand-eye coordination 
and brings a lot of fun - this is table-football how it should be!
approx. 70 x 55 x 25 cm

Pf

1537 
Table Football Junior
This table-soccer offers a perfect training opportunity of dexterity skills! 
This toy is made of multicoloured and clear varnished wood, only the game 
rods are made of plastic. The goals are indicated on the counting chart. 
Including 2 balls.
approx. 70 x 60 x 15 cm

P

Room for 2 players 
per team!

NEW
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10248 
Table Football Soccer 
This table football can be transported and 
played on any table. With the three small balls 
the fast and furious football game can begin. 
This game requires a great deal of concentration 
and dexterity.
approx. 69 x 63 x 20 cm

P

9908 
Table Football Stadium
This is a professional product! Stable football table that does nothing bad 
but a lot of fun. Stable and well processed, it‘ll make you feel like in the 
next world championship. Kick-off!
approx. 116 x 61 x 81 cm, play height 77 cm

Qd

4245 
Table Football Magnet 
This table football is ideal for out and about. Four players can compete in 
a fast-paced game. The ball is thrown in through the plastic disc and the 
wooden figures are firmly attached to the panel with a magnet. The ball 
can then be manoeuvred into the opponents´ goal. Nets stop the ball from 
falling off.
approx. 45 x 30 x 7,5 cm

Pf:

3481 
Dartboard Hook and Loop
Game of darts anyone? Darts is a great game for the whole family. The balls 
and arrows are covered in hook and loop fabric and stick to the board. With 
some momentum and a keen eye the high scores can be targeted. Who will 
have the most points at the end of the game?
Height: approx. 1 cm, Ø approx. 37 cm

Ph

2836 
Dartboard Sport

Darts requires a great deal of concentration and dexterity. This dart board is 
really well designed! The magnetic arrows hold the darts on the board with 
their flat magnets. A great game for the whole family.
height: approx. 2,5 cm, Ø approx. 46 cm

Pf:

TIP
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11774 
Air Hockey Champion

Speed hockey is popular! With this compact air hockey table topper, you´ll need skill and speed. A strong 12V 
blower pushes air upward through the numerous small holes which then allows the air hockey puck to glide 
smoothly over the game field. The felt bottoms of the pushers prevent the game surface from being scratched 
and the 220-240V power connection provides extra power!
Approx. 76 x 39 x 9.5 cm

P

9878 
Air Hockey

Set up the game on the table and 
let the game begin. The disc glides 
easily across the field lifted by the 
air blown up from below. A quick and 
exciting game for 2 persons. This 
game makes your heart beat faster, 
turns you into a nervous wreck, 
your hands become clammy – in a 
nutshell: IT’S ABSOLUTE MADNESS!
approx. 108 x 52 x 24 cm

Pe

6705 
Air Hockey Table
This air hockey table guarantees fast-paced games in a small space! A fan 
operated with eight AA batteries give the pucks lift, allowing them to zoom 
over the court! This game trains motor skills and hand-eye coordination 
perfectly and finely. Batteries not included.
approx. 57 x 31 x 10 cm

Pf! Extra space saving!

10249 
Air Hockey Table Top
This air hockey can be transported and played on any table. It is supplied 
with power from a socket and the air is discharged through the holes on 
the surface. The pucks hover above the smooth surface and the players can 
start to collect points. With 220-240V connection.
Approx. 75 x 41 x 20 cm

P

NEW

TIP
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11278 
9-in-1 Multifunctional Table
This game table is 9 times the fun! The playing surface can be switched 
out however one wants so that there are all kinds of playtime possibilities. 
Thanks to the short legs, this table can be easily set on top of a normal 
table. There are a total of five different play surfaces: a billiards surface 
with wooden cues and balls, a ping-pong surface with paddles and a ball, an 
air hockey/curling surface with a points slider for keeping score, a bowling 
lane and a game board with chess, checkers/draughts and backgammon. A 
card game rounds out this versatile games set.
approx. 92 x 51 x 21 cm

Pe

11279 
4-in-1 Multifunctional Table
This multifunctional game table comes with four games! Thanks to its 
interchangeable game surfaces, it can be easily transformed from a billiards 
table to a ping-pong table, an air hockey table or a football table. The 
included cues are made of wood and can be chalked up with the included 
chalk. Two plastic paddles and a ball go with the ping-pong table. For the air 
hockey game, the score can be kept with the sliding points counter. 
approx. 79 x 47 x 80 cm, playing height: approx. 79 cm

Qe

9913 
Air Hockey Pro
Exciting and gripping matches are guaranteed 
with this Air Hockey! The puck is hovering over 
the court by rising air coming out of tiny holes 
in the surface. A good hand to eye coordination 
is required from all players. Ready, airy, GO!!! 
approx. 160 x 76 x 80 cm, play height 
approx. 78 cm

Qd
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11793 
Foldable Billiards 
Table
Billiards fun for your home! 
Equipped with two cues, 16 
balls, a triangle, and two 
pieces of cue chalk, this mobile 
billiards set isn´t lacking 
anything needed for exciting 
games. The foldable legs which 
allow for easy transport and 
space-saving stowage of the 
game table are particularly 
practical. 
Approx. 113 x 54 x 79 cm; 
playing height approx. 79 cm

Q

6703 
Table Billiard compact

A good and playful training of the fine motor skills and the hand-to-eye-
coordination is this small pool table! Including 2 cues, balls, triangle and 
chalk. Exciting games are guaranteed.
approx. 52 x 31 x 9 cm

P

6706 
Table Billiard Maxi
This little pool table is an amusing activity and a playful training for the 
fine motor skills and the hand-eye coordination! You will have fantastic 
games on the table with 2 cues (approx. 66 cm), balls, triangle and chalk! 
Super suitable for travelling, the little break in the office, quick games for in 
between or every party tournament!
approx. 70 x 36 x 23 cm 

P

4039 
Table Billiard with accessories 
A great luxury pool table with everything 
included! Two wooden cues, beautiful balls 
correctly weighted, a triangle for aligning and 
even the right cue chalk that 
gives the play a real club 
feeling! The stable, green 
fabric covered table is ideal 
for ambitious young players 
or for occasional games.
approx. 93 x 55 x 20 cm

Pe

NEW

TIP
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Music and Sound
Musical Instruments · Music Boxes

#bloggersrecommendation

"We are so impressed by the beautiful wooden musical  
instruments from small foot - our children love to play with them and make music! 
And the design is simply delightful!"

11117
Xylophone "Sound" - p. 178

11507
Musical Triangle "Sound" - p. 179

11508
Children‘s Drum "Sound" - p.178
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11117 
Xylophone "Sound" 
Children will gain their first experiences in the world of 
sounds with this brightly coloured xylophone made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood. They will also be encouraged to keep 
trying out new melodies. The xylophone comes with a sheet of 
music for learning a piece of music, whereby the notes and the 
corresponding bars are marked in identical colours. 
ca. 26 x 10.5 x 4.5 cm

If

10382 
Guitar "Sound"
This guitar is an essential 
instrument in all music 
rooms! In white with small, 
colourful highlights, this 
jewel is a must for all young 
music lovers.
approx. 53 x 17 x 5.5 cm

Nf

10386 
Recorder "Sound"
Ideal for recorder players – this recorder is a real eyecatcher! Children can 
learn to play the musical scale with this musical instrument and develop 
their sense of rhythm automatically.
Recorder: Length: approx. 32 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

Nh

11116 
Piano "Sound"
It´s going to get musical in the children´s room. This colourful electronic wooden 
piano will draw everybody´s attention thanks to the quality of its sound and its 
clear tones. The piano comes with a sheet of music for learning a piece of music, 
with the notes and the corresponding keys marked in identical colours. Batteries not 
included.
approx. 33 x 25 x 30 cm

Nf!

11508 
Children´s Drum "Sound"
Let´s get drumming! With this children´s drum in a stylish design 
from the "Sound" product group, young musicians can playfully 
demonstrate their rhythmic skills at a moderate volume. With the 
two stable "drumheads" and the drumsticks made of solid wood, 
this many-coloured drum is the perfect addition for early musical 
education in the kindergarten or for the "orchestra" at home!
Drum height approx. 12 cm, Ø approx. 17 cm; Drumstick length: 
approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

Nf

Electronic piano with 
excellent sound quality!
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11496 
Musical Bars "Sound"
Who can show off their sense of rhythm? With these musical 
bars made of robust, solid wood, young musicians can playfully 
learn their first rhythms and beats. With this, the wooden music 
bars in a cheerful "Sound" design contribute to children´s early 
musical education. They are ideal for collective music-making in 
kindergartens, in schools or in the nursery.
Approx. 18 cm, Ø ca. 1.5 cm

Nh

10385 
Music Table "Sound"
This colourful music table encourages children to play music. Children 
can learn to play the musical scale and develop their sense of rhythm 
automatically.
Table: approx. 44 x 23 x 25 cm, 
sticks: approx. 20 x 1.5 cm

Nf

10383 
Music Set "Sound"
This "Sound" set is ideal for a musical performance in the playroom. 
Six different instruments with individual sounds. With a rattle, bells, 
xylophone, tambourine and triangle, every member of the band will 
find the right instrument.
Xylophone: approx. 26 x 17 x 2 cm, egg: Length: approx. 7.5cm, 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Nf
8 parts

10384 
Bells Ring "Sound"
Set of 2. Both hand bells set the beat. The handles are made of 
wood and are pleasant and easy for children to hold. The sense 
of rhythm is automatically trained.
bells ring: approx. 14 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm

Nf

11507 
Musical Triangle 
"Sound"
Music and tones make you 
happy! This brightly coloured 
musical triangle made of wood 
offers children all kinds of 
possibilities on its three sides 
to make music and tones. 
Whether it´s the rattle, 
the bells, the drum or the 
mini-xylophone, there´s 
the right instrument for 
everyone here! It´s a 
versatile "Sound" set that 
trains children´s sense of 
hearing, noise distinction, 
fine motor skills and a 
sense of rhythm.
approx. 14 x 14 x 19 cm

If
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11694 
Bells Carousel

Make music according to colours! This Bells Carousel with eight 
colour-coded bells provides dynamics in a child´s early musical 
education. The wheel of bells tuned to the notes of C, D, E, F, G, 
A, B, and C can be either set on the stand or held in the hand. 
Individual tones can be played with the mallet - and whoever 
wants to play the whole scale can hold the mallet against the bells 
while the circle of bells turns. 
Bells Ring height approx. 7 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm; Mallet length: 
approx. 17 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

Nf

11693 
Handbells Set

Now here´s something for your ears! These eight colour-coded bells with notes stickers are tuned to the notes 
of C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. An included sheet of music with eight different songs guides young musicians, and is also 
suited for music beginners and younger children thanks to the depiction of the notes in various colours. It´s a 
music set which promotes the development of rhythmic and acoustic skills as well as physicsl coordination. 
Length approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 7.5 cm

Nf
8 parts

 ▪ Stimulates the sense of hearing and acoustic perception skills

 ▪ Connects hearing with movement, coordination, feeling, touching, and seeing

 ▪ Imparts a sense of rhythm

 ▪ Trains motor skills and memory

 ▪ Promotes the development of confidence and social skills when making music in a group

 ▪ Children©s instruments as an ideal precursor step to more complex instruments

Music and Sound Instruments - They make the world of 
sounds so valuable for children:

NEW

NEW
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10725 
Guitar Little Fox 
Attention all musicians! You´ll all 
be stars on the stage with this 
guitar with the fox design. You 
can really rock the children´s 
room with it!
approx. 53 x 17 x 6.5 cm

Nf

10723 
Maracas Little Fox 
A real Caribbean feeling! These wooden rhythm instruments are ideal for 
music beginners. With a little effort, you´ll hear the first sounds come out of 
them. Children become curious and start trying out their first rhythms.
Length approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Cf

10722 
Recorder Little Fox 
Fox, you stole the goose! Recorders offer a great introduction into early 
musical development. Scales can be played up and down with them. With a 
little practice, the first tones can be put together to make songs.
Length approx. 33 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf

10724 
Piano Little Fox 
On your keys, get set, go! This colourful toy 
piano with a fox design is just the thing for 
young musicians. With it, they´ll collect their first 
experiences in the world of music.
approx. 33 x 25 x 29 cm

Nf

10721 
Tambourine Little Fox 
There´s music in the air! This tambourine really brings the rhythm and makes 
everyone dance. The cool fox design makes it a real eye-catcher, too.
Height approx. 4.5 cm, Ø approx. 18 cm

Nf



 
NEW

NEW
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11685 
Pastel Music Set

This musical instrument set comprised of a guitar, a xylophone, and a drum in delicate pastel 
colours provides all kinds of musical fun. The three attractively designed instruments will not only 
turn the nursery into a concert hall, but are also real eye-catchers!
Guitar approx. 54 x 16 x 6 cm; Drum height: approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 18 cm

Nf
3 parts

11750 Available as of 10/2020 
Ukulele
Making music just like the 
grown-ups - It´s easy as 
child´s play with this wooden 
children´s ukulele! This robust 
and lightweight instrument has 
an ideal size for children, and 
the four nylon strings that can 
be tuned are particularly safe 
and easy on small hands. When 
making exotic musical sounds, 
creativity knows no bounds! With 
sheet of music.
Approx. 44 x 14 x 4 cm

Nf

3307 
Guitar Nature
Let´s make music! The world 
of tones can be explored with 
this classic acoustic guitar in 
a beautiful design. Six nylon 
strings to be tightened and a 
plectrum make this toy similar 
to a real "grown-up" musical 
instrument.
approx. 65 x 22 x 5.5 cm

Nf

NEW

NEW
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7160 
Guitar
The absolute must for 
all music lovers is this 
guitar, with which even 
the youngest children 
can demonstrate their 
musical talent and give 
their first concerts. 
Plucking and stroking 
the metal strings 
exercises the sense 
of rhythm and tact. 
The ideal first musical 
instrument!
approx. 53 x 17 x 5 cm

Nf

2415 
Ukulele pink
Multi-coloured version 
of the big selling guitar 
makes the hearts of 
little Rock "n" Roll lovers 
beat faster! 4 metal 
strings for tensing arouse 
the interest in playing 
instruments and music.
approx. 53 x 17 x 5,5 cm

Nf

3306 
Guitar red
This good seller of our 
musical toys now lacquered 
in bright red makes young 
rocker hearts leap for 
joy! 6 plastic strings and 
a plectrum arouse the 
interest in instruments and 
music.
approx. 53 x 17 x 5,5 cm

Nf

3302 
E-Guitar red

This cool electrical guitar made of solid timber 
includes 6 metal strings! The volume of the speaker 
can be adjusted using the 10 step volume control. 
An amplifier can also be connected to the fitted 
socket for a better sound quality. Like on a real 
guitar the strings are mounted on metal leads. This 
really rocking item runs with a 9 V E-block-battery 
(not included). Plectrum and nylon shoulder strap 
are included.
approx. 77 x 24 x 5 cm

N!

7027 
Violin Classic
A classic violin for musical 
children. Comprising a 
black bow with plastic 
hair and a plastic violin 
with a wood look, this set 
ensures lots of musical fun. 
This violin can awaken the 
interest of children in string 
instruments and encourage 
them to continue.
approx. 49 x 17 x 7 cm

Of

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
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6132 
Xylophone Caterpillar
A cute caterpillar with ringing bars made 
of colourful varnished wood. The high 
quality varnish resists even hard beats. 
Due to the practical carry handle the 
instrument can be played while walking!
approx. 37 x 17 x 4 cm

Nf

7977 
Xylophone Crocodile
12 notes. Shrill sounds and wild music are 
guaranteed with this article! The musical 
percussion toy gives fun and stimulates 
an interest in music!
approx. 56 x 17 x 3 cm

Nf

7565 
Xylophone Frog
A frog with a lovely song! With this colourful xylophone, kids can play 
wonderful melodies. It can also be easily transported to the next concert 
venue with its speedy wheels and the rope for pulling.
approx. 16 x 15 x 7 cm

If

8534 
Xylophone Snail
A small snail with 5 claves! The pair of antennae can be used as sticks. 
(14 cm) Children’s hands and ears will be fascinated.
approx. 20 x 18 x 14 cm

I

4619 
Xylophone Colours
With this wooden xylophone, 
every child gets a feeling for 
sounds and melodies. A multi-
coloured eye-catcher!
approx. 30 x 22 x 4.5 cm

Nf
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7137 
Xylophone 15 Tones
Natural wood, varnished.
approx. 41 x 24 x 3,5 cm

Nf

4691 
Xylophone Triad
Solid wooden board with 
3 solid claves. The firmly 
attached threads which 
hold the mounting ensure 
very clear and long lasting 
sounds.
approx. 19 x 8 x 3 cm

Nf

7284 
Zither
Learning one´s first children´s songs is simple with this wooden string 
instrument. The soft strings and the compact size of this zither are perfectly 
configured for children´s hands. In order to play the notes with the plectrum, 
the sheet music is simply laid underneath the strings.
approx. 38 x 19 x 4 cm

N

11480 
Xylophone Classic
The tone makes the music! This xylophone comes with 8 metal bars on an arched 
wooden frame and a wooden mallet. Each tone has its own colour and is marked 
with a letter according to the respective note.
approx. 36 x 11 x 6 cm

If
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3393 
Music Set Flower
6 pieces. 4 different instruments painted in white base and bright colours 
schemes with floral motifs. Try the first melodies on the 8 tones of the 
xylophone and put some beat to it with the rhythm instruments – here‘s 
where musical fun comes to your kids‘ hands! Convenient storage in the 
wooden box casing.
Xylophone approx. 27 x 12 x 4.5 cm,
rattle length approx. 18 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Nf
6 parts

More music sets in 
the online shop!

10042 
Music Table Notes 
This music table made of wood is ideal for young musicians. A xylophone 
with colourful notes, a ratchet, a bell and a plastic plate become a musical 
experience with the wooden mallets. The wooden table stands on three legs 
and is therefore very stable.
ca. 32 x 30 x 23 cm

Nf
9 parts

7574 
Music Set Giraffe
6 different instrument toys in a 
wooden box allow for a variety of 
sound experimentation. A fun way 
to access music!
xylophone approx. 36 x 13 x 2,5 cm,
drum height approx. 4,5 cm, 
Ø approx. 18 cm

Nf
6 parts

11280 
Music Set Toucan
A concert in the children´s room! With this colourful music set comprised of 
a rattle, castanets and a tambourine, even the youngest children can dive 
into the world of music. These children´s instruments provide a first grasp 
of rhythm and tone in a playful way. Who will provide the beat for the next 
family concert?
Tambourine height approx. 4.5 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm; Rattle 
approx. 14 x 9 x 2.5 cm

Nf
3 parts
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7941 
Music Set Sunshine
6 musical and rhythmic toys in a practical natural wooden 
box wake interest in sounds and give your kids confidence 
in their own ability! Arouses enthusiasm for the world of 
music!
Mouth organ approx. 11 x 3 x 2 cm,
flute length approx. 33 cm, Ø approx. 3,5 cm

Ng
6 parts

6963 
Music Set Safari

5 pieces. Tambourine, rattle, clatter, mouth 
organ and recorder invite you into the world 
of sounds! Colourfully painted wooden music 
instruments delight children‘s hearts and – 
perhaps – the ears of the parents. The music 
toys are well packed in this wooden chest.
Mouth organ approx. 13 x 3 x 2 cm,
flute approx. approx. 21 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf
5 parts

2961 
Music Set Frog
A xylophone with 4 claves, a rattle, a flute and a tambourine made of 
colourfully painted wood invite you to melodious concerts! Incl. 2 sticks.
xylophone approx. 18 x 16 x 3,5 cm
flute length approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 2,5 cm

Nf
4 parts

6620 
House of Sounds and Activities "Dodoo"
This house with a xylophone roof and five blocks promotes shape recognition 
and motor skills! The brightly coloured wooden parts challenge you to play 
and discover. A wooden flap in the front gives children´s fingers access to 
the inserted blocks.
approx. 21 x 12 x 19 cm

I
8 parts

TIP
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2098 
Piano Premium
Beautiful like a piano in a legendary jazz club, this small 
keyboard case is perfect for the first music lessons in 
the children´s room! In the glossy black lacquered piano, 
sound tubes let magical melodies sound through the 
hands of children.
approx. 40 x 25 x 30 cm

Nf

3304 
Accordion Classic

A new design for one of the popular instruments in the range brings the 
world of music into children´s rooms! With the adjustable shoulder straps, 
children´s hands do not need to hold the instrument and can concentrate 
on playing.
approx. 23 x 23 x 11 cm

Nf

2473 
Piano
This white piano is a superlative musical toy! Budding pianists can discover 
their love of music and also learn to play some songs "by heart" thanks to the 
notes shown in coloured fields. The strong design and extensive tonal range 
are more than enough to make Mozart, Jerry Lee Lewis or Elton John stop by 
in the children‘s room!
approx. 42 x 25 x 29 cm

N

3318 
Accordion "Blue"
For the great party atmosphere! Sounding blue accordion with two glossy 
butterflies.
approx. 17 x 9,5 x 17 cm

Nf

3321 
Accordion "Red"

With this nice red mini accordion with two glossy butterflies great new songs 
can be composed.
approx. 17 x 17 x 9,5 cm

Nf

TIP

TIP
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4537 
Wooden Drums
The individual drums have a framed textile cover. This drum kit version is 
a little quieter than the top selling drum kit (item no. 1910) – but the fun 
factor is just as big! Trains motor skills 
like no other instrument and gets you in 
the mood for music.
approx. 50 x 60 x 54 cm

N

3315 
Drum Animals

This colourful drum with cute animal heads invites to happy riots in the 
children´s room! With the drumsticks and their foam covers, the drum can 
be made to produce a wide variety of sounds. Incl. adjustable carrying strap 
with two snap hooks and two drum sticks with foam cover.
Height: approx. 10 cm, Ø approx. 20 cm, length drum sticks approx. 18 cm.

Nf

2067 
Drum Kit "Professional"
The motor skills and the sense of tact will be nurtured by this fancy 
instrument. It is equipped with a small drum, large drum, bass-drum with 
metal foot pedal and a cymbal.
approx. 54 x 56 x 77 cm

N

1910 
Drum Kit
5 drums. Sunday, 8 am, in the house- CONCERT! Enthusiastic audience storm 
into the kiddy‘s room and wish to hear MORE! Trains motor skills more than 
any other instrument and makes children keen to learn more about music.
approx. 62 x 40 x 60 cm

Nf

1762 
Children´s Bongo Drums
Whether a drum, a conga or a bongo - this musical instrument makes the 
hearts of young musicians soar. Drumming with nimble hands makes great 
sounds and special kinds of rhythms. With this instrument, children will not 
only develop musically, but will also train their sense of rhythm and their 
motor skills. 
approx. 25 x 13 x 10 cm

Nf

11359 
Bango Drum
Now it´s going to get loud! This small drum made of wood with colourfully 
painted banderoles provides the right beat in the children´s room: For a 
more secure grip in the hand, there´s a small strap so young musicians can 
romp about and drum at the same time.
Height approx. 16 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm

Nf

TIP
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11567 
Rainmaker Rainbow

Now that´s what rain sounds like! The sound of gentle rain can be imitated 
with this rainmaker. Since it can be used in many ways as a rattle, a rhythm, 
a noise toy or a calming game for the senses, children won´t be the only 
ones being carried away by its sounds. The rainmaker´s transparent tube 
provides clear viewing of the little balls with a glass look which trickle down 
through the perforated plates in the shapes of flowers. This toy trains both 
acoustic and visual perception.
length approx. 19 cm, Ø approx. 5,5 cm

6f

1761 
Tone Drum Exclusive
On your noises, get set, go! This unusual tone drum will bring music into 
the nursery. Young musicians can bang out great rhythms and let their feel 
for the beat run free with this toy. It´s a wonderful wooden instrument for 
early musical training.
Height: approx. 15 cm, 
Ø approx. 11 cm

Nf

1647 
Rain Wand Colourful
This wooden tube with its colourful stripes is a toy for gentle tones of rain 
or could be used as a super rhythm instrument.
Length: approx. 35 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

If

10698 
Display Colourful Maracas 
Set of 12. Shake it! These cute 
wooden maracas fit well in the 
hand, can be stood up, and of 
course are great for a mighty 
shake to get that unmistakable 
rattling sound.
Length approx. 13 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 cm

Ci
for a display 

7994 
Maracas
Rattles in a ladybug dress, a pretty way to make music! A little hand 
movement is enough to play the maraca. Much loved by children and in 
early musical education.
Length approx. 22 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Nf
for a set of 2 

NEW
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3396 
Tambourine Funny
Bells and brightly printed coverings make great rhythms in the house! 
Curved, finely sanded and painted, the plywood will support the covering.
height: approx. 4,5 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm

Nf
for a set of 2 

7995 
Tambourine Ladybird
Promoting music with the ladybird! With this wooden tambourine, music 
can be made in the simplest way while training one´s sense of rhythm. The 
colourful drum surface is particularly attractive to children and a real eye-
catcher. The bells on the outer edge provide some extra sounds.
Height approx. 6 cm; Ø approx. 22 cm

Nf

3226 
Wooden Hand Bells Display
Set of 12. Making music is fun with these cheerful handbells. The handle and 
top are made of colourfully painted wood and the bright plastic mounts on 
which the bells are mounted make them sound particularly melodious. With 
sales-promoting display for all counters.
approx. 9,5 x 6 x 17 cm 

Ni
for a display 

3311 
Hand Bells
Shake the 5 shiny metal bells attached to embossed leather straps and 
create great rhythmic sounds!
approx. 10 x 2 x 14 cm

Nf
for a set of 2 

8042 
Bell Rattle
13 metal bells on a 
treated wooden handle 
for melodic rhythms! This 
great acoustic instrument 
supplements the band 
and makes playing music 
fun. Musical education for 
small children made easy.
approx. 19 x 7 x 7 cm

N
for a set of 3 

3319 
Bracelet Bell Rattles
These four bracelets not only train the feeling of rhythm, they are a 
fashion statement as well. Five metal bells are attached to the solid 
nylon bracelet pairs.
approx. 24 x 2,5 x 3 cm

N
for a set of 4 
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11768 
Castanets Sea Creatures

Clickity-clack from the sea! You can make great clapping 
sounds with these castanets in a cute sea creatures look. 
The jellyfish, fish, and sea turtles impart a sense of rhythm 
and beat as child-friendly musical instruments and provide 
loads of fun in the nursery. 
Castanet approx. 7 x 5 x 4.5 cm

N
for a set of 6 

10694 
Colourful Castanets Display 
Set of 12. Not quite so simple! These colourful 
wooden castanets with child-friendly animal 
motifs want to be clattered around!
closed height approx. 2.5 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

7934 
 Animal Castanets
For rhythmic flapper sounds! These wooden castanets with animal motifs 
can be easily gripped by children´s hands. Simply slip the attached loop 
over your finger and start playing!
Approx. 7 x 6.5 x 4 cm

Ng
for a set of 4 

10700 
Castanets Display 
Set of 12. There´s some clacking going on here! 
According to the principle of the castanets, you 
can make exciting sounds when the vividly painted 
wooden castanets are shaken.
Frog length approx. 15 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm, ladybug 
length approx. 14 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm 

Ni
for a display 

6434 
Monkey Drum Animals
Brightly coloured wooden drums are to be turned back and forth evenly 
using the handles to bring out a staccato of drumming. Easy training for the 
motor skills at early age.
approx. 9 x 1,5 x 18 cm

N
for a set of 3 

NEW
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7708 
Rattle
The louder, the better! Either to 
spur others on or just for fun. A 
colourful form of motivation to train 
motor skills of the hands!
approx. 13 x 2,5 x 13 cm

N
for a set of 5 

7579 
Harmonica
From colourful metal comes great timbres.
approx. 10 x 3 x 2 cm

Nf
for a set of 3 

10699 
Colourful Harmonica Display 
Set of 24. For little musicians! This child-friendly harmonica 
not only looks cute, but also promises a wonderful first 
concert in the living room or children´s room.
approx. 13 x 2.5 x 2 cm

Ni
for a display 

10697 
Flute Keychain Display 
Set of 48. What a cute companion! This key chain 
with a happy clown motif is also a functional flute 
that allows you to play music to your heart´s 
content. 
approx. 7 x 2 x 2 cm

Ni
for a display 

10695 
Colourful Trumpets Display 
Set of 24. It´s time to get loud! These 
wonderfully painted wooden trumpets are 
not only attractive to look at, but are also 
great for making music and for the big 
concert on the stage in the children´s room. 
approx. 11 x 3 x 3 cm

Ni
for a display 
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2930 
Flute, nature
Well crafted lotus flute made of solid, untreated wood for early 
musical education!
Length approx. 17 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Ng
for a set of 3 

7987 
Flutes
Colourful animals with 3D 
applications for whistling.
approx. 8 x 4 x 4,5 cm

Ng
for a set of 7 

3933 
Wooden Train Flutes Display
Set of 15. Train enthusiasts will also love 
these wooden flutes. The flutes with the train 
decoration are pleasant to hold and when 
blown into them, it sounds exactly like trains. 
A great impulse purchase item for the shop 
counter.
approx. 19 x 3 x 3 cm

Ni
for a display 

10028 
Wooden Whistle Birds Display 
Set of 24. This attractive display holds 
cheerful, colourful wooden bird whistles. 
Red hair and a string for hanging are 
attached to the head. A tone is sounded 
through an opening at the back with a 
puff of air. The tone can be varied at the 
bottom of the bird when it is covered and 
uncovered. 
approx. 7,5 x 2,5 x 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

7744 
Flutes Animals
Bright and cheerful lotus flutes with really sweet animal heads as a 
decoration. An old musical toy in a new design to guarantee dulcet tones!
approx. 3,5 x 2 x 12 cm

N
for a set of 6 

6157 
Flutes Royal Family
Lotus flutes made of coloured and varnished wood. These funny wooden 
heads with characteristic details bring cheerful tunes to the kids room!
approx. 13 x 3 x 2.5 cm

N
for a set of 6 
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12004 
Display Animal Voices
9 units. Well then, who´s oinking, mooing and 
clucking there? These cute animals made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood with their twee ear 
pieces made of felt are a fun way to pass the 
time. When their snouts are pushed, the animals 
make their typical sounds as best as they can 
and make both younger and older children 
happy. Batteries included.
Approx. 8.5 x 4.5 x 6 cm

Ci!;
for a display 

11017 
Animal Noises Display
12 pieces. In this display, dog, cock and cow made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood sit inconspicuously. But when 
they are taken out and their heads are pressed down, 
they give vent to their anger. There´s barking, crowsing 
and mooing! Batteries included.
approx. 4,5 x 4,5 x 7 cm 

Ci!;
for a display 

10294 
Display Come-back Rollers Melody
12 pieces. What fun! These metal come-back rollers in a display come back 
when you roll them away from you - hence the name! And that´s not all: 
they also make funny noises when they come back. With three different 
colours, there´s something for every person´s tastes!
Length: approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 6.5 cm

Ci;
for a display 

5535 
Musical Clock Nele
The soft bear in his pink 
pyjama ensures sweet 
dreams! It plays the well-
known lullaby "Good evening, 
good night"! to suspend 2 soft 
ribbons are sewed on.
approx. 29 x 16 x 14 cm

0g;

10292 
Display Barrel Organ Melody
Set of 12. A wonderful tune is played when it is turned. Children enjoy the 
musical tones and are encouraged to have a go themselves. Available in a 
choice of two colours for all preferences.
Height: approx. 10cm,
Ø approx. 7.5 cm

Ji;
for a display 

5532 
Musical Clock Nils
The soft bear in his blue 
pyjama ensures sweet 
dreams! He plays the well-
known lullaby "Good evening, 
good night"! To suspend 2 soft 
ribbons are sewed on.
approx. 28 x 14 x 12 cm

0g;

TIP
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7541 
Musical Box Frog Pond

The frogs are dancing on the pond to the melody of "Merrily we roll along". 
Due to the attached magnets the frogs can be removed.
approx. 12 x 12 x 7 cm

Nf:;

11715 
Musical Box Farm

With so much coziness, sweet dreams are guaranteed! A cow and a dog spin 
happy circles around each other on this music box while the melody of "Old 
MacDonald Had a Farm" plays. With an appealing and child-friendly farm 
design, this music box is not just a highlight for young, aspiring farmers, but 
is also a real eye-catcher in the nursery. 
Approx. 10 x 10 x 14 cm

Nf:;

11108 
Musical Box Parrot and Elephant
This parrot and elephant want to dance! When the day comes to an end, 
these cute animals spin merrily on their colourful pedestal to the calming 
melody "Wonderful World". When the song is over, it´s time to sleep. 
height: approx. 6cm, Ø approx. 12 cm

Nf;:

7489 
Musical Box Duck Dance

This brings a smile into children´s faces! The small ducks are dancing on the 
pond to the melody of "All the birds are already here". Due to the attached 
magnets the ducks can be removed.
height: approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 11 cm

Nf:;

3346 
Musical Box Dancing Hens
The two hens are dancing to the wonderful sounds!
approx. 11 x 11 x 10 cm

Nf;:

NEW

TIP

TIP
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9764 
Musical Box Dancing Mice

The small mice are dancing on the cheese to the nice melody! Due to the 
attached magnets the mice are removable.
approx. 10 x 10 x 9 cm

Nf:;

More music boxes 
in the online-shop!

5819 
Musical & Money Box Pirate

Savings box and music box in one! This colourfully painted wooden castle in 
a pirate design suitable for children promotes the joy of music and creates a 
positive savings rate! Secured by a castle, the money box holds the treasure 
together, and the melody of "Merrily we roll along" delights every ear!
approx. 16 x 10 x 19 cm

Nf:;

5863 
Musical Box 
Mushroom
A music box that 
shouldn´t be missing 
on any bedside table. 
It provides sweet 
dreams with its 
nice melody "Love 
Story". The mushroom 
accommodates a little 
ladybug and together 
they are dancing to the 
music.
approx. 10 cm ; 
Ø approx. 9,5 cm

f;

10634 
Musical Box Snail
Moving at a snail´s pace over the nightstand! A music box is hidden 
underneath this cute snail, and it sings the young children to sleep with ist 
soft melody! The snail also moves slowly while the music plays.
approx. 16 x 7.5 x 11 cm

Cf;

2483 
Musical Box 
Birthday Cake
A beautiful birthday 
decoration with colourful 
elements and a melody! The 
party will be even better 
with the "Happy birthday" 
melody. The aluminium 
mount can hold either the 
wooden candles or real ones.
Height: approx. 14 cm; 
Ø approx. 11 cm

f;

More products for children´s 
birthdays also from page 
470!

TIP

TIPTIP
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10156 
Musical Box Nostalgic 
Roundabout
Funfair fans will love this wooden 
musical toy. The theme from 
"Love Story" plays when it 
is wound up and the horses 
prance around. This musical 
toy is very realistic and looks 
exactly like the original.
Height approx. 28 cm, 
Ø approx. 16 cm

f;

2453 
Musical Box Merry-go-
round Horses
Beautiful brightly coloured musical 
box with 4 horses plays the magical 
melody "Camelot". The roundabout 
turns to the music and the odour 
of baked almonds, candied apples 
and candy floss appears to hang in 
the air!
height: approx. 29 cm, 
Ø approx. 16 cm

f;

1743 
Musical Box Fun Fair
With this musical clock in a roundabout 
design the carnival atmosphere comes 
into the children´s room. 4 coloured 
horses are dancing to the melody 
of "Talk To The Animals".
height: approx. 21 cm 
Ø approx. 12 cm 

f;

11230 
Musical Box Horses 
Roundabout
Who has already fallen asleep here? 
This classic wooden music box will 
send every child off to sleep. The 
roundabout horses spin merrily 
around to the tune of "Where do I 
begin?". The decorative colours and 
the nostalgic design make this box a 
real eye-catcher on the night stand. 
Height approx. 19 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

f;

1845 
Music Box Ferris Wheel
A fun ride in a Ferris wheel! This lovely 
music box made of wood is a real 
eye-catcher on the nightstand. Here, 
the cute little hares dance around to the 
melody of "Over the Rainbow" and just 
can´t get enough. Accompanied by 
the docile tones, every child will fall 
gently into sleep and into Dreamland.
Approx. 16 x 10 x 21 cm

f;

7110 
Musical Box Sewing Machine

This small musical box in shape of a sewing machine is a very special item 
because of the great details like the flower drawings, the diligent teddy 
bears or the fixed threads. The teddy bears are sewing to the melody of 
"It´s a small world".
approx. 16 x 10 x 18 cm

;

TIP
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Role Play Toys
In the Kitchen · Play Stores · Ice cream shop and cakes 
At the Picnic · Hair Styling and Make-Up · Doctor Toys  

Home and Garden · Workshop · Riding horses and hobbyhorses 
Costumes and Swords

11436
Multifunctional Play Store "fresh" - p. 221

11201
Wooden Scale - p. 230

5666
Egg Treat - p. 213

10129
Wooden Mushroom Display - p. 227

1807
Large Box, Nature - p. 224
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11464 
Modular Children´s Play Kitchen XL
Attention all master chefs! This large, comprehensively 
equipped children´s play kitchen offers all appliances 
of a modern household, including a stove range, a 
washbasin, a dishwasher, a microwave, a refrigerator 
and an oven. Thanks to its modular system, it can also 
be used as an L-shaped corner kitchen, a kitchenette 
or a kitchen with an island while still offering space 
for multiple children and their creative role-playing. 
Turning knobs with clicking sounds and the light-up 
cooking range with cooking sounds provide realistic 
playtime experiences. Includes high-quality cookware 
made of metal. Batteries not included.
approx. 83 x 29 x 83 cm, working height approx. 48 cm

Nfe;:!.

 ▪ extensive equipment with stove, 
sink, washing machine, dishwasher, microwave, 
refrigerator, oven

 ▪ can be used as corner kitchen, kitchenette or 
kitchen with work island 

 ▪ Rotary knobs with "click" sound and illuminated 
hob with cooking sound

 ▪ incl. metal cookware and potholders
 ▪ modern black and white look with high visible 
wood content

 ▪ practical recesses make it easier to carry and 
move the kitchen modules

 ▪ flexible, removable tap
 ▪ with removable storage boxes

At a glance
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11465 
Children´s Play Kitchen Gourmet 
Pink
Michelin-star cooks at the stove! This children´s 
play kitchen made of wood in a retro pink look 
provides long hours of great playtime experiences 
with its gas range, washbasin, dishwasher, 
microwave and oven - all at eye level. The turning 
knobs with clicking sounds and the designed 
displays make the role-playing particularly 
realistic. Thanks to the fitting coordinated 
cookware, playtime can start right away!
approx. 100 x 29 x 100 cm, working height: 
approx. 50 cm

Ne:

10890 
Plate and Cutlery Set
A real Wishing Table! This small wooden plate and 
the accompanying pink flatware are decorated with 
little hearts and are a real dream for young girls. 
This product is made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
Plate: approx. 0.5 cm, Ø approx. 11.5 cm, 
knife, fork: approx. 11 x 3.5 x 1 cm

Nf
6 parts

10887 
Tea Set
Whether for a coffee party or tea time - this tea set 
made of lacquered wood is a dream for every doll´s 
mother! The small teapot with the removable lid is 
decorated with small pink hearts and matches the two 
included tea cups perfectly. This product is made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood.
Teapot with lid: approx. 12 x 6,5 cm, 
cup: approx. 7 x 4 cm

Nf
3 parts
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10598 
Play Kitchen with Refrigerator

Attention all top chefs! With this well-equipped wooden play kitchen complete 
with a refrigerator, every child is sure to become a kitchen star in the children´s 
room. Every wish can really come true here!
approx. 83 x 33 x 82 cm; working height: approx. 50 cm

Ne:

 ▪ Promotes creativity and fantasy during free role-playing

 ▪ Allows children to playfully act out everyday situations

 ▪ Promotes a sense of community and social togetherness

 ▪ Playfully inspires verbal exchances

 ▪ Imparts social rules and cultural customs

The Children's Play Kitchen - A multitalented pedagogic toy!

TIP



 

TIP
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11158 
Compact Play Kitchen
The cooking event can begin! This 
comprehensively equipped play kitchen 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood has 
everything that young chefs need for 
preparing a feast. The oven is equipped 
with a convenient oven door. A pot with a 
removable lid simmers on the stove, and salt 
and pepper shakers provide the necessary 
seasoning. This kitchen can be assembled 
and disassembled without tools.
Approx. 36 x 17 x 37 cm; Working height 
20 cm

Nf:

11098 
Crockery and Cookware Set 

Children´s Kitchen
Attention all top chefs! Cooking for the guests is loads of fun 
with this colourful crockery and cookware set made of robust 
wood. The removable cookware lids are easily gripped. 
pot height approx. 8cm, Ø approx. 9.5 cm, 
cutlery approx. 13 x 3 x 0.5 cm

Nf
13 parts

TIP
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11159 
Graceful Children´s Play Kitchen
All young chefs to the stove! Hungry mouths 
are coming for their share! The oven is 
equipped with a working door, and the metal 
sink basin is removable. Kids can pretend to 
prepare and cook all kinds of tasty treats just 
like in a real kitchen with the proper kitchen 
utensils. The kitchen cabinet offers space for 
the yummy groceries from the mom-and-pop 
store, which lets you store everything and save 
space. 
approx. 45 x 22 x 42 cm; working height: 22 cm

Nf:

10733 
Cook´s set for Children´s Play Kitchen

On your marks, get set, cook! This wooden cooking set belongs in every play 
kitchen. The colourful pots have removable lids and convenient handles and 
grips. The padded oven mitt and the cutlery made from glaze-painted wood 
completes this wonderful cooking set. 
saucepan: approx. 19 x 10 x 7 cm, pot: approx. 15 x 10 x 7 cm

Nf
6 parts

TIP
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11792 
Bistro Coffee Machine
Attention all mini-baristas! With this cool 
professional coffee machine made of wood, you´re 
guaranteed to be able to make the perfect cup 
of coffee in the children´s play kitchen. The two 
turning knobs that make clicking noises and a 
moving filter holder which deposits "coffee" in 
the transparent coffee glasses when activated 
offer a realistic playtime experience. You can even 
make different kinds of coffee specialties! On the 
back is a writable board and an explanation of the 
different types of coffee. 
Coffee machine approx. 24 x 12 x 18 cm; Coffee 
beans height approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf
9 parts

11684 
Kitchen Appliance Set Play Kitchen
Popular kitchen aids in a complete set! This set 
of kitchen appliances offers a toaster, coffee 
machine, and mixer, which means it´s got 
everything that a well-equipped play kitchen 
needs. The wooden toy appliances promote 
active role-playing and has special functions for 
particularly realistic play. In addition to clicking 
sounds for the knobs, the toaster also has a pop-
up function for launching the finished toast out of 
the toaster. The whisk is turnable and foldable. 
Mixer approx. 19 x 9,5 x 18 cm; Toaster 
approx. 17 x 7 x 12 cm

Nf
12 parts

NEW

NEW
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11081 
Premium Children´s Play Kitchen
Who won´t feel the urge to cook here? With 
this diversely equipped play kitchen, every kid 
can be the master chef of the children´s room. 
This kitchen really imitates the real thing with 
integrated sound and light effects on the 
stove top and the various wooden cooking 
utensils. With a washing machine, an oven 
and a microwave, this kitchen has everything 
that belongs in a modern household. Batteries 
not included.
kitchen approx. 90 x 30 x 90 cm; working 
height: approx. 50 cm

Ne!.:;
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10595 
Mixer for Play Kitchens 
The cooking competition can begin! 
Kid´s hearts will be racing with this 
mixer. With it, they can feel like 
they´re baking their own cakes in 
their play kitchens. Rotatable beaters 
and a plastic mixing bowl are also 
there to complete the experience.
approx. 18 x 10 x 20 cm

Nf
2 parts

8963 
Working Clothes "Cook"
Every chef needs an apron! With a chef´s hat, rolling pin and oven gloves, 
young gourmets will look just like their big role models. Let´s cook!
apron: approx. 55 x 45 x 0,1 cm

Nf
4 parts

11184 
Microwave for Play Kitchens

Ding...the food is ready! Kids can pretend to warm up and prepare food in no 
time with this wooden play microwave. This realistic play opportunity offers 
a rotating plate and a door that´s held closed by a magnet. The temperature 
and time functions can be set easily with the rotatable knobs with a clicking 
sound. A practical household appliance that belongs in every modern 
children´s play kitchen.
approx. 24 x 15 x 16 cm

Nf:

11204 
Pizza Oven for Play Kitchens
Pizza baking like the grown-ups! Here young 
pizza bakers can create their own pizza and 
spread the different toppings onto the pizza 
base with Velcro fasteners. With the help of 
the wooden pizza board, it goes into the oven, 
which can be opened and closed by a movable 
door. The toppings are stored in clearly arranged 
compartments on top of the oven.
Oven approx. 28 x 16 x 12 cm, Pizza height: 
approx. 2 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm

Nf:
25 parts

TIP
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10594 
Breakfast-set for Play Kitchens 
Breakfast is ready! This compact wooden toaster makes breakfast twice as 
fun. The toast slices are toasted until they are popped out with the movable 
grip, after which they´re ready to land on a plate with a slice of cheese!
approx. 18 x 5.5 x 11 cm

Nf
7 parts

10593 
Coffee Machine for Play Kitchens 
And now it´s time for a coffee! This wooden coffee machine is a great 
addition to play kitchens in the children´s room. Playtime fun is guaranteed 
with the easy-to-use turnable knobs.
approx. 17 x 9 x 18 cm

Nf
5 parts

11115 
Tea Set with Kettle for Play 
Kitchens
Let´s wait and drink tea! With this wooden 
tea set, that won´t be a problem. The solid 
tea kettle with the removable lid and fitting 
coaster will impress tea lovers with its 
simple design. The lemon wedges are real 
eye-catchers on the wooden teacups. 
Pitcher height approx. 10cm, Ø ca. 7,5 cm, 
cup height: approx. 5cm, Ø ca. 5 cm

Nf
6 parts

10592 
Waffle Iron for Play Kitchens 
It´s waffle time! All foodies will get their 
breakfast with this wooden waffle iron. This 
easy-to-use kitchen appliance in a modern 
design belongs in every play kitchen!
approx. 19 x 17 x 6 cm

Nf
8 parts

TIP
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11752 
Cookware Set XL

On your stoves, get set, go! This comprehensive 20-piece set of 
metal cookware is comprised of a pan with lid, two pots with lids, 
a steamer, two strainers, and five practical kitchen aids with a 
compatible holder. This realistic equipment for the children´s play 
kitchen is completed by a potholder, an oven 
mitt, and two cups with saucers and spoons.
Large pot with lid approx. 12 x 10 x 8 cm;
Cup approx. 8 x 6.5 x 3.5 cm

Nf
20 parts

8953 
Cooking Utensils Professional
Cook like the professionals in your own kitchen – and 
with these cooking utensils, that have been perfectly 
designed for little hands, it is no problem. Delicious 
meals can be created and all the guests will absolutely 
love the dishes from the children’s kitchen. Two pots 
with lids such as a pan with lid and 5 indispensable 
hand appliances for "simple" or exotic delicacies.
Approx. 16 x 10 x 2 cm

Nf
8 parts

8964 
Cookware red
Every child becomes a 
master chef here! A super 
set with different cooking 
utensils such as pots, pans, 
ovenglove and numerous 
kitchen helpers facilitate 
the work in the playkitchen. 
And now get to the cooker!
large pot 
approx. 20 x 11 x 4.5 cm, 
pan approx. 28 x 10 x 3 cm

Nf
11 parts

enamelled

NEW



 
NEW
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11751 
Cookware Set with Accessories

Swing that wooden spoon! This realistic set of play cookware 
comprised of a pan, two pots with removable lids, a strainer, 
a spatula, a ladle, a wooden spoon, a slotted spoon, and a 
metal straining spoon makes an impression with its trendy 
colour scheme and inspires young, aspiring master chefs to 
make yummy meals. This will make cooking in the children´s 
play kitchen even more fun!
Large pot with lid approx. 14 x 9 x 8 cm; small pot with lid 
approx. 14 x 9 x 5.5 cm

Nf
8 parts

10510 
Little Kitchen Helpers Cookware 
The kitchen chaos can begin! These little kitchen aides with a stainless steel 
look belong in every child’s play kitchen. All kitchen utensils can be hung up 
so that order and neatness always rules in the kitchen!
pot approx. 15 x 10 x 5 cm, skimmer: approx. 14 x 2.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

8957 
Cookware "Country House"
Stainless steel pan set with images from granny’s era!
3 different saucepans plus accessories- this is where playing turns into 
passion. The chance for little chefs to gain their first kitchen experience 
with their own utensils.
Pot with lid 15 x 12 x 7 cm
Foam spoon 14 x 4,5 cm

Nf
6 parts

5306 
Cookware "Jots"
Beautiful basket made of cardboard 
with a solid lamination and a metal 
handle. The bright red and white 
spots are a perfect match to the 
heart motif of the crockery! It’s fun 
playing with it using 1 potholder, 4 
metal pots, 1 colander, 1 pan and 5 
kitchen helpers!
approx. 29 x 20 x 12 cm

Nf
13 parts

8970 
Cookware "Josephine"

In its royal design with elves, crowns and hearts this 10-part set with 
frying pan, pots and cooking accessories made of lacquered sheet metal, a 
decoration for any child’s kitchen!
approx. 14 x 11 x 6.5 cm

Nf
7 parts

NEW

TIP
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11214 
Children´s Kitchen Tea Set

It´s tea time! All tea wishes will be fulfilled with this tea set made 
of robust wood. The place settings for two people contain different 
kinds of tea, milk foam and biscuits which enrich the role-playing in 
the children´s kitchen. Two spoons for stirring complete the set. The 
lids of the tea kettle and the sugar bowl are removable.
Jug: ca. 13 x 8 x 9 cm, cup: ca. 7 x 5 x 4 cm

Nf
15 parts

2849 
Children´s Tea Set with Floral Pattern

2 tea cups, a tea pot, sugar bowl and mugs designed in fresh rosé and green 
colours create a stylish tea table! 2 spoons, 2 tea bags and 2 sugar cubes as 
well as a plate and 2 delicious biscuits complete the stylish wooden set.
approx. 13 x 6.5 x 12 cm

Nf
14 parts

More accessories for play 
kitchens in the online shop!

TIP

TIP
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5666 
Egg Treat
This will be the highlight in the children’s 
kitchen being packed in an egg carton. 
With 3 of these 6 wooden eggs you can 
separate yolk and egg white like a real 
egg! A metal bowl (Ø approx. 12 cm) and a 
whisk with a wooden handle are included.
approx. 15 x 11 x 6 cm

Nf
9 parts

10591 
Wooden Eggs 

Yum, breakfast! These four eggs made of 
robust wood offer all sorts of playtime fun. 
They´re held together with Velcro® and can 
be separated with the wooden knife. The 
egg carton made of cardboard stores the 
eggs for safe transport. So, top chefs, let´s 
fire up the stove!
approx. 10 x 10 x 7 cm

Nf
5 parts

11427 
Pro Baking Set
Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake! With this baking set, every young baking pro will 
definitely get their money´s worth. And here´s the great thing: the cookie 
cutters and baking tins can also be used inside a real oven!
Baking tin approx. 14 x 8 x 2.5 cm; Smallest 
biscuit cutter approx. 4 x 4.5 x 1 cm

Nf
17 parts

11207 
Biscuits Baking Set
Let´s go to the bakery! Eggs, flour and sugar make the perfect dough. Biscuits 
and gingerbread men made of felt can be made with this cute wooden baking 
set. Everything is playfully mixed together in a plastic mixing bowl. The egg 
is separated and put back together with the Velcro piece. The dough scraper 
divides everything onto the baking tray, and with the oven mitt that can be 
hung up, the tray can be taken out of the oven.
Flour packaging: approx. 8 x 3 x 11 cm, 
Spoon approx. 13 x 4 x 0.5 cm

Nf
13 parts

11066 
Coffee and Cake Set
Who wants to have a coffee party? Sweet specialties 
from the children´s confectionery can be offered with this 
coffee and cake set made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
The yummy snacks can be wonderfully served on the 
colour-coordinated tray, and each guest can pick out a 
tasty piece of cake. 
Serving tray approx. 30 x 17 x 0.5 cm, cake piece 
approx. 3.5 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm

Nf
11 parts

11187 
Biscuits Baking Set
No one can resist! These colourful wooden biscuits 
are presented on a baking tray that can be removed 
from the oven of the children´s play kitchen with the 
oven mitt. The movable rolling pin and the wooden 
dough scraper complete this beautiful play set made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
Tray approx. 24 x 14 x 1 cm; angular cookie 
approx. 5 x 5 x 1.5 cm 

Nf
12 parts

TIP
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11686 
Fabric Hamburger with Chips

Attention all fast food fans! You´ll get a tasty burger with French fries with 
this hamburger set. The burger buns made of soft plush can be topped 
however you like because there´s a selection of a hamburger patty, a slice 
of cheese, three pickle slices, a slice of tomato, a piece of lettuce, a ring of 
onion, and ketchup and mayonnaise made of felt.
Bun slice height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 10 cm, Patty height approx. 2 cm, 
Ø approx. 7 cm

Jf
22 parts

11689 
Fabric Sandwich

We´re having sandwiches today! Whether it´s with cheese, tomatoes, or 
an egg - no one has to make a tough choice here. The toast slices can be 
topped however you like with the selection of toppings such as cheese, 
lettuce, cucumber, tomato, egg, salami, sausage, and meatballs - all made 
of felt - leaving no wishes unfulfilled! 
Toast slice approx. 11 x 10 x 1.5 cm; Cheese approx. 8.5 x 8.5 cm

Jf
12 parts

11690 
Pizza of fabric with Plate
Buon appetito! With this Pizza Set 
including a pizza plate and pizza 
shovel made of wood, children 
can create pizzas that look just 
as yummy as the ones at the 
Italian restaurant down the street. 
Whether it´s topped with tomatoes, 
lettuce, mushrooms, onions, or just 
with cheese, young pizza bakers 
can make their own choices! Role-
playing promotes the development 
of social skills and motor skills.
Pizza board approx. 27 x 20 x 1 cm; 
Pizza base approx. 12 x 8 x 0.5 cm

Jf
29 parts

11687 
Fabric Fruit Set with Box

Fruit Alarm! With this play fruit set, yummy fruit arrives on the table of the 
children´s play kitchen. The wooden fruit box is filled with two apples, two 
oranges, a kiwi, a melon, and a banana made of soft plush. The special thing: 
The plush banana can be peeled just like a real banana thanks to the Velcro 
pieces. 
Box approx. 18 x 12 x 10 cm;
Melon slice approx. 17 x 5 x 6 cm

Jf
8 parts

11688 
Fabric Vegetables Set with Box

Vegetables taste so good! This vegetables set is a must for children´s play 
kitchens, play stores, or play market stands. The wooden box is filled with 
a cucumber, a carrot, a tomato, a mushroom, and a head of lettuce made of 
soft plush. The special thing: The leaves of the lettuce are connected to the 
lettuce head with Velcro and are removable.
Box approx. 18 x 12 x 9.5 cm;
Cucumber length approx. 13 cm,
Ø approx. 4 cm

Jf
6 parts

NEWNEW

NEW

NEWNEW
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11062 
Stacking Hamburger
A delicious hamburger to stack! This hamburger made 
of solid, FSC® 100%-certified wood is a real multi-
talent. It can be put together with various individual 
ingredients, and with the rounded bottom, it´s also 
a fun stacking tower with a wobbling effect that 
promotes the development of motor skills.
Tower height approx. 10cm, Ø approx. 7.5 cm; 
slice height: approx. 1cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

If
10 parts

10889 
Snacktime
It´s about time for a snack! With these 
wooden accessories, young picnickers 
can put together a real snack pack. 
The Velcro fasteners hold the parts 
together and can be separated with 
the wooden knife. This product is 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
Sandwich: approx. 7.5 x 7.5 x 5.5 cm, 
knife: approx. 12 x 1 cm

Nf
7 parts

11063 
Cuttable Pizza Set
It´s pizza time! This pizza can be 
creatively assembled with velcro 
toppings and can fulfill any pizza fan´s 
wishes. The pizza slices are connected 
with Velcro pieces and can be separated 
with the included pizza slicer so that 
everyone can get a piece. The pizza 
can be presented to hungry guests on 
the wooden tablet and served with the 
pizza lifter.
Pizza height approx. 1,5 cm, Ø ca. 20 cm, 
onion height: approx. 1cm, Ø ca. 3,5 cm

Nf
21 parts

10892 
Fruit Set
Mmmmm...yummy fruit! This brightly coloured wooden 
potpourri can be easily separated with the included 
wooden knife. The robust wooden pieces are held together 
with Velcro fasteners. This product is made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood.
Apple: approx. 6,5 x 6 x 2 cm, 
banana: approx. 11 x 5 x 2 cm

Nf
5 parts

10891 
Vegetable Set
A colourful veggie mix! With this wooden vegetable 
set, young children will playfully learn how to slice 
and arrange food. This product is made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood.
Mushroom: approx. 7 x 6 x 2 cm, 
carrot: approx. 10 x 4.5 x 2 cm

Nf
5 parts
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11476 
Salad Play Set

We´re having salad today! Tomatoes, onions, avocados, 
lettuce, cucumbers and olive oil, all made of robust 
wood - these belong in every salad. With these, children 
will be steered towards a healthy diet by role-playing. 
Their own creations can be assembled in a plastic bowl 
and mixed together with the wooden utensils. 
Bowl: height approx. 7 cm, Ø approx. 14 cm, tomato slice: 
height approx. 0.5 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
15 parts

11215 
Dinner Set
This is where dinner will become a real experience. 
Everything needed for a stylish dinner can be set on a 
place mat. All the necessary utensils are made of robust 
wood and can be individually arranged. The steak can 
be separated via the Velcro pieces, and the whipped 
cream for the ice cream is attached with a magnet. A 
wonderful possibility to promote social competencies 
and creativity with role-playing. 
Fork approx. 12 x 2 x 0.5 cm, Plate height approx. 1 cm, 
Ø approx. 14 cm

Nf:
30 parts

11197 
Lunch Break Play Set
Now things are getting tasty! No wishes go unfulfilled 
with this lunch set made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
A delicious fruit drink with a removable lemon and straw 
sweeten up young foodies´ day. The savory snacks 
are just the thing for young food fans. And for dessert, 
there´s ice cream to be spooned out. 
Plate height approx. 1 cm, Ø approx. 14 cm; Meat height: 
approx. 1 cm, Ø approx. 6.5 cm

Nf
14 parts

11467 
Play Set Pancakes

Today we´re having pancakes! With this wooden 
playset, even the youngest cooks can prepare yummy 
crêpes and pancakes in their play kitchen. There´s 
enough space for a pancake in the stable pan that can 
be decorated with all kinds of ingredients with the help 
of Velcro pieces. A spatula, sauce and flatware complete 
this pancake set. 
Pan approx. 27.5 x 16 x 3 cm; Banana slices approx. 1 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 cm

Nf
12 parts

TIP

TIP
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11196 
Cuttable Snack Set in a Suitase
No one will remain hungry for long with this practical lunch box in the shape 
of a suitcase. All the food items can be put in their proper compartments so 
nothing slides around. The wooden orange can be divided with the Velcro 
pieces, and the toast slices can be individually assembled with the various 
sandwich toppers to make yummy sandwiches. 
Lunchbox approx. 19 x 7.5 x 15 cm; Yogurt height approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx 
5.5 cm

Nf
12 parts

3103 
Kitchen Oliver
Made of fine polished beechwood, lacquered in soft pastel colours, this 
kitchen provides new playtime experiences in the child´s room. The stove 
top is designed like a gas cooker, the turnable switches make "click-sounds". 
A drawer with stoppers and the 6-part accessory provide varied playtime 
hours!
approx. 29 x 26 x 24 cm

N

3104 
Mixer
Colourful varnished in 
beautiful pastels this mixer 
is an ideal enrichment for 
toy kitchens! The imaged foil 
on the mixer and 3 sliceable 
fruits with Velcros increase 
the fun factor! Including 
beechwood knife accessory.
approx. 14 x 11 x 20 cm

N
5 parts

5865 
Cuttable delicacies
Various treats are served on colourful cutting trays made
of wood. The food pieces are connected with Velcro and can
be split by cutting them with the two wooden knives.
approx. 22 x 15 x 3 cm

Nf
for a set of 2 

11224 
Cuttable Fruit and Vegetable Set
This mix of fruits and vegetables has a lot to 
offer. The different kinds of wooden fruits and 
vegetables are painted to look just like the 
real thing, and are held together with Velcro 
pieces(except for the scallion and asparagus). 
A toy paring knife and a wooden plate are 
included as convenient kitchen aides. 
approx.: knife 13 x 3 x 0.5 cm; carrot 11 cm, 
Ø 3 cm

Nf
17 parts
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1727 
Cut-Breakfast
Delicious looking breakfast made of wood. 
With the included knives the breakfast can 
be divided into single parts and put together 
again thanks to the Velcro fasteners.
approx. 29 x 20 x 4 cm

Nf
16 parts

7767 
Picnic Basket

Pretzels, bread rolls, baguette, cake and all sorts of other delicious treats – 
altogether 14 different goodies to be cut and sliced. These are all presented 
in a wonderful attractive wooden basket with foldable handles. Yet another 
fantastic article in our range of cutting tools for the children’s kitchen and as 
an addition to our selection of picnic baskets.
approx. 30 x 20 x 21 cm

N:
14 parts

7120 
Cuttable bread set
Breakfast is ready! This sliced bread set made of high-quality wood contains 
everything you need to make a tasty meal in the children´s play kitchen: 
bread, toast, a tomato, an egg and a burger are waiting on the practical 
tablet to be cut with the wooden knife.
approx. 21 x 14 x 3.5 cm

N
8 parts

1728 
Cuttable lunch set

A tasty snack with bread, cucumber, tomato, onion and co. Parts with Velcro 
fasteners to divide and join together again and again.
approx. 28 x 19 x 4,5 cm

Nf
10 parts

7186 
Cuttable gourmet plate 
Selected delicacies for gourmets and creative artists! A great complement 
to our top-selling cutting articles with Velcro fasteners in the kitchen and 
shop range. 
approx. 28 x 19 x 5,5 cm

Nf
14 parts

TIP

TIP

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
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6165 
Toy Kitchen coloured
A great kitchen for little doll mommies. Colourful varnished with 6 
accessories. Due to its size it can easily be taken on a journey. 3 hooks for 
accessories, 3 controls with sound effect and flap with magnetic fastening 
intensify the pleasure of playing.
approx. 23 x 16 x 37 cm, working height approx. 19 cm

N:

4355 
Kitchen Bamboo

Where children rattle the pots and pans, they do this best in this marvellous 
and highly detailed toy kitchen. This kitchen is made of bamboo and 
includes two cookers with rotary switch, pot and pan, potholder, three 
kitchen gadgets and a removable sink. Behind the doors you can find a lot of 
storage space.
approx. 53 x 28 x 76 cm, pot: approx. 13 x 11 x 6 cm, working height 
approx. 49 cm

N:

More kitchens in 
the online shop!

1596 
Food Processor
This new blender is a wonderful addition to our 
kitchen appliances and accessories section. 
Produced from solid beechwood, the blender 
offers a realistic kitchen experience. The control 
knob and click noises increase the playing value 
of the appliance considerably.
approx. 21 x 13 x 19 cm

N
2 parts

5864 
Table Grill
This table grill is exactly what you need to make sure the little ones get the 
grill fever, too! The grill and all utensils are made of wood. The cooking grid 
can be layed into the corresponding openings and the glowing coal pieces 
are waiting to heat the barbecue food. For your physical well-being two 
delicious skewers with vegetables, meat and shrimps are included. To turn 
the food the included tongs are a helpful tool.
approx. 21 x 12 x 11 cm

N
22 parts

SPECIAL
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britta_bloggt "So much flexibility with one 
product! Sam loves that too and has loads of 
fun with stocking and un-stocking. In additi-
on, we really like the modern, simple design!"

#bloggersrecommendation
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11436 
Multifunctional Play Store "fresh"

A play store, a kiosk and snack stand, a market stand, a kitchen or a cafe? This large 
modern market stall with removable cover is a real multitalent that can change its 
function in an instant. The flexible modules open countless playtime possibilities and 
can be positioned anywhere to fit any space and play idea. The included accessories and 
scanning area including a display and a checkout counter belt, two sales baskets with 
price signs, a special offers chalkboard, a tap, a coffee machine, a sink/cash, a grilling 
area/hot plate/checkout counter belt and an oven/fridge will fulfil all wishes! Awning 
cover may vary.
approx. 106 x 40 x 106 cm, working height approx. 60 cm

Ne:

Kitchen & shop 
in one!

 ▪ flexible use as kitchen, shop, kiosk, 
market stall or snack bar

 ▪ extensive equipment incl. scanning area, water 
tap, coffee machine, sink/cash register, grill/
stove/cashier belt, oven/fridge

 ▪  modularly built
 ▪ the elements can be pushed together to save 
space

 ▪ offers space for several children to play
 ▪ with sales baskets, price tags and offer board; 
additionally expandable with small and large 
wooden boxes (article 1808 and 1807)

 ▪ modern simple Nordic design with high visible 
wood content

 ▪ removable awning cover

At a glance
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11739 
Bottles Crate "fresh"

From the beverages market into the shopping trolley! This wooden crate 
contains six drink bottles made of solid wood. With three different kinds 
of orange juice as well as cherry and lime spritzer, they´re the ideal 
addition for the children´s play kitchen or play store. Thanks to the simple 
illustrations, it´s easy for younger children to understand, too. 
Crate approx. 14 x 10 x 12 cm; Bottle height approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Nf
7 parts

 ▪ Promotes creativity and fantasy during free role-playing

 ▪ Conveys everyday situations and objects

 ▪ Promotes a sense of community and social togetherness

 ▪ Teaches weights, amounts & basic arithmetic

 ▪ Promotes speech, communication & negotiation skills

Unbeatable - Role-playing in the play store!

11443 
Groceries Set in a Shopping Basket "fresh"
A shopping spree for the pantry! This 9-piece play set contains multigrain 
bread, corn flakes, noodles, tuna fish, tomato sauce and mushrooms in a can, 
as well as cookies and a glass of honey - all made out of lovingly designed 
wood. With the high-quality metal shopping basket, the weekly shopping at 
the play store is finished quickly!
Shopping basket approx. 24 x 16 x 10 cm, tuna fish height approx. 2,5 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
9 parts

11441 
Cold and Frozen Products Set "fresh"

The weekly grocery shopping goes by quickly with this play set! Comprised 
of a bottle of orange juice, two packages of ice cream, a package of peas, 
fish sticks, butter, cheese, sliced salami and a large container of milk, this 
9-piece set fulfils all wishes. 
Ice creme Ø & height approx. 5.5 cm, 
bottle approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Nf
9 parts

11437 
Set of Baked Goods "fresh"

Breakfast is ready! This set of baked goods made of solid wood is an open 
invitation to Sunday breakfast. The 6-piece play set includes four different 
kinds of rolls, a croissant and a chocolate croissant in appetising colours. 
Croissant approx. 8,5 x 4 x 1,5 cm, 
round roll height: approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
6 parts

NEW TIP

TIP
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11439 
Breakfast Set "fresh"
The table is set! This four-part breakfast set made 
of wood offers everything for a tasty start to your 
day. In addition to toast, jam and butter, there´s 
also cocoa! All products are manufactured from 
robust wood and printed with attractive and easy-
to-understand motifs. 
Bread approx. 6 x 5 x 6 cm, butter 
approx. 1 x 7 x 2,5 cm

Nf
4 parts

11438 
Drinks Set "fresh"

Four thirst-quenchers in one set! This four-piece wooden drink set contains 
a bottle of orange juice, a bottle of water, a container of milk and a small 
package of cocoa. With a design containing simple illustrations, they´re 
perfectly suited for young children who can´t read yet.
Bottle height approx. 12 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm, cocoa drink 
approx. 4 x 3.5 x 8 cm

Nf
4 parts

11440 
Dairy Products Set "fresh"

Out of the cold section and into the shopping cart! These four wooden dairy 
products are the ideal addition to play kitchens or play stores. In addition to 
strawberry milk, there´s also cocoa with a straw and two yummy yoghurts 
with the flavours cherry and vanilla. 
Cocoa approx. 4 x 3.5 x 8 cm, yoghurt height approx. 4,5 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
4 parts

11445 
Sauces and Oil Set "fresh"

The right spice for children´s play kitchens and play stores! This play set 
contains four lovingly designed bottles made of high-quality wood: ketchup, 
mustard, vinegar and oil in the typical colours of those products. It´s a real 
must-have for every play store.
Olive oil bottle height approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm, mustard approx. 4 x 2 x 9 cm

Nf
4 parts

11442 
Set of Baking Ingredients "fresh"

Attention all bakers and pastry chefs! This 10-piece set of toy baking 
ingredients offers everything that makes the hearts of young master bakers 
soar. In addition to flour, sugar, cream, salt and baking powder, there´s also 
a small packet of vanilla sugar and a separable egg. These will be great for 
the dough in every child´s play kitchen! 
Approx. Cream 8.5 cm, Ø 4.5 cm, vanilla 4 x 1 x 5 cm

Nf
10 parts

11444 
Breadbasket Set "fresh"

Breakfast is ready! This twelve-piece set with baked goods, a woven basket 
and baker´s tongs will impress young foodies with its two croissants, two 
bagels, a wheat roll and a rye roll, two baguettes and two pretzels, and it´s 
the perfect addition for active role-playing in the children´s play kitchen! 
Basket approx. 23 x 16 x 7 cm, bagel height approx. 2 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Nf
12 parts

TIP

TIPTIP

TIP

TIP
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11754 
Play Store Vegetables with Box

Vegetables are healthy! This 6-piece set of vegetables comprised of a 
tomato, a bell pepper, a leek, a carrot, a mushroom, and a corncob is the 
perfect addition to the play store, market stand, and play kitchen. True to 
the original design with many details of felt for realistic role play. 
Box approx. 18 x 12 x 9.5 cm; tomato H approx. 4,5 cm, Ø 5 cm

Nf
7 parts

11755 
Play Store Fruit with Box

We´re having fruit today! This 6-piece set of fruit comprised of a pear, 
grapes, a strawberry, a watermelon, an apple, and a banana is the perfect 
addition to the play store, play market stand, and the play kitchen. True to 
the original design with numerous details made of felt for realistic role play. 
Box approx. 18 x 12 x 9.5 cm, apple approx. H 6 cm, Ø 4,5 cm

Nf
7 parts

11688 
Fabric Vegetables Set with Box

Vegetables taste so good! This vegetables set is a must for children´s play 
kitchens, play stores, or play market stands. The wooden box is filled with 
a cucumber, a carrot, a tomato, a mushroom, and a head of lettuce made of 
soft plush. The special thing: The leaves of the lettuce are connected to the 
lettuce head with Velcro and are removable.
Box approx.
18 x 12 x 9.5 cm;
Cucumber length
approx. 13 cm,
Ø approx. 4 cm

Jf
6 parts

11687 
Fabric Fruit Set with Box

Fruit Alarm! With this play fruit set, yummy fruit arrives on the table of the 
children´s play kitchen. The wooden fruit box is filled with two apples, two 
oranges, a kiwi, a melon, and a banana made of soft plush. The special thing: 
The plush banana can be peeled just like a real banana thanks to the Velcro 
pieces. 
Box approx.
18 x 12 x 10 cm;
Melon slice
approx. 17 x 5 x 6 cm

Jf
8 parts

1808 
Small Box, Nature

These small wooden boxes in a set of 3 are real all-rounders. Whether as 
an organiser for small items in the children´s room or as decor in the house 
or garden, they make a great impression everywhere! And here´s the best 
thing: these boxes are also well-suited for presenting wares in play stores. 
Whoever likes to paint can paint them however they want. 
approx. 10 x 8 x 5.5 cm

Nf
3 parts

1807 
Large Box, Nature

Whether as a decorative box or a box to store fruits and vegetables, this set 
of 3 large wooden boxes is a real all-rounder. Whoever likes painting can 
paint them however they want. The boxes are also wonderfully suited for 
children´s play stores because filled with fruits, vegetables or other wares, 
they really bring in the "customers". In addition, these large wooden boxes 
are stable, practical and fit on the shelves of the play store. 
approx. 18 x 12 x 9.5 cm

Nf
3 parts

Suitable for the Multifunctional Play Store "fresh", on page 220/221.

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

TIPTIP
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11281 
Shopping Basket with Cuttable Fruits
A woven shopping basket filled with strawberries, carrot, eggplant, 
corncobs, apple and banana. With the included wooden knife, the food can 
be cut through at the Velcro pieces. Thus, besides the fun of playing, the 
motor skills learning effect is not neglected either!
basket approx. 16 x 12 x 10 cm,  
knife approx. 12 x 2 cm

Nf
10 parts

7062 
Milkbottles
All milk fans will love this milk crate. This crate looks good in any 
playroom shop. The robust wooden bottles are a great accessory 
on the shop shelf.
Chest approx. 11 x 9 x 6 cm

Nf
13 parts

7122 
Weekly Market Box
Every playroom shop needs a fruit and vegetable box. 
approx. 11 x 9 x 5 cm

Nf
10 parts

7123 
Vegetable and fruit box
Filled with various sorts of vegetables and fruits.
approx. 12 x 9 x 5 cm

Nf
11 parts

1646 
Box with Fruits 
In this stable cardboard box are 11 pieces of colourful wood in a nest of 
artificial grass included. A great accessory for realistic playing with toy 
shops. Suitable for the stand as well.
approx. 18 x 13 x 8 cm

Nf
12 parts

More boxes in our 
online shop!

1756 
Box with Vegetables
In this stable cardboard box are 11 pieces of colourful wood in a nest of 
artificial grass included. A great accessory for realistic playing with toy 
shops. Suitable for the stand as well.
approx. 18 x 13 x 8 cm

Nf
12 parts
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10138 
Wooden Apple Display
Set of 6. Length approx. 6 cm,  
Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10141 
Wooden Pear Display
Set of 6. Length approx. 8 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10140 
Wooden Banana Display
Set of 6. Approx. 11 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10142 
Wooden Kiwi Display
Set of 9. Length pprox. 3.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10130 
Wooden Pepper Display
Set of 8.
Length approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10132 
Wooden Corn Cob Display
Set of 6. 
Length approx. 9.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10145 
Wooden Strawberry Display
Set of 8. Length approx. 5.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10139 
Wooden Orange Display
Set of 6. Length approx. 5 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10144 
Wooden Grapes Display
Set of 6. Approx. 10 x 4 x 4 cm

Ni
for a display 

10146 
Wooden Lemon Display
Set of 9. Length approx. 4 cm, 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10143 
Wooden Water Melon Display
Set of 6. Approx. 10 x 5 x 3 cm

Ni
for a display 
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10135 
Wooden Aubergine Display
Set of 12. Length approx. 9.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 3.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10134 
Wooden Leek Display
Set of 12. Length approx. 17 cm, Ø approx. 2.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10131 
Wooden Tomato Display
Set of 6. Length approx. 5 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10133 
Wooden Carrot Display
Set of 10. Length approx. 12 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

Ni
for a display 

10136 
Wooden Lettuce Display
Set of 6. Length approx. 5.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10137 
Wooden Onion Display
Set of 12. 
Length: approx. 3 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10129 
Wooden Mushroom Display
Set of 12. Length approx. 6 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 cm

Ni
for a display 

4421 
Felt Strawberries

Length: approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Nh
7 parts

4425 
Felt Carrots
Length approx. 11 cm, Ø ca. 2 cm

Nh
7 parts

TIPTIP
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10314 
Market Stall with accessories Flower 
This attractive wooden market stall has an awning. Two displays contain 
fruits and foods. The market seller weighs everything on the scales and 
customers can even pay with a bank card. A super role play game to learn 
how to handle money. Incl. 18-parts accessory.
Approx. 45 x 27 x 91 cm, working height: approx. 45 cm

Nf

6953 
Play shop Nature
Beautiful and stable construction with 
counter. Untreated wood (without 
accessories).
approx. 85 x 92 x 120 cm, working height 
approx. 67 cm

Ne

11188 
Mailbox with Accessories
The mail has arrived! This yellow mailbox is a real eye-catcher in the 
playroom. A blackboard on the front of the mailbox can be individually 
labeled with the attached chalk. Four wooden inscribable postcards and 
letters complete this post set and can be thrown through the slot into the 
mailbox. It can be emptied very easily via the door at the back. 
Mailbox: approx. 18 x 15 x 30 cm,  
Letter: approx. 12 x 8 cm 

Nf
6 parts
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10587 
Market Day Sales Booth 

May I have some more? This modern-designed sales booth made of 
varnished natural wood has much more to offer beyond the generous 
sales counter: in addition to the many shelves, a second side counter, 
3 drawers, a sliding door, and an adjustable wooden clock to show the 
"opening times".
approx. 87 x 78 x 112 cm, working height approx. 56 cm

N

1553 
Market stall Max
Our accessories for the toy shops are perfectly 
presented with this trendy colourful varnished 
stand made of solid plywood! 6 dividers offer 
the possibility for mutable shelfs, 2 removable 
shelfs are good for bigger items and it has a 
textile awning with red blossoms on it. You 
will have more fun using the 2 coloured trays. 
Without decoration, without accessories.
approx. 62 x 42 x 90 cm

N

7035 
Display Stand
Large stand with 12 boxes (empty) as a display 
or as grocer’s shop for children.
approx. 60 x 24 x 67 cm

N

TIP
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11099 
Play Cash Register
The money is rolling in! This beautiful wooden register belongs in every well-
organized child´s play store. Playing with this toy trains a child in handling 
money and understanding prices. The included play money and wooden 
credit cards fit inside the money drawer which can be pulled out. The price 
for purchased wares can even be entered into the keypad.
cash register approx. 14 x 16 x 10 cm, bill approx. 9 x 5 cm

Nf

11201 
Wooden Scale
Could I please have a little more? Weigh products just like in a real 
supermarket! This classic-style scale belongs in every mom-and-pop store. 
Simply place fruit and vegetables on the scale pan and the pointer shows 
how much the weight is due to the integrated spring mechanism.
approx. 18 x 9 x 21 cm

Nf

8269 
Metal Shopping and Bike Basket

An essential piece of equipment for the supermarket in the child’s world! 
After the shopping has been bought, the goods are transported home by 
bike – just like mum always does!
approx. 24 x 18 x 12 cm

Ng
for a set of 2 

11161 
Shopping Trolley Trend

Here we go on the shopping tour! This shopping trolley offers plenty 
of space for the most important groceries from the mom-and-pop 
store. The ergonomically formed grips and the rubber-finished wheels 
allow kids to push the trolley easily through the children´s room. 
The openings on the basket are just big enough that no items will be 
lost. The opening in the basket allows children to always keep their 
"purchases" in view.
Approx. 41 x 29 x 48 cm, handle 
height: 47 cm

Nf

8261 
Play money
Learning how to handle 
money! With this play 
money set consisting of 
Euro notes, coins and a 
card, children can pay 
excellently in the shop. 
Incl. cash box.
approx. 15 x 11 x 2,5 cm

Ng

TIP TIP
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11082 
Play Cash Register with Receipt Paper Roll
All purchases in the children´s play store can be quickly billed with this 
colourful wooden children´s cash register. The cordless scanner allows the 
kids to pretend to scan the goods, and whoever wants a receipt can get one 
here. The children can either pay with a credit card or with play money. This 
is a great opportunity for them to learn how to handle money. 
Register approx. 17.5 x 25 x 17 cm; 
Scanner approx. 5 x 5 x 10 cm

Nf

4592 
Beam balance 

Stable wooden balance with four weights. Little traders learn with this 
classical measuring instrument the right feeling for weights and balance. 
Various goods, like fruits and vegetable can be weighed easily with this 
stylish kitchen scales. With the red and blue beam the balance can be 
adjusted.
approx. 35 x 9 x 31 cm

Nf

Great accessories for 
toy shops and kitchens 
in the online shop!

1606 
Wooden Cash Register
Cash in like the pros! With this cash register, young cashiers will learn how 
to type in prices, sort and dispense bank notes and pay cash-free.
approx. 16 x 15 x 12 cm

Nf

12012 
Safe with play 
money
Attention all bankers 
and bank robbers! In 
addition to numerous 
5-, 10-, 50- and 100-Euro 
bills, there are also 
pretend gold and silver 
coins as well as pretend 
gold bars made out 
of wood. The clicking 
sounds of the lock and 
the pushable number 
buttons make playing a 
realistic experience.
Approx. 20 x 20 x 27 cm

Nf

2499 
Shopping Trolley, nature

A traditional addition to our shopping trolley selection. The clear-varnished 
surface makes this article easy to clean and the solid castors care for an 
excellent running quality. Accessories not included.
approx. 35 x 28 x 59 cm, handle height: 59 cm

Nf

TIP

TIP
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4046 
Shopping Trolley Silver
Classic shopping trolley in silver and 
red with flag!
approx. 37 x 32 x 60 cm, 
incl. flag approx. 37 x 32 x 98 cm
handle height: 60 cm

Nf

9559 
Shopping Basket Metal

Nice and convenient: This shopping basket can be filled with many grocery 
articles whether well-known brands in miniature or "fresh" food in plastic - 
shopping pleasure is included! This colourful collection is a nice supplement 
for our toy shops and inspires to great role plays. Content variable.
approx. 24 x 18 x 12 cm

Ng
Content 
included!

4035 
Shopping Trolley

For a great shopping feeling in the children´s 
land of shopping.
approx. 42 x 31 x 61 cm, handle height: 
61 cm

Nf

8002 
Shopping Trolley Solid
This shopping trolley not only looks authentic, but also has a robust, solid 
frame! It has enough space for the weekly shopping and strong rollers 
ensure that the trolley runs smoothly. This trolley is ideal for super 
shopping experiences in the shop!
approx. 50 x 32 x 64 cm, handle height: 64 cm

NTIP

TIP
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11801 
Brand Products Folding Boxes for Play Stores

Free choice for the grocery shopping trip! With this comprehensive set of brand products, the shelves of the 
play store can be well-stocked. With 60 folding boxes for various product types and brands, a full assortment is 
guaranteed. The well-known brand products with designs that are true to the original in a miniature format will 
encourage fantasy-filled role-playing. Fold before the first use!  
Content variable.
Approx. 6.5 x 2.5 x 7 cm

Ng

8299 
Food Mix
Very detailed and based on the genuine product look, these items are a 
perfect enlargement for our toy shops and toy kitchens! The plastic bowls 
and cups can be filled with water to enhance the joy of playing in the child´s 
room! Content variable.
approx. 3,5 x 3,5 x 12 cm

Ng

10784 
Branded Products for Play Shops

Chips or frozen pizza? Every Mom-and-Pop store´s assortment can be filled 
with this play store set. Many branded products will become real eye-
catchers on the sales shelf. Content variable.
approx. 6 x 3 x 8 cm

Nh

11189 
Shopping Basket with Branded 
Products
I´m going shopping! This colourful shopping basket 
with cheerful dots has room for all the brand 
products supplied as miniatures. Content variable.
approx. 27 x 16 x 13.5 cm

Ng

60 boxes!

NEW
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alltagsliebe.leben.lachen "As parents, we 
were not only impressed by the quality of 
the Ice Cream Stand, but also by the many 
different uses of the individual accessories, 
the variety of ice cream "flavours", and the 
joy our daughter had when preparing and 
handing out her ice cream creations. It´s easy 
to use independently and its a great add-on 
to every play kitchen or play store."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Ice cream scoop and soft-serve ice 
cream/whipped cream dispenser with 
magnet function

 ▪ 8 different "flavours" of ice cream, from ice lollies 
and ice cream scoops to soft-serve ice cream

 ▪ Stackable ice cream scoops equipped with magnets
 ▪ Large and small ice cream cones, ice cream bowl with 
spoons plus decorative waffle pieces and decorative 
cherries for inserting

 ▪ Ice cream display area with plastic viewing window, 
colour-coded ice cream compartments for the ice 
cream scoops with matching colours

 ▪ Freezer for ice lollies with transparent lid with a stopper
 ▪ Accessories stand with little flags and a writable 
chalkboard

 ▪ Gender-neutral, subtle colour design with lots of 
visible wood material

At a glance

11815 Available as of 11/2020 
Ice Cream Buffet "fresh"

Off to the ice cream cafe! This wooden ice cream set makes summertime role-playing simply perfect. The ice 
cream buffet coloured in blue, pink, and natural wood tones impresses customers as a dessert stand with many 
functions and ample accessories. Stackable scoops of ice cream, ice lollies, whipped cream dollops/soft-serve 
ice cream, ice cream cones and bowls with spoons, little heart waffle pieces, and decorative cherries will leave 
no wish unfulfilled. The ice cream display area with a plastic window, the freezer with transparent turning lid 
incl. stopper, the accessories stand, and the storage compartment will all offer order at the ice cream stand! 
The highlights are the magnetic ice cream scoop and the soft-serve ice cream/whipped cream dispenser. Incl. 
chalkboard sign that can be written on.
approx. 45 x 21 x 47 cm, working height approx. 11 cm

Nf:
21 parts

Ideal complement to article 
11436 Toy shop 
multifunction "fresh"

NEW
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1248 
Movable Ice Stand 

This ice cream stand, designed like an etagere really leaves no wishes 
unfulfilled. The wooden ice cream cones can be put in movable openings 
and the ice lollies can be put in pre-drilled holes in the base. A tasty, 
colourful feast.
Height approx. 26 cm, Ø approx. 13 cm 

Nf
16 parts

10886 
Ice Cream Cone
Slurp, slurp! Every kid loves ice cream in a cone. This 
set made of wood with Velcro makes a great addition 
to the kids´ play store. This product is made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood.
Ice cream cone: approx. 10,5 cm, Ø approx. 5,5 cm

Nf
4 parts

11481 
Ice Cream Set

Strawberry or chocolate? With this wooden ice cream set, everyone´s ice 
cream wishes will be fulfilled. Young sweet-tooths can assemble their own 
ice cream in a role-play with this toy. Whether it´s in a small bowl or a large 
one - there´s a size for every hunger here!
Large bowl height approx. 5.5 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm;
Small approx. 4.5 cm, Ø 7 cm

Nf
7 parts

11065 
Ice Cream Cart
Ding-a-ling - the ice cream cart is here! 12 different kinds of ice cream on 
sticks or in waffle cones can be presented with this ice cream cart made 
of wood. With the hand grips and four wooden wheels, the cart can be 
comfortably pushed to the next customer. The many different kinds of ice 
cream draw the customers in and can be individually connected together.
cart approx. 32 x 20 x 50 cm, popsicle approx. 8 x 3 x 1 cm, working height: 
23 cm

Nf

TIP

TIP
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11110 
Ice Cream Cone Holder with Sauce
So good, it will make you melt! Different kinds of ice cream with two 
different kinds of sauce are sorted onto a cute wooden ice cream holder. 
The ice cream fit well in children´s hands. This toy playfully trains motor 
skills when the children have to switch ice cream scoops, and it trains social 
competencies when the 
children role-play with it. 
Ice cream holder 
height approx. 5.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 15 cm; Ice cream 
height approx. 9 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 cm

Nf
10 parts

5261 
Ice Cream Stand

Let´s go to the ice cream shop! This three-story stand made of solid and 
laminated wood is really something special! Whether ice cream on a stick 
or in a cone - this ice cream stand offers a total of 15 different colorfully 
decorated kinds of ice cream. This ice cream set encourages kids to role-play 
and is a perfect addition to the children´s play kitchen and play store. 
Everyone wants a scoop!
height: approx. 33 cm, Ø approx. 13 cm

Nf
16 parts

5854 
Ice Cream Cones Stand
A potpourri of coloured ice cream. That is what this pink ice cream display 
of wood has to offer. The colourful ice cream cones can easily be placed 
into the round openings and each kid can freely take a delicious ice cream. 
Nothing will drip on the floor either!
stand: height approx. 14 cm; Ø approx. 19 cm; ice cream: height 
approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

Nf
14 parts

11070 
Iced Lolly on a Stick
Delicious! Every iced lolly fan´s mouth will start watering 
when they see these different kinds of iced lollies made 
from FSC® 100%-certified wood. The wooden lolly stand 
is perfect for presenting them.
box approx. 11 x 11 x 3.5 cm; ice cream 
approx. 3 x 1.5 x 11 cm

Nf
7 parts

1776 
Ice-cream sundae 
20 pieces, a cool way to 
make delicious ice-cream.
height: 
approx. 8 cm, 
Ø approx. 5,5 cm

Nf
20 parts

TIP
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11509 
Cuttable Birthday Cake with Candles
This wooden birthday cake is particularly tasty-looking! With six 
wooden candles, brightly coloured decorations and a stable serving 
platter, this cake leaves a strong impression. Velcro pieces keep 
the toppings and individual cake pieces together that can be easily 
separated and served with the cake server.
Height approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 22 cm

Nf
26 parts

7794 
Birthday Tart

Happy birthday to you... and a big cream cake! Lots of pieces like 
strawberries, pears, grapes as well as candles make this cake a challenge for 
children’s hands. Incl. "cake platter, knife, fork and cake slice" made of wood.
height approx. 12 cm; Ø approx. 23 cm

Nf
56 parts

1211 
Cuttable Cake
Simply scrumptious! This pink wooden cake is separated into 6 pieces that can 
be easily separated and put back together. It is decorated with cherries and 
can be served on a suitable cake platter. A wooden knife with a pink grip is 
also included in the set. This cake belongs in every child´s coffee party!
height approx. 4 cm; Ø approx. 16 cm 

Nf
8 parts

10167 
Cuttable Wooden Birthday Cake

This delicious-looking birthday cake looks simply great on every birthday table! 
Even though you shouldn´t take a bite, it still offers a lot of playtime fun!
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm

Nf
13 parts

11064 
Cuttable Chocolate Cake
Good enough to take a bite! A chocolate cake made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood that really looks like the 
picture in the book. Six equally-sized pieces of chocolate 
cake are held together with Velcro pieces and can be 
separated with the included cake lifter. The removable 
strawberry is the eye-catcher!
Cake on board height approx. 5cm, Ø approx. 16 cm; piece 
of cake approx. 6 x 6 x 2.5 cm

Nf
9 parts

TIP

TIP
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10884 
Cuttable Cupcakes 
Attention all confectioners! These cupcakes made of solid 
wood can be combined in many different ways with the 
included Velcro fasteners. This product is made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood.
Cupcake: approx. 5,5 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

Nf
6 parts

10149 
Cupcakes and Cakes Cutting Set
Delicious-looking cakes and cupcakes made of wood are waiting to be 
cut. They are held together by a Velco-type fastener. A great article for 
extending the range of goods at the playroom shop.
Board: approx. 19 x 16 x 1 cm, 
Cupcake: Height approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
13 parts

11185 
Cuttable Wedding Cake
What a glorious exemplar! This three-story wooden wedding cake will dazzle 
all the wedding guests. Each layer can be divided into four cake pieces held 
together by Velcro. All the cake pieces can be quickly divided and served 
elegantly with the convenient cake server. 
Cake with figurine: height approx. 16 cm, 
Ø approx. 16 cm; Cake platter: height approx 
1 cm, Ø approx. 20 cm

Nf
15 parts

10885 
Cuttable cake 
Good enough to eat! A yummy piece of tart goes 
perfectly with every kid´s coffee party. The wooden pink 
kiwi tart consists of three individual slices connected 
with Velcro fasteners so that cutting a slice is child´s 
play. This product is made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
Cake incl. plate: approx. 13 x 9 x 8 cm, knife: 
approx. 11,5 x 1 cm

Nf
5 parts

11069 
Donuts
Good enough to eat! These donuts made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood and presented in their beautiful gift 
box are an attractive last-minute gift for the next teatime 
in the children´s room. The various painted-on toppings are 
real eye-catchers.
Container height approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 22 cm; Donut 
height: approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
9 parts

11067 
Box of Pralines

Mmmmm...! It´s always a hit when this bag of sweets is 
brought out for teatime. These pralines made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood look simply good enough to eat. They 
are divided into 12 compartments in a beautiful cardboard 
box so they won´t slide around. 
Box approx. 19 x 16 x 4 cm; Praline height: approx. 3 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf
13 parts

TIP
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11796 
Box of Sweets Play Set
Snacking allowed! With this fully-packed 
wooden box of sweets, kids with a sweet 
tooth will get their money´s worth. 
Whether it´s the muffins, the cake, the 
biscuits, the bananas, or the strawberries 
- There´s a tasty treat for everyone at 
the tea party. Two teacups, plates, and 
flatware complete this play set, and 
the box with the lid is easy to carry 
thanks to the mesh.
Box approx. 17 x 17 x 13 cm; Cake height 
approx. 2.5 cm, Ø approx. 13 cm

Nf
19 parts

3312 
Étagère Sweets
Well that looks yummy! This 
gorgeous wooden étagère is 
an eye-catcher on the coffee 
table. Muffins, cookies, and all 
sorts of sweets can be put on 
display here. 
Shelf height: approx. 26 cm, 
Ø about 19 cm, Lolly 
approx. 8 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
22 parts

10888 
Sweets
Who can resist these sweets? This colourful potpourri of 
lollipops, cookies, and pralines is a real eye-catcher on the 
coffee table. This product is made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood.
Round pralines: approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 4.5 cm, 
lollipop: approx. 7.5 x 3.5 x 1 cm

Nf
14 parts

2847 
Box of Sweets

Inside this wonderfully painted wooden box with round lid, children will find 
a rich choice of delicacies for teatime! Playtime value will be increased by 
Velcro fasteners for cutting the sweets into pieces, little magnets and fruit 
pieces. The wooden plates, cups and tray are adorned with a cute design.
approx. 22 x 19 x 17 cm

Nf:
52 parts

NEW
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9980 
Colourful Flowers 
Picnic Basket
This cute basket with its 
70s style makes this set 
of metal crockery the 
perfect companion on day 
trips with the dolls!
approx. 24 x 15 x 21 cm

Nf
19 parts

5300 
Picnic Basket Romatic
Whether in the garden or at the 
park – porcelain crockery with a 
child-oriented design brings pleasure 
to every excursion! The set consists 
of four plates, cups, saucers, forks, 
spoons and knives as well as a coffee 
pot, a sugar pot and a milk jug! A pink 
blanket completes the role play set!
approx. 24 x 13 x 20 cm

Nf
30 parts

5315 
Picnic Basket Tina
This white picnic basket is designed 
for little doll parents who always 
wanted to have a fun tea party with 
their dolls and cuddly toys. The 
accessories set fits conveniently in 
the basket made of plastic braiding. 
approx. 16 x 10 x 15 cm

Nf
17 parts

TIP
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11186 
Breakfast Picnic Basket

Let´s go have breakfast out in the greenery! This picnic basket with the 
fitting picnic blanket in a super-cute design is the perfect companion for 
the next trip outside. The place settings for two picnic participants and the 
matching picnic utensils are made of stable wood. The fruit and a croissant 
can be separated with the Velcro pieces. The basket is very robust thanks to 
the plastic basketwork.
approx. 25 x 18 x 16 cm

Nf
24 parts

2848 
Picnic Basket Teatime

In this wickerwork basket with carrying handle and release fasteners you 
will find a lot of colourfully varnished delicacies made of wood for a short 
lunch in between. Velcro fasteners and plugging elements train the motor 
skills of tiny hands in a playful way.
approx. 25 x 29 x 13 cm

Nf:
17 parts

9979 
Picnic Basket Breakfast
Come on, let´s go for a ride! This cute braided picnic basket with porcelain 
tableware invites you to a wonderful picnic time. This complete game set 
contains also a tablecloth and napkins. The red and white chequered pattern 
gives the picnic basket a classic design.
approx. 26 x 13 x 22 cm

Nf
29 parts

11272 
Picnic Basket Tea Set Candy 
This tea set made of tin is an open invitation to an ample round of tea. This 
set includes teacups, saucers, and plates for four people and a tea kettle 
with a removable lid. Decorated with colourful sweets and pink highlights, 
this set is a real eye-catcher at teatime. 
Case approx. 25 x 11 x 23 cm, tea kettle approx. 13 x 8 x 8,5 cm

Nf
15 parts

10511 
Tea Set Flowery Dream
This flowery tea service invites guests to a cozy cup of tea. All utensils can 
be easily served with the included tablet. The teapot has a lid that opens so 
that the guests can be served their delicious tea.
approx. 13 x 8 x 8 cm, cup: approx. 6 x 4 x 2.5 cm

Nf
6 parts

TIPTIP SPECIAL
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11282 
Picnic Basket with Cuttable Fruits
Come on, we´re having a picnic! The set includes two slices of bread, a slice 
of cheese, a tomato, a salad leaf, an egg, a slice of watermelon, an apple, a 
cup of yoghurt and a juice box. The children learn how to handle a knife by 
"cutting through" the food in a very playful way, because all the cuttable 
groceries are held together by Velcro fasteners. 
basket approx. 16 x 12 x 10 cm, knife 
approx. 12 x 2 x 1 cm 

Nf
12 parts

8951 
Nostalgia Picnic Basket
For a culinary outing with dolls, this picnic basket is perfect! The set of 
ceramic crockery and cutlery in great colours is a real eye-catcher on the 
picnic blanket. This set includes four coloured spoons, cups and saucers as 
well as a milk pot, a sugar bowl and a coffee pot. 
approx. 16 x 8 x 14 cm

Nf
16 parts

5313 
Picnic Basket Tea Party
This picnic case is designed for little 
doll lovers who want to have a fun 
tea party with their dolls or cuddly 
toys. Four colourful cups, four 
plates, four spoons, a sugar and 
milk bowl and a teapot are included 
in this basket made of plastic 
wickerwork. 
approx. 16 x 10 x 16 cm

Nf
16 parts

11274 
Porcelain Coffee Set in a Case
The dolls´ picnic can begin! The porcelain coffee set is printed with beautiful 
roses and is wonderfully suited for a relaxing coffee circle on the picnic 
blanket. The carry case decorated with red-and-white checkered cloth 
features a collar with a screw top so that the porcelain set is stored 
securely when being transported.
Basket approx. 16 x 9 x 8 cm; coffee pot approx. 6.5 x 4 x 6 cm

Nf
12 parts

8973 
Tea Set Josephine
This play tea set made of lacquered sheet metal is a decoration for any 
group of doll friends! In delicate pink and decorated with fairytale princess 
motifs, it enchants guaranteed every little coffee guest! The hot drink is 
served on the tray. In active role-playing, this game set promotes creativity 
and social skills.
approx. 24 x 16 x 1,5 cm

Nf
14 parts

11273 
Porcelain Tea Set Crown 
Young princesses can invite their friends to a round of tea with this tea set! 
Decorated with little pink crowns, this set made of porcelain is perfectly 
suited for a "royal" coffee table. In addition to the teacups, there are four 
plates, a tea kettle with a removable lid, a creamer and a small sugar bowl, 
a silver crown with glittering gems rounds out this tea set. 
Kettle approx. 11 x 7 x 7.5 cm; Cup approx. 5.5 x 4.5 x 3 cm

Nf
12 parts
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11776 
Retro Make-Up and Hair Styling Kit

Attention all make-up artists! With this cosmetic and hair styling case made of wood, nothing can stand 
in the way of the beauty role-playing - and it´s ideal when on-the-go! This comprehensive play set is 
comprised of all kinds of make-up tools such as powder, rouge, a powder brush, lipstick, a hand mirror, 
and eyeshadow. For professional hair care and perfect styling, there´s a hair straightening iron, a hair 
dryer, a comb, and real elastic hair ties for styling hair. 
Case approx. 19 x 7.5 x 13 cm; Hair dryer 
approx. 11 x 10 x 2 cm

Ng:
12 parts

11409 
Retro Make-Up Table with Mirror
The beauty salon is open! With this compact 
wooden make-up table in a popular retro 
design, little girls´ dreams can come true. 
Young princesses can style themselves 
however they want and look at 
themselves in the tilting mirror. Various 
wooden make-up and hair-care utensils 
complete this set and can be stored 
in the drawer divided into three 
compartments in order to save space.
approx. 33 x 18 x 43 cm

Nf

NEW
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10608 
Colourful Make-Up Table
Who is the most beautiful of all in the children´s room? This lovingly-
designed wooden make-up table with felt applicators and many accessories 
is the ideal companion for the first beauty pageants. In addition to a 
hairdryer with a usable on-and-off button, there´s a comb, a hand mirror, a 
perfume bottle, nail polish and a shampoo bottle with a removable cap that 
all provide long-lasting playtime fun.
approx. 38 x 19 x 36 cm

Nf

10607 
Make-Up Bag 
Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who is the most beautiful…in the children´s 
room? The beauty contest can begin with this cute make-up bag with a 
large collection of colourful wooden accessories.
bag: approx. 24 x 9 x 17 cm, blow-dryer: approx. 12 x 12 x 3.5 cm

Nf
10 parts

3111 
Make-Up Table Bow
The pastel coloured make-up table with tray inspires to creative and 
imaginative play fun and is easy to take along with you. Useful utensils like 
hair dryer, comb and hand mirror, a hinged eye shadow box, three lipsticks, 
a perfume bottle and a make-up tube can be found in the drawer. 
approx. 29 x 23 x 16 cm

N

11050 
Hair Stylist´s Belt
Attention all young hair stylists! With this size-adjustable hair stylist´s belt 
made of nylon, every hairdresser will make it big in their local salon. This 
belt offers enough space for the high-quality wooden salon tools like the 
hairdryer, brush, scissors and comb. The cute little pocket comes with a 
zipper and contains hair ties and hairslides. 
belt approx. max. 90 x 14 cm, hairdryer approx. 10 x 3 x 11 cm

Nf
13 parts

4233 
Doctor´s Set Butterfly
Next, please! This doctor set in delicate pastel tones with cute animal motifs 
provide a good basic set for aspiring doctors in the children´s room. Lovingly 
painted and made of high-quality wood, the set contains a stethoscope, a 
syringe, scissors and even tablets in a blister pack as well as a prescription 
pad. 
Chalkboard: approx. 15 x 12 x 0.5 cm 

Nf
13 parts

3984 
Dentist´s Kit in a Case

Don´t worry about the dentist! With this wooden dentist set, children 
can prepare for their next visit to the dentist and check if teddies and 
dolls have good teeth. With a face mask and a fabric hood, the little ones 
will transform into real dentists in no time. With teeth, toothbrush and 
toothpaste. Thanks to the metal case, they are also ideal for travelling.
Case: approx. 19 x 13 x7 cm
Set of teeth: 10 x 6 x 2 cm.

N
9 parts

TIP
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11743 
Doctor´s and dentist´s bag 2-in-1

Cavities don´t have a chance! Equipped with a toy syringe, a drill, a 
toothbrush, a set of removable teeth, toothpaste, and forceps make sure 
that this wooden dentist´s kit isn´t missing a thing. The two grey teeth 
teach kids how important oral hygiene is! With the thermometer, clipboard, 
salve, tweezers, and tablets, this set is also great as a play doctor´s kit. The 
stable case and all the medical instruments make an impression with lots of 
naturally treated wood and child-friendly designs.
Bag approx. 29 x 26 x 6 cm teeth approx. 9 x 7 x 2 cm

Nf
22 parts

11695 
Doctor´s Kit Natural Wood

The doctor´s coming now! Young doctors will be well-equipped when they 
hurry off to their patients with this children´s fully-packed play doctor 
kit. The case and all the toy medical instruments make a great optical 
impression with lots of naturally finished wood combined with the classic 
colours of red and white. In addition to the salve tube, tincture bottle, 
stethoscope, and syringe, the kit also includes adhesive plasters, tablets, 
tweezers, a clipboard with notepad and a thermometer.
Case approx. 25 x 22 x 8 cm; Tablets box approx. 6.5 x 6 x 4 cm

Nf
24 parts

6113 
Wooden Doctor´s Case

Equipped with clinical thermometer, stethoscope and nurse cap every 
little nurse is well prepared for the next visit in the doll´s hospital. Also 
the clipboard, the tin for pills, the ointment tube and the little tincture 
bottle are made of lacquered wood. The 6 colourful adhesive tapes are 
perfect complements!
approx. 25 x 22 x 8,5 cm

Nf
24 parts

NEW

NEW

SPECIAL
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11160 
Emergency Doctor´s Kit
A trendy doctor´s kit in a case for young docs. All the pretend medical emergencies in the children´s 
room can be handled with this wooden doctor´s bag. The numerous utensils fulfill every doctor´s wishes. 
The syringes and salve containers even come with a pump function. This is how all the dolls and teddy 
bears can have their blood pressure measured and their small wounds tended to as prescribed. Finally, 
all the treatments can be written down in the practical medical file.
Kit: approx. 29 x 6 x 26 cm; Syringe: approx. 13 x 4 x 2.5 cm

Nf
14 parts

10864 
Veterinarian´s Kit 
Oh, poor little hare, are you sick? This practical doctor´s kit filled with all 
sorts of medicine helps the young rabbit children get back on their paws, 
and quickly, because new adventures await! With finely painted details 
and made of robust wood, the syringes, fever thermometer, tweezers, 
stethoscope, salve, and tablets are the first choices for all hare-parents.
approx. 19 x 14 x 7 cm

Nf
9 parts

It fits perfectly to item no. 
5793 Rabbit Hutch, page 311!

11183 
Doctor´s Kit Play Set
The doctor is on the way! All dolls and teddy bears as well as friends can 
be well taken care of with this doctor´s kit. All the important medical 
instruments are available for treatments in the children´s room. The syringe 
has a pump mechanism, and all the important information can be written 
down on the clipboard. 
approx. 19 x 8 x 14 cm

Nf
9 parts
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11767 
Sweeping Set with Broom

Attention all clean freaks! With this sweeping 
equipment comprised of a broom, a hand brush, and 
a dustpan, even the youngest ones can clean, brush, 
and sweep just like the grown-ups. With these robust, 
child-friendly tools made of wood and plastic, the 
nursery can be swept and the spring cleaning can be 
all done in no time!
Broom approx. 55 x 15 x 3.5 cm; Hand brush 
approx. 18 x 3 x 5.5 cm

Ng
3 parts

11735 
Push-Along Toy Vacuum
For young and busy aspiring housewifes and 
househusbands! This multifunctional wooden 
toy vacuum for children is a push-along toy 
and a role-playing toy in one. Appealing to all 
different ages, it inspires childhood fantasy 
during active role-play and motivates kids 
to take their first steps as a walking aid. For 
a realistic playtime experience, there´s the 
fleece stripes which can "suck up" the dirt 
in the form of Velcro pieces. These coloured 
Velcro pieces are then stored safely in the 
vacuum bag with a velcro fastening. The 
rubber-finished wheels offer quiet rolling and 
prevent slippage. 
Vacuum approx. 15 x 10 x 57 cm; Dirt piece 
Ø approx. 3 cm

If

12011 
Vegetable Garden incl. Play Set

Attention all young gardeners! This vegetable bed with a wooden border 
offers everything that makes young gardeners´ hearts soar. In addition 
to carrots, mushrooms, potatoes and brocolli, this set also has a shovel, 
fertiliser and seeds. And on top of that, a little green caterpillar has snuck 
inside! The young gardeners will learn how vegetables are planted while 
actively role-playing. 
Approx. 32 x 22 x 10 cm

Nf
13 parts

12048 
Flower Set with Watering Can
It´s blooming green in the children´s room! With this 11-piece 
set made of FSC® 100%-certified wood, young gardeners and 
florists can easily create a whole colourful sea of flowers. 
With the included watering can with a handle and pump, the 
flowers must be watered regularly. This is how children can 
learn to take care of flowers and plants with active role-
playing. The insertion of the flower stems into the flower 
pots playfully promotes fine motor skills!
Flowers approx. 4 x 3 x 9 cm

Nf
11 parts

More details about 
item 11735 on p. 
96/97!

NEWNEW

TIP
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7282 
Washing Machine
Door with magnet, compartment for detergent powder, wash drum with 
crank, rotatable.
approx. 34 x 35 x 51 cm, working height 51 cm

Ne:

Sink and stove in the 
same design and the 
same size on page 304!

1780 
Animal Clothes Pegs Set

Funny clothes pegs! With these colourful clothes pegs, it´s twice as much 
fun to hang up the dolls´ clothes. Various animals decorate these wooden 
pegs and make a good show on the clothesline. 
approx. 7.5 x 2.5 x 1.5 cm

Nh
24 parts

8303 
Ironing Board incl. Iron
With cloth cover, incl iron. 
approx. 74 x 19 x 53 cm, ironing height 53 cm

N
2 parts

7252 
Laundry Rack
Doing housework just like the grown-ups! On this wooden laundry rack, 
children can hang up their doll´s clothes to dry, because thanks to the 
working height of 60 cm, even younger children can easily reach the rack.
approx. 60 x 42 x 62 cm, working height 60 cm

Nf

11413 
Clothes Drying Rack Country Cottage
The laundry is dry! Doll´s clothes can be dried particularly well on this 
clothes drying rack after being washed! Four stretched cords at a convenient 
working height provide sufficient drying lengths.
Laundry rack approx. 43 x 30 x 64 cm,  
Working height 64 cm

Nf

3466 
Ironing board incl. iron Country house
Children can learn to iron like adults! This pretty ironing board made of 
white painted wood with its pink cover fits in any children´s room. The iron 
finds its place on a sliding tray panel.
approx. 71 x 20 x 52 cm, height up to the ironing board 52 cm

Nf
2 parts

TIP
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11376 
Nordic Workbench, compact
Compact manual arts in a Scandinavian style! With this workbench made of 
wood, children´s manual crafting skills can be put to the test. By practising 
twisting, sawing and screwing, they will also train their fine motor skills. The 
soft colours, clear shapes and simple Nordic design is attractive to both girls 
and boys. Incl. 21-part accessories.
Approx. 45 x 28 x 52 cm, working height approx. 30 cm

Nf

 ▪ Trains hand-eye coordination while working with tools

 ▪ Imparts basic technical understanding

 ▪ Conveys self-confidence from building one©s own creations

 ▪ Equally trains both fine and gross motor skills

 ▪ Promotes mental and physical endurance

The Children's Workbench - It's so valuable!
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11375 
Nordic Workbench

Soft colours, clear shapes, natural materials - that 
is Nordic design! With this stable workbench made 
of wood, both boys and girls can playfully learn 
their first manual crafting skills. The 5 different 
tools and the 24-part accessories also train fine 
motor skills. With vice. 
Approx. 53 x 40 x 74 cm, working height 
approx. 54 cm

N

11505 
Nordic Toolbox
Now the do-it-yourself projects can really 
get started! With this wooden toolbox in 
a Scandinavian design, young craftsmen 
will really become pros. The richly detailed 
accessory parts such as a ruler with an 
integrated spirit level and a handy cordless 
screwdriver with bits that can be swapped out 
with the help of magnets, all their wishes will 
be fulfiled! Incl. numerous accessories. 
Toolbox: approx. 33 x 27 x 6.5 cm; Hammer: 
approx. 18 x 8 x 6.5 cm

Nf:
44 parts

TIP
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littlemilailyas.and.me "Ilyas received the 
workbench and the toolbox for his birthday, 
and he absolutely loves them. He knocks 
and hammers just like a grown-up! The work-
bench is very stable, can withstand a lot of 
hammering, and already comes with acces-
sories that you can supplement with other 
construction sets such as the toolbox. I per-
sonally like the workbench because it do-
esn´t take up so much space, and yet still 
has everything that young, aspiring crafts-
men could want. It´s got a lovely design and 
great material - I´d definitely buy this work-
bench and the toolbox a second 
time, if given the chance!"

#bloggersrecommendation
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11808 Available as of 10/2020 
Toolbox Miniwob
Attention all mini-craftspeople! With this wooden toolbox in 
classic workshop colours, children will become handymen and 
handywomen pros while role-playing. The realistic accessories 
and tools such as a joiner angle with level or a handy toy 
electric drill which has bits that can be switched out with the 
help of magnets promote playtime fun and motivation for 
new building projects! The flexible elastic bands inside the 
toolbox hold the tools in their positions when on-the-go. The 
visible wood material of the toy fits well with the workshop 
look, and the unobtrusive illustrations of the busy "miniwobs" 
will inspire children´s imaginations. Inc. 6 wooden tools and 
comprehensive accessories. 
Toolbox approx. 33 x 6 x 27 cm; Hammer approx. 18 x 7.5 x 2 cm

Ng:
44 parts

11805 
Workbench Compact Miniwob 
There´s a lot going on in the children´s workshop! 
With this compact workbench in classic workshop 
colours and with lots of visible wood, kids can put 
their crafting skills to the test on a small play 
surface while turning, sawing, and turning screws. 
The unobtrusive illustrations of the busy "miniwobs" 
will inspire children´s imaginations and desire to play 
while motivating them to craft and tinker. And there´s 
a special highlight: children can help out with the 
assembly of this workbench! The tools and accessory 
parts can be stored in a way that saves space and 
leaves them readily available. Incl. 5 wooden tools 
and comprehensive accessories. 
approx. 45 x 28 x 52 cm; Working height approx. 30 cm

Nf

NEW

NEW
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11807 Available as of 11/2020 
Tool Belt Miniwob 
A belt as a practical tool holder! With this adjustable 
tool belt in classic workshop colours, mini-artisans 
have their hands free and their equipment always 
within their reach! With realistic-looking tools and 
accessories comprised of screwdrivers, spanners, 
and perforations made of wood, they can even 
tinker professionally when on-the-go. The absolute 
highlights are the pipe wrench and the ratchet! 
With subtle Miniwob illustrations and practical click 
buckles.
Tool belt approx. 78 x 15 x 1 cm; Pipe wrench 
approx. 19 x 4.5 x 1 cm

Nf
15 parts

 ▪ Practical tool belt with adjustable strap
 ▪ Click buckle that´s easy to open and close
 ▪ Workshop-typical colour design
 ▪ Tool highlights: adjustable pipe wrench and 
wooden ratchet go together wonderfully with the 
screwdriver and spanner

 ▪ Accessories comprised of perforations, screws, and 
nuts

 ▪ Differently-sized loops offer space for all included 
tools

 ▪ child-friendly Miniwob illustration
 ▪ Ample play possibilities on a compact surface and 
for on-the-go

At a glance

Kids love the realistic toy tools made of wood - and when they 
depict the small, shy Miniwobs, the fun is just perfect. The 
Miniwobs tinker on dreams and craft new ideas together with 
children and their imaginations. Skilled, creative, and a little 
silly, they only appear when children come near a workshop. 

Here come the mini working buddies!

NEW
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11806 Available starting 11/2020 
Miniwob Workbench
Sawing, turning screws, and hammering! Together with the cute 
Miniwobs, crafting skill will be put to the test and fine motor skills will 
be trained with this wooden workbench. The subtle illustrations of 
the Miniwobs will inspire children´s imaginations and encourage their 
desire to tinker and craft. The functional highlights are the integrated 
toy circular saw, the spirit level, and the toy electrical screwdriver with 
three changeable bits. The newest building projects can be sketched 
on the writable chalkboard surface, and depending on where the 
small storage boxes are attached, they can be used as a tool holder 
or storage space. And here´s a special highlight: children can even 
help out with the assembly of the workbench! Incl. 8 tools and ample 
accessories.
approx. 50 x 41 x 72 cm, working height approx. 50 cm

Nf

At a glance

 ▪ with screw-on boxes, which function as tool holders 
or are suitable for stowing equipment

 ▪ 8 wooden tools (1 circular saw, 1 cordless screwdriver 
with three interchangeable bits, 1 spirit level, 1 vice, 
1 hammer, 1 wrench, 1 screwdriver, 1 saw)

 ▪ with board for sketching building projects
 ▪ various accessories consisting of perforated strips, 
screws, nuts and nails

 ▪ sufficient storage space under the large work surface 
 ▪ Children can already be involved in the setup of the 
workbench

 ▪ workshop-typical colour design with lots of visible 
wood 

 ▪ discreet, child-friendly miniwob illustrations/design 
elements

NEW
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10603 
Children´s Workbench with Drawing Table

Handymen and artists will have all they need here! Whether as a functional workbench 
with practical tools or as a space-saving painting table - both variations are available for 
creative minds. Here, children can hammer, screw, saw - and for a change in pace, paint!
approx. 37 x 47 x 47 cm, opened approx. 35 x 47 x 80 cm, working height 45 cm

Nf

With paper roll 
and marker box

10220 
Workbench Spring
Work and build! This robust wooden workbench convinces with 
fresh colours and the many accessories such as screws, nuts and 
tools. After working, all items can be stored in the drawer under 
the workbench.
Workbench 
approx. 45 x 30 x 85 cm; 
working height: approx. 47 cm

Nf

1579 
Workbench Junior

Little artisans will develop their fine motorskills along the way while playing 
with this practical workbench. With accessories like hammers, screws, wooden
pieces and much more, they certainly will never get bored.
approx. 60 x 55 x 80 cm, working height approx. 51 cm

N

1533 
Workbench Tobi

How to do woodwork like the grown-ups? With this beautiful workbench 
made of solid beechwood and colourful plywood it‘s great fun to make first 
experiences in handicrafts. The screw clamp with trap protection holds 
workpieces tight. Including working tools!
approx. 60 x 54 x 78 cm, working height approx. 51 cm

Nf

TIPTIP

TIP
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5840 
Workbench Deluxe
Prospective craftsmen can train their dexterity and fine motor 
skills with this multi-functional workbench: screwing, drilling, 
hammering and sawing. The workbench is also equipped with 
a bench vice just like the 
original ones from the 
adult world.
approx. 27 x 17 x 26 cm, 
working height 
approx. 18 cm

Nf

1538 
Workbench Christian
Equipped with detachable drill machine and affixed buzz saw this workbench 
including screw clamp is the perfect workstation for little craftsmen! Solid 
construction of different wooden types, colourfully painted and clearly 
varnished. A special motor activity toy with 
hammer, screwdriver, 
wrench and several 
screws, nuts and 
perforated plates!
approx.  
39 x 30 x 45 cm, 
working height 
approx. 29 cm

Nf

4745 
Tool Belt

Home improvement! With this colourful 
tool belt little craftsmen are best 
prepared. Including ruler, screwdriver, 
hammer, jaw spanner, three screws 
and five nuts made of solid wood with 
colourful lacquering. The adjustable 
belt can have a length between 41 and 
103 cm. The click buckles of the strong 
nylon belt can be opened and closed 
quickly.
tool belt: approx. 30 x 12 x 2,5 cm

Nf
13 parts

10318 
Master Builder Tool Belt
Home improvement! Every young master 
builder will be perfectly prepared 
with this practical handyman’s set. 
Here you’ll find everything needed for 
tinkering. From the hammer and the 
saw to the small nuts, it’s all here. This 
tool belt can also be opened and closed 
with the clicking buckle. The belt is 
adjustable in 
length from 45 cm to 105 cm.
Belt: approx. 33 x 13 x 2.5 cm; 
hammer: approx. 18 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm

Nf
9 parts

TIP
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10052 
Toolbox and Workbench, 2 in 1
You can saw, hammer and screw here! This 
colourful workbench turns into a toolbox 
in no time at all so that all the tools made 
of light-coloured wood can be quickly and 
easily stored. 
Toolbox approx. 28 x 12 x 16 cm, work 
surface 16 cm

Nf
30 parts

2079 
Toy Toolbox 
Attention all craftsmen! With this high-
quality wooden toolbox, young kids will 
be perfectly equipped for the construction 
site. The included toy tools are secured 
either with Velcro or on the wooden strip 
inside the practical wooden box. 
approx. 31 x 24 x 5.5 cm

Nf
13 parts

2479 
Toolbox
This high-quality wooden case contains 8 
tools (16 to 25 cm) from partially glazed 
wood. The hammer, saw and calliper gauge 
are held by rotatable holders. The others 
are inserted in rotatable strips, which can 
also be removed by loosening 1 wooden 
screw. The case has a carrying handle on 
a cord. Enormous and sturdy tool set for 
young DIY enthusiasts to try things out for 
the first time.
approx. 29 x 21 x 7 cm

Nf
13 parts

TIP

TIP
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More toys for handicraft 
and constructing in the 
online shop!

7754 
Workbench 
Professional
A small workbench 
equipped with a 
selection of diverse 
tools. A fantastic 
toy for little DIY 
experts – the bench 
itself has to be fitted 
together with screws 
made out of wood. 
Manual precision and 
co-ordination skills can 
be improved while the 
little craftsmen are 
having fun!
approx. 28 x 11 x 22 cm, 
working height: 14 cm

N

7686 
Workbench Elephant
Hammering, nailing and screwing 
things are really lots of fun! A 
workbench to train motor skills 
and a dream which comes true for 
little craftsmen.
approx. 29 x 20 x 17 cm, working 
height approx. 13 cm

Nf

3490 
Construction Set Screws
With this creative kit no wishes remain unsatisfied. Here you can 
assemble the most amazing constructions. The colourful wooden 
pieces can be bolted individually and turn into an impressive 
construct. Every kid will be an architect and will improve motor skills!
Screw approx. 7 x 2 x 2 cm

Nh
106 parts

10955 
Construction Train
Toot, toot! This locomotive made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood holds diverse playtime fun for kids who love trains: 
before it makes its way through the children´s room, 
the young builders can put the train together all by 
themselves. 
Approx. 12 x 8 x 9 cm

Nf
21 parts

7544 
Construction Set

With this construction set small engineers get their 
money´s worth. Here you can screw, turn and plug in. So 
children can give free rein to their creativity and create 
individual buildings.
approx. 30 x 24 x 4,5 cm

Nf
84 parts

TIP
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11798 Available as of 11/2020 
XL Pro Tool Belt with Tools
With this robust tool belt, the real, child-friendly tools 
are always within reach! Whether it´s the carpenter´s 
hammer, the flathead and Phillips (cross-headed) 
screwdrivers, the carpenter´s square and ruler made of 
metal, the ergonomic protective eyeware, the PU work 
gloves, the clamps and nails, the carpenter´s pencil 
incl. fitting sharpener and measuring tape - this large 
set of children´s tools is a must-have! The individually 
adjustable belt with a click buckle has 8 compartments, a 
metal hammer loop, and a snap hook so that every tool 
has its proper place. The spirit level is a hit with its ability 
to be hung up and a magnetic strip on the side, and is 
versatile thanks to the horizontal, vertical, and 45° levels.
Tool belt approx. 44 x 19 x 6.5 cm; 
Hammer approx. 24 x 2.5 cm

Sh
16 parts

11797 Available as of 11/2020 
Pro Tool Bag with Tools
Real tools for young, aspiring craftsmen! This high-quality 
tool belt bag with a hammer loop and snap hooks contains 
a carpenter´s hammer, pliers, PU work gloves, a spirit level, 
nails, and in addition to a pair of ergonomic protective 
eyewear, there´s also a typical carpenter´s pencil with a 
fitting sharpener. The spirit level is a hit with its ability to 
be hung up and a magnetic strip on the side for attachment 
to metal, and is versatile thanks to the horizontal, vertical, 
and 45° levels. The belt with the click buckle can be 
individually adjusted to the child´s waist circumference. It´s 
an indispensable set of children´s tools for the home and 
on the job!
Tool belt approx. 23 x 26 x 2 cm; Hammer approx. 24 x 2.5 cm

Sh
10 parts

2241 
Toolbox "Deluxe"
This is the best of our tool cases: 
hinged wooden case with a lot of 
pieces for the little craftsmen! You 
can find the right tool for every 
essential repair – e.g. a ruler and a 
carpenter pencil, a screw wrench, 
a socket wrench, a hammer and a 
saw! All tools, stored in a neat and 
tidy way, are locked and secured 
for transport. Essential for little 
craftsmen who are working with 
metal and wood!
approx. 37 x 29 x 8,5 cm

Qf
48 parts

A great functional tool for children´s hands!

NEW

NEW
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Art.-No.

Workbench for Children Blue with Accessories = 10839
Workbench for Children Grey with Accessories = 11862

Available as of 10/2020

Children´s workbench with 
accessories
Working like adults! With this sturdy children´s 
workbench, small do-it-yourselfers are well 
equipped. The 10 child-friendly, fully functional tools 
are safely stowed away in the tool bar and utensil 
box and are always ready to hand. The workbench 
scores with a stable vice and sufficient storage space 
under the large work surface. The mix of lacquered 
and natural wood makes it a real eye-catcher.
approx. 72 x 44 x 93 cm, 
working height approx. 60 - 70 cm

S

Suitable for both right- 
and left-handed people! 
Adjustable to three 
different heights with a 
large storage case

Available as of 10/2020
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9905 
Riding Horse "Lightning"

Our little brown one seems to be a real pony. It can be ridden with skilful 
riding movements of your child in the house and the garden. Our "Lightning" 
can be directed to the right and to the left side having a pleasant soft coat. 
Weight requirements: min. 25 kg, max. 65 kg
approx. 88 x 35 x 93 
seat height approx. 67 cm

Pd?

9906 
Riding Horse "Thunder"

Is there any little girl who hasn‘t always wanted to ride out on a black 
horse? The seat height of 67 cm of our saddle horse "Thunder" equals a 
proper ride on a pony. The horse is steerable and with the correct riding 
movements it strides through the house, the garden or the park. Weight 
requirements: min. 25 kg, max. 65 kg
approx. 88 x 35 x 93 cm seat height approx. 67 cm

Pd?

Lifelike horseback riding, rapid 
movement and precise steering, 
resilient up to 65 kg!

9408 
Riding Horse "Grey Horse"

This proud riding horse looks very authentic and can be ridden indoors 
and outdoors when the rider makes the right movements. This white pony 
can be steered to the left and right and has a pleasantly soft hide. Weight 
restrictions: 15 kg min., 65 kg max.
approx. 88 x 35 x 93 cm, Seat height: approx. 69 cm

Pd?

10586 
Riding Horse "Unicorn"

Ride like the wind! This cute unicorn with a pink mane is the perfect companion 
for short walks. With easy-to-learn manoeuvres, this unicorn is easy to steer in 
the desired direction. Weight requirements: min. 25 kg, max. 65 kg.
approx. 90 x 33 x 98 cm, seat height 68 cm

Pd?

TIP

TIPTIP

SPECIAL
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9409 
Riding Horse "Foal"

This brown foal looks very authentic and can be ridden indoors and out 
when the rider makes the right movements. This sweet pony can be steered 
to the left and right and has a pleasantly soft hide. Weight restrictions: 10 
kg min., 40 kg max.
approx. 70 x 27 x 67 cmSeat height: approx. 56 cm

Pd?

6352 
Horse Bridle
Children love to play horse and horsemen and these reins made of durable 
nylon stimulate their imagination. The wide piece of strong material with 
sewn motifs and two cheerful sounding clips is worn across the chest of the 
"horse" and protects against constriction.
approx. 20 x 1 x 140 cm

Ng
for a set of 2 

4425 
Felt Carrots
Length 
approx. 11 cm, 
Ø ca. 2 cm

Nh
7 parts

11180 
Unicorn Hanging 
Costume
Transform into a cute 
unicorn! With this unicorn 
hanging costume made 
of comfortable, soft 
material, that´s as easy 
as child´s play. Simply 
put it on and fasten up 
the shoulder-protecting 
straps. Then just take 
the reins, and the ride 
through adventure-land 
can begin. 
Approx. 80 x 22 x 80 cm

Ng

6326 
Horse Belt 
This snuggly-cuddly and 
portable horse is a real 
hit! The rider easily gets 
"into" the soft lined horse 
belt, adjusts the laces to 
the adequate length and 
the wild hunt may begin!
approx. 80 x 40 x 90 cm

Ng

TIP

SPECIAL
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11179 
Horse XL with Sound, brown
A children´s horse, just like from the picture books! This brown riding horse 
is equipped with a cushioned, removable saddle. Young horseback riders can 
realistically imitate the saddling and riding. Just tie up the handkerchief 
and gallop off to the next adventure! A loud whinnying sound and clattering 
hooves are emitted when the ear is pressed. Batteries not included.
Approx. 100 x 25 x 100 cm, Seat height approx. 75 cm;
Max. load capacity: 80 kg

Nd;!

11178 
Horse XL with Sound, black
Galloping away to the next adventure! This black riding horse with its 
cushioned, removable saddle and the cute, knotted handkerchief will 
enchant every young horseback rider immediately. When the right side of its 
neck is pressed, it makes a happy whinnying sound. For children, this plush 
horse made to be sat on is a great role-playing companion in the nursery! 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 100 x 25 x 100 cm, Seat height approx. 75 cm;
Max. load capacity: 80 kg

Nd!;

11177 
Standing Hobby Horse with Sound, brown
Children will immediately take this brown horse right to their hearts! With 
a seat height of 50 cm, children will be able to mount this horse in next to 
no time. Next, the reins and the stirrups have to be set perfectly and the 
first trip out of the "stall" can begin. For the optimal riding fun, there´s 
even a lifelike whinny sound that´s emitted when the horse´s ear is pressed. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 74 x 20 x 71 cm; Seat height 50 cm, max. load 
capacity approx. 35 kg

Nd!;

11176 
Standing Hobby Horse with Sound, black
Riding fun is pre-programmed here! Its black coat feels as if it was just 
groomed and invites children to long hours of cuddling. When the horse´s 
ear is pressed, a lifelike neighing sound comes out and raises the fun 
factor when riding. This cute horse comes equipped for the perfect trip 
with its stirrups and reins. Batteries not included.
ca. 74 x 20 x 71 cm; Seat height 50 cm, max. load 
capacity approx. 35 kg

Nd!;
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4105 
Hobby Horse "Thunder"
Soft material cover for children‘s 
delicate and curious hands. This 
horse really gets things moving. 
Press on the ear and it neighs 
and gallops. Sounds make these 
"animals" come alive. Batteries 
not included.
approx. 26 x 12 x 88 cm

Ng;!

11718 
Hobbyhorse "Nico"
Galloping through the nursery! 
Young horse fans will love this 
hobbyhorse made of wood and 
plush. Equipped with a head 
collar, reins, and grips, this little 
horse isn´t missing anything 
needed for a wild ride. When 
the button in his ear is pressed, 
he makes whinnying and 
clattering sounds! Wheels on 
the lower end of the pole allow 
for easy forward movement. 
Batteries not included. 
Approx. 105 x 20 x 27 cm

Ng!;

1040 
Hobby Horse    
The hobbyhorse: a very popular toy since the 
Middle Ages! This beautiful hobbyhorse is made 
of natural wood, has a light mane and a red 
halter. Once straddled, it promises wild rides both 
indoors and outdoors. A roll at the end of the 
handle makes the ride easier.
approx. 20 x 20 x 86 cm

Nf

10279 
Hobby Horse "White Unicorn"
This white unicorn promises a wild ride. The 
stick is covered with soft fabric and colourful 
ribbons flutter in the mane. When its right ear 
is pressed, it neighs three times. And the trip 
can begin! Batteries included.
Approx. 90 x 12 x 26 cm

Ng!;

4151 
Hobby Horse "Rocky"
This cute horse with its trendy neck scarf takes 
the rider over hill and dale. Having a soft textile 
head and a stable stick. The noble steed neighs 
and gallops when you press the button in the 
ear! Batteries included.
approx. 23 x 11 x 80 cm

Ng 
;!

NEW
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11125 
Triceratops Costume Vest
The dinosaurs are back! This soft 
triceratops vest with a hood is a must 
for every dino-fan. The zipper allows 
the vest to be easily put on. The large 
horns and an impressive beak make this 
costume a real eye-catcher at the next 
costume party!
Size 18-24M

Ig

11126 
Tiger Costume Vest
Here comes the king of the jungle! 
This cuddly-soft tiger vest with 
an impressive hood turns every 
young fan of tigers into the 
powerful jungle cat! The vest can 
be easily put on with help from 
the zipper.
Size 18-24M

Ig

5630 
Tiger Costume 

The king of the jungle is coming - be 
careful! Fabric costume with a soft 
material and a colourful design!
Size 6-12M - 18-24M 

Ig

5649 
White Tiger Costume
I want to ginger up a carnival 
party! Super fabric costume, 
complete soft material in different 
colourful designs!
Size 6-12M - 18-24M 

Ig

11127 
Dinosaur Costume
Welcome to the prehistoric age! This 
cuddly-soft dinosaur costume is a 
must for every fan of the prehistoric 
era. The head portion with the big 
saucer eyes and the sharp teeth can 
be easily closed up with the Velcro 
pieces. Thanks to the elastic band on 
the feet, this costume fits perfectly. 
The patterned mittens with the brown 
claws round the whole package out 
wonderfully.
Size 6-12M - 18-24M 

Ig

11124 
Lion Costume
Beware of this predator! This cuddly-
soft costume for young lion fans is 
made of a rear portion and a head 
portion. The head portion can be easily 
closed with the Velcro pieces. Thanks 
to the elastic band in the feet, this 
costume fits perfectly, and every little 
lion can go off and nimbly wander 
about with the brown mittens.
Size 18-24M - 2-3 Y 

Jg

TIP
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More costumes in 
the online shop!

5636 
Dragon Costume 

Rooooaaarr - Bring it on, Siegfried, I´ll give you a snort! Whoever slips into 
this costume will turn directly into a dangerous dragon. The happy pattern on 
the soft fabric and the numerous impressive details provide a high fun factor 
while making the costume not too scary.
Size 18-24M - 2-3 Y 

Ig

11123 
Costume Unicorn
The unicorns are loose! Children´s dreams will come true with this magical 
cuddly-soft unicorn costume. This costume is made of a head portion and a 
rear portion which can be brought together with the Velcro pieces. Thanks 
to the elastic band in the feet, this costume will fit perfectly, and the white 
mittens round out this great outfit.
Size 18-24M

Ig

5770 
Costume Celia
The perfect costume for little fairies! A shimmering tulle and satin dress and 
wings with glittering patterns make your little one’s dreams come true.
Size 18-24M - 2-3 Y 

Ng

5764 
Costume Lili
This lilac-coloured costume looks just like it comes straight out of a 
fairytale. It is made up of a satin-tulle skirt with little frilly rose, magic wand 
with glittery tip and beautiful fairy wings having glittering butterflies on it. 
A "pearl" necklace and gently shimmering ribbons adorn the skirt and magic 
wand.
Size 18-24M - 2-3 Y 

Ng

TIP
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7755 
Wooden Sword, 
Star Knight
A broad-bladed sword, 
made of sturdy, 
laminated wood
approx. 65 x 13 x 2,5 cm

Ng

3610 
Dagger
This beautifully 
shaped wooden 
dagger is a real 
eye-catcher! With a 
handle wrapped with 
a leather band, it 
fits good in the hand 
and is manufactured 
very well. A wooden 
sheath with 
appliqués completes 
this two-piece set.
approx. 32 x 7 x 2 cm

Nh

Costume 
accessories made 
of wood! Knights, 
pirates, warriors 
or jesters will 
really come to life 
with this.

5001 
Wooden Sword, 
Roland of 
Bremen
A smashing sword 
with a great handle 
made from oiled wood. 
A perfect equipment 
for little heroes.
approx. 49 x 10 x 2 cm

Ng

3919 
Suitcase Pirate Set
With the compass every pirate will always be on the right track and with 
the treasure map they will easily find the treasure chest. The eye patches, 
the pirate headscarf and the wooden sword turn each kid into a fearless 
buccaneer. With a rope you can shackle the unruly prisoners and then take 
their little bags with gold coins.
approx. 20 x 7 x 18 cm; sword approx. 16 x 5 x 1 cm

Nf
13 parts

3922 
Suitcase Indian Set

Wild, wild West! A metal case containing a perfect costume for an original 
Indian. Winnetou would go green with envy! The hat has a felt ornament 
and three colourful feathers. Bow and arrow are stored in a felt bag and a 
decorative axe and knife are fixed with leather straps and colourful beads. 
To complete the Indian outfit, an Indian necklace is also included.
approx. 20 x 7 x 18 cm; arch approx. 20 x 6 cm

Nf
9 parts

11408 
Japanese Wooden Katana Sword
An extraordinary sword for young samurais! 
This wooden sword in the style of a Japanese 
long sword - also called a Katana - is a 
real eye-catcher with its decorations on 
the included sheath. Its handy wooden grip 
makes it perfect for young warriors!
Sword with sheath approx. 60 x 9 x 5 cm; 
Sword blade approx. 41 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm

Nh

TIP

TIPTIP
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3611 
Wooden Sword, 
Vikings
This great vikings´ 
sword is really 
something special. 
Wrapped with a leather 
band, the well-shaped 
grip fits wonderfully 
in your hand and is 
manufactured very 
well. A sheath is 
included for protection 
and transport, and is 
also decorated with 
authentic-looking 
appliqués.
approx. 61 x 11 x 2 cm

Nh

5059 
Wooden Sword, 
Friedrich
Great sword made 
of brightly polished 
solid wood. The 
wrapped handle 
guarantees a secure 
hold – a necessary 
equipment for young 
heroes!
approx. 55 x 16 x 2 cm

Ng

3669 
Wooden Sword, 
Falcon Star
Varnished wooden sword 
with elaborate handle incl. 
decorated case.
approx. 61 x 11 x 2 cm

Nh

5892 
Shield and Sword Dragon
For Knights of the Round Table! With wooden 
sword and shield in a set you can experience 
adventures.
Shield approx. 25 x 35 x 0.5 cm
Sword approx. 45 x 9 x 0.5 cm

N

3431 
Wooden Shield Adam

A real knight needs a shield! Countless, 
conquering sword combats left rusty marks on 
the noble shield with its golden griffins and 
the red cross. Strong nylon slings for the arm 
provide a secure grip.
approx. 36 x 29 x 0,5 cm

Nh
for a set of 2 

10820 
Hobby Horse Blue Dragon
A hobby-dragon? Of course! This dragon brings 
lots of fun and movement into the children´s 
room. His soft plush head can be cuddled during 
the breaks between rides.
approx. 95 x 27 x 36 cm

Ng

10821 
Hobby Horse Red Dragon
Who´s spouting fire here? No one, because this 
hobby-dragon with his fiery-red head is a real 
sweetheart! He´s waiting to ride to the next 
adventure with his trusty companions.
approx. 95 x 27 x 36 cm

Ng

TIP
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Suitable for 
left-handed 
persons and 
right-handers!

5036 
Crossbow compact

This wooden toy crossbow makes sure that not only the young ones, but 
also the old ones will have fun. Archery enthusiasts will be able to prove 
their skills and have lots of fun together.
sport crossbow: approx. 33 x 2 x 12 cm,
target: approx. 30 x 30 x 0,5 cm

Ph

5035 
Sports Crossbow
With this play bow young and older children will be able to demonstrate 
their marksmanship. The archery fun is also completely safe, as this wooden 
cross-bow only shoots wooden arrows with suction pads.
sport crossbow: 
approx. 52 x 56 x 4 cm, target: 
approx. 30 x 30 x 0,5 cm

Ph

3354 
Cork Gun
Corks can be shot accurately over several metres with this high-quality gun 
made of beechwood with elastic ribbon! Every shooter will have fun while 
training his marksmanship with enthusiasm. The corks are held by 4 drilled 
holes when not in use.
approx. 59 x 47 x 7 cm

P Incl. 4 corks

10072 
Wooden Crossbow, two-handed

Robin Hood would turn green with envy! All huntsmen are well-equipped 
with this cross-bow made of high-quality wood and 5 arrows. The arrow is 
placed in the rail and pulled back with the rubber ribbon. The red lever holds 
everything together and when it is released the arrow flies away!
Approx. 55 x 52 x 12 cm

Ph

6743 
Shooting Game Sports Bow Set
A great sportsbow with six arrows promises ultimate archery fun. The size of 
34 inches not only inspires experienced archers, but also wannabes. The six 
included arrows come to a maximum extension of 16 inches and they´re 20 
inches long.
Target: approx. 42 x 42 cm, Bow: approx. 80 x 14 x 3,5 cm

g

2605 
Shooting Game Sports Bow Set, compact
This powerful bow made of palm wood is a piece of sports equipment, not 
a toy! Firing arrows nurture the concentration, motor skills, patience and 
strength. It is suitable for right or left-handed archers. Set contains one 
bow, string, 1 window liner, 6 arrows and 1 set of instructions.
Target: approx. 42 x 42 cm; bow: approx. 73 x 12 x 3,5 cm

g
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Vehicles and Play Worlds
Vehicles, parking garages and railway tracks 

Water Toys · Animal Action Figures 
Play Worlds · Model Cars

11736
Traffic Signs Set - p. 273

11676
Premium Car Park - p. 273
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piamisuu "My son particularly liked the su-
per-fast ramp on which the toy cars can 
speed down and the lift which he was able 
to operate himself after a few tries and some 
instruction. The petrol station was also often 
visited because the magnets on the cars are 
the right size and make it easier for small fin-
gers to use it."

#bloggersrecommendation
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NEW
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 ▪ Petrol pump station, electric car charging station 
and car wash with moving rollers

 ▪ Lift with locking grooves and heliport on the roof
 ▪ garage area with lifting platform
 ▪ foldable barriers, flexible rubber border, stable plastic ramps
 ▪ continuous driving of the cars from top to bottom possible
 ▪ Design without numbers and letters 
 ▪ Incl. two toy cars and attachment points for on-ramps
 ▪ Compatible with commercially available railroad tracks and roads 
on p. 296/297 as well as model cars in 1:55/1:60 scale. 

At a glance11676 
Premium Car Park
Parking, refuelling, washing, repairing - One car park, many 
possibilities! The two included toy cars can be parked on 
three different levels in this garage or zoom down the 
ramps in one go. Once filled up at the petrol pump or the 
electric charging station, inspected once more on the 
height-adjustable lifting platform, and a drive through the 
car wash with moving rollers, children´s favourite sportster 
will shine like new! The car lift, controlled by a hand crank, 
brings the vehicles to the different car park levels. A locking 
mechanism and grooves in the floor ensure that the cars 
get up to their levels without to slide. The flexible rubber 
stop works also as a great catapult for the toy cars. The 
helicopter landing pad on the roof of the lift completes the 
playtime fun!
Car park approx. 62 x 36 x 43 cm, 
cars approx. 6 x 3 x 2.5 cm

Nf:
7 parts

11736 
Traffic Signs Set

Safety on the roads! These international traffic signs made of 
wood will bring order to the road and rail traffic in the nursery. 
The realistically designed street signs with sturdy bases not 
only regulate traffic in the play world - they also impart 
knowledge about important traffic safety rules in the sense of 
an early education about traffic. Comes with a double-sided 
traffic light which shows a red and a green phase.
Stop sign approx. 4 x 3.5 x 11 cm; Traffic cone 
approx. 2.5 x 2.5 x 3.2 cm

Nf
25 parts

NEW

NEW
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10343 
Business Class Car Park
Three exits, a crank lift and the wide road make this strong car park a 
real eye-catcher. The railway track runs through the car park and can be 
combined with conventional track brands. A wooden toy with long-term 
appeal, including 2 cars.
Approx. 30 x 45 x 39 cm

Nf
6 parts

1532 
Car Park "Metropolitan"

Rich detailed parking garage made of brightly coloured 
plywood. Parking is possible on 3 different levels – the 
helipad and the stepless lift with crank provide additional fun 
and joy. The 8-parts accessory set consists of vehicles with 
turnable wheels and petrol pump.
approx. 59 x 39 x 46 cm

Nf
8 parts

TIP
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1585 
Car Park "Building Crane"
The combination of parking garage and construction site offers hours of 
fun! The crane with grab can be rotated in steps and has a retractable and 
extendable jib. An elevator, three vehicles made of wood with movable 
plastic parts and construction site barriers increase the play value even 
more!
approx. 48 x 33 x 48 cm

Nf
8 parts

4777 
Car Park "Rapid Descent" 
Huge fun on three storeys. There´s a lot going on in this wooden multi-
storey car park. A stepless elevator with a crank drive takes the cars up 
so that they can dash down the ramps. The helipad offers space for a 
helicopter that is ready for any mission. A fuel dispenser is available for the 
necessary drive. Traffic lights and road signs get things in line.
approx. 35 x 48 x 28 cm; 
helicopter 9 x 2,5 x 6 cm 

Nf
13 parts

1510 
Multi-Storey Car Park, Coloured
With lift and filling station. Free parking in the children´s room. With plenty 
of accessories.
approx. 60 x 39 x 41 cm

Nf
13 parts
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11456 
XL Toy Fire Engine

Wee woo, the fire brigade is here! In this extra-large fire engine, two 
wooden firemen sit comfortably in their separate driver´s cabs and race 
on rubber-finished wheels to all mission locations in the nursery. 
Vehicle approx. 30 x 15 x 15 cm; figurine height: approx. 9 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

If

11459 
XL Toy Police Bus

Attention - this is the police speaking! This extra-large wooden police 
bus, young law enforcers will have all their wishes fulfiled. With its 
size, it can be easily played with from above, and even its blue light 
can be opened. 
Police bus approx. 30 x 15 x 16 cm; Figurine height: approx. 9 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

If

TIP

TIP
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11458 
XL Toy Parcel Lorry
The parcel lorry is here! This extra-large wooden toy vehicle 
delivers parcels right to your door. With its swinging doors, that 
can be opened and locked, it can be easily loaded and unloaded. 
The two wooden parcels can be stored in the separate driver´s cabs 
via an openable and lockable door. It drives quietly to the next 
customer on rubber-finished wheels.
Vehicle approx. 30 x 16 x 15 cm; Parcel approx. 4 x 3 x 2.5 cm

If

11457 
XL Toy Ice Cream Truck
Ring-a-ling, it´s time for some ice cream! This 
extra-large ice cream truck made of robust wood 
with rubber-finished wheels fits particularly well in 
young children´s hands. Playable from above and 
equipped with a hinged sales window and openable 
driver´s door, it fulfills all their ice cream wishes. 
A hinged ice cream sign with detailed prints of ice 
cream types and three wooden figurines complete 
the fun. 
Ice cream truck approx. 30 x 16 x 15 cm; Small 
figurine height: approx. 9 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

If
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11075 
Fire Engine
This fire truck will arrive on the scene in no time! 
This cute vehicle made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
offers big playtime fun for young fire fighters. The 
movable ladder allows the fire fighters to reach 
places at great heights. Quiet, rubber-finished tyres 
help the service vehicle navigate to its next mission.
approx. 13 x 7 x 10 cm

If

Wooden vehicles with a face and 
personality! The uniform design makes 
them collectable. Smooth-rolling and 
quiet thanks to soft rubber tyres.

11078 
Tractor
The country life will move right on into the children´s 
room with this tractor. Young farmers will surely get 
their money´s worth here. With the robust, rubber-
finished wheels and the solid construction, this toy 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is ready for a long 
day in the field.
approx. 13 x 7 x 10 cm

If
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11077 
Police Car
Where is the burglar hiding? This compact police 
car made of FSC® 100%-certified wood is ready 
to roll out to the next wild mission. The wooden 
vehicle speeds away over smooth and rough 
terrain with the robust, rubber-finished wheels. 
If the thief is caught, there´s room for him in the 
trunk, and the small toy policeman can dash him 
off to jail while sitting in his driver´s seat.
approx. 13 x 7 x 10 cm

If

11076 
Ambulance
There´s an urgent emergency in the children´s 
room! But first, the patient must calm down 
and will surely feel safe in this child-friendly 
vehicle made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
The robust construction and the solid 
manufacturing offer playtime fun without 
limits. The rubber-finished wheels roll quietly 
across the floor and are ready for numerous 
missions.
approx. 13 x 7 x 10 cm

If

11096 
Construction Site Vehicle
Well-prepared for every construction site. This construction site vehicle made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood transports the most important building materials to the next building site. 
With rubber-finished wheels and a suitable profile for rough terrain, this truck can drive safely and 
quietly through the children´s room.
approx. 13 x 7 x 10 cm

If
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12008 
Crane truck
Especially designed for construction 
workers! Heavy goods are simply hung 
on the hook and transported to the next 
building site. Children can easily move 
building materials and loads up or down 
on the crank, push its arm back and forth 
and tighten it. The 360-degree rotation 
of the crane gives the crane operator an 
overview of everything.
approx. 18 x 11 x 26 cm

If

12009 
Dump Truck
Fun on the construction site! This dump truck 
made of robust wood brings three wooden 
blocks to the construction site. With secured 
tipping device and movable flap at the back. 
Approx. 16 x 10 x 13 cm; Wooden blocks 
approx. 5 x 3 x 1.5 cm

If

12007 
Crane with Construction Site Accessories
Everything under control! This robust wooden construction crane offers 
long-lasting playtime fun with its 360-degree rotation, its movable boom and 
its hooks for transport goods. Young, aspiring building workers secure the 
site with small hats, signs and roadblocks to give the workers a clear path. 
The crane operator coordinates the transport platform from his cockpit so 
that it can be lowered safely with the crank and rope.
Crane approx. 31 x 26 x 44 cm;
Vehicles approx. 8 x 6 x 5.5 cm

Nf
14 parts

12010 
Shovel Excavator
This shovel excavator is the perfect companion for young excavator 
operators. With its 360-degree rotation, the builder has the possibility to 
easily distribute the sand without driving the vehicle. The movable excavator 
arm can be extended and retracted by hand with the lever, and loads the 
transport goods with its shovel that can be easily emptied with the attached 
rope.
approx. 14 x 11 x 24 cm

If
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4222 
Car Transporter
Attention, heavy loading here! In order 
to deliver new car models from A to 
B, you´ll definitely need this strong 
car-transporter truck. It can load 
up to 4 cars. The wooden cars can 
comfortably drive up the loading dock. 
Folded up and equipped with a barrier, 
back-rolling is avoided. The trailer has 
to be connected with the truck and 
everything is prepared for a long and 
safe journey!
approx. 34 x 8,5 x 13 cm

If
9 parts

11182 
Car Transporter Premium
The big trip is about to begin! This massive wooden car transporter has a lot to offer. The brightly 
coloured wooden cars drive into the immobilizers so that every vehicle stays in their proper 
place, even when the transporter abruptly brakes or starts moving. The moving, removable 
loading ramps can be easily driven down by the cars. 
Closed approx. 33 x 9 x 13 cm; Extended 
approx 44 x 9 x 13 cm; Transporter 
12 x 9 x 10 cm; Cars 8 x 3.5 x 4 cm

If
6 parts

7006 
Motorail Train
Beep beep! Toy cars on a big trip! This wooden auto train offers space 
for a total of 8 traveling cars. Each train carriage has two levels on 
which the brightly coloured vehicles are secured in their grooves. 
Coupling and decoupling the carriages as well as loading and unloading 
them trains the young conductors´ motor skills.
Approx. 48 x 7 x 12 cm

If
11 parts

TIP
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7535 
School Bus
No matter where you want to go, the bus-
driver knows the way. Moveable parts.
approx. 34 x 13 x 13 cm

If
13 parts

2744 
Wooden Hippie Van
Now the 60s are back! With this play bus made of 
finely sanded wood, its ornaments, colourful seats, 
large black car tyres and opening doors, the hippie 
era is back. Through the removable roof the figures 
can be put inside.
approx. 31 x 16 x 19 cm 

I

12013 
Race Car Track incl. Play Set
Racing fun all down the line! This race track can be quickly 
assembled, and then the speedy drive with the three colourful 
wooden cars can begin. Four curved pieces, two straight road 
pieces, five pylons and a start/finish line comprise this race track. 
The petrol station with the removable fuel hose for pit stops 
completes this 16-piece set made of wood.
Road section approx. 22 x 10 x 0.5 cm; race cars 
approx. 8.5 x 4 x 3.5 cm

Nf
16 parts

4771 
Spin-Car 4 Wheels 

Clear the way! Here comes the robust pull-back car made of lacquered wood 
in a sporty design. It races quietly and with the required grip through the 
children´s room via four wooden tyres with rubber profiles. The rubber band 
and stable pull-back mechanism on the rear wheels provides the speed.
approx. 15 x 9 x 5.5 cm 

If,

4770 
Spin-Car 3 Wheels 

Sporty, sporty! This wind-up car with its rubber tyres on the three wheels 
speeds racy on the railroad!
approx. 15 x 8,5 x 5,5 cm 

If,

SPECIALSPECIAL
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11411 
Wooden Truck with Adhesive Road Tape Display
Set of 12. Attention - Highway! With these creative sets of adhesive tape in 
a roads look and the fitting truck, there are no limits to children´s fantasies. 
With these, the streets can wind across the wall and the floor at will. 
Creative minds can design their road system however they please!
Truck approx. 6,5 x 4,5 x 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11399 
Wooden Train with Adhesive Rails Tape Display
Set of 12. Toot toot...! With these sets of adhesive tape with a rail tracks look and a fitting 
wooden train, children can create their own rail system. Whether it´s on the wall or on the floor 
- there´s no limits to their fantasies. Where is the railroad adventure heading?
Train approx. 6 x 4 x 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11016 
Wind-up Train Display
Set of 9. Colourful, painted trains for super 
clockwork fun! The trains are made of brightly 
coloured, FSC® 100% -certified wood with plastic 
tyres. When the wheel is turned, they chug 
around without any smoke. They look good on 
any sales counter!
approx. 7 x 5.5 x 4.5 cm

Ii
for a display 

10962 
Wind-up Construction Vehicles 
Display
Set of 9. Construction vehicles made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood with a compact format. 
These machines show what they are made of 
when they are wound up. Excavators, rollers and 
cranes are included so everyone will find their 
favourite. This display is a real eyecatcher at 
the cash desk!
approx. 9.5 x 5.5 x 5.5 cm

Ii
for a display 

11044 
Display Lorries
Set of 6. These six lorries made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood are comprised of 3 parts 
each which can be combined with one another. 
So the red cement mixer can easily get a green 
driver´s cab.
approx. 4,5 x 10 x 3 cm

Ii
for a display 
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10633 
Colourful Construction 
Vehicles Display 
Set of 12. These four construction 
vehicles are just waiting to be put 
to work. The small wooden vehicles 
in four colourful variations fit well 
in the hand and get around easily 
thanks to the smoothly rolling 
wheels.
cement mixer approx. 7 x 5 x 6 cm, 
roller approx. 12 x 6 x 6 cm

Ii
for a display 

11138 
Road Roller Toy Vehicle
approx. 12 x 5 x 6 cm

Ih

11140 
Excavator Toy Vehicle
Approx. 14 x 5 x 6 cm

Ih

11141 
Lorry Toy Vehicle
Approx. 8 x 5 x 6 cm

Ih

11139 
Cement Mixer Toy Vehicle
Approx. 8 x 5 x 6 cm

Ih

10704 
Colourful Pull-Back Race Car Display 
Set of 8. On your marks, get set, go! These colourful race cars 
made of glaze-painted wood and their cute drivers not only look 
great, but they also ensure lots of racing fun. The pull-back 
action motor provides the speed. 
approx. 10 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ii,
for a display 

11147 
Red Pull-Back Race Car
Approx. 10 x 4.5 x 5 cm

Ih,

Pull-back cars in Christmas look: 
item 11469, p. 454.
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10688 
Colourful Pull-Back Airplane Display 
Set of 6. Ready for takeoff! When quickly and 
firmly pulled back on its wheels, this finely-
detailed and colourful airplane then zooms 
forward when let go. Lots of action is guaranteed 
with the stable wheels and the always-popular 
pull-back mechanics. 
approx. 9 x 10 x 5 cm

Ii,
for a display 

11146 
Blue Pull-Back 
Airplane
Approx. 9 x 10 x 5 cm

Ih,

11153 
Red Pull-Back 
Airplane
Approx. 9 x 10 x 5 cm

Ih,

10501 
Bright Streak Race Cars Display 
Set of 8. Ready, set, go! The Streaks in their various 
bright colours are ready to roll and are waiting for the 
wild race. The small, stable race cars wait at the pole 
position for children´s hands - which is your favorite 
colour?
approx. 13 x 6 x 6 cm

Ii
for a display 

11132 
The Yellow Dasher Toy Car
Car approx. 13 x 6 x 6 cm

Ih

11133 
The Blue Dasher Toy Car
Car approx. 13 x 6 x 6 cm

Ih

11130 
The Green Dasher Toy Car
Car approx. 13 x 6 x 6 cm

Ih

11131 
The Red Dasher Toy Car
Car approx. 13 x 6 x 6 cm

Ih
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10900 
Fire Station with Accessories 

Alarm! We´ve got a call! This fire station from our small foot world playworld is 
sure to bring diverse playtime fun. This set made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
and plastic has many accessories, such as a slide, a helicopter, a firemen, a fire 
extinguisher, and a fire truck, and allows young action fans to experience all sorts 
of adventures. 
approx. 52 x 22 x 28 cm, 
helicopter: approx. 10 x 5 x 6 cm

Nf
15 parts

10905 
Fire Brigade Set
Something´s burning! But with this 
fire brigade set made of painted 
FSC® 100%-certified wood from 
our small foot world playworlds, 
you´re well-prepared! Drive ahead 
with the lead emergency vehicle, 
coordinate the response, and set 
up a road block. And then it´s time 
to open the hoses! The fire truck 
with the removable ladder arrives 
and puts out the fire in record time. 
fire truck: approx. 10 x 3 x 6 cm

Nf
4 parts

10904 
Police Set
Stop! Traffic control! - With this 
police set from our small foot 
world playworlds, you can really 
experience action-packed playtime 
fun with the traffic warning signs 
and the two police cars made of 
painted FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
Police bus approx. 9.5 x 3 x 4.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

10899 
Police Station with Accessories 
There´s really something going on here! Action is guaranteed in this police station 
from our small foot world playworlds! The combination of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood and stable plastic parts offers all sorts of accessories for police officers 
both big and small so that they can let their imaginations run free in the police 
station. The helicopter landing pad, the ramp to the parking spaces, and a real 
prison cell are the absolute highlights! 
approx. 52 x 22 x 27 cm, helicopter: approx. 10 x 5 x 6 cm

Nf
12 parts

TIP
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10894 
Airport Set
Follow me! The little black and 
yellow vehicle is ready to guide 
the airplane to its final parking 
position. But watch out! A part 
of the airfield is blocked off: the 
helicopter is landing and bringing some VIP guests. 
Who is going to disembark? This 4-piece set made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood is an ideal addition to 
product number 10893 (Airport) with accessories, 
and will make the airport even more exciting. 
Helicopter: approx. 11 x 7 x 6 cm, 
pylon height: approx. 3.5 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Nf:
4 parts

10893 
Airport with Accessories
Flight 108 is on final approach to the small foot world international 
airport! This gigantic aviation hub made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
with many accessories makes sure that passengers from around the 
world reach their destinations safely every day. The time simply "flies": 
check-in, baggage drop, customs clearance: there´s everything here that 
a real airport has.
Building: approx. 30 x 22 x 16 cm, Tower approx. 18 x 12 x 24 cm

Nf:
22 parts

10901 
Auto Repair Shop with Petrol Station 
Here, it´s all about service with a smile! Aspiring young auto mechanics will 
definitely get their money´s worth with this auto repair shop from our small foot 
world playworld! This auto repair shop made of FSC® 100%-certified wood and 
stable plastic parts comes with a car wash, a mechanic, a taxi, tools, and a car 
lift. And here´s a special highlight: the tank nozzles are attached with a magnet 
and can be removed from the petrol pump - just like at a real petrol station! 
approx. 52 x 22 x 26 cm, filling station: approx. 9 x 3 x 7 cm

Nf:
13 parts

10906 
Tow Service Set
There´s always work to do! With this 
four-piece auto repair shop set made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood from our 
small foot world playworlds, you can 
tow anything - whether its an illegally 
parked car or a broken-down car. Drive 
ahead with the tow truck, set up the traffic 
warning signals, and with the help of the 
magnetic tow rope, tow the vehicle away.
Tow truck approx. 10 x 3 x 4.5 cm

Nf:
4 parts
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11378 
Container Terminal with Accessories
Fun for little harbour masters! In this play set made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood, the large playing base 
board comes with fitted notches for the rail traffic and 
a rolling container bridge that can be moved together 
with a crane that moves vertically and horizontally. 
The container ship can be pulled with the help of two 
tugboats and moored with a looped rope. 
Container terminal approx. 32 x 38 x 24 cm, container 
ship approx. 25 x 8.5 x 7 cm

Nf:
29 parts

11377 
Freight Depot with Accessories
This freight depot set made of FSC® 100%-certified wood offers lots of playtime 
possibilities. With this play set, train fans can imitate working in a freight depot 
and creatively express themselves in the context of rail guiding with the 25 
included rail pieces. Magnetic wooden building blocks in freight and shipping 
container designs, a rotating crane that can swing 360 degrees and vehicles 
with magnetic trailers complete this set.
Freight depot approx. 27 x 15 x 16 cm; Crane 
approx. 14 x 8.5 x 19 cm

Nf:
44 parts
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10158 
Wooden Container Ship
Full speed ahead, Captain! This large, 
stable container ship with a magnetic 
crane offers long-lasting playtime 
fun together with the magnetic 
attachment on the crane and the four 
containers. The containers can be 
either individually loaded onto the ship 
or together with your own "cargo
Approx. 34 x 10 x 14 cm

Nf:
8 parts

11235 
Train Station with Accessories 
All aboard, doors are closing! An amazing playtime experience is pre-programmed with this two-story train station from the small 
foot world product group made of FSC® 100%-certified wood because all sorts of accessories, such as a kiosk, a ticket machine, a 
writable display board, a train station clock, and a wooden express train are included. Two railway tracks can be laid on the upper 
deck of the train station. On the lower deck, up to four tracks can be laid next to each other and expanded.
Station: approx. 40 x 23 x 28 cm train approx. 27 x 3 x 5 cm

Nf:
31 parts

11236 
Train Station Set
A mysterious Orient Express is pulling into 
the train station! This train made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood is simply made for 
adventures. The train carriages can be 
gripped easily and quickly connect to one 
another with the magnets.
Total length train approx. 33 x 3 x 5 cm, 
engine: 11 x 3 x 5 cm

Nf:
3 parts
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11493 
Junior Helicopter Wooden Toy Train
Colourful toy train fun for the youngest ones! This 13-piece 
wooden toy train set is sure to impress young railroaders 
with its colourful rail elements, a locomotive and a helicopter. 
There´s a landing pad for a safe landing, and the conductor 
regulates the train traffic. The rails are combinable with all 
other major toy train systems.
Assembled rails: approx. 35 x 27 x 11 cm, train engine 
approx. 6 x 2.5 x 5 cm

Jf:
13 parts

My first wooden toy train! 
Perfectly suited for 
younger children.

11495 
Junior Wooden Toy Train
Attention all train conductors! This wooden toy train for young children comes 
with two train wagons which can be docked to the brightly coloured train 
engine with magnets. Two transport goods complete the 5-piece play set, and 
integrated magnets make the cargo loading easier. The trip can begin!
Train engine approx. 21 x 3 x 6 cm

Jf:
5 parts

11494 
Junior Crane Wooden Toy Train

Make way for the freight train! With this 16-piece wooden toy train 
set, the train must be safely guided under the crane, and then the 
magnetic cargo must be loaded and unloaded. And here´s the great 
thing: the crane and the barrier are operated with a rotating gear 
mechanism, and the crane can only be operated when the barrier is 
blocking the track.
Rails assembled approx. 43 x 43 x 15 cm; Train engine 
approx. 6 x 3 x 4.5 cm

Jf:
16 parts

TIP
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11490 
City and Countryside Wooden Toy Train
Railway idyll in the children´s room! This compact wooden 
toy train set has everything which makes the hearts of all 
railroaders soar. The rail loop can be easily built and then 
turned into a beautiful toy train world with the numerous 
accessory parts so that the wooden train with its three 
wagons can chug leisurely through the country.
Assembled rails approx. 45 x 59 x 9 cm; Train engine with cars 
approx. 21 x 3.5 x 5 cm

Nf:
24 parts

11492 
Bridge Building Wooden Toy Train

A journey through the big, wide toy train world! With this wooden toy train 
set in an XL format, children can dive into a breathtaking miniature world. 
Here, the toy express train cruises over a suspension bridge and goes 
through two tunnels along its trip. It´s a lot of playtime fun that 
young train drivers can enjoy with their toy train colleagues!
Assembled rails approx. 83 x 83 x 20 cm; Fire station 
approx. 7 x 2.5 x 8.5 cm

Nf:
60 parts

11491 
Big Journey Wooden Toy Train
A toy train world for young explorers! With this wooden toy train 
set including a comprehensive set of accessories, the young 
railroaders will certainly get their money´s worth. This railway 
stretches over bridges and through valleys, and constantly blazes 
new trails with the various train track junctions. The wooden rails 
are compatible with all other major toy train systems.
Assembled rails approx. 45 x 60 x 9.5 cm; Train engine 
with cars: 21 x 3.5 x 4 cm

Nf:
40 parts

TIP
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1090 
Railway set

The starter set of the wooden railway sets. The right track for children that have just 
discovered fun with trains and railways.
approx. 100 x 50 x 7,5 cm

Nf:
51 parts

1001 
Wooden Railway, large
More than just a starter set! With this wooden toy railway with 100 partially natural, 
partially lacquered pieces, playtime fun will be moving into the children´s room for 
good: numerous diverse accessories provide all kinds of building possibilities and 
playing ideas.
approx. 100 x 98 x 12 cm

Nf:
100 parts

 ▪ A durable generational toy with high playtime value

 ▪ Trains fine motor skills & dexterity

 ▪ Supports coordination & tactile awareness

 ▪ Teaches imagination & creative thinking

 ▪ Promotes long-lasting playtime and concentration 

Wooden Toy Trains - Tradition, fun & learning!

TIP
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11191 
Railway Set Construction Site
There´s lots to discover on this construction site. A train drives through 
various loading stations and provides the construction workers with new 
building materials. Two wooden cranes help with the provisions on the 
building sites. When you turn the crank, the cranes let their loads down 
either with the help of a magnet or with grippers with an integrated rubber 
band. The larger crane can be extended, and a 360-degree turn is no problem! 
The comprehensive accessories offer playtime fun of all kinds. The wooden 
train tracks are compatible with all other major toy train systems, and can 
even be built higher with the bridge piece.
Large crane approx. 40 x 38 x 44 cm, Small 10 x 10 x 26 cm

Nf:
87 parts

1565 
Railway Industrial Estate
The railroad line is based on pylons which are ascending! In a playful way you can arrange "working" in a real industrial park and 
organize goods traffic. It can be used as a complete railway or as an addition to existing railways – fantasy and play instinct are 
asked for!
approx. 50 x 110 x 38 cm

N:
114 parts
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4630 
Magnetic Train
Tuut, Tuut! The small wooden train is ready for departure! Fully loaded it is waiting to 
be played with, so that all the freight will be delivered to their destination. Due to the 
magnetic ends, which are located at the train compartments, the wagon combination 
can be changed depending on your preference.
approx. 20,5 cm x 9,5 cm x 6 cm

Nf:
6 parts

5804 
IR Electric Train

Smashing locomotive made of plastic with remote control which can drive the train in 
2 directions! And when you press the buttons on the remote control you can hear cool 
sounds (loudspeaker announcements, gate signal, conductor’s whistle, driving noises, 
going over a bridge) and the headlights turn on! Batteries not included.
approx. 11 x 5 x 3 cm

Nf!.:;
4 parts

7800 
Trains Display
Toot, toot! These 24 trains come with a sales-
promoting display. The colourfully lacquered engines 
and train cars made of solid wood can be connected 
with magnets and are combinable with all major toy 
train brands.
black train: approx. 11 x 3.5 x 5 cm 

Ni:
for a display 

8559 
Central Station
This nostalgic station is compatible to any element of wooden railway sets 
and promises a lot of fun. Waiting area with seats, gap warnings and two 
side exits provide realistic playing. The two round roofs are made of water-
resistant plastic. The station is accessible from all sides
approx. 24 x 15 x 17 cm

Nf

7801 
Train Accessory Washing System
Every train needs a good wipe-down! With this wooden car wash they get 
their "grease" off. The car wash can be attached to the usual rails. Two 
rubber rollers are responsible for polishing and are turned by a wheel on 
the roof. 
approx. 14 x 13 x 14

N

TIP
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8568 
Railway Set Mountain
What an up-and-down journey! With this 
"Mountain" set of rails, young railway fans 
can ride over the mountain on two levels. The 
set is comprised of a total of seven parts and 
contains curved rail pieces with two different 
inclines as well as a two-part mountain and a 
crane.
approx. 29 x 26 x 24 cm 

N:
7 parts

8565 
Engine Shed Nostalgia
This wooden engine shed reminds of former ages
of steam engines: as an additional element for wooden railway sets it offers 
nostalgic play fun. A railway switch ensures a secure carriage entrance.
approx. 30 x 13 x 13 cm

N
2 parts

8528 
Two-sided lift bridge

This accessory is a great addition to our railway-world! The two tracks can 
be wound up with an adjusting disk and clear the way for ships. Two curved 
feeder tracks included!
approx. 80 x 11 x 22 cm

Nf
3 parts

5801 
Railway Accessories

One engine shed with transparent roof which can lift the rails and make the 
parked trains roll out of the depot as if by magic! A water tank with tilting 
"crane" can fill the steam engine and the mountains by the tunnel made of 
wood and fabric can be adjusted!
tunnel approx. 50 x 13 x 15 cm

N
3 parts

7802 
Bridge Railway Accessory
A bridge is a great addition to all common railways. Its centre section is 
completely made of rugged wood and has two plastic tracks on each side 
as a bridge exit. With the painted-on masonry and the plants, the railway 
bridge appears to be deceptively realistic and therefore extremely solid. A 
super accessory for all railway enthusiasts.
approx. 55 x 5.5 x 7,5 cm

N
3 parts

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
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10257 
Train Tracks, set of 24 

This 24-piece track set is a super add-on for the playroom train 
set. A full circuit can be built with these tracks. They can be 
combined with all conventional wooden railway brands.
Long straight track approx. 21,5 x 4 x 1 cm, long bend 
approx. 17,5 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
24 parts

10264 
Long Railway Tracks 
For the collection! Every railway network can be expanded with these long 
wooden railway track pieces. The long, straight pieces are combinable with 
all major wooden toy train systems and are a must for ambitious toy train 
fans!
Approx. 21,5 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
4 parts

10262 
Short Railway Tracks 

Attention all railroaders! With this set of short wooden railway tracks and 
adapter pieces, all major toy train systems can be expanded. 
Approx. 5.5 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
4 parts

100% compatible with 
common wooden railways

10260 
Ramps and Bumpers for Railways
The beginning and end of every train ride! These railway bumpers and ramps 
made of stable, partially lacquered wood are a great addition to all major 
toy train railway systems.
Ramp: approx. 5.5 x 4 x 1 cm, 
Bumper: approx. 5.5 x 4 x 3 cm

Nf
4 parts

10267 
Access Ramps for Trains

Whoever wants to go above and beyond must begin with these access 
ramps! The two wooden ramps are slightly curved and provide a railway 
path with minimal height. These ramps fit together with all major wooden 
toy train systems and are a great addition to any diverse railway network 
through the children´s room!
Approx. 23 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
2 parts

10271 
Railway Tunnel 
A trip through the tunnel is a welcome change on the tracks! Made of robust 
wood, it can be combined with all conventional wooden railway brands.
Approx. 10,5 x 10 x 10 cm

Nf

10270 
Railway Bridge with Railing 
A railway landscape can easily be created with this railway bridge. The 
bridge is made of plastic and is very strong. It can be combined with all 
conventional wooden railway brands.
Bridge: approx. 21,5 x 5 x 10 cm, access ramp: approx. 23 x 4 x 1 cm

Nf
5 parts

TIP
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7064 
Traffic Signs

18 pieces in a set.
approx. 5 x 3,5 x 10 cm

Nf
18 parts

10807 
Straights for roads 
This set of two-lane straight road pieces made of wood from our small foot 
world play worlds is an addition to the standard road pieces set. These four 
pieces are a great way to expand your road network even further!
Approx. 15 x 11 x 1 cm

Nf
4 parts

10809 
Ramps for roads
This set from our small foot world play worlds is really practical! These 
ramps allow the cars to easily drive onto the roads. The four wooden ramps 
are a great addition to the standard road set.
Approx. 6.5 x 10.5 x 1 cm

Nf
4 parts

10810 
T-Intersection for roads 

With this set of T-intersection pieces from our small foot world play 
worlds, you can make your road network even larger! The two wooden 
T-intersection pieces are an addition to the standard road pieces set and 
provide even more creative building fun.
Approx. 22 x 16 x 1 cm

Nf
2 parts

10808 
Curves for roads

With this set of curved road pieces from our small foot world play worlds, 
your road network can be expanded however you wish. The four wooden 
curved pieces are a practical way to build more streets, making your road 
network more interesting and your city larger.
Approx. 25 x 11 x 1 cm

Nf
4 parts

TIP
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11655 
Water Toy Wind-Up Canoe Crocodile

Crazy water fun with the little crocodile! This cute wooden crocodile and his 
canoe made of wood and plastic will provide huge bathtime fun when he 
cruises through the water all by himself. The practical wind-up mechanism 
allows both paddles on the side of the canoe to rotate. With this water toy, 
there´s sure to be loads of fun in the bathtub, in the kid´s pool or in the big 
swimming pool! For a longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and 
dry it thoroughly after every use.
Approx. 14 x 12 x 7 cm

Jf

11657 
Water Toy Wind-Up Submarine

Explore the deep, dark oceans with this submarine! With this small wooden 
and plastic submarine, children can dive deep into a world of watery fun. 
This brightly-coloured toy moves independently through the water with 
its wind-up propeller on the stern of the sub. This is guaranteed to bring 
playtime fun to the bathtub, in the kid´s pool or in the big swimming pool! 
For a longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and dry it thoroughly 
after every use.
Approx. 11 x 9 x 8 cm

Jf

11654 
Water Toy Wind-Up Canoe Pelican

It´s a green light for this little pelican! This cute pelican and his wooden and 
plastic canoe will provide huge bathtime fun when he cruises through the 
water all by himself. The practical wind-up mechanism allows both paddles 
on the side of the canoe to rotate. With this water toy, there´s no limit to 
the fun you can have in the bathtub, in the kid´s pool or in the big swimming 
pool! For a longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and dry it 
thoroughly after every use.
Approx. 14 x 12 x 7 cm

Jf

11659 
Water Toy Wind-Up Whale

Off to the dive station with the whale! This cute wooden whale provides 
tons of fun in the bathtub, in the kid´s pool or in the big swimming pool, and 
will turn all kids into keen swimmers - with pre-programmed playtime fun. 
Thanks to the practical wind-up mechanism, this whale can move through 
the water on his own and moves the two flippers on his sides. It´s a water 
toy that belongs in every mini-ocean! For a longer product lifespan, take it 
out of the water and dry it thoroughly after every use.
Approx. 11 x 11 x 8 cm

Jf

Wood-based water toys: the sustainable bath toy 
alternative to plastic and rubber animals!

NEWNEW

NEWNEW
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11656 
Water Toy Catamaran Octopus

Cast off! Boatloads of fun on the high seas is pre-programmed with 
this wooden catamaran. Equipped with two hulls, a sail, and a deck for 
kids´ action figures, nothing can stand in the way of a sailing voyage 
through the bathtub, the kid´s pool, or the swimming pool! For a longer 
product lifespan, take it out of the water and 
dry it thoroughly after every use.
Approx. 16 x 12 x 19 cm

Jf

11653 
Water Toy Sailboats

Attention all sailors! These three wooden sailboats are sure to delight every 
keen swimmer while they´re splashing around - whether they´re in the 
bathtub, the kid´s pool or the big pool. So that they are not unmanned in 
the water, these small boats offer seats for action figures that kids already 
have. The sails can be let down if desired and then tied up again. For a 
longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and dry it thoroughly after 
every use.
Approx. 10 x 5.5 x 11 cm

Jf

11660 
Water Toy Raft Walrus

Ahoy, Captain! This wooden raft that young seamen can push around in the 
water is sure to bring the big bathtime fun. Decorated with a cute walrus, 
this watercraft for children is particularly appealing. Whether it´s in the 
bathtub, in the kid´s pool, or in the swimming pool: when this wooden toy 
gets onto the water, nothing can stand in the way of the fun and the action. 
For a longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and dry it thoroughly 
after every use.
Approx. 16 x 9 x 20 cm

Jf

11658 
Water Toy Sailboat Starfish

Attention all sea captains! With this wooden sailboat, children will be 
plotting a course to a world full of watery playtime fun. When the young 
sailors raise anchor and set sail, nothing can stand in the way of some great 
role-playing in the bathtub, the kid´s pool, or the swimming pool! And for 
even more playtime enjoyment, there´s space on deck for a crew of other 
action figures. For a longer product lifespan, take it out of the water and dry 
it thoroughly after every use.
Approx. 17 x 8.5 x 20 cm

Jf

For a long product life, take toys out of the water after each 
use and dry them well.

NEWNEW

NEWNEW
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Do you have  
any questions?  
Your specialist 
retailer is able  

to help.

Exclusively available in: Germany, Italy, Austria, 
Switzerland, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, and Norway.

Welcome to the Animal Planet selection!
Craft and Expertise: Designed in the UK, Animal Planet products are made with passion. Passion for 
design, passion for realism, and a passion for quality. Each figure is expertly researched prior to 
its manufacture.

Price Point RRP

 S 3,49 €

 M 4,99 €

 L 5,99 €

 XL 7,99 €

 XXL 9,99 €

 Deluxe 1 15,99 €

 Deluxe 2 19,99 €

NEW
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Animal Planet - 
Beastly lifelike!

Best Quality 
at Top Prices:
• Hand-painted, richly detailed and lifelike 

premium play figures

• Manufactured from the best materials to the 
highest standards and certificates

• All play figures are tested according to 
applicable safety and quality standards

• Various product world and product diversity 
support a collecting character

Suitable for children 
aged 3 years and up
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381017 
Animal Planet Triceratops 
approx. 17 x 5.5 x 7 cm

Ng

387212 
Animal Planet 
Brachiosaurus
approx. 22 x 5 x 17 cm

Ng

387379 
Animal Planet T Rex with 
articulated jaw
approx. 31 x 8 x 12 cm

Ng

387258 
Animal Planet T-Rex with articulated jaw
approx. 18 x 4 x 8,5 cm

Ng

387274 
Animal Planet Allosaurus 
approx. 21 x 7 x 8,5 cm

Ng

387374 
Animal Planet Dunkleosteus
approx. 19 x 7 x 4 cm

Ng

387385 
Animal Planet Spinosaurus with 
articulated jaw 
approx. 29 x 6,5 x 13 cm

Ng

387384 
Animal Planet Deluxe Brontosaurus 
approx. 21 x 11 x 11 cm

Ng

387048 
Animal Planet Smilodon 
approx. 12 x 3 x 6 cm

Ng

The dinos are loose! The T-Rex, 
brontosaurus, triceratops 
and their friends have been 
absolute trend animals over 
generations! Prehistoric 
animals and creatures always 
lead to impulse purchases.
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387297 
Animal Planet Unicorn
approx. 19 x 7.5 x 12 cm

Ng

387298 
Animal Planet Pegasus Lilac 
approx. 19 x 13 x 12 cm

Ng

387361 
Animal Planet Pegasus Baby 
Rainbow 
approx. 10 x 5,5 x 11 cm

Ng

387255 
Animal Planet Black Pegasus 
approx. 19 x 13 x 12 cm

Ng

387296 
Animal Planet Unicorn Rainbow
approx. 19 x 7.5 x 12 cm

Ng

387215 
Animal Planet Steel Dragon 
approx. 16 x 12 x 11 cm

Ng

387250 
Animal Planet Earth Dragon 
approx. 20 x 16 x 12 cm

Ng

387253 
Animal Planet Fire Dragon with 
articulated jaw 
approx. 21 x 15 x 9,5 cm

Ng

387256 
Animal Planet Golden Dragon
approx. 16 x 12 x 11 cm

Ng

Give room for imagination! 
Glittery unicorns, enchanted 
mythical creatures, and impressive 
dragons - the more figures you 
have, the bigger the fun! The 
perfect addition for your fantasy 
assortment.
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381008 
Animal Planet Giraffe
approx. 13 x 6 x 17 cm

Ng

387204 
Animal Planet Male Lion
approx. 16 x 3,5 x 7,5 cm

Ng

387393 
Animal Planet Zebra
approx. 11 x 4 x 9,5 cm

Ng

387264 
Animal Planet Chimpanzee and 
Baby
approx. 9 x 4,5 x 8,2 cm

Ng

387266 
Animal Planet Asian Elephant
approx. 12 x 4 x 9 cm

Ng

387162 
Animal Planet Crocodile 
with articulated jaw
approx. 15 x 13 x 8 cm

Ng

387245 
Animal Planet Wolf Howling
approx. 8 x 3 x 8 cm

Ng

387391 
Animal Planet Llama
approx. 10 x 2,75 x 11 cm

Ng

387129 
Animal Planet Chameleon
approx. 10.5 x 5.5 x 4 cm

Ng

Playtime fun and learning 
together as one! With a large 
selection of wild animals, children 
will playfully learn about the 
inhabitants of the wilderness, the 
savannah, and the forest. They're 
for admiring, collecting, and 
playing!
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387142 
Animal Planet Rabbit Lying 
approx. 6 x 2 x 3,5 cm

Ng

387248 
Animal Planet Dalmatian 
approx. 9 x 3 x 7,5 cm

Ng

387231 
Animal Planet Shetland Pony
approx. 11 x 2,5 x 6,25 cm

Ng

387397 
Animal Planet Donkey 
approx. 11 x 2,5 x 8 cm

Ng

387241 
Animal Planet Hanoverian Black
approx. 16 x 3,5 x 11 cm

Ng

387084 
Animal Planet Arabian Stallion 
Chestnut 
approx. 12.5 x 4 x 12 cm

Ng

387224 
Animal Planet Spanish Bull 
approx. 13,5 x 5,5 x 8 cm

Ng

387080 
Animal Planet Pig (Boar)
approx. 10 x 3 x 4,5 cm

Ng

387199 
Animal Planet Highland Cow 
approx. 13,5 x 8 x 8,5 cm

Ng

You'll find 
SEALIFE 

figurines in the 
Online Shop!

Animal and play figurines are 
indispensable additions for play 
farms and horse stalls. Particularly 
popular as last-minute purchase 
products, they provide an 
opportunity to continue expanding 
the collection.
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11005 
Woodfriends Farm
Moooh - High-class farm life! This large 
play world made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood fulfills young farmers every wish. And 
here´s the special charm: the stable wooden 
construction of the farm is arranged in a 
remarkable angled shape and equipped with 
an openable roof, allowing the farm to be 
easily and conveniently played with. The 
animals with a child-friendly design really 
light up the eyes of children. 
Farm: approx. 25 x 48 x 29 cm; hay bales: 
approx. 5.5 x 3 cm

Nf
11 parts

11006 
Woodfriends Tractor
Has the field already been tilled? This tractor made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood is the ideal addition to the large 
Woodfriends Farm (art. 11005) and helps the young farmers 
with their fieldwork. When the wheat has been harvested, 
all the straw bales from the Woodfriends Farm can be 
placed on the trailer.
Tractor: approx. 15 x 11 x 9.5 cm, trailer: 
approx. 19 x 11 x 8 cm

Nf

11007 
Woodfriends Farm Set
Welcome to the countryside! These three farm animals are the ideal 
addition to the large Woodfriends Farm (art. 11005) and a highlight for all 
animal lovers. The three animals are designed true to original and seem to 
come to life. 
Horse: approx. 13 x 3 x 9,5 cm, cat: approx. 7 x 1 x 6 cm

Ni
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8502 
Big Farm House
A farm of the extra class! In this 
large farmhouse there is room 
for many animals. Swing gates 
and a folding roof make this 
farm very easy to play with.
approx. 52 x 37 x 35 cm

Nf

10046 
Bending Dolls "Farm"
The popular bending dolls are a must for role play. These seven figures are 
easy to hold and can move their arms and legs. Everyday life on a farm can 
be re-staged with grandfather and grandmother, mummy and daddy and 
their children.
Grandma approx. 12 x 10 x 3 cm

Nf
7 parts

More bending dolls on 
page 310, 317, 322.

10316 
Tractor with Trailer "Farm" 
The farmer and his cow are out and about with the 
wooden tractor and trailer. The farmer and cow 
are bendy dolls and can move their arms and legs. 
With its rubber wheels the tractor travels quietly 
over the floor.
Tractor approx. 19 x 9.5 x 10 cm, 
trailer approx. 16 x 8.5 x 6 cm

If
4 parts
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10903 
Farm Vehicle Set 
Work is calling! With this 
four-piece farm set made of 
FSC®-certified wood with 
smooth-rolling plastic wheels 
from our small foot world 
playworlds, you can drive the combine harvester 
over the field. Then you can collect the straw with 
the tractor and the magnetic straw baler.
harvester approx. 9.5 x 3.5 x 4.5 cm

Nf:
4 parts

10902 
Farm with Accessories
Exciting life in the country! With this farm from our small foot world 
playworld, kids can pretend and have an eventful day with the farmer and 
his animals. The farm made of FSC®-certified wood and solid plastic includes 
the barn with double doors, a tractor with a trailer, and hay bales that can be 
moved with magnets. The horse, the cow, the little pig, a ladder, and the six 
insertable fence parts complete the set.
approx. 30 x 22 x 26 cm, horse: approx. 7.5 x 1.5 x 6.5 cm

Nf:
19 parts

7158 
Tractor with Animals 
Once all farm animals are aboard, the 
journey with the wooden tractor can begin! 
This steerable wooden tractor with stable 
trailer transports pigs, horses, goats and 
cows safely to the farm. Once the transport 
is completed, the trailer can easily be 
uncoupled and the tractor can continue 
driving on its own.
approx. 39 x 13 x 10 cm

Nf
7 parts

Compatible with 
vehicles and play 
worlds on p. 286-289.

10242 
Farmer with Animals Pull-along Toy
Toot, toot! This colourful team is comprised of a 
wooden tractor with a farmer and his animals. 
In the detachable trailer, you can put either the 
cutely painted farm animals or the hay bale and 
milk can.
Tractor approx. 9 x 8 x 10 cm, Trailer 
approx. 14 x 10 x 5.5 cm

If;
7 parts
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10317 
Wooden Car with Animal Transporter
The animal transporter is ready to set off! This wooden
transporter has lots of room to take animals to the next 
farm. Nothing is missing on the trailer of the pull-along 
toy with lots of room for a duck, sheep, dog and horse. 
The transporter can be easily pulled with the red string.
Transporter: total approx. 29 x 9 x 11 cm,
cow: approx. 7 x 1.5 x 5 cm

If
8 parts

10124 
Wooden Farm Play Set
The farm animals are loose! With this stable wooden 
farm set, playtime fun is also guaranteed while 
on-the-go. The farm is closed with a rubber band and 
carried like a suitcase with the practical rope.
Farm closed approx. 24 x 12 x 15 cm;
Cow approx. 6.5 x 2 x 5 cm

Nf
16 parts

11358 
Unicorn Play Set in a Case
Do the puzzling first, then play! This compact play world in a practical metal 
box includes a unicorn puzzle world on which the various wooden figures 
can be played with in a fantasy-rich way. With the unicorn, the carriage and 
two cute wooden figurines.
Approx. 20 x 15 x 7 cm

Nf
18 parts

11360 
Farm Play Set in a Case
First puzzle then play! With this compact play world in the convenient 
storage box, children can create a colourful farm world and stage their own 
farm setting with the tractor, farm animals and farmer made of wood.
Approx. 20 x 15 x 7 cm

Nf
20 parts

11393 
Play Store in a Box
Come on, we´re going shopping! This compact play store 
in a handy wooden box is secured with a child-friendly 
wooden lock and stores an ice cream stand, a sun 
umbrella, numerous types of fruits and vegetables, a 
cash register, a scale, a chalkboard for specials and a 
saleswoman in no time at all. 
Play store approx. 20 x 13 x 22 cm;  
ice cream wagon 
approx. 11 x 3 x 8,5 cm

Nf
15 parts
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10026 
Natural Medieval 
Castle
Three knights guard this 
imposing medieval wooden 
castle! The four towers with 
various floors and viewing 
platforms with removable 
flags make this castle visible 
on the horizon from a distance 
- but who is allowed in is 
decided at the drawbridge. 
Castle approx. 48 x 32 x 28 cm, 
knight approx. 7 x 4.5 x 1 cm

Nf

10469 
Pirate Ship Jack
All clear to board! The "Jack" pirate 
ship impresses customers at first 
glance with its colourfully striped sails. 
The skulls unmistakably show who´s 
sailing here. The robust hull and the 
numerous detailed add-on parts are 
made of lacquered and natural wood.
approx. 67 x 15 x 52 cm

Nf

1955 
Bending Dolls Pirates

Ahoy, mateys and landlubbers! These wooden bending dolls in a pirate 
look are the perfect addition to every pirate´s ship or buccaneer´s ship and 
makes exciting adventures possible for pirate fans both young and old! The 
colourful sailors can be bent wonderfully and are a real treasure for the 
nursery.
approx. 6 x 2.5 x 11 cm

Nf
6 parts

More bending 
dolls on page 
307, 317, 322.

3216 
Flexible Pirate Wooden Figures Display
Set of 12. Friendly pirates in the display for any sales counter! 
These colourfully painted wooden pirates are available in different 
versions. They look scary with their scars and wooden legs, but they 
are really very friendly fellows. With their moving parts they have 
never been so versatile.
approx. 6 x 4,5 x 11 cm

Ni
for a display 

TIP

TIP
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5793 
Rabbit Hutch
Rabbit hutch with accessories. The opening 
allows little hands access to the interior 
so they can feed and comb their little cute 
rabbit and refill the water bottle. The little 
ramp provides a good help for the bunny to 
get in and out. The heart-shaped window 
enhances this beautiful design. With this 
hutch children can train the daily care of 
their little animal friend.
approx. 29 x 19 x 20 cm

Nf

Incl. rabbit, carrot, 
brush, lettuce leaf 
and drinking vessel!

11227 
Noah´s Ark Construction Game
All aboard! This wooden Noah´s Ark must 
first be built by young builders before all the 
animals, Noah and his wife can board it with 
the wooden ladder. The small wooden animals 
can also be inserted through the opening. This 
not only helps develop concentration, but also 
dexterity! All the passengers can then get off 
the boat via the loading ramp.
Length approx. 23 x 13 x 21 cm, 
Ø approx. 4 x 1,5 x 7 cm

Nf

3120 
Wooden Noah´s Ark Play Set

Noah´s Ark is ready to take in all accurately detailed animals that want 
to rescue themselves from the great flood. It stands on a large wooden 
game board and waits for all the animals to climb into the ship via a yellow 
stairway. With its simple push-fit design, the wooden ship can be assembled 
and fastened on the wooden board quite easily.
approx. 41 x 27 x 20 cm

N

1508 
Noah´s Ark

With this colourful Noah´s Ark, children can recreate the exciting story of 
Noah and his ark while letting their imagination run wild.
approx. 28 x 15 x 24 cm

N

TIPSPECIAL
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10532 
In the Zoo Themed Play World 

Come on, we´re going to the zoo! This play world brings everything you 
need to experience wild zoo adventures: 12 cute wooden figurines, the 
background made of stable wood, and the colourful cardboard floor all come 
together to create a wonderful world to play in.
Assembled approx. 30 x 30 x 29 cm

If
15 parts

10533 
Underwater Themed Play World 

Bloop bloop - who just swam by? You´ll experience exciting underwater 
adventures with this play world! The colourful wooden background and the 
practical cardboard floor allow kids to dive into riveting deep sea stories 
with just a turn of the hand.
Assembled approx. 30 x 30 x 29 cm

If
13 parts

10531 
On the Farm Themed Play World 

Come play with me on the farm! With a turn of the hand, a great scene on 
the farm appears: eleven lovingly painted wooden figurines invite you to 
come play in front of the stall.
Assembled approx. 30 x 30 x 29 cm

If
14 parts

3223 
Magnetic Suitcase Space 
We´ve all wanted to land on the moon! With this magnetic puzzle you can 
at least make your own moonscape. Astronauts, aliens, planets and rockets 
turn this case into an adventure playground. The space magnets can be 
simply attached to the templates in the case without slipping. They can be 
used to make your own individual designs.
approx. 30 x 4 x 21 cm 

Nf:
27 parts

10763 
Play House Cardboard Fire Station
Wee-ooo, wee-ooo! All kids who love the fire brigade will love this cardboard 
fire station. It comes with numerous accessories, many arrangeable 
figurines, and even a burning house to be extinguished. 
approx. 54 x 10 x 43 cm

N

10761 
Cardboard Doll´s House for Stickers
Creative playtime fun with cardboard! This doll´s house is child´s play to 
assemble and is decorated and made beautiful with the included stickers. 
The complete interior designs can be stuck to the walls - so that there´s 
more room to play! Without accessories.
approx. 40 x 31 x 44 cm

N

With stickers 
to decorate!

SPECIAL

SPECIAL SPECIAL
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11111 
Farm Themed Play Set
The whole country life in one case! This 
play set made of robust cardboard unfolds 
into a complete farm when its opened. 
Numerous playable game pieces made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood complete 
the playtime fun. The lockable transport 
box with a handle can be taken with you 
wherever you go.
Closed set approx. 25 x 11 x 19 cm;
Open set approx. 41 x 25 x 19 cm

Nf:
13 parts

11114 
Princesses´ Castle Themed 
Play Set
An entire castle in one case! Simply open 
it up and Prince Charming will be able to 
save the princess. A unicorn and a horse 
with a magical carriage are also included 
and complete this robust cardboard 
set. All figurines are made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood.
Closed set approx. 25 x 11 x 19 cm; Open 
set approx. 41 x 25 x 19 cm

Nf:
13 parts

11113 
Police Station Themed Play Set
All police officers are at the ready here. Is an 
exciting criminal hunt happening? No problem! 
Simply open this play set made of stable 
cardboard and the mission can begin. When all 
the bank robbers are sitting behind bars, the 
play set with the action figurines made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood can be easily folded back 
together and brought to the next mission.
Closed set approx. 25 x 11 x 19 cm; Open set 
approx. 41 x 25 x 19 cm

Nf:
13 parts

11112 
Fire Brigade Themed Play 
Set
Are all the fire fighters ready to go? 
Simply open the case and the limitless 
creativity of role-playing begins. 
Here, every child can design their 
mission site however they want with 
the numerous figurines made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood. 
Closed set approx. 25 x 11 x 19 cm; 
Open set approx. 41 x 25 x 19 cm

Nf:
13 parts
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9329 
Model Car "VW ´63 T1 Bus"

This model of the legendary "Bully", now in "hippie dress", is a true dream 
by VW! A nice collector‘s item and a great toy – because this car model has 
an automatic pull-back and moving double doors on one side! Pull back the 
car and then immediately release it to see how it drives good on its smooth-
running wheels! 
Scale 1:34
approx. 11 x 5 x 5 cm

P,

9332 
Model Car "Citroen 2CV"

The 2CV may not be missing in any collection of model cars, the "Deux 
Chevaux" has achieved the cult status since years. Bonnet and side doors of 
the cream-white model oldtimer can be opened and offer a glimpse at the 
classical interior. The wheels respond on turning the steering wheel. Scale 
1:24
approx. 16 x 6 x 6,5 cm

P

9324 
Model Car "VW Bus T2 Model + Surfboard"
As successor to the legendary "Bully" from VW this T2 is also really popular! 
A nice collector‘s item and a great toy – because this car has an automatic 
pull-back! Pull back the car and then immediately release it to see how 
good it drives! Up to the next beach! 
Scale 1:34
approx. 11 x 5 x 6 cm

P,

9325 
Model Car "Classical VW Bus"

This model of the legendary "Bully" is a true dream by VW! A nice collector‘s 
item and a great toy – because this car model has an automatic pull-back 
and a movable side door! Pull back the car and then – let it go at full gas! 
Scale 1:33
approx. 14 x 6 x 6 cm

P,

8586 
Police Vehicles Play Set
This play set is ideal for playing the day in a life of a policeman. The set 
comprises nine parts and all children will love it. The cars are made of metal 
and have some plastic components that make the cars easier to move.
police car: approx. 12 x 3,5 x 4,5 cm,
helicopter: approx. 15 x 5,5 x 3 cm

N
9 parts

9336 
Display Model Cars
Set of 12. There is something for every taste and preference in this colourful 
display: VW-Bus, Beetle and Lamborghini Murciélago are the classic metal 
models and drive by pull-back mechanism. With colourful display packaging.
approx. 5 x 3 x 2,5 cm

Ni,
for a display 

TIP

TIPTIP
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Dolls and plush animals
Doll Houses · Doll Furniture and Doll's Prams

Dolls · Hand Puppets and Puppet Theatre
plush animals

11811
"Little Button" Doll‘s Loft Bed - p. 326

2736
Doll "Benno" - p. 338

11812
"Little Button" Doll‘s Wardrobe - p. 325

11522
Baby Doll "Marie" with Accessories - p. 338
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mathildas_kinderzimmer "Who didn´t dream 
of a great doll house as a kid? We´re comple-
tely happy with this dream house from small 
foot. It´s large enough to be played with by 
older children too, and the lovely wooden 
dolls impressed me with their very high-qua-
lity design."

#bloggersrecommendation
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NEW
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 ▪ Large, stable wooden doll house 
with a richly detailed design both 
inside and outside

 ▪ Open front side makes playing easier
 ▪ 3 floors connected by two staircases
 ▪ 5 rooms and a terrace offer space for 
fantasy-filled playing

 ▪ ample furniture made of plastic with 
wooden details for realistic playing

 ▪ A real bell that rings, sliding door, 
openable windows, nighstands with 
drawers

 ▪ The bright outer facade and modern 
colour scheme fit neutrally with living 
room/nursery interior design

 ▪ Ideally combinable with the Wooden 
Bending Dolls Family (Prod. No. 11804)

At a glance

11802 
Urban Villa Doll House
This large wooden doll house with three floors and 
an open front side makes an impression with its 
richly detailed design and modern colour scheme. 
An eat-in kitchen and living room, a nursery, a 
bathroom, a bedroom and recessed balconies offer 
lots of open space for fantasy-filled playing. A 
staircase, a sliding door, opening windows, little 
nightstands with drawers and a real bell that 
serves to announce visitors together with the 12 
pieces of furniture and many accessories make the 
fun of playing perfect.
approx. 63 x 32 x 76 cm, double bed 
approx. 14 x 13 x 11 cm

Nf

11804 Available as of 11/2020 
Wooden Bending Dolls Family
They bring life to the doll house! Comprised of a Mum, a Dad, and Grandpa, 
a brother, and a sister, this family of bendable dolls promises a complete 
set of fantasy-filled and realistic playtime fun for the doll house. Extremely 
flexible, durable and richly detailed, these bending dolls made of wood and 
cloth-wrapped wire can be put into all kinds of positions. Their size makes 
them particularly easy to grip for small children´s hands!

Nf
6 parts

For dolls up to 
12 cm!

NEW

NEW
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3126 
Doll´s House with Pink Roof and 3 floors, revolving
Welcome to the doll house villa! A revolving base enables children to play with 
the doll house from all sides and 21 attractive wooden pieces of furniture elicit 
enthusiasm in every doll fans. They can immerse themselves in the world of role 
play with the highly detailed wooden furniture. Three play areas and a roof terrace 
provide plenty of space for kids to live out their doll-house fantasies. Fold-open 
window shutters, small dormers on the roof and wooden doors are real highlights. 
This wooden doll house belongs in every playroom. Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
approx. 59 x 39 x 70 cm

Nf

11192 
Doll´s House 3-storey Palace, rotatable
This doll´s house will really make kids´ hearts soar! This play palace 
is rotatable thanks to the rotating disk attached to the foundation of 
the house, allowing multiple children to play with it simultaneously. 
The impressive three-story house comes 
with numerous movable wooden pieces of 
furniture. Beautiful colours, sliding doors and 
the decoratively printed walls invite all young 
architects to role-play. Incl. 15 pieces of furniture.
approx. 37 x 40 x 67 cm

Nf

3110 
Doll´s House Blue Roof 2 Levels, 
rotatable
A dream in pastel colours! This beautiful wooden 
doll´s house makes dolls´ hearts beat faster. Each 
room is painted in a specific colour scheme and the 
15 pieces of furniture offer many opportunities to 
play. The highlight: the doll´s house stands on a 
swivel base and is playable from several sides at 
the same time. Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
approx. 42 x 39 x 50 cm

Nf

For dolls of approx. 12 cm!360° rotatable!

TIP
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11068 
Doll´s House Deluxe Villa XL
A doll house with an impressive size! Fashion dolls can lead 
a cozy family life in this stylish house. It offers plenty of 
space for the colourful furniture which can be individually 
placed wherever one wishes. The size of this doll house allows 
multiple children to play with it at the same time. The lovingly 
detailed drawings on the walls, the staircases, a garage and 
a balcony all make this luxury domicile a creative place for 
unique play ideas. Incl. 12 pieces of furniture. 
approx. 116 x 38 x 123 cm, bed approx. 29 x 11 x 22 cm

Nfe

10736 
Doll´s House with Removable Roof 
This lovingly painted and well-furnished doll´s house made of stable wood 
has all kinds of exciting functions to offer, such as opening window shutters 
and a removable roof. 2 dolls and 15 pieces of furniture are included. 
Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
approx. 43 x 29 x 56 cm, 
bed: approx. 14 x 11 x 4.5 cm

N:

3109 
Doll‘s House Sophia
A marvelous home for dolls with walls and floors printed in loving detail. 
On 3 floors you can find the 15 furnishings of varnished wood and the dolls 
will sleep in the bed after hours of a pleasant play. Suitable for dolls of 
approx. 28 cm.
approx. 74 x 34 x 121 cm, bed 
approx. 30 x 11 x 12 cm

Nf

For dolls of approx. 28 cm!

TIP
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10737 
Foldable Doll´s House
Awesome fun to go! This lovingly painted wooden doll´s house can 
be easily folded open to be played with. 12 cute pieces of furniture 
and two dolls are included.
closed approx. 31 x 27 x 26 cm, opened approx. 61 x 14 x 26 cm

Nf

1167 
Doll´s House Clara
A cosy home for our bending dolls with its furnishing of 18 pieces 
and the varnished windows and doors! The roof could be taken 
off easily into 2 pieces because of magnet holders providing 
little children‘s hands access for playing. Even the balcony and 
the terrace are equipped with wooden pins and magnets so that 
children get more options for play. Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
approx. 33 x 35 x 39 cm

N:

7253 
Doll´s House with Furniture

The playing begins with the construction of this doll house! Young 
master builders can screw the walls of this house together and 
therefore can take part in its creation. The living space expands 
over two floors and can be equipped and designed with the proper 
additional furniture for each room - fantasy knows no limits. New 
living spaces can be created over and over again! 22 pieces of 
furniture.
approx. 40 x 27 x 38 cm

Nf Suitable dolls on pg. 307, 
310, 317, 322.

For dolls of approx. 12 cm!

TIP
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10857 
Playhouse Hospital with Accessories
Got a busted knee and a bump on the head? In this hospital made of robust 
wood, all patients young and old will be quickly nursed back to health! 
Doctor and nurse are included in the delivery and are ready for both big and 
small operations. 
approx. 29 x 21 x 20 cm, 
doll: approx. 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

10854 
Playhouse Animal Hospital with Accessories
Sometimes even animals have to go to the hospital! Here, they all will be 
nursed back to health by veterinarians and their assistants - from turtles to 
parrots. With many diverse accessories, they can all be quickly helped. 
approx. 29 x 21 x 20 cm, 
doll: approx. 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

10853 
Playhouse Supermarket with Accessories
It´s time for the weekly shopping trip! In this supermarket, there´s everything 
that both kids and adults need for their daily lives. Milk, fruit, and some 
chocolate - and family, neighbours, and friends meet each other in the store. 
approx. 29 x 21 x 22 cm, doll: approx. 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

10856 
Playhouse Hair Salon with Accessories
One haircut and blow-dry, please! In this salon, style makeovers take place 
every day - long hairstyles become short, and dark hair becomes lighter. 
Which hairstyle do you want? Let yourself be inspired by the posters on the 
wall!
approx. 29 x 21 x 22 cm, doll: approx. 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

10852 
Playhouse Restaurant with Accessories
Fast food or fine dining? In this restaurant, there´s everything that young 
foodies will love. Here, you can eat, drink, laugh, and tell stories.
approx. 29 x 21 x 22 cm, 
doll: approx. 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

10855 
Playhouse Ice Cream Shop with 
Accessories
Stracciatella or creamy cherry? Equipped with refined details, this ice cream 
shop with pastel colours is a real eye-catcher in the children´s room. 
approx. 29 x 21 x 22 cm, doll 10 x 6 x 3 cm

Nf

All playhouses on this 
page for dolls of 
approx. 12 cm height!

SPECIALSPECIAL

SPECIAL SPECIAL

SPECIALSPECIAL
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11742 
Doll´s House Furniture Set Modern

A complete set of furniture for the doll´s house! With this comprehensive 
furniture set, all the rooms in the doll´s house can be stylishly furnished in a 
modern way. The furniture is comprised of a refrigerator, cooking range, oven, 
sink, table and chairs, bed, small night cabinet, floor lamp, sofa, coffee table, 
washbasin, shower, bathtub, toilet, mirror, and scale, and fulfills simply all your 
furnishing wishes. The three included play figurines will be very happy there!

Nf
31 parts

11414 
Doll´s House Furniture Set Complete
Doll´s house furniture in Scandinavian design. This 
comprehensive wooden doll´s furniture set comprised of 
a living room, a kitchen, a bedroom and a bathroom fulfils 
all wishes. Details such as a toilet with a working lid, 
carpeted floors and felt pillows, enchanting bed linens 
and a functional mirror are just as good at promoting 
role-playing as the sliding cabinet doors on the TV 
table and on the kitchen cabinets.
Kitchen approx. 13 x 5.5 x 10 cm; Toilet 
approx. 3 x 3 x 3.5 cm

Nf
28 parts

10046 
Bending Dolls "Farm"
The popular bending dolls are a must for role play. These seven figures are 
easy to hold and can move their arms and legs. Everyday life on a farm can 
be re-staged with grandfather and grandmother, mummy and daddy and 
their children.
Grandma approx. 12 x 10 x 3 cm

Nf
7 parts

10320 
Bending Dolls "Family" 
The family of four bendy dolls is waiting for 
someone to play with! Which doll´s house will be 
their next home? With their bendy bodies they are 
very flexible. They can therefore be sat on a chair 
or sofa without falling over. This makes playing 
even more fun!
Large doll approx. 11 x 4.5 x 3 cm, small doll 
approx. 9 x 4.5 x 2.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

More bending dolls on 
pg. 307, 310, 317.

Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
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10871 
Doll´s House Furniture Children´s Room
This 3-piece set for the children´s room is sized for bending dolls and is 
manufactured from solid wood for lasting durability - for long-lasting 
playtime fun in the doll´s house! When played with, this set awakens 
fantasies and trains fine motor skills. 
Bunk beds: approx 12 x 5.5 x 11 cm, rocking horse: approx. 8 x 5 x 6 cm

Nf
5 parts

10873 
Doll´s House Furniture Kitchen
This 5-piece set for the kitchen is sized for bending dolls and is 
manufactured from solid wood for lasting durability - for long-lasting 
playtime fun in the doll´s house! When played with, this set awakens 
fantasies and trains fine motor skills. 
Kitchenette: approx. 12 x 5 x 12 cm, refrigerator: approx. 4 x 4 x 9 cm

Nf
5 parts

10872 
Doll´s House Furniture Bathroom
This 4-piece set for the bathroom is sized for bending dolls and 
is manufactured from solid wood for lasting durability - for long-
lasting playtime fun in the doll´s house! When played with, this 
set awakens fantasies and trains fine motor skills. 
Shower: approx. 7 x 5.5 x 12 cm, 
bath tub: approx 12 x 5 x 5.5 cm

Nf
4 parts

10874 
Doll´s House Furniture Bedroom
This 6-piece set for the bedroom is sized for bending dolls and is 
manufactured from solid wood for lasting durability - for long-lasting 
playtime fun in the doll´s house! When played with, this set awakens 
fantasies and trains fine motor skills. 
Bed: approx. 14 x 11 x 4 cm, closet: approx. 7,5 x 3,5 x 12 cm

Nf
7 parts

10870 
Doll´s House Furniture Living Room
This 5-piece set for the living room is sized for bending dolls and is 
manufactured from solid wood for lasting durability - for long-lasting 
playtime fun in the doll´s house! When played with, this set awakens 
fantasies and trains fine motor skills. 
Sofa: approx. 13 x 5,5 x 3,5 cm, lamp: approx. 12 cm, Ø ca. 3,5 cm

Nf
5 parts

Suitable for dolls up to 12 cm.
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minimemalzwei "Finally! Timeless doll furni-
ture that has earned a spot in every nursery 
and in every living room."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Spacious doll´s wardrobe made of wood
 ▪ Easy-open double doors
 ▪ With clothes rail, insertable shelves, and drawer
 ▪ Incl. multifunctional clothes hangers with elastic 
bands - particularly suitable for storing smaller 
pieces such as shoes or handkerchiefs

 ▪ Rounded edges and visible solid wood elements
 ▪ Gender-neutral colour scheme
 ▪ The Scandinavian linear design, a subtle colour 
scheme, and repeating design elements of the 
"Little Button" doll´s furniture series give it a 
harmonious look

At a glance

11812 
"Little Button" Doll´s Wardrobe

All the doll´s clothes right at hand! This spacious wooden wardrobe impresses customers with its easy-open 
double doors, simple Scandinavian design, and subtle design elements! It´s a perfect piece of modern doll´s 
furniture with visible solid wood elements that will fit in perfectly in the nursery. A clothes rail, insertable 
shelves, and a drawer provide the doll´s clothes with orderliness. The multifunctional clothes hangers help 
to easily store small pieces with the help of an elastic band. Wider hangers can also fit inside thanks to the 
depth of the wardrobe.
Approx. 40 x 28 x 48 cm

Nf:

NEW
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11811 
"Little Button" Doll´s Loft Bed

First-class bunk beds! This loft bed makes an impress with its function and design, and will fit 
right in inside the nursery thanks to its linear Scandinavian shape and subtle design. The modern, 
reversible, gender-neutral bed linens and the oversized blankets allow dolls and plush animals 
up to 46 cm in size sleep particularly comfortably in the two little beds individually arranged or 
stacked atop one another. Connecting the two single beds creates a ladder for the loft bed at the 
foot end of the beds. The bed drawers are wonderfully suited for storing doll accessories.
Approx. 50 x 28 x 48 cm; Playing height of 1st bed 8 cm / 2nd bed 40 cm

Nf

 ▪ Usable as individually arranged beds or as a loft 
bed set

 ▪ With bed drawers for storing doll accessories
 ▪ Gender-neutral bed linens
 ▪ Oversized blankets
 ▪ Rounded edges and visible solid wood elements
 ▪ For dolls and plush animals up to 46 cm in size
 ▪ The Scandinavian linear design, a subtle colour 
scheme, and repeating design elements of the 
"Little Button" doll´s furniture series give it a 
harmonious look

At a glance

NEW
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11813 Available as from 11/2020 
"Little Button" Doll´s Cradle

Dolls need their sleep, too! This modern rocking cradle makes an impression with its linear 
Scandinavian design, subtle form, and functionality. The gender-neutral, reversible bed linens 
and an oversized blanket allow dolls and plush animals up to 46 cm in size sleep in peace 
under the canopy. The skids and canopy are removable, which allows the cradle to transform 
into a stylish lounger! Comes with mobile and a bed surface made of stretched fabric. 
Approx. 54 x 28 x 28 cm

Nf

 ▪ Usable as a rocking cradle and lounger
 ▪ With canopy and mobile
 ▪ Skids and canopy are removable
 ▪ Stable construction, high-quality 
manufacturing

 ▪ Gender-neutral bed linens, oversized blanket
 ▪ Rounded edges and visible solid wood 
elements

 ▪ For dolls and plush animals up to 46 cm in size
 ▪ The Scandinavian linear design, a subtle colour 
scheme, and repeating design elements of the 
"Little Button" doll´s furniture series give it a 
harmonious look

At a glance

NEW
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11778 
Doll´s Cot

A safe spot for baby dolls to sleep! In this simply kept little cot, dolls and 
stuffed animals can sleep particularly well because they can´t fall out. 
Thanks to the white paint, this doll´s cot made of stable wood has a modern 
appearance. A mattress with soft padding as well as a blanket and pillow 
provide the highest level of doll comfort, and the flippable bed linens with a 
print of small stars perfectly round out the design. Suitable for dolls up to 
47 cm long.
approx. 50 x 30 x 34 cm

Nf

12025 
Doll´s Loft Bed with Desk

A dream for every doll! This loft bed of wood with mirror, coloured 
bed linens, a built-in ladder and practical drawers offers optimal play 
opportunities and incredible storage space. And the highlight? Under the 
wooden bed, there´s a desk with a cute doll´s chair. 
Approx. 60 x 31 x 60 cm, play height 50 cm

Nf

12024 
Doll´s Day Bed
Now it´s getting comfy! This doll´s bed can be transformed to a comfy sofa. 
The practical drawer can not only store the cute bed linens, but also can be 
used as a second sleeping spot. 
Approx. 56 x 23 x 28 cm, play height 15 cm

Nf

12023 
Doll´s Canopy Bed
A bed to dream of! This canopy bed made out of stable wood comes with a 
bed canopy made of lace garment and provides a cozy sleeping atmosphere. 
With the lovingly printed bed linens with a modern star design, every baby 
doll can make themselves super comfy here. 
Approx. 56 x 29 x 51 cm, play height 8 cm

Nf

NEW TIP
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2857 
Doll´s Highchair
Varnished in white with a small heart-shaped cut out, 
it‘s a stylish addition to our doll selection.
approx. 27 x 22 x 53 cm, seat height 30 cm

Nf

2872 
Doll´s Highchair with Folding Table
Come to dinner, please! This doll highchair made of stable, white-lacquered 
wood impresses responsible doll´s parents immediately! A practical highlight 
is the folding table which allows for comfortable entering and exiting of 
dolls and stuffed animals.
approx. 28 x 25 x 63 cm, seat height 40 cm

Nf

10744 
Doll´s Furniture
Dinner´s ready! This cute doll furniture set contains a round table and two 
chairs, and looks simply stunning with the lovingly manufactured details and 
the simple color scheme.
table: approx. 22 x 22 x 21 cm, 
chair: approx. 13 x 13 x 27 cm
seat height 12 cm

Nf

11213 
Doll´s Wardrobe
Organization is half the battle! This doll´s wardrobe in a simple design 
impresses customers with its comfortable configuration. It allows young 
children to playfully keep everything in order, and the dolls´ clothes can be 
hung on the integrated clothes hangers or laid on the shelves. The drawer 
which can be pulled out also offers space for select doll´s items. This is how 
all their favorite outfits can stay right at hand and the fun can begin.
Approx. 40 x 20 x 53 cm

Nf
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2875 
Doll‘s Cradle with Wardrobe
The doll´s bed in white varnish with its combined base cabinet provides for 
a space-saving stowage. The pink skirting and the pillow complete the nice 
piece of furniture.
approx. 58 x 31 x 54 cm, play height: 35 cm

Nf:

2852 
Doll‘s Cradle Dream Factory

This wonderful white doll cradle out of wood has got some cute ornaments 
with the sun, the moon and some stars. The doll cradle is a dream for every 
doll and is a great toy for kids. This is a must have for every doll room.
approx. 50 x 38 x 36 cm

Nf

2864 
Doll´s Pram with Mattress
Who wants to go on a trip with the doll´s pram? The classic 
colour combination in white and pink make the hearts of 
doll mamas soar. The rubber-finished wheels allow this 
doll´s pram to roll quietly across the floor. Every doll will 
feel at ease here. 
approx. 50 x 28 x 53 cm, handle height 52 cm

Nf

11212 
Doll´s Bed 
No doll will find it difficult to go to bed here. This modern wooden doll´s 
bed with charming heart motifs makes dolls´ dreams come true. Young doll 
mamas and papas playfully learn the process of going to bed while playing 
out their fantasies in their role-playing. The cute bed linens, comprised of 
a pillow, a blanket and a bed sheet, provide a pleasant bedtime calmness 
while the high-quality manufacturing offers long-lasting, durable playtime 
fun.
Approx. 50 x 27 x 21 cm

Nf

TIP
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1162 
Doll´s High Chair, 
nature
The clear varnished 
highchair made of natural 
wood for all dolls to have a 
seat at the children‘s table. 
A heart-shaped cut out on 
the rest reflects the love 
of the doll mothers to their 
little ones.
approx. 47 x 21 x 20 cm, seat 
height 34 cm

N

1158 
Doll‘s Cradle, nature

After a long day of play fun, this clear varnished cradle made 
of natural wood caters for a perfect nights rest. Beautiful 
design with heart-shaped cut-out.
approx. 56 x 31 x 28 cm

N

9601 
Doll´s Bed, nature

Even dolls want to get a good night´s sleep. And 
they can do that in this bed made of natural wood. 
The wooden struts give this wooden bed a stable 
build, and the colourfully designed bed linens will 
fulfil all dolls´ wishes (the design of the bed linens 
may vary).
approx. 44 x 23 x 25 cm

Nf

7286 
Doll´s Pram, nostalgia
With rubberized wheels for a quiet running 
noise. The top seller among the doll prams 
comes with linen. Bed-linen design may vary.
approx. 53 x 35 x 54 cm, handle height 53 cm

N

More doll´s prams in 
the online shop!

8757 
Gerda Goose Doll‘s Pram

Doll´s pram in fairytale mother goose design with movable hood – sturdily 
made from brightly coloured MDF for long lasting play fun.
approx. 45 x 23 x 41 cm, handle height 40 cm

Nf

TIPTIPTIP

TIP

TIP
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2880 
Doll´s Wardrobe, pink

Super varnished wardrobe on wheels for the doll´s dresses. The doors are 
decorated with moon and star motifs. The wardrobe has an implementable 
arrangement with two shelves on the left side and one clothes rail on the 
right side. Plenty of space for all the dolls clothes.
approx. 46 x 25 x 66 cm

Nf:

2871 
Bunk Bed for Dolls, pink

This wonderful wooden bed in pink with checked bedding and a mattress in 
the same design is the best place for your favourite dolls to sleep in! It can 
be used as a single bed or as a bunk bed after stacking it with wooden pegs.
approx. 51 x 27 x 44 cm, play height 1st bed 11 cm / 2nd bed 32 cm

Nf

2936 
Doll‘s Bed, pink
This doll´s bed is a dream in white and pink coming with pillows, a blanket and 
mattress in soft chequered textile! Several doll clothes can be put into the 
foldable drawer made of textile and solid pasteboard which is under the bed.
Bed: approx. 52 x 29 x 33 cm, box: approx. 49 x 28 x 13 cm

Nf

2865 
Doll‘s Cradle Star
Attention all star gazers! With this great doll´s cradle made of robust wood, 
the doll children will swing their way into their dreams. Doll´s "mothers" are 
able to look through the side grate and always keep their doll "children" in 
full view. The back and head of the cradle have a star design and allow it to 
be rocked back and forth.
approx. 45 x 40 x 29 cm

Nf

10740 
Doll Pram Girls´ Dream
A great vehicle for little dolls! This wooden doll pram 
offers lots of space for Doll, Teddy & Co. Rubber rings 
ensure quiet movement.
approx. 41 x 26 x 46 cm, height of the handle: 45 cm

Nf

TIP

TIP
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4048 
Doll´s Bed Dream

Which girl is not dreaming of a canopy bed? This dream now comes true for 
dolls. Blanket and pillows complete this wonderful bed. A white metal frame 
keeps the gorgeous pink "sky" over the bed and promises sweet dreams.
approx. 61 x 30 x 76 cm

Ng

8758 
Doll‘s Bed Romantic
Heavenly sleeping place for the favourite 
doll – this is where the little "babies" are 
put to bed like princesses!
approx. 60 x 35 x 104 cm

N

11484 
Doll´s Travel Bed
It´s time for a trip! With this cute doll´s travel bed, the dolls, the teddy, 
and their friends can get a comfortable nap - even at the holiday 
destination! With the airy net structure, the dear little dolls can watch 
everything, and their young "parents" can keep a close eye on them.
approx. 44 x 28 x 29 cm

Ng

4041 
Doll‘s Pram "Marine"
Doll´s pram in a timeless design with suspension 
and carry cot for all baby dolls. This article can be 
folded like a real pram.
approx. 70 x 43 x 83 cm, handle height 62 cm

Ng

4036 
Doll´s Buggy
Collapsible buggy with quick release 
fastener for easy transport.
approx. 46 x 29 x 60 cm, handle 
height 60 cm

Ng

TIP

TIP
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11418 
Doll´s Bassinet Basketwork, white
This bassinet drives straight to dreamland. In order for the doll 
children to be able to fall asleep quietly, it rolls very quietly 
and gently on rubber-finished wheels across the floor. The 
canopy can be easily opened and closed by children´s hands, 
and it´s a real eye-catcher with its beautifully embroidered 
fabric. 
approx. 61 x 36 x 75 cm; Height up to the grip 57 cm

N

11416 
Doll-Carrying Basketwork, white

Heavenly carrying comfort. In this doll carrier, every doll will be 
gently transported. The white wicker basket is woven together 
with a beautifully embroidered fabric that matches the pillow 
and light baby blanket! The padded fabric handles can be held 
easily by children. This is how doll parents can safely carry 
their doll-carrying basket on the next outing. 
approx. 46 x 24 x 12 cm

N

11417 
Doll´s Wicker Cradle, white
Dolls can make themselves comfy here! With this wooden doll´s 
cradle, dolls can be gently rocked to sleep. A removable soft 
mattress and the light rocking cradle function allow the dolls 
to quickly float into dreamland. The wicker basket can be easily 
rearranged by doll parents, and the colour matches very well 
with the filigree embroidered fabric. 
approx. 49 x 29 x 29 cm

N

TIP
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8770 
Doll´s Pram "Evelin"
This pram with bright white metal frame and rattan wickerwork is the pride 
of every dolls mother! The foldable cover with bright fabric can be adjusted 
and completes the noble design. Rubber-covered wheels for quiet running.
approx. 63 x 28 x 72 cm, height of the handle: 58 cm

N

6747 
Doll‘s Pram "Wickerwork"
This beautifully braided white doll´s pram is a great addition to our 
collection. A sunday stroll through the park will be a lot more enjoyable for 
the young mothers.
approx. 61 x 36 x 70 cm, handle height 60 cm

N

8766 
Doll´s Pram "Odette"
The white wickerwork basket on a metal frame is an enchanting decoration 
and a stylish toy. Rubber-covered wheels ensure quiet running. Beautiful 
folding hood of soft textile with white lace border and soft embroidery.
approx. 40 x 20 x 47 cm, handle height 43 cm

N

8772 
Doll´s Pram "Angela"

This bright white pram with metal rack, rattan wickerwork and different fabrics 
is a must-have for every doll´s mother! The foldable hood with its pretty 
embroideries and enchanting frills can be locked and rounds off the great 
design of this elegant pram. Rubber-covered wheels ensure quiet running.
approx. 75 x 35 x 83 cm, height of the handle: 66 cm

N

TIP
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8750 
Doll‘s Pram Vintage Beige

Metal frame, rubber wheels. A pram of yesteryears! A beautiful article to 
play with or as decoration.
approx. 51 x 32 x 52 cm, handle height 52 cm

N

8754 
Doll‘s Wicker Pram, beige
Metal frame, rubber wheels, protective covers on the wheels & small storage 
box in the foot part. A vintage looking pram! Beautiful pram suitable for 
playing and decoration. 
approx. 66 x 37 x 57 cm, handle height 57 cm

Ne

8771 
Doll´s Pram Vintage Grey

This wonderful vintage style pram in steel-grey can be used as a toy or as 
a beautiful decoration item! With a stable metal frame and rubber-covered 
wheels for quiet rolling.
approx. 51 x 32 x 52 cm, height of the handle: 51 cm

N

All prams incl. 
pillow and blanket!

8769 
Doll´s Pram "Caroline"
A nice retro-styled pram made of high quality wickerwork on a wooden 
box! Crocheted strips in crème white enhance the beautiful design. It has a 
varnished wooden handle, mudguards and a metal frame for stability. The 
rubber-covered wheels ensure quiet running.
approx. 52 x 37 x 57 cm, height of the handle: 54 cm

N

TIP

TIP
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Decoration item,
Not a toy!

8773 
Doll´s Pram "Cornelia"
This vintage style pram is a proper outfit for little doll´s mums! The 
adjustable hood is made of gauze and embroidered with lace motifs, 
allowing the sun to draw its patterns on the dolls.
approx. 60 x 26 x 66 cm, height of the handle: 57 cm

N

8755 
Doll´s pram, nostalgic style

Great doll´s pram for playing or for decoration with those special 
collectors dolls!
approx. 57 x 26 x 51 cm; height of the handle: 41 cm

N

2708 
Doll "Catherine"
An enchanting doll with a magnificent head of curls. This decorative Baroque 
style doll comes with many accessories such as earrings, necklace and 
trimmings on her dress. She is a real feast for the eyes in her pastel green 
dress and she looks great in all styles of living rooms, from antique to 
modern!
approx. 56 x 56 x 80 cm

8762 
Doll´s Pram "Elisabeth"
Beautiful pram made of wickerwork for demanding doll´s mothers or as a 
great decoration. Soft blanket and pillow with sweet motifs. The metal frame 
and the mudguards in an oxidised design enhance the flair from yesteryears! 
The rubber-covered wheels ensure quiet running noises.
approx. 53 x 35 x 53 cm; height of the handle: 53 cm

N

TIP
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11238 
Doll "Lucas" 
Lucas the doll is great for cuddling! With his luminous eyes and his glued-on 
eyelashes, he will enchant all doll parents from the get-go. The charming 
striped baby clothes can be easily 
put on the doll and taken off again. 
A cute little bib with Velcro, the 
colour-matching cap with little ears, 
a dummy and the soft blanket make 
this outfit perfect.
Doll approx. 15 x 10 x 40 cm, Blanket 
approx. 27 x 27 cm

Jf

11237 
Doll "Hannah" 
Hannah the doll is simply lovely. With her luminous eyes and her glued-on 
eyelashes, she will enchant all 
doll parents from the get-go. The 
charming pink baby clothes can be 
easily put on the doll and taken off 
again. A cute little bib with Velcro, the 
colour-matching cap with little ears, a 
dummy and the soft blanket make this 
outfit perfect.
Doll approx. 15 x 10 x 40 cm, Blanket 
approx. 27 x 27 cm

Jf

2736 
Doll "Benno"

Oh, how cute - this little boy with his cute clothes melts every doll mama´s 
heart! The doll has a light blue baby bottle, a soother that can be put in his 
mouth, and a soft blanket. The boy´s 
clothes are a real eyecatcher - many 
of the elements, like the ears on the 
cap, remind people of a dog.
Doll: approx. 23 x 12 x 43 cm

Jf

11522 
Baby Doll "Marie" with Accessories

A dream for all doll´s parents! This cute doll is a real enrichment for every 
doll collection. While dressing their doll, the doll´s parents learn to dress 
themselves and can try out all the accessories while role-playing. The doll is 
also great for cuddling with her soft body.
Doll approx. 42 x 20 x 11 cm; Potty 
approx. 9 x 9 x 7 cm

Jf

2738 
Doll "Karen"
This little girl brings along the summer - the doll 
Karen looks really cute in her mint green dress. The 
movable arms and legs make the baby a perfect toy 
for little doll’s child mothers
Doll: approx. 24 x 10 x 41 cm

Jf

TIP

TIP
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11779 
Doll´s Clothes Hooded Sweatshirt and Trousers
A new look for your favourite doll! This set of doll´s clothes comprised of a 
blue hooded sweatshirt and a pair of trousers in a jeans optic is the new star 
of the doll´s wardrobe. The sweatshirt and trousers are easy for children to 
put on and take off the doll, and give the dolls a casual appearance. This set 
is custom-fit for dolls with a size of 35-42 cm.
Trousers approx. 26 x 25 cm;  
Sweatshirt approx. 25 x 37 cm

Jh

11780 
Doll´s Clothes Skirt and Long-Sleeved Shirt
A totally cute outfit for unicorn fans! This set of doll´s clothes comprised of 
a long-sleeved shirt with a unicorn embroidery and a tulle skirt is the dream 
of all little doll "mamas" and is guaranteed to draw everyone´s glances. The 
top and skirt are easy to put on and take off the dolls thanks to the Velcro 
and are custom-fit to dolls sized 35-42 cm.
Skirt approx. 14 x 30 cm; Top approx. 13 x 37 cm

Jh

2607 
Dolls "Christian & Carla"
This cute pair of siblings fascinates any doll 
loving child with their cuddly blankets and their 
baby-caps. These dolls have a soft filling. Their 
arms and heads are made of flexible vinyl. A 
look into their eyes will melt anybody‘s heart.
approx. 10 x 14 x 27 cm

J
for a set of 2 

11781 
Doll´s Sleeping Bag

Sleepy-time for baby 
dolls! When the children 
go to bed, it´s also time 
for the dolls to "go to 
bed. That means that 
this doll´s sleeping 
bag with a soft lining 
is indispensable for 
the doll´s accessories. 
The sleeping bag is for 
dolls sized 35-42 cm and 
keeps them warm at 
night. Thanks to the long 
zipper, it can be put on 
and off easily.
Approx. 37 x 25 cm

Jh

2606 
Dolls "Bob & Dylan"
These 2 dolls are made of vinyl and can move their head and limbs. Including 
super-soft clothes and bathrobe. A must-have for children!
approx. 14 x 12 x 16 cm

J
for a set of 2 

NEW

NEW NEW
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5506 
Rag Dolls "Nicoletta and David"
Cloth, washable. Zipper, buttons, shoelaces and Velcro fastenings help to 
train little fingers. Really sweet dolls to love and learn with.
approx. 7 x 25 x 35 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

5514 
Rag Dolls "Profession"
3 sweet rag dolls in 3 of the most fantastic jobs that children can ever 
imagine. Whether it’s the nurse, the fireman or the builder – each one of 
these dolls encourages creative games and role-play. Washable.
approx. 23 x 9 x 30 cm

0g
for a set of 3 

10865 
Rag Dolls "Noah & Emma"
To play or to cuddle? Both! The fabric dolls Noah and Emma accompany the 
youngest children on the playground during the day and in Dreamland at 
night. With refined details like buttons, Velcro™ straps, and shoelaces as 
well as rattling and squeaking feet, these dolls inspire curiosity and train 
motor skills. 
Girl approx. 12 x 8 x 34 cm, Boy 
approx. 12 x 8 x 30 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

6908 
Rag Dolls "Nora & Emily"
Elaborately crafted magical dolls made of soft 
fabric lined in fleecy clothes and 
cute embroidered faces. 
Here big and small doll´s 
mums are going to lose 
their heart!
approx. 13 x 10 x 34 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

5576 
Rag Dolls "Chiara & Massimo"
Here kids will learn about different clothing 
fasteners and their use! The high quality dolls 
with embroidered faces will train the kids‘ 
motor skills and the use of buttons, snaps, 
hook and loop fasteners and zips! The feet 
crackle and squeak when pressed.
approx. 30 x 9 x 37 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

TIP
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10236 
King Hand Puppet
Approx. 28 x 25 x 6 cm

Ng

10234 
Wizard Hand Puppet
Approx. 32 x 27 x 8 cm

Ng

10238 
Princess Hand Puppet
Approx. 27 x 26 x 6 cm

Ng

10328 
Market Stall and Puppet Theatre
What to play with today? A puppet theatre or 
a market stall? Why not one after another? The 
shop has an awning and three fruit and vegetable 
boxes. The small theatre has velvety curtains 
and a small board for announcing the next 
performances. With 21-part accessories.
Approx. 68 x 23 x 109 cm, worktop: height 
approx. 51 cm

Nf

2 in 1 - puppet 
theatre and stall!

10237 
Prince Hand Puppet
Approx. 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Ng

10239 
Dragon Hand Puppet
Approx. 28 x 25 x 8 cm

Ng

10240 
Fairytale Hand Puppet Display
Set of 6. These hand puppets are great fun in a 
puppet theatre. Different characters are included. 
They are brought to life by moving their heads and 
arms. A great sales display at the cash desk!
Larger doll approx. 31 x 27 x 6.5 cm,
smaller doll approx. 27 x 26 x 6 cm

N
for a display 
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9770 
Finger Puppets Animals
This cheerful crew turns out to be cute 
finger puppets. Everyone can put their 
favourite animal on their fingers and 
assume the role of the animal. A great way 
to learn role play.
approx. 7 x 8 x 4,5 cm

0f
8 parts

6340 
Finger Puppets Best Friends
Elaborated in detail are these cute little 
finger puppets made from soft fabric with 
embroidered faces. What a great theatre 
for little fingers!
approx. 8 x 10 x 4 cm

0h
8 parts

4647 
Glove Puppets "Zoo Animals"
These cosy little soft toys are very good 
in entertaining children! Hand wash only.
approx. 21 x 14 x 9 cm

Ng
4 parts

3988 
Princess Finger Puppet Display
12 pieces. Blue eyes, pink cheeks - it´s difficult to say who is the most 
beautiful of them all. With their colourful clothes, the shiny crowns and the 
individual headdresses they will enchant all small puppet players. These 
figures can be placed on small children´s fingers and brought to life. They 
are beautifully presented in the supplied display.
Display: Approx. 25 x 11 x 27 cm
Figure: Approx. 6 x 3 x 12 cm

Ni
for a display 

TIP
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11710 
Stuffed Whale
The whale is an absolutely 
trendy animal and belongs 
in every nursery! This cuddly 
marine mammal made of 
extra-soft plush has the stuff 
to become a child´s best friend. 
Decorated with small glittery 
elements, this popular sea 
creature is a real eye-catcher 
and the perfect ocean giant 
to love!
Approx. 30 x 16 x 13 cm

0g

10089 
Dinosaur Plant Eater Cuddly Toy
The dinosaurs are on the rampage! This cuddly companion has appealing, 
big, wide eyes. It is easy to hold and is a great friend at home or on 
journeys.
Approx. 33 x 18 x 36 cm

0g

2827 
Dinosaur Cuddly Toy
All children will love the 
bright colours, soft fur 
and large eyes. Everyone 
wants to pick it up for a 
cuddle. The tummy features 
contrasting stripes and the 
paws are bright blue. In 
spite of its sharp teeth it 
has a friendly expression.
Approx. 17 x 24 x 25 cm

0g

2819 
Dino Triceratops Cuddly Toy
These two cuddly dinosaurs in miniature are available in red and green 
colours. They will delight you with their spikes on the back and head. They 
almost look like their real ancestors. Every kid will love to cuddle it!
approx. 35 x 14 x 26 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

2811 
Dino Diplodocus Cuddly Toy
A dinosaur in miniature. This super soft 
cuddly dinosaur delights with its green 
colour and the rounded spikes on its 
back. Every kid will love to cuddle it!
approx. 30 x 13 x 27 cm

0g

NEW

TIP
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10093 
Bunny Cuddly Toy

This is a cuddly toy to love and hold. Snuggly soft and with typical long, 
floppy ears. This bunny can sit up and its big, wide eyes have an appealing 
expression. No child will want to let it go!
Approx. 20 x 19 x 25 cm

0g

6328 
Rabbit Hoppel Cuddly Toy

This rabbit is a cute and absolute soft and snuggly friend in a white and 
grey design. If you hold it in your arms, you won’t release it any more!
approx. 26 x 26 x 26 cm

0g

10101 
Love Teddy Bear
Soft fur, a faithful 
expression and a round 
tummy will appeal to all 
teddy lovers. This large 
cuddly toy has its heart 
in the right place with 
the word "Love". The size 
is also appealing and 
all children can hug and 
cuddle their very own 
friend.
Approx. 38 x 38 x 43 cm

0g

11486 
Teddy Bear Guardian 
Angel "Bruno"
A teddy bear as a guardian 
angel! This large, plush 
companion is not 
only a great cuddly 
friend, but also a 
real protector. With his 
large "angel´s wings", 
he watches over his young 
friends´ shoulders and never 
lets them out of his sight! His 
loyal glance will enchant the 
young ones in no time.
approx. 20 x 20 x 25 cm

0g

11485 
Teddy Bear Guardian 
Angel "Anton"
A guardian angel fit for 
cuddling! This cute plush 
bear comes with a pretty 
ribbon around his neck 
and soft angel´s wings in 
order to perfectly protect 
his owner on all their 
adventures. As a cuddly, 
handy companion, he can be 
stored in any backpack.
approx. 17 x 8 x 25 cm

0g

11485 & 11486: 
With writable 
name tags!

More plush animals 
in the online shop!

TIP

TIP

TIP
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10094 
Teddy Bear with Hoodie
A small, brown bear with soft fur and a hoodie. The cuddly toy has a faithful 
expression and looks forward to lots of cuddles. No child will want to let it 
go!
Approx. 26 x 20 x 26 cm

0g

6307 
Cat Richard Cuddly Toy
He doesn’t want to live on the 
streets any longer and he is 
looking for a new home. Likes 
cuddling, is house trained, does 
not sing – in brief, he is the ideal 
companion for cat friends.
approx. 8 x 14 x 31 cm

0g

10098 
Puppy Cuddly Toy
This puppy is waiting for some cuddles. Long floppy ears and a faithful look 
soon promise the first hugger. Nobody wants to give him out of his hand 
anymore. 
Approx. 18 x 17 x 24 cm

0g

2817 
Dog Cuddly Toy
That´s a dog to love! He inspires by his very soft coat and the cute floppy 
ears. He has a very nice look and can be taken everywhere. 
approx. 30 x 15 x 35 cm

0g

11479 
Sloth Cuddly Toy 
with Heart
A sloth you can love! This 
cuddly companion won´t 
be given up by children so 
easily. The soft fur and the 
cute embroidered heart 
invite children to give it lots 
of love. 
approx. 30 x 12 x 30 cm

0g

10100 
Elk Cuddly Toy
In a sitting position and with 
cuddly soft coat, this soft 
toy is a great companion on 
journeys or a cuddly partner in 
the children´s room. 
Approx. 20 x 14 x 30 cm

0g

TIP
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4128 
Pony in a Bag

Small cuddly pony in a soft fabric bag with a Mustang look – there‘s space 
in every room for this pony! The Velcro fastener ensures that the contents 
won‘t fall out.
approx. 6 x 15 x 21 cm

Ni

10277 
Pony in a Bag "Western" 
Who is lucky enough to have a pony in their bag? This western style bag is a 
real eye-catcher. With its soft handles it can also be used without the pony. 
The bag can be closed with a Velcro-type fastener.
approx. 18 x 7 x 14 cm

Ni

4146 
Unicorn in a Bag "Fina"
A cuddly unicorn with glittering hooves and horn. The sweet little toy can 
travel everywhere with your little ones in its bag and with its pink design it 
is a sweet chaperone for little ladies!
approx. 22 x 6 x 21 cm

Ni

4143 
Poodle in a Bag "Trixi"
This sweet little pink poodle is a fluffy accompaniment for little ladies. With 
its little ribbon in its hair and the matching bag it is not just a cuddly toy 
but also a great accessory for both short and long trips!
approx. 18 x 9 x 18 cm

Ni

4144 
Pony in a Bag "Paulina"
A cuddly soft pony with long mane and 
tail which can be plaited. The cuddly 
toy can be carried everywhere in its bag 
and with its pink design, it is the ideal 
chaperone for little ladies!
approx. 20 x 7 x 21 cm

Ni

10282 
"Pink Pony" Cuddly Toy
A pink pony is looking for a friend! This pony is not only great for playing 
with but also for combing and styling. When its ears are pressed, it neighs 
and opens and closes its mouth.
Batteries not included
Approx. 38 x 17 x 30 cm

Ng!;

TIP
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11246 
Unicorn Cuddly Toy
No unicorn lover can resist those eyes. The big saucer eyes and the 
glittering horn impresses kids immediately. The cute heart prints on its back 
and the heart-shaped nares make girl´s hearts soar. 
Approx. 30 x 13 x 38 cm

0g

4141 
Horses "Penny & Molly"

These friends for little horse fans are cuddly and adorable.
approx. 27 x 13 x 26 cm

0g
for a set of 2 

11245 
XL Unicorn Stuffed Animal
A very big unicorn to love! Children can not only play with this cuddly 
stuffed animal, but also lean on it and relax. The sparkly collar and pink 
glittery horn make children´s hearts soar.
approx. 73 x 18 x 73 cm

0g

11478 
Unicorn Plush Toy, pink

A plush unicorn fit to be loved! The cuddly, very soft fur will put every child 
in the mood to snuggle. This cute creature is in a resting position and is 
waiting to experience exciting adventures with its owner. The pink-coloured 
glittering accents, the unicorn and the rainbow-coloured mane are real 
eye-catchers. 
approx. 22 x 22 x 30 cm

0g

11477 
Unicorn Plush Toy, purple
Onto the glittery path! The glittering purple accents on the hooves, the 
nose, and the ears go perfectly with the cuddly tail and the quaint mane 
in rainbow colours. The head of this mythical creature is decorated with a 
shiny, silver horn.
approx. 32 x 32 x 40 cm

0g

TIP

TIP
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5562 
Hen "Frieda" Cuddly Toy

Very soft and sweet little hen - and if you pull the egg, it is cackling, 
vibrating and the egg will go back! Crackling foil in the tail, rattles in the 
wings and little grains in the feet will make children’s eyes shine and curious 
fingers are set in motion. Batteries included.
approx. 25 x 19 x 23 cm

0g!;

Clucking 
hen!

2815 
Fox Cuddly Toy

This soft cuddly fox stands 
quite expectantly on his four 
paws and wants to be taken 
on your lap. It will captivate 
your heart with its bright 
colour and black paws. Every 
kid will love to cuddle it!
approx. 28 x 15 x 27 cm

0g

10225 
Zoo Animal Cuddly Toy Display
Set of 12. No child will be able to walk past these zoo animals. Soft and 
cuddly and ready to be picked up at the cash desk. They are ideal, compact 
gifts. There is the right cuddly animal for all tastes.
Elephant approx. 13 x 13 x 16 cm, cow approx. 12 x 12 x 19 cm

0i
for a display 

10524 
Zebra & Giraffe Plush Ball 
Zebra or Giraffe? These two safari 
animals share this feather-soft plush 
ball. 
giraffe: approx. 27 x 17 x 25 cm, 
zebra: approx. 15 x 20 x 28 cm

0g

10523 
Cat & Mouse Plush Ball 
Cat or Mouse? They´ll become best 
friends with this plush ball and roll 
together through the children´s 
room.
cat: approx. 18 x 15 x 23 cm, 
mouse: approx. 22 x 15 x 28 cm

0g

10522 
Dog & Sheep Plush Ball 
Dog or Sheep? This soft ball is really 
something, as it can show two 
animal faces while being thrown and 
cuddled with. 
dog: approx. 18 x 15 x 20 cm, 
sheep: 
approx. 25 x 16 x 20 cm

0g

TIP

TIP
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Outdoor and Movement Toys
Small Gardening Tools · Handcarts · Balance Bikes and Ride-On Cars 

Games for the Yard · Explorers and Discoverers 
Swings and Climbing Frames · Hopping and Jumping

12027
XXL Wobbly Tower "Active" - p. 373

12032
XXL Dominos "Active" - p. 373

11373
Bean Bag Toss Game "Active" - p. 372

12034
Ladder Golf Throwing Game "Active" - p. 372

#bloggersrecommendation

"We love nature and fresh air. That©s why we like spending 
the whole day outside, especially in the summer. And for us, it©s  not just about 
discovering nature, but also playing together. The Active products from small foot 
made of natural materials are the perfect companions for that."
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 ▪ Weather-resistant, untreated, solid 
wood, can be designed individually

 ▪ Playable from all four sides
 ▪ Easy to move with robust wheels
 ▪ Convenient slots for tools, sticks, and hose
 ▪ With a large mud bowl and worktop
 ▪ Oven with clicking turning knobs and 
wooden baking tray; oven door with 
magnet catchers

 ▪ Extra plant section with two metal 
flowerpots

 ▪ Two metal mud pots for collecting, storing, 
and scooping water

At a glance

11665 
Mud Kitchen

Sand + Water = Mud & Fun! This modernly designed mud kitchen made 
of weather-resistant solid wood is the new star of the yard and on the 
balcony! Playable from all four sides, it offers space for multiple children 
for creative playtime as an outdoor kitchen. And this is unique: Thanks to 
the indestructible wheels, it can be pushed around as much as the children 
want! An oven with two knobs that make clicking sounds, a large mud bowl, 
two small mud pots and two flower pots made of metal as well as recesses, 
hooks, and a storage surface for organising gardening tools, cooking 
equipment and mud utensils make this extraordinary "summer kitchen" 
complete!
Approx. 104 x 59 x 54 cm; Working height: approx. 54 cm

N:

For a long-lasting service 
life, a wood protection 
glaze is recommended!

NEW
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mama_yasmiiin "Our son likes to support us 
actively in the garden. We are great friends 
of plastic-free toys! The wheelbarrow is very 
easy to push because it is very light and of-
fers enough space for weeds and found ob-
jects from nature! The trolley offers enough 
space for shovel, rake and bucket. The 
wheels are very smooth-running and our son 
can pull it behind himself without any pro-
blems."

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ An attractive, robust mix of materials 
comprised of beech wood, metal and plastic

 ▪ Easy to push and pull with robust wheels
 ▪ 4 slots respectively for large and small gardening tools
 ▪ Additional space for one´s own gardening and digging 
equipment

 ▪ Open trolley floor makes cleaning easy
 ▪ Rubber-finished metal feet for stability
 ▪ Comprehensive accessories comprised of a spade, a 
rake, a plastic flowerpot, a dustpan, and a hand rake

 ▪ Extra safety with special directionally-formed storage 
holes for large gardening tools

At a glance

11663 
Garden Trolley Set
Now the young, aspiring gardeners will really come into their own! With this garden trolley 
set comprised of a trolley, a spade, a rake, a plastic flower pot and small gardening aids 
like a dustpan and a smaller rake, the young gardeners will have everything they need, 
right at hand. The stable trolley made of beech wood and metal can be pushed and pulled 
with ease across the ground thanks to the indestructible wheels and offers 4 set places 
for large and small gardening tools each. The open bottom of the trolley makes cleaning 
easier. With rubberized metal base for a safe stand!
Approx. 27 x 30 x 57 cm; Grip height: 57 cm

N
6 parts

 ▪ Extra-large carrying volume
 ▪ Wooden wheelbarrow grips
 ▪ Robust tyres made of solid rubber
 ▪ Spade with a rounded tip
 ▪ Incl. Gardening gloves made of 100% cotton

At a glance11627 
Wheelbarrow with Gardening Tools
Perfectly equipped for garden work! With this garden tool set 
consisting of a wheelbarrow with a volume of approx. 10 litres, 
gardening gloves made of 100% cotton, a spade, and a rake, young 
hobby gardeners can actively support their parents in the garden. 
The tyre made of solid rubber ensures extra long-lasting fun! 
Wheelbarrow approx. 79 x 36 x 50 cm, Grip height 50 cm, maximum 
load capacity 15 kg, rake approx. 73 x 19 x 3 cm

N
4 parts

With wooden 
grips!

NEW

NEW
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12014 
Large Garden Set with 
Wheelbarrow
Off to the flower bed! Young aspiring 
gardeners will really get their money´s 
worth with this garden set. Just put on 
the gardening gloves and it can begin 
with the hoe, the rake, the spade, the 
wheelbarrow and the other tools to the 
next gardening location. This is how the 
young garden gnomes can get their first 
experiences with gardening and help 
their parents with the work. 
Wheelbarrow approx. 78 x 36 x 44 cm, 
max. weight 7 kg, rake 
approx. 74 x 18 x 8 cm

Nf
7 parts

4628 
Digger with Wheels

The metal digger with big plastic wheels (Ø 20 cm) is the best tool for 
little builders! An ideal toy in the sandbox, 
rotatable up to 360° with fantastic bucket 
seat. Very sturdy but light!
approx. 104 x 33 x 58 cm, seat height 
approx. 35 cm, max. load capacity 50 kg

Nf

4044 
Digger
Metal digger, turnable rack for 
the sand pit; working like the 
grown-ups. Dig up the sand and put 
it aside.
approx. 135 x 70 x 70 cm, seat 
height approx. 36 cm, max. load 
capacity 30 kg

Nf
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12016 
Plant and Garden Set
Gardening with the grown-ups! With a shovel, a watering can and reusable 
flower pots, nothing will stand in the way of the gardening now. Simply fill 
the flower pots with dirt, plant the seeds, and watch what happens! 
Watering can approx. 20 x 9 x 13 cm; Shovel approx. 19 x 7 x 3 cm

Nf
5 parts

12017 
Watering Can
Let the flowers bloom! With this green watering can, no flowers will be 
hanging their heads low. The child-friendly handling with the movable 
carrying handle and the robust metal manufacturing, this stylish watering 
can will be a real eye-catcher in the garden shed. 
Watering can approx. 25 x 12 x 20 cm

Ng

9515 
Garden Fun Wheelbarrow
Slip on your boots and get out into the garden! Young gardeners will be 
real professionals with this wonderful metal wheelbarrow. It can be used to 
transport small stones, garden tools and flowers. With the wide plastic wheel 
and the supports the wheelbarrow stands firmly.
approx. 74 x 35 x 42 cm, handle height 42 cm, max. load 
capacity 20 kg

N

1710 
Gardening Bag

For the little gardener. Experience nature 
and have fun in your own garden with this 
bag incl. garden tools and a watering can. 
approx. 19 x 12 x 22 cm

Nf
8 parts

12015 
Compact Gardening Bag

Gardening to go! With this high-quality gardening bag including a shovel, 
a rake, and a spade, all young gardeners can be mobile in the garden and 
ready to work. 
Approx. 28 x 10 x 16 cm; tools 
approx. 22 x 7 x 3 cm

Nf
4 parts

TIP

TIP
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1114 
Sandpit Set, small
Children‘s gardening tools. 3 pieces in a set.
approx. 7 x 3.5 x 15 cm

Nh
3 parts

Art.-No.

Rakes 3-Pack, 
red = 11579

Rakes 3-Pack, 
blue = 11580

Rakes 
3-Pack

Everything nice and raked! With these children´s rakes, the gardening is easy, even for 
the youngest ones. Raking leaves, leveling the flowerbeds - no problem! The weight of the 
rakes and the wooden handle have been perfectly calibrated for children´s needs. 
approx. 68 x 15 x 6,5 cm

N
for a set of 3 

Art.-No.

Shovels 
3-Pack, red = 11577

Shovels 
3-Pack, blue = 11578

Shovels 
3-Pack

On your shovels, get set, go! These children´s shovels are the perfect tools for sandboxes, 
the garden or the beach. While digging holes and making castles, they impress their users 
with their robustness and attractive look. The weight of the shovels and the wooden shaft 
are perfectly matched for children´s hands. 
approx. 70 x 13 x 2.5 cm

N
for a set of 3 

Art.-No.

Spades 
3-Pack, red = 11575

Spades 
3-Pack, blue = 11576

Spades 
3-Pack

Out into the garden! These children´s spades will awake the hobby gardener in every 
child, and impress customers with their robustness and attractive look. The weight of the 
spades and the wooden shaft are perfectly matched for children´s hands. 
approx. 70 x 13 x 2,5 cm

N
for a set of 3 

10836 
Gardening Tools for Kids Display
92 pieces. The little gardeners are coming! No one will be 
able to ignore this display with child-friendly gardening 
tools during the outdoor season. Children ages 3 and up can 
gather together everything they need, from shovels and 
rakes to brooms and stable tools.
approx. 63 x 50 x 160 cm

Nd
for a display 

More details on 
page 477!

10837 
Little Garden Helpers with Bucket
Mama, look how it blooms! What´s better and more 
beautiful than planting the first colourful flowers in 
the soil in spring? With these great garden helpers in a 
convenient bucket, even the youngest kids can do it. 
height: approx. 13cm, Ø approx. 16 cm

Nf
4 parts

NEW

NEW

NEW
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11626 
Gardening Tool Set Duo

The garden is calling! This stable set of gardening tools comprised of spades 
and rakes is the ideal garden companion. The spade with the rounded head 
and extra D-shaped grip allows young gardeners to dig with more comfort 
and less exertion. The rakes make a good impression while raking leaves and 
doing lawn care. Specially designed for children´s hands, this set promises 
lots of playtime fun and a successful start into the gardening lifestyle!
Spade approx. 76 x 12 x 3 cm, rake approx. 72 x 21 x 5 cm

N
for a set of 2 

Colour-
matching 
sweeping set 
on p. 248!

10838 
Motley Gardening Tool Set

Winter is over! It´s high time to make the flower beds fit for the springtime - 
or maybe even make a few new ones? The sturdily manufactured gardening 
tool set containing rakes, a shovel, and a spade in bright colours are fit for 
any task in the garden. 
spade approx. 70 x 12 x 2 cm, rake approx. 72.5 x 19 x 2 cm

N
for a set of 4 

9712 
Besom
With this small besom 
children can tidy up 
their kingdom by 
themselves.
approx. 88 x 22 x 4,5

N

9710 
Broom
With this small 
broom children can 
now be of help and 
clean their own little 
kingdom.
approx. 16 x 5 x 70 cm

N

1116 
Rake for 
Children
With this rake children 
can help mummy 
and daddy with the 
gardening.
approx. 84 x 18 x 4 cm

Ng

1118 
Shovel for 
Children
This shovel should 
not be missing in any 
sandpit! Also a perfect 
tool on the beach for 
building sand castles 
or digging canals.
approx. 81 x 14 x 12 cm

Ng
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10308 
Handcart for Children, nature
With this small wooden toy trolley, children can transport their toys from 
one place to the other. This trolley has two removable sliding elements at 
both ends. The tyres glide silently over the floor. Let´s start the trip!
Approx. 50 x 30 x 31 cm, seat height 
approx. 16 cm, max. load capacity 25 kg

N

For children 
to play!

3904 
Handcart Metal XL

A metal handcart which is perfect to play with and to 
transport various things. Thanks to the plastic wheels you 
will never have a flat tyre.
approx. 60 x 39 x 60 cm, max. load capacity 15 kg

N

3905 
Handcart Metal
A compact metal handcart which is perfect to play 
with and to transport various things. Thanks to the 
plastic wheels, you will never have a flat tyre.
approx. 32 x 20 x 40 cm, max. load capacity 15 kg

N

8808 
Foldable Handcart
Come on, we´re going on a trip! And we´re taking 
this foldable handcart with us. The handcart is a 
space-saving wonder because it has a maximum 
load limit of 80 kg and offers plenty of storage 
room for family trips or shopping trips, with an 
empty weight of only approx. 10 kg!
approx. 90 x 55 x 57 cm, 
drawbar: 53-77 cm (adjustable)
seat height 27 cm
max. load capacity 80 kg

e

11316 
Foldable Handcart with Sun Canopy
This foldable comfort trolley is the perfect 
companion for family outings or shopping. 
The sturdy metal frame can be assembled and 
disassembled in just a few easy steps and stored in 
a space-saving manner. The removable sun canopy 
provides shade. The lockable storage bag offers 
a lot of space. Extra wide tyres and two parking 
brakes on the front wheels ensure safety. Handle 
with telescopic arm.
Approx. 120 x 60 x 100 cm, towbar height 
approx. 60-100 cm, seat height approx. 25 cm, max. 
load capacity: 80 kg

Re

XXL

TIP
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9930 
Handcart XXL, Black 
This great wooden handcart offers plenty of space! Beside the fact 
that there is enough space for two beverage crates, also a large picnic 
equipment or the high volume shopping can easily be transported. Due 
to the very sturdy wooden construction, the rubber tyres with tread and 
the sturdy handle this handcart surely withstands every family trip.
Tyres: solid rubber
approx. 110 x 61 x 57 cm, drawbar: 85 cm
seat height 30 cm, max. load capacity 80 kg

e

9912 
Handcart Maxi
This large handcart carries everything families 
and hikers have to transport over long distances. 
Robust construction made of metal and wood. 
Tyres: solid rubber.
approx. 99 x 60 x 57 cm, drawbar: 85 cm, seat 
height 31 cm, max. load capacity 80 kg

e

6911 
Handcart
The robust classic for family trips! This 
handcart offers plenty of space for 
luggage, provisions and tired kids. The 
rubber wheels and the towbar with grips 
at an ergonomic height make pulling this 
wagon a cinch. 
approx. 99 x 62 x 93 cm, towbar: 93 cm, seat 
height 30 cm, max. load capacity 200 kg

e
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Compact version for the 
little ones! Seat height 
approx. 24 - 28 cm.

 ▪ Usable as a tricycle and a balance bike
 ▪ Grows with the children with adjustable seat height 
and distance from the handlebar, each with 3 
settings

 ▪ Handlebar with a turning radius limiter
 ▪ Particularly lightweight
 ▪ Removable handlebar bag, rubber grips, and a bell
 ▪ Indestructible EVA Soft tyres
 ▪ Soft seat for riding comfort
 ▪ Available in two different colours and also in "Maxi" 
size (Prod. 11609, 11611)

At a glance

mommy_elfi "This 2-in-1 Mini-Trike doesn´t 
just look cute - it also grows brilliantly with 
our young ones and their developments. 
We´re currently using it as a tricycle, but 
we´ll be able to easily transform it into a ba-
lance bike soon. And our kids´ stuffed animal 
friends are also having a blast going for rides 
in the small handlebars bag."

#bloggersrecommendation
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11610 
Training Bike-Trike 2-in-1 Turquoise
A must for mini-bikers! This compact version of the 
Training Tricycle impresses customers with numerous 
highlights and a cool look. Riding beginners can start 
with the safe, three-wheeled version. The three-level 
height-adjustable seat and the adjustable three-level 
seat spacing allows for the perfect riding settings for 
the child. When learning progress and balance allows 
it, it can be quickly transformed into a classic balance 
bike. And here´s the ultimate safety plus: handlebars 
with a steering damper! A bell, the removable handlebars 
bag, the rubber grips, the indestructible EVA Soft tyre 
finishing and the soft seat provide lots of riding fun!
Approx. 64 x 38 x 36 cm; 
Seat height approx. 24 - 28 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

C

11612 
Training Bike-Trike 2-in-1 Pink
Approx. 64 x 38 x 36 cm; 
Seat height approx. 24 - 28 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

C

Adjustable seat height 
and seat spacing!

NEW

NEW
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 ▪ Usable as a tricycle and a balance bike
 ▪ Grows with the children with adjustable seat height 
and distance from the handlebar, each with 3 settings

 ▪ Handlebar with a turning radius limiter
 ▪ Particularly lightweight
 ▪ Removable handlebar bag, rubber grips, and a bell
 ▪ Indestructible EVA Soft tyres
 ▪ Soft seat for riding comfort
 ▪ Available in two colours and also as a small trike 
(Prod. 11610, 11612)

At a glance

MAXI version for the big 
ones among the small 
ones! Seat height 
approx. 25 - 33 cm.

_melli1990_ "We´re totally impressed! And 
not just by the look, but by its function as 
well. A 2-in-1 tricycle and a balance bike in 
one; it simply great! The lightly cushioned 
seat can be adjusted to three different height 
settings, as can its distance to the handle-
bars, which is a big plus! The handlebars´ 
turning restrictor adds to the safety! We also 
find the indestructible rubber tires to be very 
practical; they don´t make noise when riding 
like plastic wheels do. The cute handlebars 
bag is a great extra feature."

#bloggersrecommendation
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11611 
Training Bike-Trike 2-in-1 Pink Maxi
Approx. 72 x 38 x 45 cm; 
Seat height approx. 25 - 33 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

C

11609 
Training Bike-Trike 2-in-1 Turquoise Maxi
Cool and safe! This light wooden training trike grows 
with the kids and is adjustable to their height with the 
three-level height-adjustable seat and the adjustable 
three-level seat spacing! The safe, three-wheeled 
variation with two rear wheels is ideal for beginning 
riders, and when learning progress and balance allows 
it, it can be transformed into a classic balance bike! 
The handlebar with a steering limiter offers an extra 
measure of safety! In the removable handlebar bag, 
favourite toys and other items can be stored. The 
rubber grips, the indestructible EVA Soft tyre finishing 
and the soft seat provide lots of riding comfort. 
Approx. 72 x 38 x 45 cm; 
Seat height approx. 25 - 33 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

C

Adjustable seat height and 
seat distance from handlebar!

NEW

NEW
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 ▪ Grows with the children with 
adjustable seat height with 3 settings

 ▪ Handlebar with a turning radius limiter
 ▪ With carrying handle and removable carrying 
strap

 ▪ Particularly lightweight
 ▪ Removable handlebar bag, rubber grips, and a 
bell

 ▪ Indestructible EVA Soft tyres
 ▪ Soft seat for riding comfort
 ▪ Streamlined design and subtle origami elements

At a glance

shooting_traum "All the kids love the balan-
ce bike. We particularly liked the fact that 
it´s made of wood, and the design is great 
for children. The little bag on the bike offers 
space for small knick-knacks and treasures 
that you gather along your way."

#bloggersrecommendation
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11613 
Balance Bike Pink Hummingbird
As fast as a hummingbird! With a straight-edge design, the subtle origami hummingbirds and pink and neon pink accents, this 
wooden balance bike impresses all the young biker girls. Thanks to the three-level height-adjustable seat, this bike grows 
with the kids. Provisions and toys can be stored in the removable handlebar bag. And here´s a highlight: when the kids need 
a break, this lightweight bike can be carried on the shoulder with the shoulder strap! And for a safety plus, there´s a steering 
damper on the handlebar. A bell, the rubber grips, the indestructible EVA Soft tyre finishing and the soft seat provide lots of 
riding fun!
Approx. 81 x 39 x 58 cm; Seat height 
approx. 37 - 42 cm, max. load capacity 50 kg

N

11614 
Balance Bike Blue Paper Airplane
As quick as a paper airplane! With a straight-edge design, the subtle paper airplanes and blue colour accents, this 
wooden balance bike impresses all the young bikers. Thanks to the three-level height-adjustable seat, this bike grows 
with the kids. Provisions and toys can be stored in the removable handlebar bag. And here´s a highlight: when the kids 
need a break, this lightweight bike can be carried on the shoulder with the shoulder strap! And for a safety plus, there´s 
a steering damper on the handlebar. A bell, the rubber grips, the indestructible EVA Soft tyre finishing and the soft seat 
provide lots of riding fun!
Approx. 81 x 39 x 58 cm; Seat height approx. 37 - 42 cm,
max. load capacity 50 kg

N

NEW

NEW
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10233 
Red Racer

This ride-on toy has rubber on the wheels so that 
it slides quietly over the floor. The rubber handles 
on the steering wheel and the strong construction 
ensure a firm grip. It is a classic first vehicle for 
children who are learning to walk.
Approx. 50 x 34 x 38 cm, seat height: approx. 20 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

Cf

More ride-on cars 
in the online shop!

1560 
Tricycle "Nils"
This stable, multicoloured wooden tricycle 
has a small baggage compartment. The 
rubber tyres are completed by sturdy 
plastic wheels, which ensure quieter 
running noises. 2 front wheels give 
beginners more stability.
approx. 58 x 31 x 40 cm, 
seat height approx. 22 cm
max. load capacity 25 kg

C

11255 
Training Bike-Trike 2-in-1 Green
First a tricycle, then a balance bike! This robust 
wooden training tricycle offers twice the riding 
fun. Once the kids have trained themselves 
with their first balance bike excursions and 
are speeding around on the rubber-finished 
wheels, this tricycle can be easily transformed 
into a normal two-wheeled bicycle. As a 
regular balance bike, it further trains children´s 
balance and coordination. It´s the perfect 
preparation for riding a real bicycle without 
training wheels! And thanks to the adjustable 
bike seat, this trike grows with the children and 
can be individually set to each child´s height.
Tricycle approx. 64 x 41 x 37 cm; Seat height 
approx. 23 - 27 cm, max. load capacity 30 kg

N

threefold 
adjustable height!

TIP
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11253 
Racing Balance Bike
On your marks, get set, go! It´s time for a speedy drive down the play 
streets of the city with this wooden balance bike in a silver-grey rally 
design. 
Approx. 86 x 37 x 53 cm; Seat height 40 cm,
max load capacity 30 kg

N

10739 
Motocross Balance Bike 

Make way! A speedy wooden motocross bike in balance bike shape is coming 
through. Young kids can really show what they’ve got with this bike, and 
besides train their balance.
approx. 85 x 37 x 50 cm, 
seat height approx. 37 – 40 cm,
max load capacity 30 kg 

N

11254 
Pink Unicorn Balance Bike
As fast as the wind! Young unicorn fans will be the absolute stars of the 
balance bike gang with this balance bike in a unicorn design. With the 
adjustable seat, the balance bike can perfectly fit the size of each child, and 
its rubber tyres offer a safe and quiet ride. 
Approx. 86 x 37 x 53 cm; Seat height approx. 40 cm, max load capacity 30 kg

N

10109 
Pink Speedster Balance Bike
This small, pink speedster is ideal for short trips outdoors and even has 
saddlebags. The design is similar to a scooter on which children learn to 
keep their balance and can train for using a "real" bicycle. 
Approx. 79 x 41 x 51 cm, seat height approx. 35 cm, maximum weight 50 kg.

Nf

 ▪ Trains motor skills, balance & coordination

 ▪ Perfectly prepares kids for riding a real bicycle

 ▪ Strengthens trust in one©s own skills

 ▪ Trains physical endurance out in the fresh air

 ▪ Playfully teaches kids about their first traffic rules

The Balance Bike - The most popular children's vehicle with a learning effect!

TIP
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4713 
Balance Bike Number 1
Hip, straight, safe: with its 2.85 kg, this scooter is 
a lightweight and is perfect for cruising around! 
With the adjustable height, this balance bike 
grows with the children and promises long riding 
fun - while simultaneously training their sense of 
balance. 
approx. 85 x 32 x 56 cm, 
seat height approx. from 32 cm to 42 cm
max. load capacity 35 kg

Nf

4737 
Balance Bike Motor Scooter
Need a trip on the scooter? With this nostalgic design and naturally treated 
wood, even young children can dash through the city and countryside. 
approx. 80 x 36 x 50 cm, seat height approx. 38-43 cm, max. load capacity 
100 kg

N

10824 
Balance Bike Wooden Stand
With this stand, balance bikes come into their own in the sales room. Made 
of natural, sturdy wood, the stand provides space for one walking bike. A 
great parking lot for balance bikes and a good sales support for the point of 
sale! Without balance bike.
approx. 19 x 13 x 34 cm

4040 
Balance Bike City Scooter
A great balance bike with a stepless adjustable seat! The frame made of 
painted metal tube and the wheel rims made of hard plastic turn this vehicle 
to a lightweight of only approx. 4 kg! Solid rubber tires and smooth-running 
bearings provide great riding fun,. Foamed rubber handlebars for a safe 
handhold.
approx. 72 x 32 x 60 cm,
seat height 39-43 cm,
max. weight 35 kg

N

10108 
Balance Bike Speedy
Out of the way - here comes Speedy! This balance bike is similar to a 
motorbike on which children learn to keep their balance and can train for 
using a "real" bicycle. A great balance bike for short trips outdoors.
Approx. 87 x 36 x 51 cm,
seat height 36-41 cm,
max. weight 50 kg

Nf
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11218 
Aluminium Folding Sledge
Happy-go-lucky through the winter wonderland! This foldable lightweight 
sled made of aluminium is ready for the first sled rides down the slope and 
is a real fun factor. The extra long plastic skids provide optimal gliding in 
the snow, and the fabric seat provides a sitting comfort on bumpy rides. 
To prevent the sled from folding together while riding, it is secured with a 
latch. After the speedy runs, the sled can be folded together to be stored 
and to save space.
Approx. 90 x 30 x 28 cm, seat height 28 cm, max load capacity 80 kg

N

11200 
Wooden Folding Sledge
Bring on the winter! Sledding fun is pre-programmed here. Every kid will want 
to race down the hill on this wooden sled. The rope allows the sled to be easily 
pulled back up the hill to the top. And here´s the special thing with this wooden 
sled: it offers enough space for two children, and can be easily transported when 
folded together to save space. 
Approx. 109 x 32 x 23 cm, seat height 20 cm, max load capacity 80 kg

N
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einspluseinsistsechs "It´s the perfect alter-
native for us as parents when it can´t be a 
real horse. You can vault with it and it can be 
taken care of, and the children have loads of 
fun imitating Bibi & Tina while playing with 
it. We love our new Wooden 
Horse!"

#bloggersrecommendation
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 ▪ Weather-resistant, untreated wood, can be 
styled individually

 ▪ Mane and tail made of sisal for styling
 ▪ Integrated step for easy mounting
 ▪ Splayed legs for a safe and stable standing on the ground
 ▪ Large storage space in the horse´s tummy, closable with 

a flap door
 ▪ Incl. head collar
 ▪ The size of the back is suitable for seat cushions and real 

saddles

At a glance

11664 
Wooden Horse

A wooden horse is the greatest gift for all horse fans! Both small and bigger horseback riders can playfully learn 
about the basics of horses, ponies, and riding with this large playing, riding and vaulting horse made of untreated, 
weather-resistant wood. The mane and the tail made of sisal invite children to style them and braid them, and 
a step allows young children to easily mount the horse. The flared legs give it a stable, safe stand. And here´s 
something unique: behind the flap door on the rear end, there´s a large storage area in the horse´s tummy where 
the head collar, cleaning tools, and accessories can be stored. Comes with a head collar!
Horse approx. 111 x 53 x 111 cm; Seat height: 86 cm; max. load capacity 50 kg

Ne

For a long-lasting service 
life, a wood protection 
glaze is recommended!

NEW
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11371 
Fortune Wheel "Active" 
A winner with each spin! This fortune Wheel made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood is comprised of a disc that 
spins and which can be easily modified. There are 30 
colour fields on one side, and there is chalkboard paint 
on the other side. With this, you can make your own 
classifications over and over again. The teams and 
names can be written down on the smaller separate 
chalkboard, and at the end, the winner can be chosen!
Approx. 44 x 44 x 52 cm

Pf
4 parts

12034 
Ladder Golf Throwing Game "Active"
Lots of fun for every age! This throwing game made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood is the perfect game for the garden 
or lawn. Players both young and old will definitely get 
their money´s worth with Ladder Golf. Who can throw the 
wooden balls onto the individual poles so that they remain 
hanging?
approx. 55 x 60 x 75 cm, ball Ø approx. 4 cm

NfB
7 parts

11373 
Bean Bag Toss Game "Active" 

You´ll need accurate throwing here! With this throwing game made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, players must score points by throwing the cloth bags 
through the coloured targets. The different colours represent different 
numbers of points. The target modules can be positioned wherever you want 
in order to change up the game and the difficulty. It´s the perfect garden 
game for both young and old, which can be played in two game modes! 
Triangle approx. 16 x 18 x 5,5 cm, bags approx. 12 x 13 x 2 cm

NfG
15 parts

It clatters while 
spinning!
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12031 
Four in a Row XXL "Active"
This classic "Four in a row" game is made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood. Its XXL format ensures lot of fun for 
children and adults. Here you have to try with logic and 
concentration to put four pieces of the same colour in a 
row. The larger pieces can be easily grabbed and offer 
all players a better overview of the score. Also ideal for 
playing outdoor!
Approx. 46 x 17 x 38 cm

OfÄ XXL format

12027 
XXL Wobbly Tower "Active"
Now it´s getting wobbly! This 60-piece 
wobbly tower game made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood is 
ideal for outdoor playtime. With 
this dexterity game, the players 
have to have a steady hand and 
pull individual blocks out of the 
tower without the tower falling 
over. Another special feature is 
the included coloured die, which 
dictates which coloured side has to 
be touched next.
Stacking stone 
approx. 21 x 5 x 3.5 cm, height of 
the tower approx. 70 cm, playable 
up to approx. 100 cm

OfE
61 parts

12032 
XXL Dominos "Active"
Domino fun in a large format! This domino set made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood is comprised of 28 pieces. 
With this popular game, players have to lay matching 
motifs next to each other, and the first player to lay all 
the pieces in their pile wins. The highlight is that not 
only can the colours be used in the game, but also the 
number of dots. The game is therefore also suitable for 
young players. 
Domino piece approx. 15 x 7.5 x 1.5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

12029 
Boules "Active"

You´ll need accuracy here! With this well-known and 
popular game, you have to move the larger balls as 
close as you can to the smaller ball. This boules set 
is comprised of one small yellow ball and 8 large 
balls made of FSC® 100%-certified wood decorated 
with coloured zig-zag lines.
Ball: Ø approx. 6 cm

PfÈ
9 parts

TIP
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11372 
Ludo and Ladders Game "Active" 
Outdoor playtime fun for the whole family! Two classic 
games in a large format can be played in this set. The 
game field is secured with wooden poles that can be 
inserted into the ground. The handy dice and the colourful 
game pieces are all made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. 
Playing field approx. 85 x 85 cm; game piece height: 
approx. 0.5 cm, Ø 5 cm

OfÈ

12026 
Draughts and Chess "Active"
Classic games in double pack and large format can be 
played with this set! The outdoor-suitable playing field 
is fixed in the ground by four wooden sticks. The game 
pieces are made of FSC® 100% certified wood and are 
kept in light blue. 
Game field approx. 85 x 85 cm; Game pieces height: 
approx. 0.5 cm, Ø approx. 6.5 cm

QfÄ

XXL format
12037 
Throwing Game Vertical Kubb "Active" 
Stacked play suspense! This Kubb game made of FSC® 100% 
certified wood is built to the height. With the matching 
throwing discs you try to throw off the topmost wooden 
block! The action game trains precise throwing and spatial 
perception.
Block approx. 7 x 7 x 7.5 cm, total height: 65 cm

PfÈ
23 parts

12036 
Kubb Viking´s Game "Active" 
Pure playtime and fun! This exciting dexterity game made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood appeals to players both 
young and old. This is because in this game, all players 
have a chance to prove their accuracy. With its fancy 
design, this outdoor game is a real eye-catcher in the 
garden or on the beach. 
King: approx. 30 x 7 x 7 cm; Boundary poles: 
approx. 15 x 7 x 7 cm

PfÉ
21 parts
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12030 
Huge Mikado "Active"
You´ll need a steady hand here! 
This Mikado game in an XXL format 
trains hand-eye coordination, 
concentration, and patience because 
players have to pull the naturally-
finished wooden sticks made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood out of the pile 
without moving the other sticks. 
Mikado stick length approx. 90 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm

OfÈ
31 parts

XXL format

12028 
Dancing Game "Active"
Let´s dance! With this dancing game made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, the revealed small wooden plates 
show the dance moves which need to be done. These 
"movements" have to be performed by the player whose 
turn it is, and then all moves in the revealed sequence 
must be repeated by all other players - either in the 
form of a group dance or within a dance battle. 
Wooden tiles approx. 8 x 8 x 0.5 cm

PfH
18 parts

12043 
Tug-Of-War Game "Active" 
A classic among leisure games! With this durable rope two teams can 
measure their strength! With a lot of motivation and team spirit the test of 
strength is easily solved. The first competitor to pull the red flag over the 
red markings on the lawn wins.
Rope length approx. 10 m, Ø approx. 2.5 cm

PG
5 parts

12033 
Croquet "Active"
A classic game 
for the garden. In 
croquet, dexterity and 
concentration are needed. 
This outdoor game made 
of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood is loads of fun for 
the whole family. The 
hoops are inserted in 
the grass with various 
distances between them 
so that varying levels of 
difficulty are created.
Racket 
approx. 70 x 15 x 9 cm

NÈ
21 parts

TIP
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8177 
Crazy Golf Mole
This great mini golf set consisting 
of two rackets, 4 balls in red, 
yellow, blue and green is an 
ideal mini golf set for beginners. 
The green path consists of a 
slope with two yellow boards 
and a painted mole body with 
3D head. If the balls are put in 
the mole head, they will be sent 
back. It requires quite some skill 
to score the ball into the hole.
approx. 44 x 26 x 20 cm

NfÄ

1504 
Crazy Golf
Who wants to play a round 
of crazy golf? This 20-piece 
set offers young golf fans 
eight different obstacles to 
be overcome with the crazy 
golf balls as well as two 
wooden clubs that are ideal for 
children. Incl. results tables!
Club: approx. 12 x 3.5 x 63 cm

NfÄ

1052 
Skittles Game
Fantastic skittles in a natural design made from high-quality material! An 
ideal game for the garden.
Height: approx. 16 cm, 
Ø approx. 3 cm

NfÄ
11 parts

8698 
Vikings Game Kubb Numbers

This cult throwing game requires accuracy and guarantees great fun 
outdoors. Who collects the most points?
Stick: approx. 4,5 x 4,5 x 12 cm

PfÈ

TIP

SPECIAL
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11583 
Summer Skis

Skiing in summer? With this play 
device for up to three children, 
that´s no problem! The young skiers 
can slip quickly into the stable foot 
loops and then stride together with 
the robust summer skis. They only 
move forward when everyone moves 
together! This trains team-building 
skills, agility and coordination.
approx. 74 x 8 x 1,5 cm

Nf

10466 
Giant Dominoes 
Extra-large dominoes! All the coloured dots can be easily recognized on 
these dominoes, and their size makes them easy to hold on to. Suitable for 
both the playroom and for outside.
Carrying case approx. 32 x 10 x 6 cm, Domino pieces approx. 9.5 x 4.5 x 1 cm

NfÈ
28 parts Extra large

5893 
Ring Throwing Game Dog
A great game, not only for summer use, as this wooden ring throwing game 
can also be played indoors. The board is in the shape of a cute dog´s head 
and is fitted out with target pegs of different heights. The rings are made of 
rope and colourful wooden weights. Great fun for the whole family!
approx. 26 x 21 x 9 cm

NÈ

8612 
Ring Throwing Game Coloured 
Train your dexterity with a lot of fun! The 4 braided rings with lacquered 
wooden beads have to be thrown over a set distance to land on one of 
the pins. Try to reach the highest score and win the game! Practice makes 
perfect!
approx. 55 x 55 x 10 cm

NÈ

8236 
Ring Throwing Game
Five varnished pins are placed on the pluggable cross made of untreated 
pine and with the sisal rings (Ø 7 cm) the highest scores should be achieved! 
approx. 25 x 25 x 9,5 cm

NfÈ

NEW
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11661 
Display Explorer Toys Sea 
Animals 
Set of 18. Attention all ocean 
researchers and explorers! With these 
wooden explorer toys, young scientists 
will be well-equipped on the high seas! 
The starfish with the integrated compass 
shows in which direction the young, 
aspiring researchers are going while 
they´re keeping an eye on everything 
with the whale magnifying glass and the 
prism in an octopus design.
Whale approx. 11 x 8 x 1 cm; Octopus 
approx. 10 x 9 x 1 cm

Ni
for a display 

3940 
Wooden Magnifying Glass Display
24 pieces. Great magnifying glasses made of wood. 
The colourful animal designs encourage to discover 
the world´s tiniest creatures. Ants, spiders and 
snails are perfectly zoomed with these magnifying 
glasses. But don´t be frightened!
approx. 12 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm

Ni
for a display 

10895 
Colourful Net
Get out into the fresh air and 
explore nature! Whether on the 
beach, in the garden or in the 
park - this colourful children´s 
net is certainly always there. 
It offers young researchers the 
possibility to explore nature 
more closely and to bring them 
closer to it.
Length: approx. 92 cm, 
Ø approx. 22 cm

Ng

11521 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Discoverer´s Tools Display
9 pcs. Researchers on expedition! The 
compass shows which direction aspiring 
explorers should go while they keep 
everything in view with the magnifying 
glass and the prism. Thanks to the 
practical karabiner, these wooden tools 
in a Very Hungry Caterpillar design are 
always great companions! 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 24 x 7,5 x 3 cm

Ni:
for a display 

NEW
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11746 
Mini Kaleidoscope

Discover the world! With these colourful wooden kaleidoscopes in a set of 5, 
children can observe their surroundings in an extraordinary way. When looking 
through them, different patterns appear in dazzling colours. Whether on-the-go 
or at home, these prisms provide constant playtime fun for both young and old.
length approx. 8 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

N
for a set of 5 

10583 
Bright Colours Prism Display 
Set of 16. Oh! How exciting! This colourfully 
painted wooden prism allows the world to be 
discovered in a wonderful way. The brightly 
coloured kaleidoscope provides an exciting 
and interesting view of a child´s environment.
Lenght approx. 7 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

Ni
for a display 

10293 
Kaleidoscope Display "Motifs" 
Set of 12. See the world with new eyes! This is 
possible with these kaleidoscopes. Different 
patterns appear in bright colours when the 
kaleidoscope is turned. A great toy for training 
children´s visual perception.
Length: approx. 26 cm, Ø approx. 4.5 cm

Ni
for a display 

7587 
Wrist "Compass"
Bright and cheery signposts on your wrist – so that hiking and walking can 
be even more fun. Why does the needle always point to North? A thirst for 
knowledge and an understanding of nature’s laws will be the results of 
wearing these compasses.
Ø approx. 5 cm

Ng:
for a set of 5 

10701 
Critter Compass Display 
30 pieces. "Walk ten steps northward and you´ll 
find the treasure!" With this compass with cute 
animals, even boring walks will become adventures. 
With the compass in hand, little explorers can 
begin learn about orientation and natural law.
approx. 4 x 4 x 2 cm

Ni:
for a display 

11747 
Animals Mini-Compass

With these compasses in a set of 6, young explorers can learn the cardinal 
directions and how to orient themselves in nature. Each compass in the form 
of a cute animal figurine can be attached to a key chain or backpack thanks 
to the cord so that children can always have the duck, the ladybird, or the 
frog with them. This will make every stroll an exciting tour of discovery!
Compass approx. 4 x 4 x 2 cm

N:
for a set of 6 

NEW
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7190 
Small Children´s Swing Pony

Whoever wants to scale the clouds should sit in this swing as quickly as 
possible. It´s made of naturally finished wood and the horse head offers a 
secure hold while swinging high into the heavens.
Length of the rope: approx. 140 cm, swing: approx. 45 x 27 x 30 cm
max. load capacity 30 kg

I

4774 
Wooden Children´s Swing Horse

This robust wooden horse lets children have great fun developing a feeling for their own 
bodies. Made of untreated solid wood, this swing is a great way to move and have fun. The 
swing is especially suitable for very small children, as it provides extra support with the 
high surround and handles. 
Length of the rope: approx. 145 cm, swing: approx. 45 x 29 x 30 cm, max load capacity 30 kg

I

6996 
Maritime Toddler´s Swing
Swing made of smooth sanded solid wood! The 
firm textile in white and blue offers a comfortable 
lying surface and even makes mum and dad 
envious of this resting area. Safety belt and the 
fabric between the legs keeps the children light 
and safe! 
Length of the rope approx. 120 cm, swing 
approx. 36 x 24 x 54 cm, max. load capacity 25 kg

Ih

1049 
Small Children´s Swing
Aim for the skies! With this swing, even 
toddlers can reach great heights - with 
maximum safety from the stable wood and 
four enclosed sides. Swings promote the 
development of a child´s sense of balance.
Length: approx. 150 cm, 
swing: approx. 30 x 30 cm, 
max. load capacity 30 kg

Ih

6997 
Toddler´s Swing
Who can swing the highest? This wooden cage 
swing is sure to bring all sorts of playtime fun. 
The wooden poles offer safety and a secure 
foothold. Young children can hold on tight and 
swing into the skies with this swing.
Length: approx. 140 cm, 
seat: approx. 30 x 30 x 30 cm
max. load capacity 30 kg

Ih

 ▪ Stimulates the balance system

 ▪ Promotes motor maturity, coordination and flexibility

 ▪ Trains physical & mental development

 ▪ Motivates children for active playing out in the fresh air

Swings and Climbing Frames … Playtime fun in the garden!
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12002 
Nest Swing XL
Extra large swing fun! On this nest swing made of durable material there is 
room for two swinging lovers on the extra large seat. The soft seat is closed 
so that no swingers fall out. With suspension system.
Swing: Ø approx. 110 cm, Rope length: approx. 180 cm, max. load capacity 
150 kg 

Nf

10474 
Sunbathing Net Swing

Wow, that makes the tummy tingle! Every child will feel right at home in this 
net swing. The durable sitting surface is attached to height-adjustable ropes 
so that the swing can be adjusted to the individual heights of each child.
Net swing: Ø approx. 62 cm, Length of ropes: approx. 180 cm, Max. load 
capacity 100 kg

Nf

11584 
Baby Swing Comfort
Softly swinging, observing their 
surroundings, calming down. 
This swing made of high-quality 
beechwood is simultaneously 
a calm-down area and baby´s 
favourite spot. Four cross struts 
give structure and support, and 
the easy-care woven fabric 
fits optimally to a baby´s body 
shape. And this swing grows 
with them! The seat can be made 
smaller with the cushion, which 
is ideal for younger children 
aged 18 months and up. Later, 
the cushion can be removed. The 
simple, modern design and the 
subtle colour design makes this 
baby swing a real eye-catcher in 
the nursery.
Length of the rope 
approx. 116 cm, swing 
approx. 33 x 33 x 58 cm, max. 
load capacity up to 60 Kg

If

4920 
Nest Swing Square

Large, strong net swing in a square to frolic around, to dream, to 
swing, to read, to fly...
Length: approx. 145 cm, swing: approx. 92 x 92 x 4,5 cm, max load 
capacity 120 kg

N

4915 
Nest Swing
Fun gets in motion – a great 
swing experience with braided 
ropes fixed to a metal ring. The 
plastic cover around the ring 
is tough and soft to the touch, 
and metal rings on the hooks 
are for hanging it up. Whether 
sitting or lying down on it, it‘s 
just fun to fly!
Rope height: approx. 150 cm, 
Swing Ø approx. 61 cm, 
maximum load capacity 100 kg

N

NEW
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12091 
Skateboard Swing

Skate or swing into the skies - both are possible with this swing! 
On this solid wooden swing in the shape of a skateboard, you can 
swing while sitting on it normally or standing on it just like on a 
skateboard. Adjustable hand grips and the optional anti-slip mat 
provides a secure footing while skating.
Rope length: approx. 165 cm; Swing approx. 80 x 20 x 1 cm; max. 
load capacity 100 kg

Nh

6121 
Swing
On your swings, get set, go! This stable swing is the absolute classic for the 
garden. The large seat board is made of indestructible, weatherproof hard 
rubber. The swing is hung up by a stable, load-bearing plastic rope attached 
to the seat board with screwed-on metal brackets.
Length of the rope approx. 180 cm, swing approx. 45 x 18 cm, max. weight 
100 kg

Ng

6118 
Plate Swing

A fantastic garden toy! It is made of synthetics 
and therefore this swing is really weather-
resistant. The air in the double-walled seat 
cushions a little while rocking! 
Length approx. 175 cm, Ø approx. 28 cm, max. 
weight 100 kg

Ng

10876 
Swing Sky Stormer 
Swing for the skies! Young children will be 
real sky stormers with this swing! The robust 
plastic seat and the rope can withstand both 
wind and weather. This swing can also be 
excellently mounted onto climbing frames in 
the garden!
Length of rope approx. 190 cm, swing 
approx. 42 x 17 x 10 cm, max load capacity 
100 kg

Nh

6120 
Swing with Rings

Little acrobats can train their balance, strength and 
power! A wooden bar (size approx. 45 x 3,5 cm) can 
be used as a seat or gymnastic bar. Stable synthetic 
rings (size approx. 15 x 14 cm) give a strong hold to 
little hands while exercising. The strong synthetic 
rope can securely be affixed with the metal rings.
Length: approx. 180 cm, swing: approx. 45 x 4,5 cm, 
max. load capacity 70 kg

Nh
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10879 
Gymnastics Ring Swing Sky Stormer 
Are you going to hang around for a bit, or are you 
going to swing? With this great gymnastics ring 
swing made of robust, weather-proof material, 
there´s a load of fun to be had in any season. 
Swing: approx. 100 x 60 x 3 cm
max load capacity 80 kg

Nh

10875 
Tyre Swing Sky Stormer 
This tyre reaches top speed swinging into the 
sky! The tyre swing made of robust, weather-
proof material is an eye-catcher in the yard 
and offers lots of first-class swinging fun 
either alone or for two. 
Tyre height: approx. 29 cm, Ø approx. 55 cm; 
rope length: approx. 200 cm; max load 
capacity 100 kg

N

11586 
Wooden Trapeze

A high bar or a swing? Both! On this robust 
wooden trapeze, young acrobats can swing, 
sway and tumble while either sitting or 
hanging to their hearts´ content while 
observing the world around them. Up-and-
coming circus performers can practise for 
their big show! 
Trapeze with rope approx. 48 x 3 x 80 cm, 
max. load capacity 100 kg

Nh

11592 
Wooden Gymnastics Rings

Pre-programmed high-flying! Gymnastics rings and 
swinging rings fascinate both young and old because 
the desire for swinging, swaying and fantasy-filled 
play can be combined in all sorts of ways. Thanks to 
the grippable wood and the fitting size, even children 
with smaller hands can have huge swinging fun on 
these gymnastics rings.
Rope length approx. 122 cm, ring Ø approx. 18 cm, max. 
load capacity 100 kg

Nh

11585 
Flexible Children´s Swing

You´ll be comfortable here! This especially soft 
and elastic swing seat made of stable EVA plastic 
is suitable for both big and small sky stormers and 
provides lots of flexible swinging fun. Even water 
cannot harm this swing.
rope length: approx. 200 cm, swing 
approx. 67 x 14 x 1,5 cm, max. load 100 kg

Nh

1047 
Board Swing 

The classic swing for both indoors and outdoors! 
Thanks to the height-adjustable ropes, this swing 
can be individually adjusted to the size of your 
child.
Rope length: approx. 180 cm, swing 
approx. 40 x 16 cm, max. weight 100 kg

Nh

NEW

NEWNEWTIP
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10877 
Climbing Rope 
Sky Stormer 
Who can scale this rope 
to the highest point? 
This climbing rope is a 
real must-have for all 
little climbing fans and 
belongs in every garden. 
The light-green treads 
and their hatching offer 
a secure foothold. The 
young mountain climbers 
can keep a good grip on 
the robust plastic rope. 
approx. 200 x 10 cm, max 
load capacity 100 kg

Nh

10878 
Rope Ladder Sky 
Stormer 
Come on, we´re picking a 
few apples! With this rope 
ladder made of robust, 
weather-proof material, 
climbing the trees in 
the yard rung by rung is 
child´s play. 
approx. 165 x 29 cm, max. 
load capacity 80 kg

Nh

6119 
Climbing Rope

Attention all high-climbers! This robust 
climbing rope has knots tied in intervals 
to help with climbing to the top. Stable 
plastic and metal parts provide safe 
playtime fun.
approx. 210 cm, max. load capacity 120 
kg

Ng

9514 
Seesaw
Great fun for indoors and outdoors offered by this multicoloured 
seesaw made from a sturdy metal tube! Handles made of foam 
rubber guarantee a secure grip for hands. The plastic caps under 
the stand and seats protect the floor. The light weight of only 
approx. 3,5 kg makes it easy to change the place or to store it. 
approx. 120 x 45 x 45cm, seat height: approx. 28 cm, each side is 
resilient up to 28,5 kg.

N

10880 
Climbing Rocks Sky Stormer 
Step by step into the skies! Well, okay, maybe not so high, but at least to the 
top of your own rock climbing wall in the garden. The stable plastic climbing 
rocks can be mounted with two screws. They can be individually fastened to a 
suitable wall to make the greatest "via ferrata" to be tried out!
Yellow approx. 11 x 9 x 5 cm, 
Orange approx. 11 x 10 x 5 cm
max load capacity 80 kg

Nh
5 parts

10883 
Hand Grips for Climbing Frames
Little gymnasts are training in a big way! Every climbing frame and jungle 
gym will become a parkour course with these colourful hand grips. The 
simple mounting process allows the grips made of stable plastic to be 
individually mounted. The soft grooves fit well with children´s hands and 
offer a secure hold!
Grip approx. 24 x 3 x 8 cm, max load capacity 200 kg

Nh
2 parts

TIP
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1649 
Climbing Frame

Unbelievable climbing fun for indoors and 
outdoors! This climbing frame made of stable 
wood and robust ropes can be hung inside the 
house as well as in the garden and is sure to 
bring long-lasting climbing fun on three sides. 
With the hanging ring, the climbing tower can 
also be hung up on a spring or play tower with 
ease. 
Approx. 58 x 58 x 180 cm, 
max. load capacity 120 kg

N

6122 
Climbing Wall

A challenge for little climbing artists! 4 strong 
ropes with 5 wooden bars (4 x 68 cm) invite 
to train the body control and strength. This 
climbing wall can also be used as a rope 
ladder for easy rises up to breezy heights.
Length: approx. 195 cm, 
strut: approx. 68 x 3,5 cm
Max. load capacity 120 kg

Nh

6995 
Climbing Net

Attention all you climbing monkeys! Every child will become an adventurer 
on this net made of robust plastic ropes. The children can train their strength 
and endurance while learning coordination with their arms and legs. 
approx. 170 x 170 x 4 cm, max. load capacity 200 kg

Nh

6998 
Rope Bridge
Enthusiastic climbing on the bridge from tear-resistant plastic parts teaches 
balance and body feeling playfully! A "must" for the jungle gym in the garden 
or stretched between two trees it will be surely a hit! 14 metal eyelets are 
used to fasten and are found on the lower cross-connections in the feet.
approx. 235 x 35 x 75 cm, Max. load capacity 100 kg

Ng
Climbing hit in 
the garden!

1048 
Rope Ladder 
For tree house owners, 
pirates and burglars a 
perfect instrument!
approx. 30 x 2 x 200 cm, 
max load capacity 75 kg

Nh

TIP
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4912 
Pedal Scooter "Rotini"
This vehicle is a challenge to the motor skills and passion for movement! The 
driving itself can be learned within seconds. Then it´s about keeping balance 
even when stopping or changing direction! Children show us how easy it is! 
Pedals and wheels of stable plastic. Metal axles.
approx. 36 x 36 x 15 cm; max. weight 100 kg

P Moving motor skills 
training!

10866 
Children´s Stilts
1,2,3 - and far beyond! 
The stilting fun can 
begin from the get-go. 
With these stilts with 
easily adjustable and 
stable poles as well as 
footrests, there´s nothing 
that can stand in your 
way! Convenient hand 
grips protect children´s 
hands, even after many 
hours of use. 
Adjustable length: 70 - 
90 cm, Footrest height: 
16 cm, 22 cm and 27.5 cm, 
Handle height 70 to 
90 cm, max. weight 50 kg

Pf

9503 
Pogo Stick
Big jumps are no problem 
with this pogo stick! The 
metal spring pole with a 
hot flame design provides 
plenty of action in the 
garden or in the park. 
And here´s something 
practical: the soft and 
slip-free padded grips and 
footrests can be folded 
up against the stick.
approx. 26 x 6 x 88 cm, 
footrest height 23 cm, 
handle height 88 cm, max. 
weight 50 kg

Of

10379 
Street Chalk, Set of 3
This street chalk set is ideal for young artists. 
The 12 different coloured chalks have a pencil 
form and are very easy to hold. They have 
tapered points so that they can be used to 
make real works of art on the streets!
Approx. 10 x 2 x 2 cm

Nf
for a set of 3 

3932 
Animal Foot Stilts
Which animal is that? Oh, it isn´t one! It´s only these wonderful wooden 
stilts in the form of animal feet. Small children´s feet fit on the round 
plateau and are held in place by the green claw feet. Ropes are provided to 
help them keep their balance and keep the stilts firmly on their feet. They 
can then set off on their animal adventures!
Each stilt 14.5 x 11 x 8 cm, height 8 cm, max. load capacity 50 kg

O

9507 
Pogo Stick Variable
High leaps – with this pogo stick a real 
pleasure! It consists of an extendible 
pole with plug-on handle at the top and 
foldout footrests near the bottom for easy 
transportation! An exciting way of training 
the sense of balance and your fitness. 
approx. 26 x 6 x 62 – 88 cm, footrest height 
23 cm, handle height 62-88 cm, max. weight 
50 kg

Of

9511 
Stilts with Telescoping 
Poles
This pair of stilts made of sturdy 
aluminium will turn little people into 
big people! The telescoping poles 
are adjustable in two positions and 
the footrests, made of sturdy plastic, 
can be adjusted to 3 screw-fixed 
positions! The handles are made 
of foam-rubber and the product 
impresses with its lightness!
Variable length: from 92 up to 145 cm, 
adjustable footrest at 15, 20 and 
25 cm, handle height 88 to 141 cm, 
max. load capacity 50 kg

P
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10063 
Trampoline with Safety Net 
Black Spider
The black jumping surface is delimited by 
the red ring marking. The spherical design 
of the rod construction provides safety 
while jumping, as there is no rod contact. 
Furthermore the rods are cushioned and 
offer even more protection.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
height approx. 245 cm, Ø approx. 305 cm, 
entrance height approx. 60 cm, max. load 
capacity 120 kg

Nd

1814 
Chinese Ropes 
Multi-coloured rubber bands with decorative holder. Hopping trains 
dexterity and is a great opportunity to limber up! Our grandparents know it 
since years. Another version of the classic Chinese ropes.
approx. 200 x 1 x 0,5 cm

P
for a set of 5 

6853 
Hula Hoop "Sparkling"
As in a circus look these colourful glittering Hula Hoop. Rattling when 
turning the beat with your hip!
Blue: Ø approx. 71 cm 
Pink: Ø approx. 66 cm

Og
for a set of 2 

7352 
Skipping Rope "Animals"
Bear, cow and lion – there are no losers in this sport! With these skipping 
ropes every child will become a master of movement and can enjoy 
exercising and having fun during playing. Brightly painted wooden handles 
with an animal character.
Length: approx. 290 cm

P
for a set of 3 

6854 
Hula Hoop "Neon"
These two colourful neon hula hoops look not only great when shaking the 
hips, but they also rattle rhythmically! Great for workout music – stay in 
the beat!
Yellow: Ø approx. 71 cm 
Pink: Ø approx. 66 cm

Og
for a set of 2 
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11709 
Hopping Plush Horse

Hopping, jumping, riding! This cuddly-soft hopping horse combines a robust 
rubber body with fluffy-soft plush fur. That makes riding on one´s favourite 
hopping animal even more fun! The little hopping horse´s soft mane, tail, 
head collar, and saddle provide realistic playtime fun. Hopping up and down 
trains children´s sense of balance, body awareness, muscles, and balance. 
Compatible air pump included.
approx. 63 x 26 x 52 cm, seat height 30 cm, max. load capacity 50 kg

Jf

6795 
Hopping Horse
Sparky is looking at you 
with eager anticipation. Do 
you want to go for a ride 
ride? A low step makes this 
trusting bouncing pony also 
suitable for younger kids.
approx. 50 x 21 x 43 cm, 
seat height approx. 22 cm, 
max. load capacity: 50 kg

Jg

6784 
Hopping Animal Dog 
With Bodo the hopping dog, every kid is sure to have fun. Simply hold onto 
his ears and sit on his back! This toy trains awareness of one´s body as 
well as the arm and leg 
muscles. In addition, this 
toy trains balance and 
concentration during 
hopping. 
approx. 60 x 22 x 44 cm, 
seat height 
approx. 30 cm, max. load 
capacity 50 kg

Jf

6794 
Hopping Ball "Q"

It just wants to... jump! You won‘t be able to deny a smile, want to bet?
Ø approx. 45 cm, height: approx. 53 cm, max. load capacity 150 kg

Jg

6793 
Hopping Animal Zebra

Who says that you can only ride horses? This friendly zebra invites you to 
go on a ride through the savannah.
approx. 57 x 27 x 50 cm, seat height approx. 25 cm, max. load capacity: 50 kg

Jf

NEW
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Licensed Products and Themes
The Very Hungry Caterpillar · Our Little Sandman 

Die Maus · SESAME STREET · Lillebi and Knight Rusty 
Unicorn & dragon

#bloggersrecommendation

11433
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Listening Memory - p. 392

11344
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Logisteck - p. 390

11429
The Very Hungry Caterpillar House of Locks - p. 392

11428
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Balancing Game - p. 394

"Even I grew up with the Very Hungry Caterpillar. That©s why 
I think it©s great that so there are so many amazing toys that go with the story! 
They©r e real eye-catchers in the nursery! They also train the kids© motor skills and 
inspire their imaginations and creativity. And the best thing? There©s  a 
toy for every age group!"



 
TIP
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11344 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Logisteck

Through how many layers has the Very Hungry Caterpillar munched 
already? With this shape-fitting game made of wood, the brightly coloured 
game discs made of solid wood are printed with the popular licenced motifs. 
Finding the right segment sequence is a great challenge which trains fine 
motor skills, spatial and logical thinking and concentration. Not for sale in 
Great Britain and Ireland!
Height: approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Nf

10462 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Shape Fitting Cube
The Very Hungry Caterpillar decorates 
this wonderful shape fitting cube made of 
robust wood. The wooden pieces must be 
fit through the correct openings. Trains 
concentration and fine motor skills .
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!!
approx. 16 x 18 x 13 cm, 
piece 3.5 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm

Cf

10065 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Walker
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle is 
always a hit in all forms. Young children gain 
confidence on their feet with this walker. The 22 
colourful wooden bricks ensure creative fun.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 33 x 23 x 45 cm, handle height 45 cm

Cf

10461 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Motor Skills See-saw
The Very Hungry Caterpillar decorates this wonderful seesaw made of robust 
wood. The different wooden elements can be moved around, which trains 
concentration and fine motor skills. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 25 x 9 x 28 cm

Cf

TIP
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10390 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Rocking Animal
The Very Hungry Caterpillar - known from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
- rides as a rocking animal into the nursery. Sturdy support, soft fur and a 
good grip are hallmarks of this vehicle. This ensures safety and fun equally.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 66 x 32 x 48 cm, seat height 30 cm

J

10166 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pull-along Toy
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle is always a hit in all forms. This 
pull-along toy made of robust wood is an ideal companion for young 
children on their adventures in the playroom.  It trains their balance and 
motor skills. Incl. plug-game.
Not for sale in Great Britain and 
Ireland!
Approx. 20 x 10 x 17 cm

Cf

11345 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Stacking Game
The Very Hungry Caterpillar is bringing all kinds of fun as a shape-fitting and 
stacking caterpillar! Made of solid wood, he´s a real eye-catcher. When the 
different wooden pieces are stacked on each other, fine motor skills will be 
developed and spatial thinking will be trained. A great challenge for young 
master builders that demands concentration!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 25 x 6,5 x 17 cm 

Jf

10401 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pull Toy "Colourful 
Companion"
The Very Hungry Caterpillar crawls on rollers across the nursery. As a pull 
toy it cuts a fine figure and it moves its flexible body in waves after. A 
stable wooden toy with fun factor.
Not for sale in Great Britain 
and Ireland!
approx. 26 x 6 x 10 cm

Cf
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11429 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar House of Locks
Open locks with the Very Hungry Caterpillar! This house of locks made of 
both solid and laminated wood comes with a series of locks for opening. 
The opening and closing of the U-locks, barrel locks, levers, hinges and a 
security chain trains fine motor skills. And here´s the great thing: the house 
can also be used as a storage box with secret compartments and false 
bottoms!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 17 x 18 x 28 cm

Nf

11430 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Balance Board
Train your balance with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! With this balance board 
made of stable laminated wood, exercise will be combined with fun, and 
body tension as well as balance will be playfully trained. The balance board 
can also be used to train back and leg muscles as well as arm and shoulder 
muscles. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Standing surface approx. 28 x 37 cm; Height: approx. 5 cm, max. weight 50 kg

Pf

11343 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Touch Wall
Gripping, feeling, touching and recognising! This laboriously constructed 
touch wall made of wood in the design of "The Very Hungry Caterpillar" will 
playfully train the spatial perception and sense of touch in young world 
explorers. The various kinds of wooden fruit can be easily put into the bag 
with a zipper. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Wall approx. 40 x 18 x 20 cm; Apple approx. 6 cm, Ø 5 cm 

Of

11433 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Listening Memo

Listen very closely! With this listening memory game in a Very Hungry Caterpillar 
design, the goal is to recognise different sounds and name them. By shaking the 
wooden containers and listening carefully, players can determine which two containers 
belong together. The weight of the containers can help, too! With the viewing window 
on the bottom of the containers, the contents can be easily verified. Perk up those ears!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

OfB
16 parts

TIP
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10460 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Learning 

Board Date & Time 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar shows you how to tell the date and time! The hands of 
the clock and the movable elements are easy to move and offer a great learning 
experience for young children. Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 30 x 30 x 4 cm

Pf

11431 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Colours Game
Which colour belongs where? With this 95-piece colour-sorting game, young 
fans of The Very Hungry Caterpillar playfully learn to recognise and sort 
colours. In this game, six pictures have to be completed with the help of a 
coloured die and the coloured game pieces. It´s educational playtime fun that 
can be played in two variations, and in addition to training colour recognition, 
it also trains fine motor skills!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Game board approx. 22 x 18 x 1 cm; Game piece 
height: approx. 2 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

Of 
C

11432 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Threading Game
From the Caterpillar to the colourful 
butterfly! This wooden threading game 
inspires young Very Hungry Caterpillar 
fans to do some creative threading. 
There´s no limit to the individuality 
because young artists can assemble 
the beads, the felt and wooden 
elements and the loops in endless 
design possibilities for the butterfly´s 
wings.
Not for sale in Great Britain and 
Ireland!
Approx. 30 x 0.5 x 13 cm

Nf
43 parts

11342 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Picture Sorting Box
Sort pictures with "The Very Hungry Caterpillar"! This 19-piece handy sorting game 
made of wood trains shape and colour recognition with brightly coloured designs. 
The tiles with printed motifs can be very easily inserted into the slot in the lid so 
that the wooden tiles can be sorted together according to the matching motifs.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Box approx. 20 x 10 x 4 cm; Picture tiles approx. 3 x 0.5 x 3 cm

Of

TIP
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11428 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Balancing Game
When playing with The Very Hungry Caterpillar, you´ll need skill and concentration! 
Simply and quickly assembled, this balancing game made of both solid and 
laminated wood promotes the development of players´ fine motor skills while 
making calm, controlled movements. The goal of the game is to distribute the 16 
game pieces across the board one after the other without the board tipping over.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 32 x 26 x 28 cm

OfÈ
17 parts

10429 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Dominoes
The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous 
from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
– is featured on this super classic game. 
Dominoes - a game that everyone knows. 
The tiles have to be matched and the 
first one to use up all the tiles is the 
winner! Everything can be easily stowed 
away for transport in the sturdy 
wooden box. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and 
Ireland!
Box: approx. 21 x 9.5 x 5 cm, tile: 
approx. 7 x 3.5 x 0.5 cm

NfÈ
28 parts

10431 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Layer Puzzle
The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
– is featured on this super layer puzzle. The pictures on the left-hand side 
are hidden below the four layers and are slowly revealed.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 28 x 15 x 2 cm

Of4s

10430 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Memory
The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
– is featured on this classic memory game. The pictures are sure to please 
all caterpillar enthusiasts - the player who finds the most pairs has won! 
Everything can be easily stowed away for transport in the sturdy wooden box.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Box: approx. 21 x 11 x 3 cm, tile: approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm

NfÈ
32 parts
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10392 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pull-along Toy with a Pull-back Motor
12 pieces. The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
– looks very appealing on this car with a pull-back motor! Together with a duck and 
ladybird no playroom is safe, as the three wooden cars race around at top speed!
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Caterpillar: approx. 8.5 x 4.5 x 4 cm

Ci,
for a display 

10391 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Motor Skills Toys 
Flexible Display
12 pieces. The Very Hungry Caterpillar - known from the children´s 
book by Eric Carle - crawls with its movable body over the counter. 
The wooden elements can be rotated in different directions and thus 
trains the motor skils. It cuts a fine figure in the display and is a real 
eye-catcher for all caterpillar fans in the checkout area.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 16 x 4 x 2 cm

Ci
for a display 

11169 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Bath Animal Set
Lots of bathing fun with The Very Hungry Caterpillar and his friends! These 
motley rubber bath animals support young water babies while they splash 
around in the tub. Which animal is that? Children will playfully learn the 
different animals and their names, and the cute animals can "answer" the 
children with a merry squeak.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Caterpillar approx. 10 x 2 x 4.5 cm, Seahorse approx. 8 x 3 x 8 cm

Ch
5 parts

11170 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Bath Book Set with Figurines
Bathtime fun with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! The nice friends are filled up 
with water and then used as squirt animals. They make bathtime great fun! 
This waterproof children´s book invites kids to practice counting and is a 
durable bath toy due to its soft yet robust material.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Book: 15 x 15 cm (opened: 15 x 30 cm); Caterpillar approx. 2 x 4.5 cm; 
Seahorse approx. 8 x 3 x 8 cm

Cf
6 parts

10397 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Cuddly Toy

The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by Eric 
Carle – comes in as a cuddly toy. In this format it has just the right size to 
be taken everywhere. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 42 x 8.5 x 13 cm

0g

10396 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Cuddly Toy Display 
"Baby" 
9 pieces. The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by 
Eric Carle – has just the right size to be purchased at the cash desk as a 
small gift. Cuddly, soft and in the classic colours, it waits to be taken home.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 27 x 5 x 7 cm

0i
for a display 

TIP
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10407 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Grasping Toy and Rattle 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar - known from the children´s book by Eric Carle. 
Important sensory perceptions such as grasping, touching and hearing are 
trained here. Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 15 x 11 x 3,5 cm

0h

10672 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Plush Rattle
What a sweet friend! The Very 
Hungry Caterpillar plush rattle 
is wonderfully soft. The lovingly 
manufactured grip toy also trains 
motor skills as well as young 
children´s senses of hearing and 
touch.
Not for sale in Great Britain and 
Ireland!
approx. 16 x 8 x 3 cm

0h

10671 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Activity Butterfly  
So much to discover! This charming 
butterfly has so much to 
offer: the many different 
colourful materials invite a 
child to marvel, grip, and 
touch.
Not for sale in Great 
Britain and Ireland! 
approx. 25 x 21 x 4 cm

0h
10406 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Gripping & Teething Toy
The Very Hungry Caterpillar – famous from the children´s book by Eric Carle 
– not only crackles and rings, it can do even more: The integrated teething 
ring helps alleviate teething pain in young children and massages the gums. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 21 x 5.5 x 4 cm

0h

10674 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Plush Cube
Colourful playtime fun! The Very Hungry Caterpillar plush cube offers all sorts of 
touching, gripping, and amazement on all six sides. Cute, brightly coloured motifs 
and many playable elements are waiting to be discovered right away.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 12 x 12 x 12 cm

0f

10405 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Motor Skills Trainer for the Playpen
It crackles and clatters and young children automatically start to grasp, 
touch and listen. Fixed with Velcro. Batteries included.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 39 x 15 x 6.5 cm

0f!;

10399 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Comfort 
Blanket
The Very Hungry Caterpillar is 
the ideal cuddly figure. This 
comfort blanket has a soft and 
a silky surface and is a must 
for all prams and pushchairs 
or on the play blanket.
Not for sale in Great Britain 
and Ireland!
approx. 39 x 7.5 x 5 cm

0h

TIP

TIP

TIP
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10670 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Teething 
Ring 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar colourful 
teething ring will surely 
become a child´s new best 
friend. Wonderfully soft 
and colourful, this ring 
makes the teething 
process easier while 
also helping a child 
learn to grip things and 
develop coordination.
Not for sale in Great 
Britain and Ireland!
approx. 16 x 6 x 5 cm

0h

10404 
Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Motor 
Skills Toy "Cubes"
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar - known from 
the children´s book by 
Eric Carle - appears here 
as a functional motor 
skills toy. Rotating, 
cracking, tinkling and 
crackling cubes attract 
the attention of the little 
ones. With the mounting, 
the motor skills toy can 
be easily attached.
Not for sale in Great 
Britain and Ireland!
approx. 36 x 7 x 7 cm

0h

10403 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Motor 
Skills Toy with 
Vibration 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar - 
known from the children´s book 
by Eric Carle - trains with this 
motor skills toy the sensory 
perception of the little ones. 
Hearing, feeling and touching - 
all in one toy. When stretching 
the caterpillar vibrates and 
contracts when releasing.
Not for sale in Great Britain and 
Ireland!
approx. 30 x 11 x 7,5 cm

0h

10676 
The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Stacking 
Cubes
These Very Hungry Caterpillar 
stacking cubes made of stable 
cardboard are aiming for the 
stars. Ten cardboard cubes 
in sizes ranging from small 
to big can reach a height of 
87 cm when stacked on top 
of one another - and there´s 
something to discover on 
every side of every cube!
Not for sale in Great Britain 
and Ireland! 
largest cube 
approx. 14 x 14 x 14 cm, 
smallest cube 
approx. 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 cm 

Cf

10395 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Music Set
The Very Hungry Caterpillar – from the famous book by Eric Carle – is also 
musical. With this music set, children will be able to play up and down the 
musical scale. The rattle, clapper & co. set the beat.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland! 
Recorder: Length: approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 2.5 cm, tambourine: Height: 
approx. 4.5 cm, Ø approx. 15 cm

Nf
4 parts

11172 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Gardening Bag
Every kid will be the star of the garden with this gardening bag in a Very 
Hungry Caterpillar design. The child-friendly gardening tools can be stored in 
the convenient tote bag.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
Bag approx. 29 x 10 x 18 cm, 
Shovel 
approx. 20 x 7 cm

Ng
4 parts

11521 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Discoverer´s Tools Display
9 pcs. Researchers on expedition! The compass shows which direction aspiring 
explorers should go while they keep everything in view with the magnifying 
glass and the prism. Thanks to the practical karabiner, these wooden tools in 
a Very Hungry Caterpillar design are always great companions! 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 24 x 7,5 x 3 cm

Ni:
for a display 
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10667 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Picture Crafting Set 
Come on, we´re drawing! This crafting set with The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
contains cardboard surfaces and accessories for two beautiful motifs.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 31 x 25 x 5 cm

O

10665 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pillow Crafting Set 
Now it´s getting cuddly! You can make a little cuddly pillow with this felt 
crafting set. Everything you need is included, so you can start immediately - 
and all without sewing. Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland! 
approx. 31 x 25 x 5 cm

O

10666 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Figurine Crafting Set 
Colourful crafting fun with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! This comprehensive 
crafting set contains The Very Hungry Caterpillar and his three friends.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 31 x 25 x 5 cm

O

10668 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Mosaic Crafting Set 
Mosaic art for creative kids! You can make your own individualised Very 
Hungry Caterpillar with this mosaic crafting set. With over 1,000 foam pieces, 
there´s no limit to one´s creativity. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
approx. 31 x 27 x 5 cm

O

10663 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Modeling Clay Set 
Awesome clay fun with The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar! This modeling clay set 
contains everything needed to create this 
famous caterpillar.
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland!
large putty approx. 7 x 7 x 4 cm, 
small putty approx. 5 x 5 x 3 cm

N

10664 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Felt Crafting Set 
Sewing is fun! With this felt crafting set, even kindergarteners can sew their 
own Hungry Caterpillar. The pre-cut pieces are sewn with the large, non-
dangerous plastic needle and attached with applicators. 
Not for sale in Great Britain and Ireland! 
approx. 22 x 18 x 3.8 cm

O
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1177 
Our Sandman Coach
Get on board! Sandman and his friends climb in, the door closes and all together get 
on the road approaching new adventures. The wheels rattle and with a string fixed at 
the engine block the coach picks up speed.
approx. 19 x 13 x 11 cm

If:

1176 
Our Sandman Train
All aboard! The Sandman train rushes through the child´s room. Sandman´s friends Mr. Fox, Mrs. Magpie, Plumps and Duckly, 
Pittisplash, Schnatterinchen and Moppi made themselves comfortable.
approx. 58 x 8,5 x 11 cm

If

5837 
Our Sandman Mobile
While watching the cute Sandman 
mobile little souls will be calmed 
down and they fall into sleep 
gently. Stars, clouds and Sandman 
care for sweet dreams.
approx. 25 x 1 x 54 cm

f

10433 
Our Sandman Motor Skills 
Training Cube
Sandman and his friends are featured on 
this super multi-talent made of sturdy 
wood. Different sides offer different 
functions for playing. The motor skills 
training loop is removable so that the bricks 
can be emptied out. An individual motor 
skills trainer for training fine and gross 
motor skills.
Approx. 29 x 29 x 31 cm, board height 17 cm

Cf

5834 
Our Sandman 
Maracas
Sandman floats on cloud 
seven and invites, friendly 
waving, to make loud rattling 
noises with theses great 
Maracas. Beautiful shaking-
noises train the feeling for 
rhythm.
length approx. 23 cm, 
Ø approx. 6 cm

Cf
for a set of 2 

5836 
Our Sandman Balancing Seesaw
Even the youngest children like rocking the seesaw with the Sandman back and 
forth. Later in the early childhood children train their skills and put colourful sticks 
on the Sandman´s seesaw. This article comes along with a little bag so that no stick 
gets lost.
approx. 20 x 11 x 3 cm

IfC
19 parts
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10495 
Baby Walker with the Elephant 
"Die Maus"
Be mobile with the Mouse! This play-oriented 
baby walker is a brilliant all-purpose toy for 
curious discoverers: spinning and pushing 
toys, sorting sections and many colourful 
depictions of the Mouse and her friends 
provide fun in every location.
approx. 40 x 39 x 44 cm, handle height 41 cm

Cf

10494 
Motor Skills Cube XL with the Elephant "Die Maus"
So many playtime opportunities! This motor skills cube with the Mouse 
and Elephant offers many different playtime options on its six sides, such 
as spinning, pushing, and inserting. At the top sits the removable bead 
rollercoaster with colourful beads.
approx. 29 x 29 x 31 cm, height of the board 17 cm

Cf

10812 
Motor Skills Cube with the Elefant "Die Maus"
Small cube, big fun! The motor skills cube with the Mouse, the Elephant, 
and the Duck offers not only diverse fun on all four sides, but also a bead 
rollercoaster on top of the removable lid. 
approx. 15 x 15 x 29 cm, height of the board 16  cm

Cf

TIPTIP
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10819 
Rocking Elephant "Die Maus"

This elephant is ready to rock! The small, blue Elephant in his 
well-known pose is the model for this rocker made of stable 
wood. With a solid back rest, a low seat height, and practical 
wooden poles to hang on to, this Rocking Elephant offers a 
sturdy seat. 
approx. 56 x 30 x 40 cm,
seat height: approx. 20 cm,
max. load capacity 50 kg

Cf

10814 
Display Activity Loop with the Elephant "Die Maus"
Set of 6. What goes around comes around! This little activity loop made of 
partially painted wood lets the two friends, the Mouse and the Duck, briskly 
dart along the track and zip over daring loops.
Height: approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Ci
for a display 

10497 
Wooden Toy Blocks with the Elephant "Die Maus"
Attention all builders! These building blocks with the Elephant and his two 
friends Mouse and Duck come in a 50-piece set and offer a wide variety 
of building possibilities. The building blocks with their various colours and 
shapes invite children to build, play, and learn.
Mouse: approx. 3 x 1.5 x 6 cm, elephant: 
approx. 4.5 x 1.5 x 3,5 cm

Cf
50 parts

10493 
Puzzle with the Elephant "Die Maus"
You can do it, little Elephant! The Elephant, the Mouse and the Duck are 
having loads of fun together. The five-piece puzzle for the youngest children 
shows the little Elephant in all kinds of circumstances which the young 
children can identify with.
approx. 30 x 22 x 2 cm

Cfh

10818 
Shape Fitting Cube with the Elephant "Die Maus"
Learning with the Elephant! This box has it all - four great motifs with 
the Elephant, the Mouse and the Duck can be inserted in the sides of the 
wooden box however one pleases. This allows all sorts of different colourful 
designs to be created. 
approx. 11 x 11 x 11 cm

Cf

TIP
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10499 
Elephant Dancing Figurine 
"Die Maus" 
Tally-ho! The Elephant is about to 
show that he´s a real dancer! His legs 
and trunk wiggle spiritedly when the 
button under the pedestal is pressed. 
The moving parts and the pedestal 
are manufactured from wood and are 
painted in fine detail.
approx. 8 x 4.5 x 6 cm

Nf

10498 
Dancing Figurine "Die 
Maus" 
Here comes the Mouse! This dancing 
figurine springs around on her little 
pedestal with a looseness in her knees 
and while moving her arms up and 
down when the button on the pedestal 
is pressed. Her body, arms, legs, and 
pedestal are all manufactured from 
wood and are lovingly painted.
approx. 6 x 4,5 x 12 cm

Nf

10811 
Ludo "Die Maus" 
Mouse, Elephant, and Duck provide lots of playtime fun with Ludo on this brightly-coloured 
board game made of laminated wood. The three cute game pieces, each with their own uniquely 
coloured background fit well in the hand.
29 x 29 x 1.5 cm, piece: approx. 3 x 2.5 x 1 cm

OfÈ

10813 
Puzzle Box with the Elephant "Die Maus"
Puzzle fun with the Elephant and his two friends the Mouse and the 
Duck! The Puzzle Box contains five motifs with the three friends´ exciting 
adventures. Who will be able to put the stories together? All pieces can be 
easily stored in the practical wooden box with a lid.
approx. 18 x 13 x 4.5 cm

Jf*ó

10491 
Make a Pair "Die Maus" 
Who´s rustling around down there with those 
eyes? The famous mouse is gathered here 
with all her friends for a great memory game 
made of real, natural wood. 24 funny, brightly 
painted wooden tablets in a stable wooden box 
both require and stimulate the young players´ 
concentration.
Box: approx. 11 x 11 x 5 cm, piece: 
approx. 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm

NfÈ
24 parts

10817 
Corkboard Hammer Game "Die Maus" 
Let´s get to hammering! This hammer game with the cute characters of 
the Mouse, the Elephant and Duck is guaranteed to be a hit with creative 
builders! With tact and coordination, new images can be created with the 
many colourful tiles.
corkboard: approx. 24 x 17 x 1 cm, hammer approx. 14 x 2 x 4 cm

Qf
158 parts
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The mouse 
celebrates 

its 50th 
anniversary!

10816 
Patience Games Display "Die Maus" 
Set of 24. Stay patient! With this set of puzzle games with four cute motifs 
with the Mouse, the Elephant, and the Duck, small marbles must be brought 
into their proper holes. Only those with steady hands will win!
Height: approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

10496 
Learning Board "Die Maus" GER
Learning is a piece of cake with the Mouse! 
Everything a child needs to learn about time 
is gathered onto this colourfully painted 
learning board: from the seasons to the 
months, days of the week, and the dates to 
an adjustable clock, everything is brightly 
coloured and clearly arranged. 
Only in German language.
approx. 30 x 30 x 3 cm

Pf

10815 
Magnet Maze Display "Die Maus" 
Set of 12. Here´s some lively rolling-around with the Mouse! The Mouse and 
her friends are waiting to be played with in this colourful maze made of 
stable laminated wood. The little balls under the plastic panel can be moved 
this way and that way across the maze with the magnetic wand attached to 
the cord.
approx. 12 x 12 x 1.5 cm

Ni:
for a display 

TIP
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10969 
SESAME STREET Baby Walker
A baby walker, with games and colorful characters, 
that encourages fun. This walker, made of stable, FSC® 
100%-certified wood, features the beloved characters of 
SESAME STREET and playfully promotes the development 
of motor skills and sensory perception. The rubber-finished 
wheels allow the walker to roll quietly across the floor 
and the brake system ensures safety.
approx. 37 x 36 x 41 cm, handle height: 40 cm

Cf 10974 
SESAME STREET Motor Skills Cube
Five sides full of excitement, games and fun. This diverse 
motor skills cube made of stable, FSC® 100%-certified 
wood and featuring the famous stars of SESAME STREET 
has a lot to offer. Each side deals with a specific motor 
skill or sensory perception. 
approx. 27 x 27 x 48 cm, working height: 30 cm

Cf

10966 
SESAME STREET Cookie Swinging See-Saw with Wheels

Cooooookies! The Cookie Monster loves cookies and invites children to join him on this 
robust swinging see-saw made of FSC® 100%-certified wood for a swing-filled trip. 
Double the fun is guaranteed with the mountable wheels of this cookie swing. The 
round stoppers not only prevent the see-saw from rolling over, but also allow 
the swing to be quickly transformed into a slide.
approx. 67 x 29 x 47 cm; seat height 27 cm; maximum load 50 kg

Cf

TIP
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10975 
SESAME STREET Pull-Along Bus

It´s time to go to school! This yellow school bus made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood can be decorated with the cute characters from the 
world-renowned SESAME STREET show. The openings offer space for all of 
the little friends and bring lots of fun when putting them in!
Car approx. 23 x 12 x 14 cm; Big bird Bibo 
approx. 3.5 x 1 x 6 cm

Cf
10 parts

10979 
SESAME STREET Pull-Along Taxi

This cute SESAME STREET pull-along taxi made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
accompanies young adventurers on their expeditions. Elmo and Oscar the 
taxi driver always come along for the ride. Robust laminated wood, smooth-
rolling wheels and the cute painted motifs ensure exciting rides. Plus, the 
"flat foot" which causes the taxi to roll "unevenly" makes it 
even more fun!
approx. 16 x 4.5 x 9 cm

Cf

All pull-along products have 
rubber-finished wheels for 
quiet and stable rolling fun.

10980 
SESAME STREET Pull-Along Bath with Duck

Ernie and the squeaky duck invite you to join them in this bathtub made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood. The young friends from the popular SESAME 
STREET roll happily behind their companion. The wheels on this pull-along 
toy are decorated with bubbles which make a pretty pattern when spinning. 
Bathtub approx. 13 x 4.5 x 11 cm, duck approx. 4.5 x 1 x 5 cm

Cf
2 parts

10981 
SESAME STREET Pull-Along Racecar

Attention all young racecar drivers! Here comes Grover in his runabout made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood. He can be pulled along with the red rope, and 
he rolls happily behind his companion. The wheels roll easily and make a 
neat pattern when the car is pulled. 
approx. 20 x 4.5 x 10 cm

Cf

10964 
SESAME STREET Wooden Toy Train
The trip can begin! Ernie and the other beloved 
characters from SESAME STREET are briskly making their 
rounds on this wooden toy train. The 27-piece set is 
comprised of partly lacquered, FSC® 100%-certified wood 
and makes the hearts of young train lovers soar.
Rainbow approx. 15 x 1 x 9 cm,
Cookie Monster approx. 5 x 1 x 7 cm

Jf:
27 parts

TIPTIP

TIPTIP
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10972 
SESAME STREET Hammer Bench
Who can help Grover and Elmo with their farm work? With the wooden 
hammer, the brightly coloured carrots can be hammered down - but be 
careful: where will they pop back up next? This hammering game is comprised 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood and playfully trains children´s motor skills.
Bench approx. 22 x 10 x 12 cm, hammer approx. 5.5 x 3.5 x 16 cm

Cf
2 parts

10973 
SESAME STREET Cookie Monster Balance See-saw
This will require dexterity and concentration. The goal here is to balance 
all of the Cookie Monster´s cookies on this balance see-saw made of high-
quality, FSC® 100%-certified beechwood so that they don´t fall down. 
Balance seesaw approx. 20 x 2.5 x 12 cm; biggest cookie 
approx. 4.5 x 2.5 x 4.5 cm

Jf
9 parts

10965 
SESAME STREET Motor Skills Triangle

Elmo from all sides! This cute SESAME STREET motor skills triangle made 
of robust, partly lacquered, FSC® 100%-certified wood not only puts 
kids in a good mood with its cute motifs, but also playfully promotes the 
development of facial expression and gesturing.
approx. 19 x 15 x 20 cm

Cf

10971 
SESAME STREET Screw-in Figurines 
Display
Set of 12. The building pieces in various shapes and 
colors are made of FSC® 100%-certified wood and 
can be placed together however one wants. Six 
different cute, colorful characters are individually 
changeable and combined.
Bert screw-in figure approx. 9 cm, Ø ca. 6 cm

Ji
for a display 

10982 
SESAME STREET Stacking 
Tower with Figurines
With this game, the Cookie Monster, the 
Count, Ernie, Bert and Elmo are depicted 
on individual cubes which have to be 
stacked in the correct order. The notches 
in each cubes offer enough space for the 
figurines made of FSC® 100%-certified 
wood. And all the while, a child´s 
understanding of colours and numbers, 
and motor skills will be trained!
The biggest cube approx. 12 x 12 x 12 cm; 
Ernie approx. 6 x 5 x 1.5 cm

Cf

10968 
SESAME STREET Numbers & Colours Wooden Book
Learn with Ernie, Bert and their friends! This children´s book made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood helps young children with their first attempts at 
counting. 
approx. 12 x 2.5 x 12 cm

8f

TIP

TIP
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10976 
SESAME STREET Universe Puzzle
Discover the universe with Ernie, Bert and their friends! This puzzle made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood offers six puzzle pieces with the cute characters 
from SESAME STREET. The knobs help children easily hold and set the puzzle 
pieces. 
approx. 30 x 1 x 22 cm

Cfi

10977 
SESAME STREET Underwater World Puzzle
Let´s go - we´re exploring the underwater world with Elmo and his friends! 
This puzzle made of FSC® 100%-certified wood offers six puzzle pieces with 
the cute characters from SESAME STREET. The knobs help children easily 
hold and set the puzzle pieces.
approx. 30 x 1 x 22 cm

Cfi

10978 
SESAME STREET Picnic Puzzle
Who wants to go on a picnic with Ernie, Bert and Elmo? This puzzle made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood offers six puzzle pieces with the cute characters 
from SESAME STREET. The knobs help children easily hold and set the puzzle 
pieces.
approx. 30 x 1 x 22 cm

Cfi

10967 
SESAME STREET Puzzle Box
1, 2, 3, 4, 5...! Everyone knows that the Count loves to work with numbers. He 
decorates this puzzle box made of FSC® 100%-certified wood and is waiting 
for hard-working kids who can quickly put together all five puzzles. 
approx. 18 x 13 x 3 cm

Jf*o

10970 
SESAME STREET Wooden Building 
Blocks
You can stack them high here! With these colourful 
and naturally-coloured building blocks as well as cute 
wooden figurines of Ernie, Bert and Grover made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood, nothing will stand in the 
way of the children´s next building plans.
Cuboid approx. 3 x 3 x 6 cm,
Bert approx. 3.5 x 1.5 x 6.5 cm

Cf
35 parts
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1250 
Lillebi Make a Pair
Images of the little mouse boy Lillebi and his friends 
adorn this sturdy memo game made of wood. Try to find 
the matching card and make a pair. The wooden memo 
cards are stored in a box which ensures a safe storage.
approx. 21 x 11 x 3 cm, card approx. 5 x 5 x 1 cm

NfÈ
32 parts

1260 
Lillebi French Skipping Rope 
Display
Set of 12. The little mouse Lillebi and his 
friend Kikibell are featured on this super 
French skipping rope with a metallic look. 
Length approx. 245 cm 

Pi
for a display 

3 assorted 
colours

1257 
Lillebi Spinning Tops Display 
12 pieces. The little mouse boy Lillebi and his 
friends decorate these robust spinning tops 
made of wood. They take up a speedy ride 
and spin around in a race.
approx. 7 x 7 x 7 cm

Oi
for a display 

3 assorted 
colours

1258 
Lillebi Yo-Yos Display 
12 pieces. The little mouse Lillebi and his 
friends embellish these sturdy Yo-yo´s. The 
nostalgic leisure game is known all over the 
world. 
Height approx. 3 cm, Ø approx. 4,5 cm

Qi
for a display 

3 assorted 
motifs

2746 
Lillebi Hair Ties
3 sets of 6 ties. The little mouse Lillebi 
and his friend Kikibell are featured on 
these super ponytail bands made of very 
soft towelling. 
Heart approx. 2,5 cm; hair tie 
Ø approx. 4 cm 

h
for a set of 3 

2747 
Lillebi Decorative Clips for 
Labelling Display
Set of 12. The little mouse Lillebi and his 
friend Kikibell are featured on these super 
decorative clips. 
approx. 9 x 1,5 x 7 cm

i
for a display 

6 assorted 
motifs
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6380 
Ritter Rost "Stacking Puzzle"
Ritter Rost (Rusty the Knight) and his friends invite small child fingers to 
train their motor skills with this great puzzle made of sturdy plywood. The 5 
puzzle elements are easy to grasp for tiny hands.
approx. 30 x 21 x 2 cm

Cgh

6381 
Ritter Rost Knight´s Castle
Experience thrilling adventures in a perfect scenery with this fantastic 
castle made from sturdy plywood. The 6 protagonists are printed on wooden 
figurines and provide a lot of fun and gaming options! The castle is easily 
assembled.
approx. 47 x 47 x 25 cm

N

5825 
Ritter Rost "Stacking Cubes"
Stacking game and cube puzzle - the motor skills of the fingers will be 
trained. The 9 wooden blocks have to be stacked onto the poles in the right 
combination. 4 scenes of the adventurous life of the hero and his friends will 
be shown!
approx. 16 x 7 x 15 cm

Cl

6382 
Ritter Rost "Working Space"
Great fun whith screws and hammer and 
a great exercise to train the motor skills! 
Made of accurately worked and fine 
beechwood this case with great motifs 
of Ritter Rost (Rusty the Knight) and his 
friends, meets high demands of small 
builders!
approx. 24 x 12 x 15 cm

N
28 parts

9928 
Ritter Rost "Children´s Dishes"
Enjoy meals with your own tableware and cutlery of dishwasher-safe 
plastic! Designs of Ritter Rost (Rusty the Knight) and his friends decorate 
plates (approx. 22 x 22 x 2 cm), bowl, cup, fork (approx. 15 x 2.5 cm) and 
spoon!
approx. 22 x 22 x 2 cm

J
5 parts

6379 
Ritter Rost "Bookends"
The supports made of finely polished wood with cute motifs of the heros 
keep the literature upright in their place! Perfect for adventure novels, 
thriller, humor and also "heavy stuff" such as school books.
approx. 15 x 15 x 18 cm
2 parts
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10231 
Pull-along Toy "Merlin" The Dragon
This super pull-along toy runs on round ball wheels. The movable segments 
are held together with rubber bands. When the dragon is pulled along, his 
entire body wobbles, much to the delight of young children.
approx. 29 x 17 x 14 cm

C

10113 
"Luna" The Flying 
Unicorn 
The unicorn is a mythical figure and 
only occurs in fairytales. In this case 
it flies on its widespread wings and 
looks wonderful in any girl´s room. 
Simply pull the string and it flies 
gracefully in the room.
Approx. 79 x 62 x 36 cm

11042 
Push-along Toy "Luna" The Unicorn
Stardust and pure magic - Unicorns are the lasting trend with 
both younger and older kids. And this push-along animal made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood can even teach the youngest 
kids to walk: when pushed, this unicorn´s wings move up and 
down.
approx. 9 x 18 x 10 cm

Ih

10230 
Pull-along Toy "Luna" The Unicorn
This super pull-along toy runs on round ball wheels. The movable segments 
are held together with rubber bands. When the unicorn is pulled along, his 
entire body wobbles, much to the delight of young children.
approx. 21 x 16 x 15 cm

C
11043 
Push-along Toy "Merlin" The Dragon
Shrouded in legend and mythical - Dragons are something very 
special! This colorful wooden mythical creature made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood is the ideal companion for walking beginners 
on their tours of discovery. When pushed, the dragon moves his 
wings up and down and "flies" to every adventure, spitting fire all 
the way.
approx. 16 x 16 x 10 cm

Ih

TIP
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11039 
Display Musical Rattles "Luna" The Unicorn and 
"Merlin" The Dragon
Set of 12. It´s rattling here! These rattles made of FSC® 100%-certified wood are available 
in two brightly coloured motifs. Young children can train their feeling for rhythm and are 
prepared for early musical education with these soft-to-the-touch rattles. 
height approx. 13cm; Ø ca. 4.5 cm

0i
for a display 

11034 
Display Yo-Yo Luna The Unicorn and Merlin The 
Dragon
Set of 24. Classic yo-yos made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. This 
nostalgic pastime has spread lots of playtime fun over many years! 
This is how kids can playfully train their fine motor skills. 
height approx. 3.5 cm, 
Ø approx. 6 cm

Qi
for a display 

11033 
Display Puzzle "Luna" The Unicorn and "Merlin" The 
Dragon
Set of 18. Balls of fun for on-the-go! Six small metal balls have to be rolled 
into the pre-stamped holes using dexterity and concentration. The colourful 
motifs are surrounded by a robust frame made of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
and protected behind a plastic cover.
approx. 6.5 x 6.5 x 2 cm

Pi
for a display 

11035 
Display Top Luna The Unicorn and Merlin The Dragon
Set of 24. You´ll be spinning for all your worth with these! Two fun motifs 
decorate these beautiful tops made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. The firm 
tops bring all kinds of fun into the children´s room.
Height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 6 cm

Ni
for a display 

11275 
Skipping Rope Display 
"Luna" The Unicorn
Set of 12. Hop, hop, hurrah! These 
cute skipping ropes in a popular 
unicorn design with grips made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood 
are guaranteed to bring loads of 
enjoyment out in the fresh air or in 
the children´s room!
Total length approx. 225 cm, Grip 
approx. 13 x 7 x 3.5 cm

Pi
for a display 

11276 
Stacking Tower Display 
"Luna" The Unicorn and 
"Merlin" The Dragon
Nine pieces. Dragon or unicorn? Both 
stacking towers are made of FSC® 
100% certified wood and impress 
with their handy stacking stones in 
cheerful colours. 
Height approx. 14 cm, Ø approx. 5.5 cm

Ci
for a display 
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11041 
Display Notebooks "Luna" The Unicorn 
and "Merlin" The Dragon
Set of 24. You´ll never forget anything again! The most 
important entries can be written down in these cute 
notebooks made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. The paper 
pages are put together inside wooden covers which robustly 
protect the contents while on-the-go.
approx. 9 x 6 x 0.5 cm

Oi
for a display 

11037 
Display Bendy Figurines "Luna" The 
Unicorn and "Merlin" The Dragon
Set of 12. A flexible wooden toy for on-the-go! The brightly 
coloured dragon and the cute unicorn made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood can bend in all kinds of silly ways 
thanks to the integrated rubber bands. This is how you 
can put them into different funny positions time and time 
again.
approx. 7 x 4 x 9 cm

Ni
for a display 

11040 
Display Stamps "Luna" The Unicorn and 
"Merlin" The Dragon
Set of 20. Fun stamp figurines for decorating. Pictures and 
gifts can be made with these creative play pieces made 
of FSC® 100%-certified wood. The plastic stamp base 
prevents the stamps from drying out.
height approx. 6.5cm; Ø approx. 3 cm

Oi
for a display 

11036 
Display Dancing Figurine "Luna" The 
Unicorn and "Merlin" The Dragon
Set of 8. Wiggling at the push of a button! When you push the 
button under their pedestals, dragon and the unicorn (made of 
FSC® 100%-certified wood) initially lose their posture. But when 
the button is released, they jump back up into a new silly position. 
dragon approx. 10 x 8.5 x 9 cm,
unicorn approx. 6 x 9 x 11 cm

Ni
for a display 

Products from the "Luna the Unicorn 
and Merlin the Dragon" product group 
are the stars of the low-priced product 
segment! Because magical creatures 
belong in every assortment.

11038 
Display Pull-back Animal "Luna" The Unicorn and "Merlin" 
The Dragon
Set of 8. A speedy drive with the dragon and the unicorn! These jolly pull-back 
animals made of FSC® 100%-certified wood promise lots of playtime fun all down the 
line. They will cruise quietly through the children´s room. 
approx. 8 x 4 x 7 cm

Ci,
for a display 
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Crafting, Painting and Writing
Crafting, Threading and Creative Products 

Learning Boards · Writing and School Supplies

10436
Chalk and Magnet Board - p. 426

 "A fantastic, height-adjustable, two-sided chalkboard that has 
all kinds of uses and makes kids© eyes shine."

#bloggersrecommendation



 

„Exzellente Kundenzufriedenheit“
Focus Money hat mit Deutschland TEST eine unabhängige und objektive Zufrieden-
heitsstudie über 511 Unternehmen „Rund ums Kind“ – Das Beste für die Kleinen - durch-
geführt. Dabei wurden über 92.000 Stimmen ausgewertet. In der Kategorie „Bastelsets“
erzielte PlayMais den 2. Platz mit einer exzellenten Kundenzufriedenheit. 

NEW

NEW NEW

NEWNEW

Focus Money
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11816 
PlayMais® BASIC SMALL

Hours of crafting fun for small hands! Whether you´re following the 
instructions or playing completely free and independently - with this 
comprehensive PlayMais® set, imagination and creativity know no bounds! 
This resealable set contains PlayMais® pieces made of cornstarch and 
coloured with food colouring. Moistening the PlayMais® pieces activates 
their natural stickiness after which the three-dimensional crafting fun can 
begin. Incl. instructions and accessories.

N
approx. 150 parts

11819 
PlayMais® BASIC 500

Huge crafting fun for small hands! Whether it´s animals, vehicles, patterns, 
or fantasy-filled figures: with this comprehensive PlayMais® set, imagination 
and creativity know no bounds! This resealable set contains PlayMais® 
pieces made of cornstarch and coloured with food colouring. Moistening the 
PlayMais® pieces activates their natural stickiness after which the crafting 
and building fun can begin. Incl. instructions and accessories.

N
approx. 500 parts

11817 
PlayMais® BASIC MEDIUM

N
approx. 350 parts

11818 
PlayMais® BASIC LARGE

N
approx. 750 parts

11820 
PlayMais® BASIC 1000

N
approx. 1.000 parts

has conducted an independent and objective satisfaction survey with 
Germany TEST on 511 companies "All about children" - The best for the little ones. Over 
92,000 votes were evaluated. In the category "craft sets" PlayMais achieved 2nd place with 
an excellent customer satisfaction.

NEW NEW

NEWNEW

NEW
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11822 
PlayMais® MOSAIC LITTLE FOREST
With this MOSAIC set from PlayMais®, you can create 
colourful pictures and figures in the theme of forest animals. 
Recreating the six template pictures trains fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination. This set contains PlayMais® 
pieces made of cornstarch and coloured with food colouring. 
Moistening the PlayMais® pieces activates their natural 
stickiness after which the crafting fun can begin. Incl. 
instructions and accessories.

N
approx. 2.300 parts

11821 
PlayMais® MOSAIC LITTLE ZOO
With this MOSAIC set from PlayMais®, you can create 
colourful pictures and figures in the theme of the zoo. 
Recreating the six template pictures trains fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination. This set contains PlayMais® 
pieces made of cornstarch and coloured with food colouring. 
Moistening the PlayMais® pieces activates their natural 
stickiness after which the crafting fun can begin. Incl. 
instructions and accessories.

N
approx. 2.300 parts

11823 
PlayMais® MOSAIC DREAM UNICORN 
With this MOSAIC set from PlayMais®, you can create colourful 
pictures and figures in the theme of unicorns. Recreating the 
six template pictures trains fine motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination. This set contains PlayMais® pieces made of 
cornstarch and coloured with food colouring. Moistening the 
PlayMais® pieces activates their natural stickiness after which 
the crafting fun can begin. Incl. instructions and accessories.

P
approx. 2.300 parts

 ▪ Natural crafting fun for children aged 3 years and up and absolutely harmless

 ▪ Made of cornmeal and food colouring; 100% biodegradable

 ▪ Promotes the development of creativity and motor skills

 ▪ Many different uses at home, in the kindergarten, or in school

 ▪ Sustainably produced in Germany in an environmentally friendly way

NEW

NEW

NEW
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11726 
Threading Beads Compact Crafting Set

For creative jewelry designers! With this comprehensive selection of wooden 
beads in five different colours and shapes, you can creatively design 
jewelry. Three pendants with different motifs with playful designs and three 
strings with compatible colours complete this set of beads. All the beads are 
sorted and stored in the wooden box. 
Approx. 15 x 13 x 2 cm

Ng
approx. 196 parts

11727 
Threading Beads Crafting Set

Perfect for threading! With this comprehensive selection of wooden beads 
in six different colours and shapes, you can creatively design jewelry. Four 
pendants with different motifs with playful designs and five strings with 
compatible colours complete this set of beads. All the beads are sorted and 
stored in the wooden box. 
Approx. 19 x 16 x 2.5 cm

Ng
approx. 199 parts

11014 
Princess Threading Beads 
Creativity is required here! Unicorns and princesses 
are the main focus with this bead set. The wooden 
pendants can be used to make individualised necklaces 
or bracelets and are made of FSC® 100%-certified wood.
approx. 25 x 17 x 3 cm

Nf
approx. 67 parts

10735 
Flowery Meadow Threading Beads 
Young jewellers will really get their money´s worth! This diverse assortment 
of beads will impress jewellery lovers of all ages. Completely individualised 
bracelets or anklets can be made with the contents of this set. 
approx. 30 x 28 x 2.5 cm

Nf
approx. 202 parts

NEWNEW
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11248 
Display Wooden Threading Beads Cupcake, "Candy"
Set of 9. Sugar-sweet jewels! These colourful wooden beads come in trendy 
candy colours. The cute pendants and wooden beads in fruity combinations 
of colours (strawberry, vanilla and blueberry) can be interchanged and are a 
real eye-catcher as a necklace or bracelet. In the trendy cupcake cup!
Cup height approx. 11 cm, Ø approx. 8 cm

Ni
for a display 

11249 
Display Wooden Threading Beads Sweets-Glass, 
"Candy"
Set of 9. Do you want to be my friend? Kids can creatively make their 
own friendship bracelets with integrated name cubes with these cute 
wooden threading beads. This also playfully teaches children the 
alphabet. Three candy cups each with the various combinations of 
colours of strawberry, vanilla and blueberry can fulfill every wish.
Sweets-glass approx. 7 x 6 x 9 cm

Ni
for a display 

Totally trendy: The Candy 
and Cupcake trend enhance 
our wooden candy bead sets 
perfectly!

11250 
Display Wooden Threading Beads Starter Set, "Candy"
Set of 24. Jewellery designers watch out! This set of beads gives free rein to 
creativity and imagination. The colourful wooden beads and cute pendants 
are stored in candy bags and can be exchanged and collected with friends. 
Strawberry, vanilla or blueberry - everyone will find their favourite colour here!
Bag approx. 8.5 x 2.5 x 11 cm

Ni
for a display 
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7696 
Threads of Fun

Brightly lacquered wooden pearls 
and beads to make your own chains, 
pendants and lots more.
Head Ø approx. 3 cm

N
for a set of 4 

2465 
Threading Beads in a 

Wooden Box
The threading fun can now begin! This collection box has 
19 compartments with brightly colored wooden beads and 
six rubber bands.
approx. 27 x 20 x 2 cm

Nf
approx. 167 parts

11060 
Creative Threads

A wooden box housing ribbons and colourful shapes 
made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. Promotes hand-
eye coordination. 
approx. 13 x 10 x 4  cm

Nf
approx. 84 parts

3985 
Suitcase DIY Jewellery
Whether rings, necklaces, bracelets, hair clips or key rings, this metal case 
leaves nothing to be desired with its different sized, coloured wooden and 
plastic beads, a pink satin ribbon, felt elements in flower and circle shapes 
as well as flowered fabric parts. 
Approx. 19 x 13 x 7 cm

N

TIP

TIP

TIP
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7553 
Letter Chains
The 300 wooden letter-dice 
can be easily threaded on the 
included four colourful ribbons. 
So you can quickly form great 
name chains and other word 
combinations.
approx. 1 x 1 x 1 cm

Nf
approx. 304 parts

10712 
Coloured Letter Dice 
Attention all creative thinkers! You can make necklaces, bracelets, and 
anklets with these 300 brightly coloured letter dice. Young jewellery 
designers can let their creativity run free here.
approx. 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 cm

Nf
approx. 304 parts

10713 
Natural Coloured Letter Dice 
The threading fun can begin! These 300 wooden letter dice can fulfill any 
wish. You can create beautiful name bracelets that can be given as a gift or 
worn yourself. The colourful strings are real eye-catchers.
approx. 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 cm

Nf
approx. 304 parts

7589 
Threading Box
Create your own jewelry - With this wooden 
threading box, that´s no problem at all! With 
the differently coloured wooden elements and 
cords, there´s no limit to your creativity. Every 
child will become a jewelry designer in no time.
Approx. 31 x 24 x 2 cm

Nf
approx. 288 parts

More threading products 
in the online shop!

TIP
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11251 
Compact Bead Weaving Loom
Attention all jewellery designers! With this ultimate bead weaving loom, 
you can create your own individual jewelry ideas, and you can also weave 
beautiful rugs for doll´s houses. The colourful beads can be threaded 
however you design and woven over the tightened strings to make the most 
diverse patterns. This creative set is a great gift idea for all people who love 
arts and crafts and letting their fantasies fly freely.
ca. 22 x 6 x 5,5 cm

Q

4548 
Weaving Loom Pearls
With this weaving frame made of precious hardwood, short to very long 
jewellery chains can be made with the yarns contained and the rich 
selection of colourful beads! 
approx. 38 x 10 x 10 cm

Qf

10119 
Threading Beads in a tube Display
Set of 24. Young designers will have great fun with 
the wooden beads and motifs. A string for threading 
is included in every tube. A real eye-catcher as an 
arm bracelet, necklace or ankle bracelet. A great 
birthday gift and a must at all cash desks!
Length approx. 12 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

Ni
for a display 

3927 
Mini Bead Box Display 
12 pieces. This great display offers colourful crafting fun. It 
contains many colourful jars filled with small brightly coloured 
wooden motifs, wooden beads and an elastic band. You can create 
stylish bracelets or chains. Concentration and dexterity is required 
when threading but the result will charm everyone.
height: approx. 2,5 cm, Ø approx. 9 cm

Ni
for a display 

2 assorted colours

10123 
Threading Beads in a Wooden Box 
Display
Set of 12. Creative jewellery designers will not be 
able to walk past these bead sets. Different wooden 
bead and motif designs mean that everyone will 
find their favourite. The threading strings are also 
included in the wooden box. A creative afternoon can 
begin! This display is a real eye-catcher at the cash 
desk!
Approx. 10 x 10 x 3 cm

Ni
for a display 
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10337 
Connecting Game Flowers Geometry
120 pieces. This game guarantees lots of fun! The parts can be put together 
to create colourful shapes. All shapes are compatible with one another and 
can be assembled in any way.
Circle: Height: approx. 0.3cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
120 parts

10344 
Connecting Game Geometry XL Pack
Wonderful creations can be made with this colourful puzzle game. 
Children make their very own, individual designs. A tricky task that trains 
concentration and dexterity.
Circle: Height: approx. 0.3cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
240 parts

Wooden puzzle 
pieces!

10415 
Connecting Game Flowers
Colourful playtime fun for both young and old! This connecting game with 
its 240 pieces awakens the vastness of one´s creativity. The "little flowers" 
made of lacquered wood can be easily fit together to make unique, colourful 
constructions and fantasy-filled pictures - and not only of flowers!
Height approx. 0.2cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Nf
240 parts

6948 
Mammoth Dino Robot Wooden Construction Kit
This wooden construction kit is a top-class design. It personifies the 
herbivorous mammoth. With 89 plywood construction components, it has 
a deceptively realistic appearance. The trick is: The battery-operated 
mechanical system enables movement of the feet and a loud roaring noise 
emphasises the originality. The included instructions explain step-by-step 
assembly. Batteries not included.
approx. 25 x 9 x 12 cm

P!;

6945 
T-Rex Dino Robot Wooden Construction Kit with RC
With its 104 construction components of rugged plywood, the Tyrannosaurus 
Rex has a deceptively realistic appearance. The trick is: An integrated 
mechanical system enables the dinosaur to walk with a small remote 
control. Loud roaring noises emphasise its originality. Even the giant´s 
tail and jaws become moveable with the mechanical 
system. The included instructions explain step-by-step 
assembly. Batteries not included.
approx. 48 x 14 x 30 cm

P!;
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10227 
Hammer Game Fairy 
With this hammer game various fairy motifs can be hammered on a cork 
board. Four cards suggest motifs for a picture. It is packed in a box and easy 
to store.
Box approx. 25 x 18 x 1 cm, hammer approx. 14 x 2 x 4 cm

Qf
176 parts

11571 
Hammer Game Unicorn

Magical crafting fun with a hammer and bullen nails! Equipped with a cork 
board, a hammer, nails and various wooden elements, children can create 
all sorts of motifs with this hammering game. Whether it´s the princess, the 
fairy-tale castle or the unicorn, this set contains everything required to 
hammer out an enchanting picture. Whoever needs ideas at the beginning 
can simply grab one of the eight picture templates, and off they go!
Cork board approx. 24 x 17 x 1 cm; Hammer approx. 14 x 2 x 4 cm

Qf
152 parts

10581 
Hammer Game Fire Brigade 
Woo woo! Every child can arrange their very own fire station with this 
corkboard game. When inserted through the pre-drilled holes in the puzzle 
pieces made of wood and cardboard, the studs can be easily hammered into 
the corkboard. Box included. 
board approx. 24 x 17 x 1 cm

Qf
171 parts

10226 
Hammer Game Pirate 

With this hammer game various pirate motifs can be hammered on a cork 
board. Four cards suggest motifs for a picture. It is packed in a box and easy 
to store.
Box approx. 19 x 26 x 4.5 cm, hammer approx. 14 x 4 cm

Qf
165 parts

NEW

TIP
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11572 
Hammer Game Robot

Galactic robot fun with a hammer and bullen nails! Equipped with a cork 
board, a hammer, nails and various wooden elements, children can create all 
sorts of robot and space motifs with this hammering game. This set contains 
many pieces for designing scenes with the robot-people. Whoever needs 
ideas at the beginning can simply grab one of the eight picture templates, 
and off they go!
Cork board approx. 24 x 17 x 1 cm; Hammer approx. 14 x 4 cm

Qf
160 parts

3944 
Hammer Game
Get your hammer out! A flexible cork board, two small wooden hammers, 
100 small nails and 126 colourful wooden pieces to create individual works 
of art. Creativity knows no bounds! Make robots, trains and rockets and a 
whole lot more. A leaflet with six suggestions is included, so get hammering!
Cork board approx. 30 x 21 x 1 cm; Hammer approx. 6 x 2 x 16 cm

Qf
229 parts

10228 
Hammer Game Farm 
Creative fun ahead! With this hammer game various farm motifs can be 
hammered on a cork board. Four cards suggest motifs for a picture. It is 
packed in a box and easy to store.
Box approx. 19 x 26 x 4.5 cm, hammer approx. 14 x 4 cm

Qf
174 parts

11573 
Hammer Game Construction Site

Construction fun with a hammer and bullen nails! Equipped with a cork 
board, a hammer, nails and various wooden elements, children can create 
all sorts of construction site motifs with this hammering game. Whether it´s 
the construction worker, the cement mixer, the crane or the excavator, this 
set contains everything required to hammer out all kinds of construction site 
pictures. Whoever needs ideas at the beginning can simply grab one of the 
eight picture templates, and off they go!
Cork board approx. 24 x 17 x 1 cm; Hammer approx. 14 x 2 x 4 cm

Qf
149 parts

NEW

NEW
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2670 
Large Weaving Loom 

This larger version of the popular weaving looms is made of solid beechwood 
in high quality! Advanced artists of handicraft can create even bigger 
and nicer products with the combination of various coloured textiles and 
threading beads. Incl. 2 shuttles.
approx. 50 x 24 x 52 cm

Qf

11398 
Weaving Loom, round
Homemade is trendy right now! With this round wooden weaving frame it 
is now also very easy to weave in a circle. For this purpose, the different 
coloured wool is simply woven onto the round weaving frame with the handy 
needle. This is how circular coasters, tapestries and much more are created!
Height approx. 1.5 cm, Ø approx. 21 cm

Qf

7490 
Weaving Loom Deluxe
An absolute classic! With this weaving frame, children can be kept busy! 
Many different materials (e.g. textiles or pearls) can be weaved to carpets 
or tapestries!
approx. 45 x 32 x 2 cm

Qf

6889 
Compact Weaving Loom
Give your own creations shape and form - who hasn´t wanted to weave their 
own bag or small rug? With this weaving loom made of beech wood, children 
have the opportunity to creatively experiment and create their own designs. 
Whether it´s blankets, pouches, rugs or bags - with this weaving loom, 
creativity has no limits!
approx. 19 x 3 x 22 cm

Qf

4701 
Weaving Loom
Solid wooden frame with 3 shuttles. For creative weaving projects.
Approx. 26 x 32 x 2,5 cm

Qf

More handicrafts articles 
in the online shop

TIP
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6423 
Sewing Machine Professional
Everything on this great sewing machine 
for kids is real - a foot pedal for the drive, 
switches for sewing speed, sewing with 
bobbin thread, different bobbins, spare 
needle and, and, and! Children will learn 
about prudent operation and creative 
possibilities with this machine powered by 
a power cord or 4 AA batteries! Batteries 
not included.
approx. 21 x 9,5 x 18 cm

Q!

8731 
Pottery Wheel
Creative leisure with this battery-operated turntable! With a pedal, the 
disk is rotated and the fingers form a new structure. Made of sturdy plastic, 
very easy to clean, with small compartments for water and colours, a drip 
tray for clay residues and a turntable (13 cm diameter). 300 g of clay for an 
immediate start is included! Batteries not included.
approx. 30 x 24 x 7 cm

Q!

9602 
Sewing Box
Solid pine, varnished. Finely processed 
article with small and large cases - 
everything is always arranged properly.
approx. 43 x 22 x 30 cm

10579 
Knitting Fun Crafting Set 
Attention all knitting fans! This knitting set allows 
you to make the loveliest cords in various sizes and 
colours. With the included wooden knitting tools, 
you can make things like lollipops, butterflies, or 
flowers. 
Needle approx. 11 x 1 cm

Qf

3921 
Children´s Suitcase Sewing Set
Do it yourself! Early on you will practice handling needle and thread. 
The supplied fabrics have great patterns and can be used directly for the 
existing patterns. A small felt bag keeps all the important sewing utensils, 
such as scissors, needles and tape measure. Small buttons and beads made 
of wood serve as decoration. The enclosed fabrics may vary.
Suitcase approx. 20 x 7 x 18 cm
fabric approx. 24 x 22 cm

Qf

TIP SPECIAL
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10436 
Chalk and 
Magnet Board
This writing board has 
different surfaces for 
chalk and felt-tips. It 
can also be used for 
magnets. The hook-on 
green box can be 
used for storage. The 
spacers on the legs 
are useful for a stable 
hold. Includes sponge, 
chalk, felt-tip and four 
magnets. 
approx. 51 x 49 x 105 cm

O:

5824 
Blackboard Kidz
This writing board for children 
offers two sides full of fun! 
In addition to writing and 
drawing on the board, it also 
offers space for lots of fun with 
magnets.
approx. 54 x 51 x 94 cm

O:

10732 
Colourful Magnetic Letters 
Come on, we´re going to learn our ABCs! These brightly coloured, beautifully 
painted wooden letters invite children to write their first words. Each letter 
shows motifs with the related and matching initial letter.
approx. 17 x 15 x 5 cm

Nf:
37 parts

11220 
2-in-1 Chalkboard Table
A four-legged multi-talent! Whether used as a table, a chalkboard or a 
magnetic wall, this multifunctional toy will impress creative kids all over. 
The screw fittings allow this chalkboard table to be easily assembled and 
reassembled into the desired function. Writing utensils and drawing supplies 
can be kept in the storage space. 
Sponge, chalk, markers and 
magnets are included.
Folded together 
approx. 48 x 14 x 118 cm

O:

7577 
Blackboard Multifunction

A revolving chalk and magnetic board with frame, shelf, abacus, learning 
clock and alphabet board. On one side a classic board, on the other a 
writable magnetic 
surface. With this 
blackboard the school 
comes into the children´s 
room!
approx. 78 x 36 x 120 cm

O:

Colored 
magnetic 
numbers on p. 
125.

TIP
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11193 
Wooden Laptop with Magnet Board
A wooden laptop for the little ones. The letters, punctuation marks, and 
numbers are magnetic and can be easily arranged to create a child´s first 
words and math problems on the magnetic board. The chalk allows children 
to draw a few pictures and words on the "screen", and the little sponge 
wipes it all away. A modern wooden smartphone rounds out this great 
learning toy.
Laptop approx. 30 x 22 x 1.5 cm, Magnet approx. 2 x 2 x 0.5 cm

Qf:

7367 
Memo Magnets

These little animals have magnets in their bellies 
and their arms and legs are tied with rubber bands 
to hold little notes tight to metal surfaces! Ideal 
for chalk/magnetic blackboards and fridge doors.
approx. 4.5 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm

Nf:
6 parts

11194 
Blackboard Building Blocks
Creativity is key here! These blackboard 
building blocks can be individually painted 
with chalk and can be easily wiped clean. 
Block approx. 4 x 4 x 4 cm

Nf
12 parts

10323 
Learning Clock and Blackboard Whale
Underwater enthusiasts will love this teaching 
clock. Children can learn how to tell the time on 
the large whale. On the back of the clock there is a 
blackboard on which the hands have to be drawn in. 
Chalk and sponge are also included.
Approx. 39 x 29 x 2 cm

Pf

11085 
Blackboard Box Magnetic Letters and Numbers
Do you want to do arithmetic or writing? With the 2-in-1 function, everyone 
can find their favourite, because both are possible with this wooden 
blackboard box. The blackboard can be drawn and written on with different 
coloured chalk. Learning words and solving mathematical problems with the 
magnetic wooden pieces is child´s play.
box approx. 24 x 24 x 3.5 cm,
piece aprox. 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm

Qf:

3497 
Blackboard Coloured Chalk

This nostalgic blackboard with coloured chalk and a sponge serves for small 
notes or for creative painting. It can be hung with the attached ribbon.
approx. 33 x 23 x 1 cm

Of
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6238 
Coloured pencils "Rainbow"
2 sets of 5 or 4 coloured pencils, each set with a sharpener! These extra thick 
coloured pencils (Ø approx. 1 cm) do not write and paint in one colour, but 
alternately in different ones! So words and drawings become especially colourful! 
length: approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 1 cm

g
for a set of 2 

1820 
Pencils "Safari"

Pencils with various animal heads. These wild animals also write sweet things!
Length approx. 20 cm, Ø approx. 2 cm

N
6 parts

7227 
Pencils "Animals"
Ten wooden pencils are decorated with different animals. The small animals 
are individually designed and everyone can choose the appropriate pen. 
These pencils are a great souvenir or gift on childrens birthday parties.
approx. 2 x 21 cm

Ng
for a set of 10 

More pencils available in 
the online-shop!

5214 
Pens "Wooden Heads"
Funny pens with caps that protect them from drying up. And the great thing 
about it is that the heads are fastened with rubber bands and if you feel like 
writing something, just stick it on the end of the pen!
length: approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 2,5 cm

N
6 parts

8707 
Ballpoint Pen 
"Wood"
This high-quality biro 
is nobly designed and 
made of untreated 
wood with comfortable 
touch and the refill 
cares for a clean 
typeface.
approx. 14 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm

g
1 parts

8217 
Crayons "Nature"
Drawing colourful pictures or writing 
multicoloured letters – using these crayons 
made of untreated wood in a convenient 
quiver made of solid cardboard.
length approx. 18 cm; 
Ø approx. 0,5 cm

f
24 parts

7258 
Pencil Sharpener

4 cute motifs.
height: approx. 2,5 cm, Ø approx. 3,5 cm
for a set of 12 

TIP

TIP
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7758 
Pencils "Friends of the Ocean"
Three-dimensional motifs of the sea, made 
of colourfully painted wood, adorning 
pencils – perfect for little writers!
Length: approx. 18 cm, Ø approx. 2,5 cm

N
for a set of 6 

7540 
Pencils "Africa"
The exotic writing instruments.
approx. 25 x 3 x 1.5 cm

Ng
for a set of 8 

3224 
Wooden Pencil Box Display
12 pieces. Lidded box made of colourful painted wood with different motifs 
for girls and boys. Made of high-quality wood, this pencil case makes 
learning fun. The set comprises four pencils, a sharpener and an 18 cm ruler. 
Twelve individually packed pencil boxes in a sales-promoting display for any 
counter.
approx. 22 x 4.5 x 3 cm

i
for a display 

7943 
Pen Holders "Cat and Frog"
Pens are well stored in these great bright boxes and will look good on every 
desk! Incl. 1 pencil, 1 pen, 1 wooden bookmark and a little box with magnetic 
holder for paper clips.
approx. 12 x 6,5 x 13 cm

:
for a set of 2 

1689 
Office Box with Abacus

Keeping things tidy and doing your arithmetic in this time-tested gadget.
approx. 22 x 7 x 3 cm

O

3688 
Bookstand
This solid wooden bookstand can be positioned in two different ways, which 
even allows the book to be displayed open. For school and at home on the 
desk, this wooden bookstand is a real enrichment and an ergonomic reading 
aid.
Approx. 25 x 21 x 22 cm

TIP
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8072 
Diary Butterfly

A pink diary with a nice butterfly for the well-kept secrets of little 
princesses. With the lock the secrets will be kept secured!
approx. 18 x 14 x 2 cm

g

8172 
Flower Press
Complete with 4 wing 
screws. Easy to use 
press for drying leaves 
and flowers.
approx. 18 x 18 x 5 cm

Nf

7554 
Drawing Board

Board made of robust plywood with integrated sharpener and 10 coloured 
pencils. The drawing paper can be accurately placed onto the board 
with clips and rubber bands, which allow little hands to create their 
masterpieces; this drawing board is also perfect for designing during travels.
approx. 40 x 34 x 1 cm

Of

8140 
Stamp Set Letters
The whole alphabet in a little bag. With these wooden stamps little 
monograms, cute pet names and with a little patience even whole novels 
can be created in print! 3 stamp pads of 3 x 3 cm in different colours are 
included for immediate printing. The letters are made of rubber so they can 
easily be cleaned.
approx. 2,5 x 1 x 1 cm

Of
29 parts

10507 
Display Colourful Wooden Animalstamps
Set of 24. How cute! These brightly painted wooden stamps come in the 
shape of five cute animals. Every animal leaves their ink imprint and makes 
pictures, cards, and other stationery even more beautiful.
Height: approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 3 cm

Oi
for a display 

10218 
ABC Stamp & Puzzle
Have fun learning the alphabet. The 27 puzzle pieces are also stamps and 
can be used with the integrated stamp pad. They can be used to form first 
words and sentences.
Approx. 30 x 30 x 1 cm

Ogé

TIPTIP

TIP
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Children‘s Room and Accessories
Letters and letter trains · Mobile and swinging animals 

Play Houses and Tents · Children's Jewelry and Key Ring Pendants 
Nursery Furniture and Decorations

11483
Elephant and Crocodile Play Tent - p. 444
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10345 
Coloured Letter Train Display
180 pieces. This display features different coloured carriages, locomotives and 
letters that can be used to make up individual names, initials or words. The small 
foot sign can be easily added on top. All individual parts can be ordered separately 
to supplement the display.
Display approx. 45 x 19 x 73 cm; train: approx. 7 x 3,5 x 5,5 cm

N
for a display 

10348 
Carriage Letter Train Red & Blue
This carriage can be added to the end of the letter train to finish 
it off. This means that no rolling wooden letter can be lost.
approx. 6 x 3 x 5.5 cm

N

10350 
Trailer Letter Train Red
For double names or several names, this red 
trailer is a suitable placeholder.
approx. 6.5 x 3 x 1.5 cm

N

10349 
Locomotive Letter Train Red & Blue
The colourful locomotive pulls the train in the right direction. It 
is simply hooked in front of the letter train so that none of the 
rolling wooden letters get lost.
approx. 7 x 3 x 5.5 cm

N

10346 
Carriage Letter Train 
Green & Petrol
This carriage can be added to 
the end of the letter train to 
finish it off. This means that 
no rolling wooden letter can 
be lost.
approx. 6 x 3 x 5.5 cm

N

10347 
Locomotive Letter Train, 
Green & Petrol
The colourful locomotive pulls the 
train in the right direction. It is 
simply hooked in front of the letter 
train so that none of the rolling 
wooden letters get lost.
approx. 7 x 3 x 5.5 cm

N
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Art.-No.

Coloured Letter Train A = 10351
Coloured Letter Train B = 10352
Coloured Letter Train C = 10353
Coloured Letter Train D = 10354
Coloured Letter Train E = 10355
Coloured Letter Train F = 10356
Coloured Letter Train G = 10357
Coloured Letter Train H = 10358
Coloured Letter Train I = 10359
Coloured Letter Train J = 10360
Coloured Letter Train K = 10361
Coloured Letter Train L = 10362
Coloured Letter Train M = 10363
Coloured Letter Train N = 10364
Coloured Letter Train O = 10365
Coloured Letter Train P = 10366
Coloured Letter Train Q = 10367
Coloured Letter Train R = 10368
Coloured Letter Train S = 10369
Coloured Letter Train T = 10370
Coloured Letter Train U = 10371
Coloured Letter Train V = 10372
Coloured Letter Train W = 10373
Coloured Letter Train X = 10374
Coloured Letter Train Y = 10375
Coloured Letter Train Z = 10376

Coloured Letter Train A-Z
This wooden trailer can be hooked up to any letter train.
approx. 6.5 x 3 x 6 cm

N
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7488 
Letter Train Display
180 pieces. An attractive and extensive display with engines, passenger carriages 
and alphabet wagons from A-Z. Short forms or complete names can be created. 
Individual elements (articles 7460-7487) can be ordered separately at a later date 
to complete the display again.
approx. 45 x 19 x 72 cm, engine approx. 7 x 3.5 x 5.5 cm

N
for a display 

7895 
Letter Train Coloured Carriage
Beautiful railway waggon painted in pastel colours.
approx. 6 x 3.5 x 5,5 cm

N

7896 
Letter Train Trailer
The perfect match for double or multiple names.
approx. 7 x 3,5 x 2 cm

N

7894 
Letter Train Coloured Locomotive
Beautiful wooden locomotive painted in pastel colours.
approx. 7 x 3.5 x 5,5 cm

N

7487 
Letter Train 
Carriage
Rear end.
approx. 6 x 3,5 x 5.5 cm

N

7486 
Letter Train 
Locomotive
Front engine.
approx. 7 x 3,5 x 5.5 cm

N
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Art.-No.

Wooden Letter Train A    = 7460
Wooden Letter Train B     = 7461
Wooden Letter Train C      = 7462
Wooden Letter Train D      = 7463
Wooden Letter Train E     = 7464
Wooden Letter Train F      = 7465
Wooden Letter Train G    = 7466
Wooden Letter Train H     = 7467
Wooden Letter Train I     = 7468
Wooden Letter Train J    = 7469
Wooden Letter Train K      = 7470
Wooden Letter Train L      = 7471
Wooden Letter Train M    = 7472
Wooden Letter Train N     = 7473
Wooden Letter Train O     = 7474
Wooden Letter Train P    = 7475
Wooden Letter Train Q    = 7476
Wooden Letter Train R    = 7477
Wooden Letter Train S    = 7478
Wooden Letter Train T     = 7479
Wooden Letter Train U    = 7480
Wooden Letter Train V     = 7481
Wooden Letter Train W     = 7482
Wooden Letter Train X    = 7483
Wooden Letter Train Y    = 7484
Wooden Letter Train Z   = 7485
Wooden Letters Train Ö = 11759
Wooden Letters Train Ä = 11760
Wooden Letters Train Ü = 11761

Letter Train A-Z
This letters made of natural wood can be attached 
to any small foot letters train.
Approx. 5 x 3.5 x 6.5 cm

N

NEW
NEW
NEW
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Trendy bamboo 
material!

Art.-No.

ABC Bamboo Letters A = 12054
ABC Bamboo Letters B = 12055
ABC Bamboo Letters C = 12056
ABC Bamboo Letters D = 12057
ABC Bamboo Letters E = 12058
ABC Bamboo Letters F = 12059
ABC Bamboo Letters G = 12060
ABC Bamboo Letters H = 12061
ABC Bamboo Letters I = 12062
ABC Bamboo Letters J = 12063
ABC Bamboo Letters K = 12064
ABC Bamboo Letters L = 12065
ABC Bamboo Letters M = 12066
ABC Bamboo Letters N = 12067
ABC Bamboo Letters O = 12068
ABC Bamboo Letters P = 12069
ABC Bamboo Letters Q = 12070
ABC Bamboo Letters R = 12071
ABC Bamboo Letters S = 12072
ABC Bamboo Letters T = 12073
ABC Bamboo Letters U = 12074
ABC Bamboo Letters V = 12075
ABC Bamboo Letters W = 12076
ABC Bamboo Letters X = 12077
ABC Bamboo Letters Y = 12078
ABC Bamboo Letters Z = 12079

ABC Bamboo Letters
Totally trendy! These appealing ABC letters made out of 
sustainable bamboo are particularly suited for young 
beginner readers due to their clear language of form. Their 
rounded edges are pleasant to the touch. They´re combinable 
with other ABC letter monsters and are also great as 
decoration for door labels for the children´s room.
approx. 7 x 6 x 0.5 cm (variation in width depending on letter)

h



 

12080

12088

12083

12082

12085

12089

12086

12081

12084

12089

437

ABC Letter Monster
The ABC Letter Monsters are the ideal addition to our ABC 
letters made out of bamboo. Each monster has his favourite 
letters that he or she likes to lay or sit on. Combined with 
the bamboo ABC letters, they can be used as a decorative 
door sign for the children’s room.

h

12080 ABC Letter Monster Marilyn
The Marilyn monster is suitable for the letters C, G, O, and Q.
Approx. 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm

12081 ABC Letter Monster Gaga
The Gaga monster is suitable for the letters E, F, H, I, J, L, N, T, U, 
and Z.
11.2 x 8.1 x 0.6 cm; Paws: 2.5 x 0.6 cm

12082 ABC Letter Monster Reese
The Reese monster is suitable for the letters S, C, and O.
7.7 x 4.1 x 0.6 cm; Tail: 7.6 x 1.8 x 0.6 cm

12083 ABC Letter Monster Woody
The Woody monster is suitable for the letters Q, S, C, G, and O.
6.2 x 11.4 x 0.6 cm; Paws: 2 x 2.5 x 0.6 cm

12084 ABC Letter Monster Clooney
The Clooney monster is suitable for the letters G, O, Q, S, V, W, X, 
Y, and Z.
10.1 x 4 x 0.6 cm; Tail: 8 x 3 x 0.6 cm

12085 ABC Letter Monster Murphy
The Murphy monster is suitable for the letters O, Q, S, C, and G.
11.6 x 7.8 x 0.6 cm

12086 ABC Letter Monster Eyes
Suitable for the letters Ä, Ö, Ü, i und j.
2.7 x 2.6 x 0.6 cm; Dash: 1.1 x 4.3 x 0.7 cm

12088 ABC Letter Monster Al
The Al monster is suitable for the letters B, P, R, S, and U.
3.6 x 7.7 x 0.6 cm; Legs: 2.2 x 5.5 x 0.6 cm

12089 ABC Letter Monster Gerard
The Gerard monster is suitable for the letters A, M, V, and W.
8.9 x 7.7 x 0.6 cm

Display equipped with letters 
& monsters: item no. 11968. 
More details on page 475!
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7009 
Display "ABC"
Wooden board with 144 
letters. Refill set included.
approx. 35 x 4 x 62 cm
for a display 

Including 144 
letters!

Art.-No.

Wooden Letter Bear A = 7301
Wooden Letter Bear B = 7302
Wooden Letter Bear C = 7303
Wooden Letter Bear D = 7304
Wooden Letter Bear E = 7305
Wooden Letter Bear F = 7306
Wooden Letter Bear G = 7307
Wooden Letter Bear H = 7308
Wooden Letter Bear I = 7309
Wooden Letter Bear J = 7310
Wooden Letter Bear K = 7311
Wooden Letter Bear L = 7312
Wooden Letter Bear M = 7313
Wooden Letter Bear N = 7314
Wooden Letter Bear O = 7315
Wooden Letter Bear P = 7316
Wooden Letter Bear Q = 7317
Wooden Letter Bear R = 7318
Wooden Letter Bear S = 7319
Wooden Letter Bear T = 7320
Wooden Letter Bear U = 7321
Wooden Letter Bear V = 7322
Wooden Letter Bear W = 7323
Wooden Letter Bear X = 7324
Wooden Letter Bear Y = 7325
Wooden Letter Bear Z = 7326

Letters "ABC"
Letters "ABC"
approx. 6 x 6,5 x 0.5 cm (variation in 
width depending on letter)

h
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Art.-No.

Wooden Letter Animals A = 4650
Wooden Letter Animals B = 4651
Wooden Letter Animals C   = 4637
Wooden Letter Animals D = 4653
Wooden Letter Animals E = 4654
Wooden Letter Animals F = 4655
Wooden Letter Animals G = 4656
Wooden Letter Animals H = 4657
Wooden Letter Animals I = 4658
Wooden Letter Animals J = 4659
Wooden Letter Animals K = 4660
Wooden Letter Animals L = 4661
Wooden Letter Animals M = 4662
Wooden Letter Animals N = 4663
Wooden Letter Animals O = 4664
Wooden Letter Animals P = 4665
Wooden Letter Animals Q = 4666
Wooden Letter Animals R = 4667
Wooden Letter Animals S = 4668
Wooden Letter Animals T = 4669
Wooden Letter Animals U = 4670
Wooden Letter Animals V = 4671
Wooden Letter Animals W = 4672
Wooden Letter Animals X = 4673
Wooden Letter Animals Y = 4674
Wooden Letter Animals Z = 4675

Letters "Animals A-Z"
Letter "animals A - Z". Finest quality. 26 animal letters.
approx. 8 x 6,5 x 0.6 cm (variation in width depending on letter)

h
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7938 
"Aircraft" Mobile 

In lofty heights cute airplanes and the hot-air balloon are 
flying in the child´s room. A real eye-catcher not only for 
aviation enthusiasts!!
approx. 42 x 42 x 34 cm 

f

Mobile in "Space" 
design on p. 54

7205 
"Sailboat and Lighthouse" Mobile

A mobile for the young sailors. Sailboats with textile sails and a small 
lighthouse provide fun and relaxation.
approx. 34 x 34 x 39 cm 

f

11455 
"Farm" Mobile
The rooster is crowing and a horse just ran by! With this mobile made of painted 
wood, farm life is moving into the nursery. Between the hay and carrots, the 
rooster, the pig, the horse and the cow are milling around in the barn. 
Approx. 27 x 27 x 46 cm

f

11454 
"Jungle" Mobile
Welcome to the Jungle! With this mobile, wild animals are moving into the 
nursery. A zebra, a tiger and their friends dance all around under a large 
palm leaf. The lovingly painted animals can be easily gripped by babies´ 
hands and immediately draw their attention. 
Approx. 34 x 15 x 39

f

TIPTIP
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11401 
"Spring Dream" Mobile
Welcome the springtime into the nursery! This wooden mobile in a 
fresh spring design fascinates young children with its colourful flowers, 
butterflies and snails that happily dance above the changing table or 
under the nursery blanket.
Approx. 26 x 26 x 54 cm

f

10116 
"Forest Animals" Mobile

Glittering forest animals and arches in the form of branches. An 
attractive and colourful accessory for children´s rooms. The animal 
and forest motifs spark the curiosity of babies and encourage them to 
reach for and try to grasp the shapes. 
Approx. 29 x 29 x 66 cm

7175 
"Butterflies" 
Mobile
Many cute butterflies 
decorate this great mobile. 
A real eye-catcher in every 
children´s room.
approx. 17 x 17 x 120 cm

f

10114 
"Noah´s Ark" Mobile
Noah´s Ark and the various species of animals 
arouse the baby´s curiosity and encourage it 
to stretch and grasp. 
Approx. 32 x 22 x 72 cm

3367 
"Duck" Mobile

A cute mobile which enchants children‘s eyes and 
escorts them into the land of dreams.
approx. 15 x 10 x 40 cm

g

TIP

TIP
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1621 
Swinging Seagull

Brings the coast into the child´s room. The 
wooden swinging seagull with its wingspan of 
approx. 74 cm will bring a smile to children´s 
faces!
approx. 74 x 31 x 98 cm 

h

10113 
"Luna" The Flying Unicorn 
The unicorn is a mythical figure and 
only occurs in fairytales. In this case 
it flies on its widespread wings and 
looks wonderful in any girl´s room. 
Simply pull the string and it flies 
gracefully in the room.
Approx. 79 x 62 x 36 cm More unicorn articles 

on p. 410-412

10960 
Wooden Jumping Jack Display
16 pieces. These jumping jacks are waiting in the display for 
somebody to pull the strings. The arms, legs and the head with 
a friendly clown face are made of FSC® 100%-certified wood. A 
small ribbon on the top serves as a suspension loop. A fun wooden 
toy for children. Please note that this product previously had the 
product number 3936.
approx. 7 x 3 x 10 cm

Ni
for a display 

5108 
Flying Guardian Angels 
"Tim and Laura"
Cheerful guardian "angels" 
in a bright design "fly" 
through the room keeping 
a watchful eye on you!
approx. 7 x 1,5 x 15 cm
for a set of 2 

1847 
Flying Guardian Angels
Made of wood and "antique" 
metal, including personalized 
guardianship. They look down on 
you from above and keep you safe.
approx. 13 x 2.5 x 40 cm
for a set of 2 

4 assorted colours

TIPTIP

TIP

TIP
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11800 
Play Kitchen made of Construction Cardboard

This large play kitchen made of stable construction cardboard offers young, 
aspiring top chefs room for their imaginations! After being assembled, the 
kitchen can be given a unique design with pencils and paintbrushes. The 
oven, dishwasher, and refrigerator have two levels each and can be opened 
and closed, just like the microwave. With an exhaust hood, a richly detailed 
printed tile section, and window openings. 
Approx. 117 x 57 x 135 cm

N

10018 
Rocket Cardboard Playhouse

This super playhouse in the form of a rocket promises a trip to the moon, or 
at least a journey through the playroom. This rocket is decorated with funny 
alien faces. The portholes are perforated and can be punched out. Even 
the door to the cockpit can be opened. The possibility of design in different 
colours makes this playhouse a very individual rocket.
approx. 105 x 105 x 169 cm 

N

10017 
Castle Cardboard Playhouse
This super castle made of cardboard will turn 
princesses and knights into proper actors and 
actresses. With its authentic design the castle 
will resist all attempts at conquest. It can be 
individually adapted and encourages children 
to let their imaginations run free. The windows 
are perforated and can be punched out. Even 
the door can be opened. Fun and games are 
guaranteed.
approx. 92 x 73 x 76 cm

N

10015 
Little House Cardboard Playhouse 

My own house - that would be something! This house is made of cardboard 
and can be easily assembled, without stone and grout. And here´s the great 
thing: it can be individually designed with wax crayons, felt and coloured 
pencils. The window and the door are perforated and can be opened easily 
and closed again. A great play house that is a must in any children´s room.
approx. 87 x 71 x 88 cm

Nf

NEW

TIP

TIP
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11483 
Elephant and Crocodile Play 
Tent
Tents inside the nursery! This cotton 
play tent in modern, trendy colours 
offers children the perfect spot to 
dream, play, read or calm down. The 
entry can be easily sealed with the 
proper loops. With the window on the 
side of the tent, the little ones can keep 
everything in view. A place to relax and 
a playtime paradise all in one - just 
perfect!
Assembled approx. 131 x 116 x 114 cm

Jd

11216 
Teepee Play Tent
To play, to read, or to dream...With 
this play tent, children have many 
opportunities to flourish or just a place 
to kick back and relax. The colourful 
Indian motifs are printed on high-quality 
cotton and are real eye-catchers. The 
very stable frame construction can 
withstand every Wild West adventure in 
the children´s room, and can be quickly 
assembled and disassembled. 
Fully assembled tent 
approx. 110 x 110 x 170 cm

Jf
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6078 
Tepee Deluxe
This tepee offers 
adventurous heroes playing 
fun for hours! Whether used 
in the garden on sunny 
days or in the child´s room 
on rainy days, this wigwam 
is easily built up with the 5 
wooden rods and the textile 
covering. The colourful print 
shows great indian images. 
Height approx. 200 cm, 
Ø approx. 130 cm

J

3035 
Tepee
The shack for the small 
"Wild Ones". With various 
coloured patterns.
height: approx. 180 cm, 
Ø approx. 130 cm

J

7726 
Ceiling frame
Frame made of solid wood and rope, to be 
fixed to the ceiling. The frame is fixed to the 
ceiling using the clamps, and a shelter for all 
adventures will be ready! If necessary, the 
frame can be folded up in a few minutes to save 
space! Without blankets, incl. clamps.
approx. 90 x 90 x 167 cm

6378 
Playhouse Knight´s Castle
This castle offers adventurous heroes hours 
of fun every day! Within a few moments, the 
foldable playhouse made of synthetic fabric is 
set up and folded up again to save space!
height approx. 125 cm, Ø approx. 105 cm

J

6978 
Tent-Car
Set up in seconds, playing fun for hours! 
This great tent in bright and shiny colours 
offers fun indoors, in the garden or at the 
beach! The foldable wire frame and the 4 
rods in sewed bags ensure a stable stand. 
The entrances can be closed with Velcro 
fasteners.
approx. 130 x 57 x 81 cm

J

Incl. carrier bag!

SPECIAL SPECIAL
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1949 
Jewellery Set Ladybirds

Set of 1 necklace and 1 bracelet.
necklace: approx. 21 cm,  
bracelet: approx. 6 cm

Ng
for a set of 2 

7992 
Hairslides Animal motifs
6 sets of 2 slides. Really delightful decorations for the hairstyle!
approx. 5 x 2 x 0,5 cm

g
12 parts

10795 
Jewellery Set Colourful Motifs 
Set of 12. Cool animal and plant motifs decorate these beautiful wooden 
necklaces and bracelets.
Necklace approx. 20 x 2 x 0.5 cm,
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 2 x 0.5 cm

Ng
12 parts

10127 
Jewellery with Owl 
Display
Set of 72. Necklaces and bracelets 
make all girls happy! With this 
sales display the cashdesk is a real 
eye-catcher. The wooden jewellery 
is decorated with beads and owls in 
different colours. With the elastic 
thread it fits on all arm sizes.
Display approx. 26 x 22 x 41 cm, 
necklace approx. 20 x 3 x 0.5 cm

N
for a display 

10244 
Jewellery with Owl, pink
The wooden jewellery is decorated with beads 
and owls in different colours. With the elastic 
thread it fits on all arm sizes.
Necklace approx. 20 x 3 x 0.5 cm, 
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 3 x 0.5 cm

Ng
12 parts

10246 
Jewellery with Owl, lilac
The wooden jewellery is decorated with beads 
and owls in different colours. With the elastic 
thread it fits on all arm sizes.
Necklace approx. 20 x 3 x 0.5 cm, 
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 3 x 0.5 cm

Ng
12 parts

10245 
Jewellery with Owl, green
The wooden jewellery is decorated with beads and 
owls in different colours. With the elastic thread it 
fits on all arm sizes.
Necklace approx. 20 x 3 x 0.5 cm, 
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 3 x 0.5 cm

Ng
12 parts

TIP
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10796 
Jewellery Set Wooden Glitter-Jewellery
3 sets of 2. Gorgeous pastel colours with glitter appliqués are real eye-
catchers in this wooden jewellery set.
Necklace approx. 20 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm,
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 2 x 0.5 cm

Ng
6 parts

10788 
Display Wooden Jewellery 
Glitter
Set of 72. It´s glittery! Not only butterflies 
wear glitter, but also the small appliqués 
on necklaces and bracelets. It will be 
difficult to decide which one looks the 
best!
Display approx. 20 x 20 x 47 cm
necklace approx. 20 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm,
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm

N
for a display 

3929 
Display Key Rings Flexible 
Animals
24 pieces. A wooden stand full of 
colorful animals. The great thing is that 
they are key rings that can move their 
hands and feet. With rubber bands they 
can be easily pulled out and moved to 
another place. 
Display approx. 20 x 13 x 31 cm,
Figure approx. 6 x 4 x 2 cm

N
for a display 

4 assorted 
motifs

10787 
Display Wooden Jewellery 
Coloured Motifs
Set of 72. Attention all jewellery lovers! 
There´s room for every bracelet or 
necklace on this wooden display. With 
a selection like this, making a final 
decision will be hard!
Display approx. 15 x 15 x 43 cm
necklace approx. 20 x 2 x 0.5 cm,
bracelet approx. 6.5 x 2 x 0.5 cm

N
for a display 

7969 
Key Rings Animal Babies

These cute and colourfully painted animal children made of wood hold all 
the important keys together. 
approx. 5 x 3 x 2 cm

Ng
for a set of 12 

7350 
Key Rings Animals

Cute animals keep your keys together- but everybody should remember 
where they put them down!
approx. 3 x 3 x 5 cm

Ng
for a set of 7 

TIP TIP
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4157 
Plush Armchair "Prince"

Wonderful soft chairs made of covered foam invite little royal children to 
take a seat! The seat and back rest can be folded out to form a little resting 
zone for daydreams.
approx. 50 x 42 x 38 cm, seat height approx. 15 cm
for a set of 2 

4153 
Plush Armchair Princess
Wonderful soft chairs made of covered foam invite little royal children to take 
a seat! Seat and back rest can be folded out to form a small resting zone for 
daydreams.
approx. 49 x 42 x 38 cm, seat height approx. 15 cm 
for a set of 2 

4155 
Baldachin

A dream in a tender pink colour! This finely 
detailed baldachin makes every bed a dream 
oasis.
height: approx. 260 cm, Ø approx. 50 cm

f

11400 
Unicorn Cushioned Seat
Take a seat! This children´s cushioned seat in the form of an extra-large 
unicorn just wants to be cuddled! With its pink mane, soft hooves, and 
its golden horn, this magnificent creature is a real eye-catcher on the 
children´s furniture, and thanks to its soft filling and its backrest, it´s also 
the perfect spot to take a break in the nursery.
Approx. 60 x 50 x 55 cm, Seat height: Approx. 20 cm

0g

More cushioned seats 
in the online shop

10286 
Baby Blanket Giraffe
This soft cuddly blanket is ideal for keeping babies cosy and warm. The 
design is rounded off with a giraffe motif. The blanket has a stitched edging 
and is ideal for out and about or at home in bed.
Approx. 100 x 80 cm

g

10287 
Baby Blanket Bear
This soft cuddly blanket is ideal for keeping babies cosy and warm. The 
design is rounded off with a bear motif. The blanket has a stitched edging 
and is ideal for out and about or at home in bed.
Approx. 100 x 80 cm

g

Removable 
cover!

TIP

TIP
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3408 
Bookends Wild Animals

Don‘t be afraid of wild animals! Two neat wooden supports for 
the kid´s bookshelf with friendly and colourful animal motifs. 
The butterflies mounted on metal spirals move happily and will 
catch anyone‘s attention.
approx. 14 x 9 x 16 cm
2 parts

More bookends in 
our online shop!

2232 
Playtable

On the plate of the gaming table roads, meadows and waters are depicted. With toy cars 
and figures, life on and off the streets can be replayed at the optimum playing height. 
Thanks to the raised border, nothing falls off the table! In the two textile storage boxes 
(30 x 30 cm) everything finds its place after playing!
approx. 119 x 82 x 41 cm, desk height approx. 37 cm

Nd

5355 
CD Cupboard Beauty Princess

Beautiful storage possibility where to store the nice favourite 
CDS of the little princesses! With a drawer where further 
"treasures" can be stored. 
14 x 13 x 27 cm

1804 
Pirate Boxes Nature
3 different sizes in a set.
large: approx. 63 x 46 x 36 cm; 
medium: aprox. 50 x 35 x 26 cm; 
small: approx. 36 x 29 x 18 cm

e
3 parts

9008 
Play Mat 
"Duoplay"
This play mat is 
a must for every 
children´s room with 
the motif of country 
life on one side and 
a city on the other! 
Here, toy cars take 
long rides on the 
streets and play 
figures find plenty of 
room on the farm!
approx. 
165 x 100 x 0,5 cm

0g

10408 
Play Mat "City"
With this play mat children will be able to bring the city into the playroom. All 
important traffic regulations can be simulated and practised. Even a railway track runs 
over the brightly coloured play mat.
Approx. 150 x 100 x 0.5 cm

0g
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12006 
Swan Savings Box
A swan as a savings box? But of course! Pocket change can be stored in this 
beautiful sleeping wooden swan so that some gets saved. This is how young 
thrifty savers can playfully learn how to handle money and enjoy their 
savings later. 
Approx. 15 x 4.5 x 16 cm

f

12005 
Flamingo Savings Box
Attention all thrifty savers! This wooden savings box in the shape of a 
flamingo looks forward to every deposit. Folded bank notes can also be 
easily inserted through the large slit. When a coin is inserted, the flamingo 
is so happy that he starts to sway and swing. 
Approx. 15 x 4.5 x 16 cm

f

2458 
Savings Box Animals
Colourful painted wooden boxes with partly attached funny 
motifs to keep your savings! Rubber plugs in the base allow 
easy access for emptying.
approx. 11 x 8 x 9 cm
for a set of 3 

2187 
Metal Safe, red
Metal safe with code lock. Keeps 
kiddie´s treasures safe from thieving 
fingers.
approx. 13 x 11 x 13 cm

7795 
Milk Teeth Pot Animals

Bright wooden containers with screw tops keep the milk teeth of your little 
ones safe. The decoration of the boxes makes them look especially cute.
height: approx. 6 cm; Ø approx. 3 cm 

N
for a set of 4 

11394 
Wooden Clown Milk Teeth Box 
Display
12 pieces. Come show me your teeth! This fun 
baby teeth box made of robust wood will take 
good care of those small baby teeth. The lid is 
equipped with a rubber ring so that no teeth 
come tumbling out.
Approx. 4 x 3.5 x 5 cm

i
for a display 
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11675 
Winter Forest Advent Calendar
The waiting time shortener! This Advent 
calendar accompanies children through the 
exciting time before Christmas. Lovingly 
designed figurines made of solid wood are 
hiding behind 24 little doors and waiting to 
become part of a fantasy-filled play world day 
by day. For example, snowman, wild animals 
and children´s figures, together with Christmas 
trees and little houses made of wooden blocks, 
provide surprises for playing, collecting and 
decorating.
approx. 45 x 4.5 x 34 cm

Jf

11749 
Play Set Animals´ Forest Christmas

Christmas in the forest! The fox, hare, squirrel, and a family of deer are all looking 
forward to Christmas with the owl while the reindeer pulls the sleigh loaded with 
parcels and the bag of gifts. Father Christmas, his angel, and the Christmas gnome 
together with the two decorated Christmas trees make this scene complete. It´s an 
atmospheric play set made of robust solid wood and felt elements that encourages 
fantasy-filled play in the Advent and at Christmastime. Also ideal as 
a Christmas decoration!
Tree approx. 9 x 1 x 12 cm; Father 
Christmas approx. 2.5 x 4 x 8 cm

Nf
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11771 
Christmas Russian Nesting Dolls

Who´s appearing there next? Five child-friendly and lovingly 
designed Christmas figurines reveal themselves one after 
the other when the large Father Christmas is opened in the 
middle. Father Christmas, the snowman, the penguin, the 
reindeer, and the bear can be very simply nested within 
one another according to size, which in turn promotes the 
development of hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills!
Largest doll height approx. 14 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm; smallest 
doll height approx. 4 cm, Ø approx. 1.5 cm

Nf
5 parts

3945 
Wooden Manger Set

This set will make the children familiar with the Christmas story in a playful 
way - this is particularly successful with this wooden mager suitable for children! 
The little baby Jesus sleeps in his crib and he´is framed by Mary, Joseph and the 
Three Wise Men. Also the shepherd with his sheep comes by. All figures are made of 
robust wood, colourful and richly detailed.
Manger: Approx. 23 x 12 x 16 cm, Figure: Approx. 3 x 4 x 8 cm

Nf

11415 
Play Crib
Raise the curtain for the nativity play! Here young fans of cribs can build 
their own nativity scene with a prefabricated fabric like a stage and then 
act out the nativity play. The ten wooden figures are painted in rich 
detail and promote fantasy-filled, child-friendly role-playing.
Crib approx. 19 x 5.5 x 17 cm; figurine: approx. 5,5 x 1 x 4,5 cm

Nf

1839 
Wooden Nativity Scene 
This hand carved woodwork is not only a beautiful advent decoration, it is 
also a great play crib! Mary and Joseph, the baby Jesus, the three kings, the 
angel and the shepherds with their animals - all are gathered here.
approx. 37 x 26 x 13 cm

N
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11466 
Christmas Stacking Figurines Display
Set of 9. A fun stacking game in a Christmas look! Whether it´s Father 
Christmas, a Christmas tree or a snowman, the various wooden insert 
elements have to be stacked in the right order. This requires concentration 
and skill.
Height approx. 13 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Ci
for a display 

3946 
DIY Threading Christmas Tree Display
Set of 8. The great thing of this Christmas tree is that it can be decorated 
and painted. The Christmas tree shaped wooden boards can be fitted 
together and set up. The supplied colourful wooden beads and the small 
wooden decoration can be easily threaded up and hooked into the pre-
drilled holes around the Christmas tree.
approx. 12 x 0.2 x 16 cm

Ni
for a display 

Ideal for the advent calendar!

11471 
Christmas Tops Display
Set of 24. The Christmas spirit is pre-programmed with these! These cute 
tops in the shape of Christmas trees, snowmen and Santa Claus are absolute 
eye-catchers around Christmas time. The colourful tops can be gripped 
easily and spin all around with lots of momentum. 
Height approx. 6 cm, Ø approx. 4 cm

Ni
for a display 

11468 
Hopping Christmas Figurines Display
Set of 24. Hop, hop, hop! These silly wooden Christmas figurines jump all 
around when wound up. That´s not just fun to watch - it also brings good 
times to the Christmas season. Ideally suited as a small gift for the Advent 
calendar!
approx. 4 x 4 x 6 cm

Ni
for a display 

11463 
Dancing Christmas Figurines Display
Set of 12. Is that a snowman wiggling there? It sure is! With these toys, various 
Christmas figures made of wood wobble all around on their pedestals. By pressing 
the button under the small platform, the figurines change their positions. And 
that´s not only fun for the kids! It´s an ideal small gift for the Advent calendar, too. 
Height approx. 12 cm, Ø approx. 5 cm

Ni
for a display 

11469 
Pull-Back Christmas Cars Display
Set of 12. Well, well - who´s pulling up here? These fun pull-back cars are 
driven by cute Christmas figurines. Whether it´s a racing animal, a snowman 
or Father Christmas - there´s something for every Christmas fan there. An 
ideal last-minute purchase for the Advent calendar!
approx. 6.5 x 4 x 6 cm

Ci,
for a display 
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7689 
Advent Calendar "Jute 
Pouches"
Beautiful Advent calendar in a nostalgic 
design. 24 pegs with 3-D appliqués hold the 
jute pouches with their little surprises in 
place. This calendar is a magical decoration 
for the Christmas festivities!
length: approx. 1,5 m

1180 
Our Sandman "Advent Calendar"
This time Sandman comes with 24 little bags. 
They can be filled with nice Advent surprises and 
can be closed with little numbered pegs.
approx. 220 x 10 x 1 cm

f

1692 
St. Nicholas´ Boots
3 different boots in a set. Space for 
delicacies and surprises.
approx. 46 x 0,5 x 29 cm

g
for a set of 3 

6180 
Winter Cottage Advent Calendar
Stylish Advent calendar with a nostalgic design. 
Little Advent gifts and sweets can be stored in 
the 16 outer compartments and behind the 8 
doors. The beautiful varnished plywood is an 
ideal decoration with a special charme!
approx. 34 x 7 x 41 cm

6562 
Advent Calendar Elk
Small delicacies can be placed in 24 drawers to 
sweeten the exciting days till Christmas!
approx. 34 x 8 x 38 cm

10998 
Advent Calendar Christmas Motifs 
The 24 little drawers are lovingly painted with 
colourful Christmas motifs. The LED lighting 
makes the house glow, and the 
snowman is looking forward to 
the happy faces of children. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 
39 x 8 x 40 cm

!.

10545 
Advent Calendar Sledge 
The sledge ride can begin! But this particular 
sledge is actually a brightly-coloured wooden 
Advent calendar with 24 drawers that can hide 
little surprises. Batteries not included.
approx. 45 x 10 x 34 cm

!.

6552 
Christmas Tree Advent Calendar 
Here, the pleasant anticipation of Christmas starts 
already at the end of November 
- because this Advent calendar 
wants to be decorated first. In 
the lower part of the calendar 
there are 22 drawers for 
little treats, for December 
6 and 24 there are two 
larger drawers for nice 
surprises! 
approx. 33 x 9 x 60 cm

5127 
Advent Calendar Snow Friends
The cute combination of fabric and felt is the 
perfect place to store 24 little surprises. Will make 
sure that the 24 days until Christmas just fly over!
approx. 68 x 44 x 3 cm

g
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11788 
Merry Christmas 
Advent Calendar
Christmas is right around 
the corner! With this Advent 
calendar made of richly 
detailed and delicately 
manufacture wood, the 
Christmas spirit is sure to 
move right in. The drawers 
can be filled with small 
surprises and treats. When 
it gets dark outside, the 
Christmas house makes it 
cozy with indirect lighting. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 33 x 8 x 49 cm

!.

11789 
Skiing Fun Advent Calendar

This Christmas arch made of richly detailed and delicately manufactured 
wood is not only decorative, but is also a great way to shorten the waiting 
time as an Advent calendar! Snowy fir trees, snow-covered houses, and 
skiers bring the winter wonderland right into your home. The indirect 
lighting provides the Christmas spirit.  
Batteries not included.
Approx. 42 x 7 x 41 cm

!.

10215 
Winter Dream 
Wooden Advent 
Calendar 
This Advent calendar is 
an attractive feature in 
the pre-Christmas period. 
The lamp and houses are 
fitted with LEDs that are 
run with two batteries. 
This accentuates the 
attractive filigree 
carvings. The Advent 
gifts are hidden in small 
drawers. Batteries are 
not included.
approx. 34 x 7.5 x 52 cm

!.

10997 
Advent Calendar with Pyramid
A dreamy Christmas landscape! This finely-detailed Advent calendar 
impresses people with the beautiful design of its illuminated, historical 
houses and the 
electrically driven 
Christmas pyramid. 
Four Christmas wood 
carvings are set in 
the scene with an 
illuminated frosted 
glass look. Batteries 
not included.
approx. 25 x 20 x 27 cm

!.

1290 
Christmas Market Advent Calendar
This beautiful Christmas market turns out to be an Advent calendar too! 
The small wooden cottages are of filigree design and stand on glittering 
decorative snow. Some goods, like coffee, cake, pretzels and wooden toys 
with really authentic details are on sale on the counter. The battery-
powered light can be switched on for an authentic Christmas atmosphere. 
Batteries are not included.
Approx. 40 x 10 x 22 cm

!.

6717 
Snowman Advent Calendar
This beautiful calendar is not only for 24 little treats and nice little things 
during the Advent time. Motifs in gentle colours behind the parchment paper 
are bringing soft illumination into the room caused by yellow LED lamps. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 38 x 10 x 37 cm

!.

NEWNEW
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10546 
Living Room Advent Calendar with Lights
It´s really cozy here! The little drawers aren´t the only things to attract 
attention, but also the finely manufactured living room made of wood. 
The lighting gives off a beautiful, comforting light. Numbers are included. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 39 x 10 x 38 cm

!.

10750 
Christmas Bakery Advent Calendar
It smells like homemade cookies in here! But there´s no baking happening 
in this Christmas bakery. It´s actually a wonderful Christmas decoration in 
the form of a wooden Advent calendar. Numbers are included. Batteries not 
included.
approx. 40 x 10 x 38 cm

!.

11392 
Christmas Manger Advent Calendar
Waiting for Christmas! This Advent calendar made of finely manufactured 
wood brings together 24 small drawers with an illuminated manger, making 
it a decorative eye-catcher which is sure to make the time spent waiting 
for Christmas go faster! Batteries not included.
approx. 38 x 11 x 31 cm

!.

11000 
Bear Advent Calendar
A Christmas bear as an Advent 
calendar? Sure thing! A bear in 
a cute Christmas look sits atop 
this calendar. He rules over the 
24 little drawers made of robust 
wood that can be filled with 
small gifts. The rustic design 
of the Advent calendar fits in 
everywhere. The "X-MAS" writing 
really looks wonderful with the 
integrated battery-powered LED 
lighting. Batteries not included.
approx. 21 x 8 x 69 cm

!.

10544 
Snowman Advent 
Calendar 
A red nose and a black 
top hat? That can only 
be a snowman! This one 
is made of laminated 
wood and comes as 
an elegant light-up 
Advent calendar. 24 
carefully manufactured 
compartments offer 
space for small gifts 
for the Advent season. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 23 x 8 x 40 cm

!.

10999 
Modern Advent Calendar
An elk watches over the 24 yummy 
morsels! A modern Advent calendar 
in a simple wood design.
approx. 12 x 6 x 80 cm

SPECIAL
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11787 
Christmas Market Huts Crepes and Sweets

Snacking is allowed! These two wooden huts lure observers into the world 
of the Christmas market. The little houses are delicately manufactured 
from wood and make an impression with details that are lovingly crafted 
in the proper style and indirect lighting. Fine, glittery snow on the roofs of 
the crepes and sweets stands provide Christmas ambience. Batteries not 
included.
Approx. 10 x 7 x 10 cm

.!

11390 
Christmas Market Lamp Set
These three small wooden huts in a Christmas look have been delicately 
manufactured and are sure to please customers with its loving details. The 
indirect, battery-powered lighting in the spiced wine shop, the gingerbread 
stand and others as well as the glittering snow provide a Christmas ambience. 
Batteries not included. 
Spiced wine hut, approx. 9 x 7 x 12 cm

.!

11790 
Winter Dream Village

A Christmassy decorative lamp, which convinces 
in front of dreamlike snow-covered houses 
and fir trees with filigree worked wooden 
details. Christmas pyramid, skier, snowman and 
battery-powered lighting create a Christmas 
atmosphere! Batteries not included!
Approx. 30 x 10 x 19 cm

!.

10992 
Winter Village in Archway Lamp
A wintery village with lighting. The battery-
powered LED lighting makes the village behind its 
thick city walls look well protected and extremely 
cosy. Batteries not included.
approx.  
22 x 6 x 35 cm

!.

10996 
Skiing Delight Lamp
This finely-detailed lamp impresses people with 
its beautiful light-up houses and snowy pines. It´s 
the ideal setting for the small skiers! Batteries not 
included.
Approx. 44 x 9 x 30 cm

!.

11791 
Carol Singers Lamp

This decorative eye-catcher in the shape of a 
Christmas tree offers a view over a Christmas 
village with a church and snow-covered 
trees. The battery-powered lamp made of 
filigree wood impresses customers with the 
carol singers and the lovingly crafted details. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 30 x 10 x 35 cm

!.

10991 
Winter Village Lamp
It´s beginning to look a lot like Christmas! When 
examined more closely, the round white surface 
is revealed to be an electrically driven ice 
skating rink on which magnetic wooden figurines 
skate their rounds to Christmas music. The 
detailed wood carving and the LED lighting give 
a cozy Christmas feeling. Batteries not included.
approx. 36 x 20 x 16 cm

!.:;

6888 
Lamp Forest

A winter wonderland for the Christmas window or 
the room with the Christmas tree. Batteries not 
included.
approx. 45 x 8 x 25 cm

!.
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6687 
Lantern "Half-Timber House"
Wonderful Christmas motifs in the carefully 
made little half-timber houses will shine through 
parchment paper by the yellow LED lamps giving 
the illusion of flickering "candlelight"! Batteries 
are included.
approx. 7 x 7 x 10 cm

.!

10995 
Nativity Scene Lamp
Shootings stars are good luck! This artfully 
designed lamp in a Christmas look gives a 
homey living room a special mood. Delicate 
woodworking is presented in the form of a 
shooting star. The nativity scene and the fir 
forest are displayed wonderfully with the LED 
lighting. Batteries not included.
approx. 30 x 10 x 15 cm

!.

11384 
Winter Village Light Arch
This large wooden Christmas arch is not only a 
decorative eye-catcher in a winter village design 
- it also impresses with its lighting and sound 
functions! For a special Christmas feeling, there´s 
the electrically powered Christmas pyramid which 
rotates slowly. Batteries not included.
Approx. 50 x 11 x 39 cm

!.;

6860 
Lamp Christmas Bazar
This beautiful illuminated Christmas market, makes you fall in love with 
the Christmas season. Attention to detail in the shacks and the hanging 
lanterns. The lights and the sparkling snow create an intimate atmosphere – 
amazing! Batteries not included.
approx. 45 x 15 x 13 cm

!.

10216 
Lamp Winter Village
This super lamp features a winter landscape on different levels. The lamps 
and houses are fitted with LEDs that are run with two batteries. This 
accentuates the attractive filigree carvings. Batteries not included.
Approx. 30 x 18 x 28 cm

!.

11388 
Winter World Fireplace Lamp
Decorative lighting for those cold winter 
days! This light-up fireplace lamp impresses 
with a visual hearth fire in soft red tones and 
detailed Christmas decorations made of finely 
manufactured wood. The electronic lighting is 
powered via a USB port.
Approx. 30 x 13 x 32 cm

.

11391 
Christmas Village Lamp

With this richly detailed Christmas village, the Christmas 
spirit is sure to move in at home. The colourful little 
houses made of finely carved wood provide an indirect, 
atmospheric lighting thanks to the battery-powered 
illumination! And here´s the great thing: the Christmas 
tree in the middle of the village turns when the lamp is 
turned on. Batteries not included.
Approx. 30 x 16 x 17 cm

!.

6384 
Clock Timbered House
In this house, in a characteristic Ore Mountains 
design, a battery powered clock shows the 
time. Behind the detailed designed facade, a 
music box will play a melody and the call of 
the cuckoo at every full hour! Batteries not 
included!
approx. 23 x 14 x 24 cm

!.;
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6866 
Lamp Winter Pyramid

The traditional Christmas pyramid with illuminated 
inner foot and rotating colourful characters. Four 
candles "push" the pyramid - the eight wings are 
plugged in and 
individually 
adjustable for 
tilt. Batteries 
not included.
approx. 23 x 23 x 32 cm

!.

1292 
Christmas Pyramid Advent 
This pyramid is designed as an open house 
with a small rotating disc. A snowman and 
deer are waiting for everything to start. The 
tea lights fit into metal cups and when they 
are lit the beautiful Christmas pyramid turns 
and the winter landscape comes to life.
approx. 26 x 23 x 21 cm

10993 
Lamp with Christmas Pyramid
The various wood carvings are wonderfully 
lit up with a frosted glass look. A highlight is 
the electrically driven Christmas pyramid with 
removable blades. The lamp is also illuminated 
with two electrically powered Christmas candles. 
Batteries not included.
approx. 30 x 9.5 x 26 cm

.!

10543 
Music Box and Lamp Little Village
Welcome to the Winter Wonderland! 
This wonderful music box made of finely 
manufactured laminted wood is a real eye-
catcher. Batteries not included.
approx. 24 x 11 x 21 cm

!.;

6716 
Musical Box and Lamp 
Wintertime
A train is moving through the tranquil small 
town to the melody of "Silent Night, Holy Night" 
passing little houses lighted by yellow LED lamps! 
Equipped with several details this musical clock is 
a worth seeing art object. Batteries not included.
approx. 22 x 11 x 17 cm

!.;

6677 
Musical Box Litttle Village
The magical winter scenery made of plywood 
is playing soft Christmas music and the church 
is turning to "Silent Night, Holy Night". Little 
yellow LED lamps create a soft shining to the 
rooms in all little houses! Batteries not included.
approx. 21 x 10 x 15 cm

!.;

11389 
Light-Up Manger Snow Globe with 
Music Box
Christmas magic for the home! This light-up snow 
globe made of finely manufactured wood is also 
a Christmas-themed music box that plays the 
melody "Silent Night". And here´s the great thing: 
while the music plays, the light-up snow globe 
gives off a soft light. Batteries not included.
Approx. 16 x 19 x 21 cm

!.;

10989 
Winter Magic Light-Up Bell
Under this large, beautifully shaped glass 
bell, the winter landscape and the filigree 
woodwork are shown to their best advantage 
thanks to the integrated, battery-powered 
LED lighting. Batteries not included.
Height approx. 23 cm; 
Ø approx. 13 cm

!.

10990 
Winter Village Light-Up Bell
An illuminated winter village in a glass! Here´s 
the great thing: the subtle motifs are set in a 
wonderfully warm light with the integrated 
battery-powered LED lighting. Batteries not 
included. 
Height approx. 16 cm; Ø approx. 11 cm

!.
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10206 
Decoration Fir Christmas Motif
Two decorative trees in different sizes feature 
contemporary decoration elements. With their 
shabby chic style and their unusual 
design, they are very eye-catching.
Larger tree approx. 17 x 5 x 33 cm, 
smaller tree approx. 12 x 5 x 23 cm

1277 
Decoration Fir Branch Cuts
These two tree decorations in a super 
shabby-chic look create a great winter 
atmosphere. The tree slices in the middle are 
attractive features. The trunk is wrapped in a 
natural ribbon and is a wonderful decoration 
for the pre-Christmas period.
Large approx. 23 x 6 x 39 cm, 
Small approx. 17 x 5 x 28 cm

10208 
Decoration Elk Branch Cuts
One elk seldom comes alone! Both of these 
Swedish representatives are very eye-catching 
decorations at Christmas time. Tree discs and 
raffia break up the linear design.
Large approx. 28 x 6 x 30 cm, 
small approx. 17 x 5 x 19 cm

10540 
"Merry Christmas" 
Advent Calendar
Which little door will be 
opened today? Well, 
it´s not little doors, 
but little drawers that 
are housed in this 
beautiful Advent 
calendar in the form 
of a Christmas tree. 
approx. 64 x 42 x 8 cm

10212 
Decorative Figures Star, white
Three shabby chic stars of different sizes look great as decorations at 
Christmas time. They look attractive arranged either flat or upright.
Large approx. 34 x 5.5 x 33 cm, 
small approx. 16 x 4.5 x 15 cm

10199 
Tealight Holder Shabby Chic
Four glass tea light holders are accommodated 
in this decoration candlestick with a 
Christmas style. With the shabby chic 
look it goes with all different decoration 
styles and the motifs flicker in a cosy 
light. Candles not included. 
Approx. 30 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm

2376 
Tealight Holder Star
Large metal star – this will surely catch everyone´s eye! Place a tealight 
into the inner side and see the sparkling light reflexes shining through the 
star shapes. This provides a wintry fairytale atmosphere. Tea lights not 
included.
approx. 30 x 8,5 x 29 cm

10204 
Wooden Decoration Sledge 
These two shabby chic sledge 
decorations are very attractive. They 
can be arranged together or separately. 
larger sledge approx. 60 x 19 x 18 cm, 
smaller sledge approx. 45 x 14 x 13 cm

SPECIAL
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11002 
Light-Up Tree Pit Design
A decorative pine with light-up power! This 
wooden fir tree in a Shabby Chic look with 
battery-powered LED lamp ensures a comforting 
atmosphere in any location. Batteries not 
included.
Approx. 18 x 5.5 x 25 cm

!.

11003 
Compact Light-Up Star Tree Pit 
Design
Glittering starlights! This special star 
shines in an impressive tree pit look. The 
LED lighting gives the true-to-nature wood 
carvings a complex look. Batteries not 
included.
Approx. 24 x 5.5 x 23 cm

!.

11004 
Light-Up Star Tree Pit Design
It´s glittering and shining here! This large 
decorative wooden star is an ideal accessory for 
the Advent. The inlaid LED lighting makes this 
rustic star really shine. Batteries not included.
Approx. 34 x 7 x 32 cm

!.

10983 
Night Sky Light-Up Tree
Oh Christmas tree ...! This decorative tree made 
of white-lacquered wood is decked with delicate 
stars. With integrated, battery-powered LED 
lighting. Batteries not included.
Large tree approx. 25 x 6 x 30 cm; Small tree 
approx. 17 x 6 x 20 cm

.!

10985 
Night Sky Light-Up Star
It glows and sparkles! When these two 
decorative stars of different sizes and with 
integrated LED lighting are set up, one would 
think that the starry night sky is spilling over 
the window sill. Batteries are not included.
Large star approx. 32 x 6 x 31 cm; Small star 
approx. 21 x 6 x 20 cm

.!

10984 
Discreet Light-Up House
These two decorative houses in a 
simple design convince with their 
modern Shabby-Chic style and 
their battery-powered LED 
lighting! Batteries not 
included.
Large approx.  
14 x 6 x 47 cm, 
small approx.  
10 x 6 x 33 cm

.!

10987 
Metal Light-Up Elk
A shining greeting from Sweden! The subtle 
battery-powered LED lighting goes wonderfully 
together with the metal elk form. This charming 
animal has a solid footing on a wooden pedestal 
with a cement look. Batteries not included.
Approx. 37.5 x 5 x 41.5

!.

10986 
Metal Light-Up Tree
A Christmasy glow! The filigree illuminated 
metal fir tree is an attractive decoration 
for the Advent season. The LED lighting 
wrapped around the tree gives it a Christmas 
charm. Pedestal with a cement appearance. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 23 x 5 x 40 cm

!.

10988 
Metal Light-Up Angel
Heavenly Advent decoration! With the battery-
powered LED lighting, the angel shines in all his 
glory. This messenger from heaven stands on a 
pedestal made of solid wood with a cement look. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 36 x 5 x 40.5 cm

!.

SPECIAL
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10200 
Illuminated Shabby Chic 
Christmas Tree, large
This large illuminated shabby chic 
Christmas tree creates a cosy 
atmosphere in the home. Integrated 
LED fairy lights are run with two 
batteries and light up the tree. 
The discs are made of plastic with 
a milky glass look. Batteries not 
included.
Approx. 33 x 6.5 x 48 cm

!.

10201 
Illuminated Shabby 
Chic Christmas Tree, 
small
This small illuminated shabby 
chic Christmas tree creates a 
cosy atmosphere in the home. 
Integrated LED fairy lights are 
run with two batteries and light 
up the tree. The discs are made 
of plastic with a milky glass look. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 26 x 5.5 x 37 cm

!.

More luminous 
decorations in 
the online-shop!

10207 
Illuminated House "Merry 
Christmas", Shabby Chic
This small illuminated shabby chic house creates 
a cosy atmosphere in the home. Integrated LED 
fairy lights are run with two batteries and light 
up the house. The discs are made of plastic with 
a milky glass look and create a cosy atmosphere. 
Batteries not included.
Approx. 21 x 16 x 25 cm

!.

10202 
Illuminated Star with Motif, 
Shabby Chic, small
This small illuminated shabby chic star 
creates a cosy atmosphere in the home. 
Integrated LED fairy lights are run with two 
batteries and light up the star. The discs 
are made of plastic with a milky glass look. 
Batteries are not included.
Approx. 27 x 6 x 26 cm

!.

10203 
Illuminated Star with Motif, 
Shabby Chic, large
This large illuminated shabby chic star creates 
a cosy atmosphere in the home. Integrated LED 
fairy lights are run with two batteries and light 
up the star. The discs are made of plastic with a 
milky glass look. Batteries not included.
Approx. 37 x 7 x 35 cm

!.

2379 
Light Star, large
With nice effect: Switch on the silver LED 
lights and see them sparkling through the 
half-transparent foil which causes a 3D 
effect. Batteries not included.
approx. 38 x 7 x 36 cm

!.

2387 
Light Star Shabby Chic, small
When the small LED lights are switched on 
they have a 3D effect due to the semi-
transparent foil. Batteries not included.
approx. 16 x 5 x 15 cm

!.
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10534 
Hanging Decorations Merry Christmas
It´s beginning to look a lot like Christmas! With these beautiful wooden 
Christmas decorations, every room can be made festive! 36 pieces each box.
approx. 18 x 18 x 2 cm

g
for a set of 3 

10994 
Wooden Christmas Ornaments Stars
A selection of beautiful wooden ornaments in star shapes with wintery motifs. 
Filigree processed, they are a real eye-catcher at the Christmas tree, in the 
floral arrangement or at gift packages. Twelve motifs which can be hanged up 
with ribbons. 
Box approx. 34 x 26 x 3.5 cm; piece approx. 7.5 x 7 cm
120 parts

10542 
Hanging Angel Decorations
It´s Christmas time! This wonderful wooden 
hanging decor belongs in every home for the 
Advent. Six different hanging decorations are 
here to choose from.
approx. 24 x 19 x 2 cm

g
18 parts

10536 
Hanging Christmas Decorations
Great patterns and a beautiful design! 
These wooden hanging decorations impress 
customers with their simplicity and that 
special something. The hole patterns are real 
eye-catchers. 
approx. 7 x 7 x 0.5 cm
9 parts

10247 
Wooden Christmas Decorations 
Display
Set of 144. This wooden display offers a wide 
selection. The shabby chic style looks particularly 
good at the cashdesk. Stars, 
Christmas trees, angels and 
snowflakes are eye-catchers at 
Christmas time.
Display approx. 55 x 18 x 89 cm, 
large trailer 
approx. 9 x 0.5 x 11 cm
for a display 

6675 
Christmas tree decoration Snowman
A box of 48 hanging motifs which can be used for 
the fir tree, the flower arrangement or for the 
decoration of little presents!
box: approx. 25 x 17 x 1,5 cm, piece 4 x 4 cm
48 parts

1195 
Display Christmas Tree Decoration
168 pieces. A great decoration for any Christmas 
tree. All ornaments are hung up on a stand in fir 
tree optics made of wood.
Display approx. 49 x 17 x 58 cm, 
ornament approx. 7.5 x 7.5 x 0,2 cm
for a display 

3680 
 Christmas Tree Decoration 
Wintertime
12 detailed cutout images in a wooden box. 
Decoration for the Christmas tree, the windows or 
also for table decoration or a naturally designed 
Advent wreath!
Box approx. 28 x 19 x 5 cm, motif approx. 7 x 7 cm
60 parts

TIPTIP
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5170 
Christmas Baubles

A Christmas atmosphere for the home! This set of Christmas baubles includes 
eight small red bells and is an extraordinary eye-catcher! The baubles are 
decorated with various winter motifs and small white bows.
Height approx. 14 cm, 
Ø approx. 5 cm
8 parts

5147 
Metal Hanging Decoration Fir Tree

These brightly designed fir trees are a colourful decoration during the 
festive period. With their little bells they are real eye-catchers on the 
Christmas tree, on door decorations or in window displays!
approx. 8 x 2 x 18 cm
for a set of 4 

10126 
Angel Decoration Display
Colourful wooden angels are waiting for their new 
owners on this super display. They can be attached 
anywhere with the rubber band. They look great on 
a key ring, school bag or anywhere else you want! A 
real eye-catcher at the cash desk and a super gift!
Display approx. 18 x 18 x 27 cm; 
Lilac angel approx. 13 x 7 x 4 cm
for a display 

11001 
Decorative Wooden Santa
Ho, ho, ho! These two Santa Clauses made 
of painted wood enchant all Christmas fans 
during the Advent and impress them with 
their simple but expressive design. 
Large Santa Claus: approx. 10 x 5 x 31 cm; 
Small Santa Claus: approx. 11 x 5 x 23 cm

11387 
Christmas Tree Skirt Santa
Embroidered with wintry motifs, this Christmas 
tree skirt will really bring the Christmas season 
under the Christmas tree! And this is particularly 
practical: thanks to the Velcro pieces, it can be 
simply laid around the tree holder when the 
Christmas tree is installed.
Ø approx. 92 cm

g

5054 
3D Crib "Bethlehem"
A detailed 3D version of a nativity play. 
6 separate pieces which can be moved 
separately and really grab your attention in 
the lead up to Christmas.
approx. 26 x 2 x 14 cm

g

11266 
Outdoor Micro-LED Light chain
Need a sea of lights? This cluster light chain with 
its 192 LED lamps is an absolute eye-catcher 
on the terrace and a highlight for every garden 
party. A must-have for those long summer 
evenings!
Total length approx. 620 cm, Lead-in cable: 
approx. 500 cm

.

11267 
LED Light chain
Let there be light! This battery-powered LED 
light chain convinces with its warm white light 
and can be decorated inconspicuously with its 
transparent cable. A practical lighting element 
for indoors, which gives the Christmas decoration 
that certain something! Batteries not included.
Total length approx. 360 cm; Lead-in cable 
length: approx. 30 cm

!.
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1499 
Wooden boxes, white
These rustically processed wooden boxes are available in four different sizes 
and have a notch on the short side. They work really great as a decoration, 
for storage and transportation.
largest box approx. 41 x 31 x 20 cm,
smallest box approx. 26 x 16 x 14 cm

g
4 parts

12052 
White Wooden Chest
These wooden chests provide tidiness. This set contains three chests of different 
sizes which can be used to store things and as decoration. The notches on the 
side allow the chests to be transported easily.
Largest chest approx. 42 x 31 x 24 cm, smallest chest approx. 30 x 19 x 16 cm

g
3 parts

11383 
Industrial Style Wooden Box
With this storage boxes made of wood and metal in an industrial style, cleaning 
up has never been so stylish! The three boxes of various sizes offer cool accents.
Largest box approx. 36 x 26 x 18 cm; 
Smallest box approx. 26 x 16 x 14 cm

g
3 parts

11386 
Vintage Grey Wooden Box
Typical shabby chic! These six differently sized wooden boxes in a trendy 
shabby-chic style are multifunctional and ideally suited as subtle 
decorations as well as storage and transport options.
Largest box, approx. 40 x 30 x 20 cm; Smallest box, approx. 25 x 15 x 12 cm

g
6 parts

10197 
Wooden Chest Gift
Three special wooden chests. In three different 
sizes each gift can be stored with its hinged lid. 
Also a real eye-catcher for storage.
Largest chest approx. 40 x 40 x 40 cm, smallest 
chest approx. 20 x 20 x 20 cm
3 parts

6369 
Decorative Frames
Nothing will fall out of the box here! This 
white painted wood frame has a depth of 
12,5 cm, and as with a fine shelf, exhibition 
pieces will have a safe stand here!
Largest frame approx. 40 x 50 cm,
smallest frame approx. 24 x 30 cm
3 parts

1757 
Pinboard Kitchen

A great decoration, this pinboard for the kitchen. 
Beautiful details give the pinboard and the 
kitchen as well a Mediterranean appearance. This 
decorative highlight is a must-have for every 
friend of decorations.
approx. 32 x 3,5 x 52 cm

TIPSPECIAL
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You´ll find more chests 
and boxes online!

10049 
Wooden Trunk Nature
Practical wooden trunks for decoration, stacking and decorating living areas. 
They can be easily transported with their handles and can be easily nested 
to save space due to their different sizes. When 
opened the lids remain in a vertical position.
Largest box approx. 42 x 31 x 24 cm
smallest box approx. 30 x 19 x 15 cm

g
3 parts

10048 
Untreated Wooden Box
Practical wooden boxes for decoration, stacking and decorating living 
areas. The strong boxes can be easily transported with their handles.
Largest box: approx. 40 x 30 x 22 cm,
smallest box: approx. 25 x 15 x 12 cm

g
6 parts

12053 
Wooden Lattice Box
Decorative storage in an 
industrial design. These lattice 
boxes made of metal and 
natural wood are not only 
particularly stylish, but 
also functional. This set 
contains three boxes in 
different designs and 
dimensions. Notches on the 
side make it easier to carry.
Largest box 
approx. 40 x 30 x 19 cm, 
smallest box 
approx. 30 x 20 x 15 cm

g
3 parts

4162 
Cushion "Tree Trunk"
Who carried this heavy tree trunk? It´s not so heavy at all! There is a foam 
filling inside, which allows comfortable sitting. A real eye-catcher - not only 
for nature lovers!
approx. 7 cm, Ø 38 cm

g

4160 
Bolster "Tree Trunk"

A neck bolster out of wood? Unusual at first glance, but it feels very soft to 
touch due to the interior foam. A convenient alternative to ordinary pillows 
on each bed and a real eye-catcher - not only for nature lovers!
approx. 48 cm, Ø 18 cm

g

4164 
Stool "Tree Trunk"
Just a tree trunk at first glance – but then it turns out to be a stool, housing 
an air cushion. A real eye-catcher – not only for nature lovers!
Height: approx. 42 cm; Ø ca. 35 cm 

g
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11315 
Rabbit´s School Play Set
There´s so much to learn for young Easter bunnies! Eight cute, modernly designed rabbit boys and girls, made of FSC® 
100%-certified wood, can visit this rabbit´s school. The teacher who stands at the front of the class teaches the young 
hares everything they need to know. Four school benches and a chalkboard complete this 14-piece set. 
Table approx. 7.5 x 5.5 x 4 cm;  
Teacher approx. 6.5 x 4 x 3 cm

Jf

11649 
Display Easter Dancing Figurines 

Set of 12. Fun at the press of a button! Cute chicks and hares 
are hiding in this display and waiting their button to be 
pressed. When the button under their pedestal is pressed, 
the fun begins, and the animals start to wiggle around. 
Hare approx. 5 x 8 x 10 cm, chick approx. 5 x 7 x 10 cm

Ni
for a display 

1262 
Colourful Windmills Display

24 pieces. The small, colourful windmills are waiting in the front garden for 
the wind to come and make them spin. They not only have different colours 
but feature stripes, dots and flowers. 
Display approx. 29 x 11 x 8 cm, windmill approx. 9.5 x 5.5 x 28 cm
for a display 

6149 
Display Windmill
24 pieces. Designed in bright colours, these small windmills with wooden handle 
are a feast for the eyes in flower pots, flower beds and many other places! The 
plywood frame with polystyrene insert offers space for 24 windmills.
approx. 19 x 15 x 28 cm
for a display 

NEW
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1269 
Insect Hotel World Tour
Attention all bees - the next break will 
take you to the bright lights of the 
world. Accommodation as in a nice luxury 
hotel. The rooms are equipped 
with bamboo tubes, small pieces 
of wood and raffia. The bees 
that want some peace 
and quiet can go to the 
chill-out area. This 
great insects hotel 
is easily hung up 
with the metal 
hook on the 
roof.
approx.  
32 x 11 x 40 cm

1268 
Insect Hotel City Trip
Attention all bees! The next trip 
will take you to the big city. 
Accommodations like a 
four-star luxury hotel. 
The rooms are 
equipped with 
bamboo tubes, 
small pieces 
of wood, 
and raffia. 
This great 
insect hotel is 
easily hung up 
with the metal 
hook right on top 
of the roof.
approx.  
18 x 10 x 32 cm

12051 
Insect Hotel Green
This insect hotel is really something! 
Equipped with pine cones, 
small bamboo canes, small 
holes and moss, it offers 
everything that insects 
need for an all-
inclusive holiday. 
Lacquered with 
a light green 
colour and 
decorated with 
convenient hanging 
possibilities, it´s 
also a great decor 
object for the garden. 
As a nesting and 
hibernation aid, it´s 
also helpful for the 
environment.
Approx. 12 x 10 x 31 cm

12050 
Pastel Birdhouse
This lime green wooden 
birdhouse is a great 
retreat for birds with 
its lovingly detailed 
decorations and flowery 
painting that also make 
it a lovely adornment for 
the garden or terrace. This 
beautiful house serves not 
only as a nesting house, 
but also as protection 
from wintery weather. The 
hatch on the rear side can 
be used to clean out the 
house, and the robust rope 
on the roof can be used to 
hang the house from the 
desired location.
approx. 16 x 16 x 22 cm

12049 
Cottage-Style 
Birdhouse
Every bird will want to move 
in here! This wooden nesting 
box in a country cottage 
style impresses customers 
with its many small details, 
such as the flower boxes, the 
decorated windows on the side 
or the blue front door. On the 
rear side, there´s a small door 
for clearing out the house, and 
there´s a small rope attached 
to the top with which the 
birdhouse can be hung from 
the desired location. 
approx. 18 x 18 x 23 cm

6587 
Bird House Villa Villekulla

These small houses have many detailed ornaments and 
a small hatch with a bar and is a beautiful residence for 
birds! They will love to live in the garden. A presentable 
decoration made of glazed plywood for the terrace, the 
balcony, the house or the shop window.
approx. 15 x 13 x 25 cm
for a set of 2 

6365 
Bird House Hawaii
Not only paradise birds will feel comfortable 
in here! In this brightly painted house, native 
birds will find their new home and will delight 
us with their beautiful singing as a thank 
you! Painted metal elements on the 
ridge of the noble dwelling complete the 
beautiful design. An acrylic pearl hangs 
on a string, enchanting the viewer with 
fascinating light reflections. In the back 
a small aperture with pivoting lock 
provides the opportunity to watch 
over the breeding.
approx. 20 x 17 x 33 cm

TIP
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3942 
Animal Party Birthday Train
The colourful caravan moves on to the next 
birthday child and has animals on board that chug 
across the birthday table as a train. A mouse with 
a hat is at the front that bears the age of the 
child as a colourful wooden number on a colourful 
wooden stick. Each of the wooden wagons has a 
holder for the candles that the birthday child can 
blow out.
Assembled train approx. 47 x 5 x 13 cm

f

More birthday trains in the 
online shop!

7979 
Birthday Polonaise

10 multicoloured and delightful candlesticks for the birthday table.
approx. 6 x 5 x 5 cm

f

Perfect combination: "Musical 
box Birthday cake" (p. 197, 
item 2483)

11482 
Birthday Train with Numbers
Next stop: the birthday table! Lovingly painted in 
pastel colours, this train drives between presents 
and the cake. With its five train cars into which 
a total of four wooden candles and birthday 
numbers from 1 to 6 can be inserted.
Assembled train approx. 56 x 6 x 7 cm

Cf

7611 
Candle Holder Birthday Meadow

Happy Birthday! The number inserts are being watched by a happy bee and 
are framed by a flowery field. All flowers can also serve as candle holders 
so that every birthday boy or girl can wish something when they blow out 
the candles.
Approx. 24 x 24 x 14 cm

f

2656 
Display Fortune Walnuts
15 pieces. Look at these 15 hollow nuts - in every walnut you will find 1-2 
polished semi-precious stones! A nice gift idea because of the spiritually 
power of the semi-precious stones. 
approx. 19 x 11 x 5 cm

i
for a display 

4429 
Candles, White
Candlelight for many occasions! These 36 small white candles let Advent 
decorations and birthday caravans shine in bright light. Thanks to their 
simplicity they can be perfectly combined.
height: approx. 6,5 cm, 
Ø approx. 1 cm
36 parts

TIP TIP
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Toy Shelves · Displays
Give-Aways · Price Rails

Sales Promoting 
Products

Your retailer  
can help you!

Your retailer  
can help you!

Not available 
for end 

customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

small foot-products are available at 
your specialist retailer!

Do you have any questions? 
Your retailer  
can help you!

11865 
Catalogue International neutral 
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Do you have any 
questions?

Your retailer can 
help you!

These and many other products  
can be found at your retailer.

Swap me out!

Swap me out!

Topper selection:

tray selection:TIP

NEW
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12099 
small foot Educate 
Shelf Tray

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 8,25 kg

12104 
small foot Kitchen Products and 
Groceries Shelf Tray

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 8,25 kg

12111 
small foot Music 
Shelf Tray

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 5,46 kg

12101 
small foot Shelf Tray Wooden  
Toy Vehicles for Young Children I

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 5,48 kg

12109 
small foot Impulse Purchase 
Products Shelf Tray

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 4,19 kg

12105 
small foot Shelf Tray 
Motor Activity Bestsellers

Tray: Approx. 57 x 38 x 32 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 8,36 kg

the products from the trays can be found at your retailer.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.
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11504 
small foot Counter Display  
incl. Puzzles I
10 wooden setting puzzles in a practical sales counter display with the 
themes of forest animals, the farm & country life, family & friends, city 
vehicles and everyday objects.

approx. 30 x 22 x 1,5 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 3,4 kg

11341 
small foot Counter Display  
incl. Puzzles II
10 wooden setting puzzles in a practical sales counter display with the 
themes of farm, construction site, vehicles, toys and zoo.

approx. 30 x 22 x 2 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 3,5 kg

10471 
small foot Wooden Display incl. 
Puzzles
10 wooden setting puzzles in a practical wooden display. Equipped with 
puzzles on the theme of farm, building site, vehicles, toys and zoo.

approx. 30 x 15 x 6 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 4,55 kg

These and many other products can be found at your retailer.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

More small foot-products 
are available at your 

specialist retailer!

The products from these 
Displays can be found in 

the catalogue!

More small foot-products  
are available at your  
specialist retailer!

Do you have any questions? 
Your retailer can help you!
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3161 
small foot Display 
Lotta, Lex and Ludwig

approx. 37 x 37 x 68 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 11,85 kg

11968 
Wooden Bamboo Letters 
Display Equipped
Set of 208. The bamboo trend meets creativity! This display 
contains trendy ABC letters made of sustainable bamboo which 
are particularly suitable for young novice readers due to their 
clear language of form. They can be individually arranged to 
make names, initials or words. Combined with the cute ABC Letter 
Monsters in the display, decorative door or nursery decorations can 
be created.

Height approx. 113 cm, 
ø approx. 40 cm
Weight incl. Packaging: 
11,99 kg

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

These and many other  
products can 

be found at your retailer.

Do you have any questions? 
Your retailer can help you!

The products from these 
racks can be found in the 

catalogue!
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11289 
Push-Along Animals 
Display, with Products
A standing display made of wood and stocked with six 
different push-along animals as an ideal sales promoter 
for your point of sale. This stable push-along animal 
display stand is not only attractive to look at - it´s 
also a possibility to present the included push-along 
animals in a space-saving way in your store. The toys 
can be easily hung by their pushing poles on the six 
notches on the upper wooden board for an optimal 
hold. There´s a fitting walking assistant here for 
every animal lover. The push-along animals are really 
accentuated in this naturally-finished display with 
the small foot logo. A practical and attractive sales 
promoter for your retail operation.

10824 
Walking Bike 
Stand
With this stand, walking bikes come into 
their own in the sales room. Made of 
natural, sturdy wood, the stand provides 
space for one walking bike. A great parking 
lot for walking bikes and a good sales 
support for the point of sale! Without 
walking bike.

9557 
small foot 
Balloons
Set of 10. A soft sky blue and the blue 
"small foot" lable can be seen on these 
fantastic balloons. A real eye-catcher, 
as a decoration in your shop or as a 
give-away for the little ones.

12119 
small foot floor 
sticker ø 40 cm 
english
These advertising panels will really give your 
customers happy feet! With these small foot 
floor stickers, you´ll be sure to attract attention 
at the point of sale.

4957 
small foot-price bar 
125 cm     
The price bar with cardboard insert in a small foot-
look helps you to highlight the small foot-products 
in your own conventional metal racks. Practical: 
You can put your price lables easily behind plastic 
bars.

These and many other  
products can 

be found at your retailer.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

More small foot-products 
are available at your 

specialist retailer!
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10836 
Gardening Tools for Kids Display
92 pieces. The little gardeners are coming! No one will be able to ignore our display 
with child-friendly gardening tools during the outdoor season. Children ages 3 and 
up can gather together everything they need, from shovels and rakes to brooms and 
stable tools.

approx. 63 x 50 x 160 cm, Weight incl. Packaging: 20 kg

4989 
small foot Toy Shelf Topseller
This sales display is made of stable corrugated cardboard and contains attractive and top-
selling products for your point of sale. Don´t wait - get your share of this strongly attractive 
sales guarantor today! A real eye-catcher for your shop!

60 cm x 40 cm x 192 cm, Weight incl. Packaging: 60 kg

small foot displays and shelves

Do you have any questions? 
Your retailer can help you!

Not available for 
end customers.

Not available for 
end customers.

The products from this 
rack can be found in the 

catalogue!

More small foot-products  
are available at your  
specialist retailer!
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1988
Natural and sustainable: Brothers Holger and Ingo Legler found 

the wholesale trading firm Legler. Their first products are 
promotional products made of wood.

1995
Concentrating on what©s  
important! Legler shifts focus 
to wooden toys with the 
goal of bringing a smile to 
children's faces. Around 10 
employees are working for the 
company at this time.

2002
Small foot is born! In 2002, Ingo Legler©s  daughter is born. Her 
footprint becomes the small foot brand logo and the symbol of 
our wooden toys.

2000
Wooden toys go Europe! Customers can now buy wooden toys from 
Legler in many other European countries, too! It starts with England 

and France, followed by Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Scandinavia, 
Poland, Austria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Ireland, and Portugal. 

2012
With the transition to completely climate-neutral shipping with 

DHL "GoGreen", we took another big step towards sustainability. 

The sun is our inexhaustible energy source! The first company-
owned photovoltaic energy panels go into operation. In the 
coming years, many more of the company©s buildings will be 

equipped with solar panels, allowing small foot to reduce CO2 
emissions and contribute to the protection of our environment. 

2015
The Very Hungry Caterpillar moves in! The most beloved caterpil-
lar in the world from the popular children© s book by Eric Carle now 
adorns exclusive learning and motor activity toys from small foot. 

2019
Nominated for a Toy Award! 
The Lawn Mower Baby Walker 
is nominated for the 2019 
ToyAward at the Spielwaren-
messe toy fair in Nuremberg, 
and makes it among the top 
three amidst 800 submissions 
in the category "Baby & Infant 
0-3 Years". 

2020
Yet another Toy Award!  We added to the success of 2019 and 

were able to place in the list of nominees for the top three toys 
in the "Baby & Infant 0-3 Years" category again - this time with 

the Whale Baby Walker!

2017
Small foot products receive 

the FSC® certification! And they 
therefore take yet another step 

towards sustainability. 

German TÜV-certified safety for 
babies! Select products from the 

new small foot product series, 
Lotta, Lex & Ludwig, are the first 

TÜV-certified wooden baby toys on 
the market in all of Germany.

New packaging! Small foot 
packaging gets a new look. Lovingly 
designed and also informative, both 

younger and older customers are 
pleased. And the best part? The 

boxes are stable enough to be used 
for long-lasting storage. If they©r e 
not being used anymore, they can 
be recycled. That is sustainability 

in practise!

Small foot is a part of the ICTI program! And with that, the 
company gets involved with the adherence to ethical standards 

and sustainability standards in the toy industry.

2016
Spielgut! Our Little Bells Rattle 
receives the coveted Spielgut 
award. More awards will follow 
in the coming years, including 
for the popular Emergency 
Doctor Kit and the Snack Kit.

2018
The lighting of the future! Our company buildings are switched over 
to LED lights. That saves electricity and helps the environment!

Ernie, Bert and friends! Small foot becomes a licenced partner 
of the globally popular children's program SESAME STREET. 

It's our birthday! A lot has been accomplished since our founding 
days: With commitment, love for the natural product of wood, and our 
focus on quality and safety, we© ve become one of the largest manu-
facturers of wooden toys in Germany over the past 30 years. During 
that time, our team - comprised of 170 employees at this point - have 
always had an eye on the needs of children and parents!

How did it all begin? An exciting journey through time full of surprises from 2002 to today.
History

How long have we been here? What have we been up to in recent years? Where are we heading to from 
here? And what does the foot in the logo actually mean? Our history goes back all the way to the 80s. 
Maybe we already know each other and you have played with our toys yourself.
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INDEX

A

Abacus .............................................................................................................. 72, 124

ABC Display ........................................................................................ 432, 434, 438

ABC games ................................................................................... 78, 120, 125, 427

ABC puzzles .................................................................  45, 78, 112, 120, 125, 430

Accordion ..............................................................................................................  188

Active ..............................................................................................................  372-375

Activity loops .................  32, 40, 42, 47, 56, 58-60, 64-72, 76, 390, 401, 406

Activity play blanket ....................................................................................... 40

Advent calendar.....................................................................  452, 455-457, 461

Aeroplane / Airport....................................................................... 285, 287, 290

Air Hockey ....................................................................................................  174-175

Angels ............................................................................................................. 442, 465

Animal figurines ............................  48, 74, 154, 164, 167, 298, 305, 378, 447

Aprons .....................................................................................................................  208

B

Baby blankets ............................................................................................. 40, 448

Baby toys ...............................  22-23, 27-34, 36-40, 48, 80, 343, 395-397, 475

Bags .........................................................................................................................  346

Balance Bikes..................................................................  361, 363, 365-368, 476

Balancing games ...................................  60, 73, 134, 390, 392, 394, 399, 406

Balls & ball games ................................................................................. 155, 348

Basket ....................................................................................................  225, 242-243

Beads........................................................................................................  89, 416-420

Bells/tambourines ......................................................................... 179, 186, 191

Bending dolls ........................................................................... 307, 310, 317, 322

Billiards ..........................................................................................................  175-176

Bingo games .......................................................................................................  146

Bird houses ..........................................................................................................  469

Birthday....................................................................................... 197, 238, 432, 470

Birthday trains .......................................................................................... 432, 470

Blackboards .......................................................................................  115, 426-427

Blenders ............................................................................................... 208, 217, 219

Board games ..............................  44, 49, 55, 130-133, 138-141, 143-145, 402

Boats ...............................................................................................................  298-299

Bobbleheads.......................................................................................................  192

Bookends ............................................................................................. 409, 429, 449

Boule .......................................................................................................................  373

Bouncing balls/animals ..............................................................................  388

Bowling ........................................................................................ 138, 157, 175, 376

Broom .............................................................................................................. 248, 357

Buckets ..................................................................................................................  356

Building site ............................................................  275, 279, 283-284, 293, 423

building stones/building blocks ................ 21, 42-43, 46, 50-51, 53, 59,  
 .......................................................80-81, 84-86, 95, 127, 170, 401, 406-407, 427

C

Calculating games ...............................................  116-118, 120-121, 124-125

Camera ...................................................................................................................... 29

Candle & candleholder ........................................................................ 460, 470

Candy ......................................................................................................................  417

Carpets ...................................................................................................................  449

Cash registers ............................................................................................  230-231

Castanets...................................................................................................... 186, 192

Castles/castle boxes .......................................................................  61, 75, 392

Ceiling caves/tents ........................................................................................  445

Chalk- / magnet boards ......................................................  65, 386, 426-427

Chef© s aprons .....................................................................................................  208

Chess games .............................................................................  141, 144-145, 175

Chests + wooden chests .................................................... 71, 160, 449, 466

Christmas items ........................................................................................  452-465

Christmas toy sets .........................................................................................  452

Climbing net / frame .............................................................................  384-385

Climbing paths .................................................................................  156, 384-385

Clocks ......................................................................................................................  459

Coffee machines....................................................................................... 206, 209

Coffee sets ......................................................................... 202, 212-213, 242-243

Compass ...............................................................................................  378-379, 397

Construction kit ......................................................... 84-85, 171, 259, 311, 421

Construction sets ......................................................  74, 79, 88, 171, 259, 421

Construction vehicles .................................................................... 79, 259, 283

Cookware ..................................................................................... 204-205, 210-211

Costumes ...........................................................................  103, 208, 263, 266-268

Counter displays.......................  23, 31-33, 53, 55-56, 69, 74, 152-153, 155,  
 .................................................... 158, 160-167, 190, 192-195, 226-227, 283-285,  
 .......................................... 294, 310, 314, 341-342, 348, 378-379, 395, 397, 401,  
 .......................................... 403, 408, 411-412, 417, 420, 429-430, 432, 434, 438,  
 ............................................442, 446-447, 450, 454, 464-465, 468, 470, 473-475

Crafting products ...............  88, 312, 398, 412, 414-419, 422-425, 443, 454

Crane ...................................................................................................... 275, 280, 290

Crates .....................................................................................  71, 224, 449, 466-467

Cribs ................................................................................................................. 453, 465

Crocket ...................................................................................................................  375

Cubb ................................................................................................................. 140, 374

Cube puzzle ......................................................................................... 57, 153, 409

Cutting articles ................... 208, 213, 215-218, 225, 236, 238-240, 242-243

D

Dance game ........................................................................................................  375

Dancing figures/animals ...................................................................... 33, 167

Dartboards ...........................................................................................................  173

Decoration articles .............................................  56, 408-409, 432, 434, 438,  
 ................................................................................440-442, 448-449, 453, 455-470

Dentist case ................................................................................................  245-246

Diary ........................................................................................................................  430

Dice games .........................................................................  80, 130, 143, 147-149

Digger ..................................................................................  279-280, 284, 293, 354

Dinosaurs ...................................................................................... 32, 266, 343, 421

Discovery toys ...............................................................  159, 378-379, 397, 430

Dishes .......................................................... 202, 204-205, 210-212, 241-243, 409

Display stands...........................................................................................  475-476

Displays ................................................................................................  464, 474-477

Doctor©s  kit ..................................................................................................  245-247

Doll accessory ..................................................................................  322, 328-339

Doll furniture .............................................................................................  322-323

Dolls ........................................................................................................  317, 337-340

Doll©s  beds/cribs ..................................................................... 326-328, 330-334

Doll©s  furniture, doll©s cupboards .......................................  322, 325-334

Doll©s  highchairs ...................................................................................... 329, 331

Doll©s  houses ............................................................................. 312-313, 317-321

Doll©s  prams ................................................................................................  330-337

Domino games ................................................................  137, 149-150, 377, 394

Draughts games ..................................................................... 139, 144, 175, 374

Drawing + stencils .................................................................................. 430, 443

Dressing table/kit ...................................................................................  244-245

Dressing up puzzles ................................................................................ 89, 109

Drum set ................................................................................................................  189

Drums ..........................................................  178-179, 181-182, 186-187, 189-192

E

Easter .......................................................................... 154, 198, 311, 344, 348, 468

Educate .................................................................................................  114-120, 473

Educational Toys ....................... 15, 19, 47, 65, 116-117, 122, 126-127, 151

Electric toys ................................................................................................. 95, 111

Experimenting ...................................................................................................  397

F

Fabric food products.................................................................... 214, 224, 227

Farm & animals/accessories .........................  79, 163, 196, 278, 306-309,  
 ......................................................................................................... 312-313, 423, 440

Figure train with magnets.........................................................................  432

Finger puppet / -theatre ...........................................................................  342

Fire department ...................................................  276, 278, 286, 312-313, 422

First tooth sets .................................................................................................  450

Fishing games ....................................................................................................  136

Flower presses ..................................................................................................  430

Flutes ............................................................................................  178, 181, 193-194

Food ............................................ 213-218, 222-227, 232-233, 235-240, 242-243

Football .........................................................................................................  172-173

Four in a row ..................................................................................... 140, 143, 373

Fresh .......................................................................................................  221-223, 235

Fruit/fruit boxes ............................................................ 214-215, 217, 224-226

FSC .....................................................  12, 20, 30, 33-35, 53, 56-58, 60, 74-75, 79,  
 ....................................................82, 84-85, 87, 105, 109, 114-121, 126, 133-134,  
 ..................................137, 140-141, 153, 158, 162-164, 166-167, 178, 202, 204,  
 ...................................213, 215-216, 236-240, 259, 278-279, 283-289, 306, 308,  
 .....................................................313, 372-375, 404-407, 410-412, 416, 418, 442

Furniture for the children©s  room .........................................  71, 448-449

G

Game collections ...................................................................  144-145, 372, 374

Garden decoration ..................................................................................  468-469

Garden devices .............................. 20, 353-358, 377-378, 380-385, 397, 477

Garden games...............................  20, 138, 140, 248, 351, 372-377, 380-381,  
 .................................................................................................386-387, 408, 411, 430

Garden trolley ...................................................................................................  353

Gifts packaging ......................................................................................... 464, 466

Glove puppets / -theatre ..................................................................  341-342

Grasping toys ............................................ 28-29, 31-32, 39-40, 187, 396, 475

Gripping vehicles .............................................................................................  354

Guardian angels ...............................................................................................  442

Guitar .....................................................................................................  178, 181-183

H

Hair ties / hairslides .............................................................................. 408, 446

Halma games .....................................................................................................  139

Hammer Benches...................................................................  47, 54, 82-83, 406

Hammering toys ............................................................  47, 54, 82-83, 169, 406

Hand bells ............................................................................................................  180

Handcarts .....................................................................................................  358-359

Handpuppet theatre and accessory..................................  341-342, 442

Harmonicas ..........................................................................................................  193

Helicopter ............................................................................................  286-287, 290

Hobby horses ............................................................................................. 265, 269

Housekeeping toys ................................................................  97, 228, 248-249

Hula hoop .............................................................................................................  387

Humming Top......................................................................................................... 81

I

Ice cream and cake .......................................................  78, 213, 235-240, 277

Ice cream counter ...........................................................................................  235

Ice Stand .......................................................................................................  236-237

Insect houses/insect hotels ....................................................................  469

Inserting games .................. 36, 38-39, 42, 46, 48, 50, 52-54, 56-57, 59-60,  
 ................................................62-65, 70-71, 74-79, 81, 89, 91, 95, 119, 122-124,  
 .................................................... 127, 147, 390-391, 393, 401, 405-406, 409, 421

Instruments ................................................................ 52, 178-194, 397, 399, 411

Ironing board with accessories ..............................................................  249

J

Jewellery ............................................................................ 379, 416-420, 446-447

Joke product ............................................................................... 33, 160, 195, 470

Jumper ....................................................................................................................  442

Jumping Jacks ...................................................................................................  442

Jungle .................................................................................................................. 56-57

K

Kalaha games ....................................................................................................  143

Kaleidoscopes ............................................................................................ 159, 379

Karneval/carnival .................................................................  208, 263, 266-268

Key rings ....................................................................................................... 193, 447

Kicker...............................................................................................................  172-173

Kitchen accessories ..................................  202, 204-205, 208-219, 222-227,  
 .......................................................................230-231, 233, 236-240, 242-243, 473

Kitchen appliances ......................................................  206, 208-209, 217, 219

Kitchen furniture ..................................................................................... 217, 219

Kitchens ..........................................  201-205, 207, 211, 215, 217, 219, 351, 443

Kites .......................................................................................................... 94, 267, 269

Knight costumes and accessories ................................................  268-269

Knight games ............................................................................................. 140, 310

Knight Rusty .......................................................................................................  409

Knight©s  castles ...................................................................... 310, 409, 443, 445

Knitting sets .......................................................................................................  425

L

Labyrinth ................................................................  55, 66, 72, 119, 156-159, 403

Ladder golf ..........................................................................................................  372

Lamps .................................................................................... 458-460, 462-463, 465

Lanterns ................................................................................................................  459

Lawn mower .......................................................................................................... 20

Leaf rakes.............................................................................................................  357

Learning boards ..................  40, 114-115, 120-121, 124, 128, 393, 403, 426

Learning clocks ................................................ 64-65, 114, 128, 393, 403, 427

Learning puzzles .....................  66, 72, 78, 104-105, 107-113, 120, 122-125

Learning shoes............................................................................................... 87-88

LED string of lights / candles ................................................  457-459, 465

Letter cubes/beads ............................................................................... 417, 419

Letter games ................................................. 112, 120, 122, 125, 427, 432, 434

Letter trains ............................................................................................... 432, 434

Letters decoration ............................................................... 432, 434, 438, 475

Letters display ..................................................................................................  475

Letters monster ...............................................................................................  475

Level puzzles ....................................................................................  104-105, 394

Licenced article ....................................................................... 390-391, 393-409

Lillebi .......................................................................................................................  408

Little Button ...............................................................................................  325-327

Little hammer game ..............................................................  65, 402, 422-423

Lotta, Lex & Ludwig ................................................................... 27-28, 37, 475

Ludo games ..................................................  44, 49, 55, 130-133, 141, 374, 402

M

Magic top/ -cubes/ -balls ............................................................................ 38

Magnet games/puzzles............................................. 72, 109, 115, 125, 136,  
 .................................................................................................156-158, 173, 312, 427

Magnetic chalkboards ..........................................................................  426-427

Magnifying glasses ................................................................................ 378, 397

Mailbox...................................................................................................................  228
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Makeup and hairdressing...................................................................  244-245

Make-up table/kits ................................................................................  244-245

Maracas ................................................................................................ 181, 190, 399

Marble games ....................................................................................................  170

Marble runs .............................................................................  55, 82-83, 169-171

Marble runs/games............................  43, 48, 65, 73, 83, 157, 168-169, 171

Market stand .....................................................................................  226-229, 236

Memo games ..........................................  44, 113, 127, 137, 392, 394, 402, 408

Minigolf ..................................................................................................................  376

Miniwobs .......................................................................................................  253-255

Mixing appliances ................................................................. 206, 208, 217, 219

Mobiles .......................................................................  37, 40, 54, 56, 399, 440-442

Model cars ...........................................................................................................  314

Money boxes ....................................................................................... 61, 197, 450

Mosaic .............................................................................................................  151-152

Motor activity cube ...........  38, 46, 52, 58-59, 62-66, 75-76, 399-400, 404

Motor skills trolleys ........................... 9, 12, 16-17, 53, 59, 70-71, 400, 404

Movable press figures ......................... 32, 56, 162-165, 402, 412, 454, 468

Move it! ........................................................................................................ 12, 58-60

Mud kitchens ......................................................................................................  351

Music sets ................................................................  179, 182, 186-187, 397, 473

Music tables ........................................................................................ 66, 179, 186

Musical boxes ......................................................  37, 55, 57, 195-198, 458, 460

Musical instruments ......................  52, 66, 99, 178-195, 397, 399, 411, 473

N

Nest swing ...........................................................................................................  381

Nine Men©s Morris ...........................................................................................  141

Noa©s Ark with animals ................................................................................  311

Nostalgia (style) ............... 148-149, 198, 331, 335-337, 456, 458-460, 464

Number puzzles .............................................  45, 112-113, 122, 124-125, 128

Numbers games.....................................  56, 65-66, 80-81, 112-113, 116-118,  
 ...................................................................... 120-122, 124-125, 135, 142, 154, 376

O

Our Sandman.............................................................................................. 399, 455

Outdoor............................................. 20, 138, 140, 270, 351, 353-359, 361, 363,  
 ............................................................. 365-369, 371-387, 397, 408, 445, 469, 477

P

Parking garages ..............................................................................  169, 273-275

Parlour games .................  44, 49, 55, 130-149, 176, 372, 374, 394, 402, 408

Pastel .........................................................  22-23, 46-49, 182, 250-251, 434, 444

Patience games .............................................  55, 139, 142, 150-153, 156-159,  
 ................................................................................................392, 394, 403, 406, 411

Pencils ............................................................................................................  428-429

Pianos .................................................................................................... 178, 181, 188

Picnic basket .....................................................................................  217, 241-243

Picture frames ...................................................................................................  466

Pillow............................................................................................................... 448, 467

Pirate chests ......................................................................................................  449

Pirate costumes and accessories .........................................................  268

Pirate ship ............................................................................................................  310

Pirate toys ......................................................  132-133, 138, 164, 268, 310, 422

Plasticine set .....................................................................................................  398

Plate Swing .........................................................................................................  382

Play carpets .......................................................................................................  449

Play houses....................................................  307, 309, 313, 320-321, 409, 443

Play kitchen ...................................................... 17, 201-205, 207, 219, 351, 443

Play store accessories .............................................. 213, 215-218, 222-227,  
 .........................................................................................230-233, 235-237, 239-240

Playing pieces .......................................................... 49, 167, 282, 309-312, 453

PlayMais® ....................................................................................................  414-415

Plush animals/plush products ................................ 36-39, 103, 264, 311,  
 ......................................................................................................... 343-348, 395, 448

Plush toy ......................................................................................  37, 343-348, 395

Pogo-Sticks .........................................................................................................  386

Police ......................................................................................  79, 276, 279, 313-314

Popgun ...................................................................................................................  270

Porcelain ...............................................................................................................  243

Preschool products ...........................  115, 117-120, 124-125, 393, 427, 429

Pull-along animals .......  42, 53, 69, 71, 85, 91-95, 391, 395, 399, 405, 410

Pull-back vehicles ..............................................  166, 282-285, 395, 412, 454

Push-along toy .................................................  30-32, 56, 76, 97-99, 410, 476

Puzzle boxes ................................................................... 108, 110, 151, 402, 407

Puzzles & 3D Puzzles .................................... 48, 57, 72, 104-113, 125, 136,  
 ........................................................................................151-153, 394, 402, 407, 474

R

Race car tracks .........................................................................  55, 168-169, 282

Railway accessories ..................................  273, 283, 286-289, 293-297, 405

Rainbow ..................................................................................... 50-53, 74, 135, 347

Rainsticks/rainmakers ........................................................................... 52, 190

Rakes ...............................................................................................................  356-357

Ratchets ........................................................................................................ 186, 193

Rattles .........................................  22, 27-28, 33, 37-38, 179, 186, 396, 411, 475

Recorders.................................................................................... 178, 181, 187, 194

Remain balanced figurine ...............................................................  23, 32, 36

Research and explore .......................................................................... 159, 379

Riding horses ...........................................................................  103, 262-264, 371

Riding vehicles ......................................................... 70, 361, 363, 365-368, 404

Rocking horses / -bikes ....................................................  100-103, 391, 401

Rocking trolleys ...............................................................................................  404

Role toys ..................................... 20, 97, 201-205, 207-219, 221-224, 228-233,  
 .............................................................236-251, 253-255, 265-269, 280, 288, 309,  
 ...................................................................... 311, 317, 341-342, 354-355, 443, 468

Rope ladder.................................................................................................  384-385

Rummy Games ...................................................................................................  142

S

Safari ..................................................... 31, 42-45, 64, 78, 86, 138, 156, 162, 165

Sales promotion .......................................................................................  473-477

Sales shelves & accessories .......................................... 224, 229, 473, 477

Sandpit toys ...............................................................................................  354-356

Scales ..............................................................................................................  230-231

School enrolment ..................................................................  117, 120, 427-429

School supplies.............................................. 118-121, 124-125, 412, 428-430

Science, math, technology ....................................  118-122, 124, 421, 429

Senses game .....................................................................................  126-127, 392

SESAME STREET .........................................................................................  404-407

Set puzzles .............. 45, 57, 104-107, 109-111, 125, 401, 407, 409, 430, 474

Sewing kit / machines .......................................................................... 198, 425

Shapes puzzle ....................... 58-60, 64-65, 71, 75-78, 81, 85, 119, 123, 125

Shopping baskets ................................................. 225, 230, 232-233, 242-243

Shopping trolleys ....................................................................................  230-232

Shovels ...................................................................................................................  357

Shrovetide ............................................................................................................  208

Skateboards ........................................................................................................  382

Skill games ................ 28, 60-61, 134-135, 139, 142, 148, 151-153, 155-159,  
 .............................................................372-373, 375, 377, 390, 392, 394, 403, 411

Skipping ropes ........................................................................................... 387, 411

Skittle games .................................................................................... 138, 157, 376

Sleds ....................................................................................................... 369, 455, 461

Slide rules/abacuses/slide frames ....................... 65, 68, 115, 117-118,  
 ..................................................................................................................121, 124, 429

Slider ........................................................................................................ 70, 102, 366

Solar items...........................................................................................................  343

Solitaire games .................................................................................................  139

Soother chains ..................................................................................................... 29

Sorting game .........................  42, 51, 53, 57-60, 64-66, 70-71, 74-78, 80-81,  
 ..................................... 86, 109, 113, 116, 118-119, 123-124, 127-128, 137, 393

Sorting games ........................................................................... 48, 116, 127, 393

Sound .......................................................................................................  32, 178-179

Space .................................................................................................................... 54-55

Spades ....................................................................................................................  357

spiel gut ............................................ 28, 201, 215, 221-222, 247, 288, 382, 393

Spillikins ........................................................................................................ 148, 375

Sporting goods...................................... 73, 138, 270, 361, 363, 365-369, 371,  
 ............................................................................... 376-377, 383-388, 392, 408, 411

Stacking games .......................... 23, 42, 46, 50-51, 53-54, 60, 75-77, 80-81,  
 ............................................................ 123, 135, 154, 215, 373, 397, 406, 411, 454

Stacking puzzle ...........................  48, 53, 64, 71, 78, 112, 119, 122, 125, 390

Stalls.......................................................................................................  306-307, 309

Stamps ............................................................................................................ 412, 430

Stationery ...........................................................................................  412, 427-430

Stilts.........................................................................................................................  386

Storage Boxes ..................................................................................  449, 466-467

Stove........................................................................................................................  219

Strategy game ........................................................................  130, 140-145, 147

Stuffed animals ................................................  38-39, 195, 311, 343-348, 395

Stuffed toys ................................  36, 38-40, 195, 311, 340, 343-348, 396-397

Sudoku....................................................................................................................  121

Suitcases ..................................................  211, 242-243, 309, 312-313, 320, 409

Swinging animals.............................................................................................  442

Swings .............................................................................................................  380-384

Swords ............................................................................................................  268-269

T

Table billiards ............................................................................................  175-176

Table football ...................................................................................  172-173, 175

Table football /-tennis ........................................................................ 172, 175

Table game .........................................................................................  157, 172-176

Tambourines ...................................................................................... 181, 186, 191

Tea lights / holders ...............................................................................  460-461

Tea sets................................................................................ 202, 212-213, 242-243

Teddy bears .......................................................................................  195, 344-345

Tents ................................................................................................................  444-445

The Mouse ....................................................................................................  400-403

The Very Hungry Caterpillar ...................................................  126, 390-398

Thinking game ................................ 49, 118-121, 139-145, 147, 151-153, 393

Threading games ................................................................. 48, 87-89, 393, 454

Threading Jewellery .......................................................................  89, 416-420

Throwing stands/ -games.....................  138, 140, 173, 372, 374, 376-377

Tic-tac-toe games ..................................................................  49, 140-141, 143

Toasters ......................................................................................................... 206, 209

Tool Belt ............................................................................................... 254, 257, 260

Tool cases ........................................................... 38, 251, 253, 257-258, 260, 409

Tops ................................................................................................ 161, 408, 411, 454

Touch games...............................................................................................  126-127

Touching box/games .....................................................................................  126

Toy cars & vehicles ..........................................  42-43, 79, 274-279, 281-285,  
 ........................................................................................289, 307-309, 314, 399, 405

Toy cash registers ..................................................................................  230-231

Toy chests and tables .................................................... 66-67, 156, 256, 449

Toy kitchens / accessory ............................... 201-219, 222-227, 231, 233,  
 ................................................................................................. 236-240, 242-243, 443

Toy money ...................................................................................................  230-231

Toy shop ............................................................................. 216, 221, 225, 236, 309

Toy shops / trolleys, selling booth ....................................  228-229, 341

Tracks/roads ....................................................................  274, 286, 289, 296-297

Tractors ..........................................................................................  79, 278, 306-308

Traffic sign sets ........................................................................................ 273, 297

Training walker ...................... 9, 12, 15-17, 19, 21, 47, 53, 59, 390, 400, 404

Trains ............................................................ 95, 259, 281, 283, 288-294, 399, 405

Trampoline ...........................................................................................................  387

Travel games ...................................................................  117, 136, 140-141, 144

Tresor ......................................................................................................................  231
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Wind-up figures/animals ......................  159, 167, 282-283, 298, 412, 454

Wobbling tower ................................................................................................  135

Wooden animals ................................................... 31, 33, 48, 74, 85, 159, 164,  
 ............................................................................... 166-167, 195, 308-309, 312, 412
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Wooden construction sets ............................................ 79, 84-85, 259, 421
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small foot Product design
The development of a new product is a cross-departmental process: 
From the idea to a excellent product – a look behind the scenes! 

The idea is the beginning of each product!
The ideas for the content-related implementation of our new products always emerges in a 
different way - sometimes intended and targeted, and sometimes via coincidental encounters with 
themes and inspirations. In this particular case, it was a documentary about the pollution of the 
world©s oceans and the consequences for its residents, such as the blue whale.

Modelling and building the prototype
From the foundations of these draft drawings, we create a model on the computer 
or a prototype out of paper or cardboard. With the findings from these models, we 
improve the draft and create the technical data from which an example product 
can be built. Once this example fulfills all of our requirements down to the details, 
only then do we pass the product on to the production department. 

The time has come: the production begins!
During the product©s production, the individual parts are manufactured step-by-step on a large 
scale. First, the material is cut to shape, milled, and prepared, and is then painted and printed 
with illustrations. Next, the individual pieces are assembled so that they©r e safe for children. At 
the end, the product is carefully packaged in a way that saves space.

Quality is key!
In the quality assurance department, the first product samples are inspected 
by us in order to ensure that the product matches the prototype example 
and meets all of our requirements for quality and safety in all aspects. 

That which impresses children and experts in the field tests is distinguished!
The journey of a small foot product from the first idea to the finished toy is filled with passion for 
the raw material of wood and for design made in Germany. To the same extent, small foot stands 
for responsibility in the realms of quality, safety, and sustainability as well as for timeless play 
ideas which are developed further in a modern way. When the products which are created in this 
way impress children and the experts in field tests, the reward for the hard work is "spiel gut" 
distinctions, Toy Award nominations, and TOP-10 Toy nominations for the 2020 year! And the 
baby walker can do even more! We©r e donating a portion of the sales of the Whale Baby Walker 
to NABU, which is actively and preventatively engaged in protecting the world's oceans and 
coasts and thereby decisively contributing to the preservation of the habitats of all sea creatures.

From the initial sketches to the first prototype
With the first sketches, we©r e expanding upon our ideas with pen in hand. This is where the first ideas 
become implementations, studies become designs, and inspiration becomes colourfulness. We mold 
promising approaches into concrete prototypes, from the first concepts to the construction later.



All about ordering
In general
 All prices are net prices, excluding VAT.
 The minimum order value is EUR 100.–.
 All previous price lists hereby lose their validity.

Available discounts
 3% discount on orders exceeding EUR 250.– (net).
 5% discount on orders exceeding EUR 500.– (net).

Payment terms
 For payments within 14 days, 2% discount,  within 30 days net payment 

without deduction.

Delivery terms
 The goods are shipped by DHL or one of our partner carriers. 
 Neutral shipping is possible from an order value of EUR 100.– net.
 The goods can also be sent to a different address.

 Phone
Monday to Friday
08:30 - 16:30 CET
(from 2. Nov. to 18. Dec. 08:30 - 17:30 CET)

Customer service:
+49 (0) 4221-97302-69

We remain at your disposal for any enquiries

Our bank details
For payments in Euro please use the following 
account:
Bank: Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg
BIC: SLZODE22
IBAN: DE19 2805 0100 0031 4017 14 

Payment methods
 Invoice (bank transfer)
 Advance payment

 E-Mail 
order@legler-online.com
service@legler-online.com

 Online-Shop
www.legler-online.com

Krystina, Eva and Luisa

Packaging, insurance and freight charges
 Ireland and Great Britain: Each parcel now at the cost of EUR 12,90.*/**

 * For all other countries: Please contact our customer service.
 * *  The prices are valid until further notice. We reserve the right to adjust prices.

Exception:
 For certain high volume articles there are extra freight charges to take into account.
 Please contact our customer service regarding this issue.
 The exceptions are marked with this symbol:

Bulky goods



  11376  
 Nordic Workbench, 
compact 
 Compact manual arts in a 
Scandinavian style! With 
this workbench made of 
wood, children´s manual 
crafting skills can be put 
to the test. By practising 
twisting, sawing and 
screwing, they will also 
train their fine motor skills. 
The soft colours, clear 
shapes and simple Nordic 
design is attractive to both 
girls and boys. Incl. 21-part 
accessories. 
 Approx. 45 x 28 x 52 cm, 
working height 
approx. 30 cm 

Nf                
              

Legler OHG  ́small foot company
Achimer Straße 7  ́27755 Delmenhorst
Germany

Customer service 0049 - 42 21 - 9 73 02 - 69
Fax 0049 - 42 21 - 9 73 02 - 25
E-Mail order@legler-online.com
 service@legler-online.com
Online-Shop www.legler-online.com

Like! small foot on social media

All advantages at a glance:
 Order around the clock!
 Immediately visible product availability
 Special offers and discounts
 Larger selection - more products than in the catalogue!
 Simple redemption of voucher codes
 Seasonal theme worlds
 Valuable reseller tips

www.legler-online.com
The Legler Online Shop: Your 24-hour 
customer service and purchasing portal!

Blog:
all the promotions 

and recommendations 
updated daily

From p. 250!
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Deutschland
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Deutschland KIGA
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Italien
11847

Italien KIGA
11848

International
11849

Frankreich
11850

Spanien
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